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Preface
The Public Switched Network (PSN) provides National Security and Emergency Preparedness (NS/EP) telecommunications. Service vendors, equipment manufacturers, and the federal

government are concerned that vulnerabilities

in the

PSN

could be exploited and result

To address these threats, NIST is assisting the Office of the Manager, National Communications System (OMNCS), in the areas of computer
and network security research and development. NIST is investigating the vulnerabilities
and related security issues that result from the use of open systems platforms, i.e., products
based on open standards such as POSIX and OSI, in the telecommunications industry.
This report is intended to provide information for the practicing programmer involved
in disruptions or degradation of service.

development of telecommunications application software. In short, it provides answers to
the question "How do I build security into software based on open system platforms?" It
is not intended to be tutorial in nature and assumes some knowledge of open systems and
in

Unix.

Many

of the references cited are tutorial

and may be used to obtain any background

information required.

For each topic in open system security, the goal of this report

is

to locate in one place

the most informed exposition possible for that topic. Consequently, this report
of the efforts of several individuals

chapters.

The

who

author(s) of each chapter

is

the result

possess the expertise required to author the various
is

identified after the chapter title.

XV

Part

I

en Systems

Chapter

1

Introduction
Richard

The

public switched network

and government agencies

alike.

Kuhn

(PSN) provides

services that are essential to U.S. citizens

Disruption of telecommunications services would clearly rep-

resent a serious threat to public safety

and

security.

A

1989 report of the National Research

Council (NRC), "The Growing Vulnerability of the Public Switched Network" [Cou89], outlined the concerns of the government for maintaining the integrity of the
ers.

A

PSN

against intrud-

report the following year by the President's National Security Telecommunications

Advisory Committee (NSTAC) concluded that "until there

is

confidence that strong, com-

prehensive security programs are in place, the industry should assume that a motivated and
resourceful adversary, in one concerted manipulation of the network software, could degrade

PSN and

monitor or disrupt the telecommunications serving [government] users" [Cou90]. In addition, outages experienced by telecommunications providers
in the recent past have focused the federal government's attention on the need to ensure
at least portions of the

dependable communications.
In the past, there were relatively few telecommunications providers, and their products

were built on proprietary platforms. The Federal Communication Commission's Open Network Architecture (ONA) requirements specify unbundled and equal access to the PSN for
Bell Operating

Companies and

Research Council notes that

First,

ONA

software.

enhanced services competitors [Com86]. The National
can increase network vulnerability in two ways:

their

ONA

increases greatly the

of users

who have

access to network

some will be hostile. By giving more
will open the network to additional hostile

In any given universe of users,

users access to network software,
users.

number

ONA

Second, as more levels of network software are

made

visible to users for

purposes of affording parity of network access, users will learn more about the
inner workings of the network software, and those with hostile intent will learn

more about how

to misuse the network [Cou89, p. 36].

3

changing the telecommunications industry to one where many
third party service providers are building products that must work with products from other
companies [D0I88], [Sim88], [SH88]. This new telecommunications environment has been
Greater network access

is

one with: a large number of features; multi-media, multi-party services;
partial knowledge of the feature set by service designers; lower skill and knowledge levels
of some service creators; multiple execution environments from different vendors; and discharacterized

eis

As noted in the NRC report, some fraction of those with
the network must be assumed to be hostile. Those with hostile intent may include

tributed intelligence [Dwo91].
access to

employees of telecommunications service providers.
Like most of the computer industry, both the Bell Operating Companies and third party

moving toward use of standards-based, open system products to reduce
costs and improve interoperability and portability of their products. For example, one Bell
Operating Company is revising its operations center computing support to "transition the
existing networks to use the ISO Open System Interconnection (OSI) based network and
the common network services that are independent of specific computing and application
environments [bel90]." Computing systems based on standard interfaces such as OSI are
service providers are

referred to as "open systems."

Beginning with the ISO OSI and the IEEE POSIX operating system interface standard,
a great many open systems standards are beginning to appear, and open systems products
are being provided by every major computer vendor. In short, an open system standard is

an interface specification to which any vendor can build products [Kuh91]. There are two
important points. First, the specification simply defines an interface. For example, although

POSIX

is

provide a

derived from

POSIX

UNIX, non-UNIX operating systems such

interface. Second, the specification

through a consensus process that

is

is

as Digital's

available to

VMS

can also

any vendor and evolves

open to the entire industry.

Until now, users were often "locked in" to products from a particular vendor because their
applications would run only on that vendor's operating system.

The move

open systems
will reduce this dependence. Application systems will increasingly be built on products
from a variety of vendors. But many needed standards are not complete, and some nonstandard functions will always be needed because standards must necessarily lag innovations
in technology. Organizations must build applications from both standard and non-standard
components. In addition, the inherent limitations of software testing make it likely that
many "standard" components will have subtle incompatibilities.
to

The term "open" thus applies to two different aspects of the telecommunications environment: the FCC's ON A requirements that allow multiple vendors to have equal access to
the network; and the open system platforms based on standards, such as
that are used in building computer based applications for the

POSIX and

OSI,

new open telecommunications

may

be easier for intruders to attack a system whose behavior is standardized and well known, or which shares common flaws with other systems built on the same
environment.
standards.

A

It

Bellcore report found that "intruders were assisted in their endeavors by the

openness and standardization that the telecommunications industry has undergone in the
last

decade [Klu92]." Security

is

thus a vital concern with open systems.

4

This report was prepared to help service designers use standard, open systems platforms

an open system environment
may be affected by the need to use both standard and non-standard components, and by
the possibility for incompatibilities among products that claim to meet the same standard.
The large number of third party service providers whose products must work together may
severely complicate efforts to ensure dependability and security of the PSN. Software develin building security into their software applications. Security in

opers

who

challenged with building applications on open system platforms will be faced

eire

with questions such as the following:
•

What

services cind functions axe available for providing authentication, access control,

and similar security functions?
•

What

conflicts arise

•

What

are the limitations of these standards, and where

when using products

that conform to open system standards?
is it

necessary to supplement

standard services with custom software?
•

How

do

I

This report

build security into an open system application?

is

intended to aid software developers

applications on open systems platforms.

It is

who

are building telecommunications

designed to help programmers understand the

open system environment and to use open system services in building secure applications.
The next chapter introduces the IEEE POSIX Open System Environment, which is centered
on POSIX and OSI standards. Following this introduction to open systems, four parts of
the document explain security features for four main categories of open system services:
operating system services, human/computer interface services, data management services,
and network services. It is not possible to describe all of them in this document. Furthermore,
not all have security features (e.g., most programming languages). The approach taken in
this document is to describe the most important standards in each category. In addition
to de jure standeirds from IEEE and ISO, some de facto standards such as the Kerberos
authentication protocol and the X Window System are also discussed. These are included
because they are almost universally available on POSIX based systems, and because they
provide critical functions that may not have counterparts in formal standards.
Although this document is intended to provide technical information for programmers,
introductory material is included that should be of value to product planners, administrators,
users, and management personnel who are interested in understanding the capabilities and
limitations of open systems.
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Chapter 2

The POSIX Open System
Environment
Richard

One

of the goals of the

Kuhn

Open System Environment (OSE)

is

a set of standards and

public specifications designed to provide software portability and interoperability.

POSIX

standards serve as the basis of the OSE, with related standards such as the

Systems Interconnection (OSI) communication supplementing
standards-based computing environment.

2.1

POSIX

IEEE
Open

to provide a complete,

Open System Standards

open system standardis an interface specification - a specification that describes
services provided by a software product - to which any vendor can build products. There
In short,

ein

are two important points.

First, the specification

available to any vendor

and evolves

open to the entire industry. Second, the specification
so different vendors can provide the standard interface on their

through a consensus process that
defines only an interface,

is

proprietary operating systems (see

Open system standards

is

fig.

make

2.1).

components
that can be implemented on a wide variety of hardware, making a software components
industry economically practical. But, open system standards do not solve all problems
associated with building interchangable software components. Software designers need to
understand the capabilities and limitations of software standards, and how to deal with
these limitations. This article describes important open system standards and explains how
they can be used to build portable, interoperable application software components.
will

it

possible to develop standard software
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1

1

Application

P^iY

interface

1

1

Figure

2.1:

1

VMS

Open System Approach.

and Portability

Interoperability

There are two important

Posiir int.pr^ri»

MVS

UNIX

2.2

PnRiY inf.prfarJ

eispects to

open systems:

interoperability

and

portability [Fis93].

Interoperability refers to the capability for applications running on different computers to

exchange information and operate cooperatively using this information. Portability refers to
the capability for software to run on different types of hardware. Portability can further be
broken down into binary portability and source code portability. Binary portability makes
it possible to move an executable copy of a program from one machine to another. Source
code portability requires a program to be recompiled when moving from one machine to
another.

The development

bility standards.

of portable application software

components depends on porta-

Interoperability standards are necessary but not sufficient for a complete

open systems environment. Software systems that are
interoperability are called open systems.

built

on standards

for portability

and

example of interoperability is provided by the X Window System [RS89] protocol,
which specifies how graphics primitives can be communicated between an application program and graphics software running on a workstation. An X Window application running
on an IBM workstation can interact, for instance, with a user sitting at a Sun workstation. The ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards [iee86] [Ros90] also promote
interoperability. The OSI reference model defines a structure, or reference model for data
communication standards. The reference model defines seven layers of communications system components, from the physical layer at the bottom to the application layer at the top.
The model describes how components communicate with each other; i.e., it is a model for
interoperability. Open system standards for application portability do not "fit in" to the OSI
reference model; they are, however, complementary to data communication standards. Communication standards define communication services, but open system applications require

A good

a standard

way

to use those services.

Binary portability specifications are designed to provide software portability at the object

IBM PC

hardware interface can be regarded as a de facto
standard for binary portability. Executable copies of software can run on PC clones from
many different manufacturers. Another example is the Application Binary Interface for
code

level.

For example, the

systems based on the Sun
possible to

SPARC

processor.

This specification for workstations makes

move executable programs between
8

different

makes

it

of workstation as ecisily as

programs can be moved between different IBM PC clones. Binary portability is more difficult
to achieve than source code portability, because it places constraints on hardware. Standards
efforts have concentrated on developing interfaces for source code.

Open system standards

for source

code portability define interfaces available to appli-

cation programs for services such as timing functions, security features, database access

and many other

be defined by cooperatively developed
source code, but within IEEE and other organizations the preferred approach has been to
specify interfaces and let vendors develop competing implementations. Thus, two different
operating systems may provide the same services, but one may have better performance or
fault tolerance characteristics than the other. The application program interface may be
specified in terms of a set of procedure calls for a peirticular programming language, or a
language-independent specification may be accompanied by procedure calls for one or more
essential functions. Standards could

programming languages.
system services are the POSIX standards being
defined by the IEEE Technical Committee on Operating Systems (TCOS). (The acronym
POSIX is derived from Portable Operating System Interface, with an "X" to denote its
UNIX origin.) Beginning with the POSIX System Application Program Interface (or kernel)

The best-known standards

for operating

IEEE

standard (IEEE 1003.1-1988),
for application portability.

May

In

has been developing a comprehensive set of standards
1992, the

POSIX

effort

comprised 20 working groups

developing 34 projects.

The POSIX

efforts (1003.x)

have been supplemented with projects to develop standards

such as windows (1201.1) and X.400 message handling
(1224), that are useful on non-POSIX systems. Other open system standards have been
developed through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the International

for application interfaces to services

Organization for Standardization (ISO), and other organizations.
fications

of these other speci-

have been combined with the developing IEEE standards to define an open systems

environment using the

POSIX

interface standards as the basis.

The POSIX Open Systems Environment

2.3

No single standard

provides

all

modern computing environment.
a comprehensive set of standards. The POSIX Open

the functionality needed by a

and interoperability require
Systems Environment (OSE) being put together by IEEE

Portability

[POS92a] provides a steindard

set of interfaces to

are

IEEE POSIX

(1003.x) standards.

TCOS

working group P1003.0

information system building blocks, covering

both portability and interoperability standards. Not

OSE

Many

POSIX

all

of the specifications in the

POSIX

functions serve as a basis, supplemented

by other applicable open systems standards.

POSIX OSE: the Application Program Interface (API) and External Environment Interface (EEI). The POSIX OSE Reference

Two

types of standard interfaces are specified in the

Model, shown in figure 2.2, shows the relationship of these interfaces to the other parts of
the computing environment.
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Application Software
Application Program Interface (API)
Application Platform

^
External Environment Interface (EEI)
External Environment

Figure

The External Environment

2.2:

POSIX OSE

Reference Model.

refers to external entities

with which the application plat-

form exchanges information, including both the human end user, hardcopy documents, and
physical devices such as video displays, disks, printers, and networks. External environment
interfaces mainly provide for interoperability. EEI standards take the form of communication protocols, record and document formats, and display formats. The application program
interfaces in the POSIX OSE are source code interfaces, generally in the form of programming language procedure calls, to the application platform, which is the operating system
and hardware. By specifying a standard set of procedure calls, an API provides source code
portability.

2.4
A

The NIST Application

profile is

of a profile

Portability Profile

a collection of specifications developed to meet a

may

consist of either formal standards,

ANSI

i.e.,

set of requirements.

Elements

those developed within a voluntary

IEEE, or de facto standards, i.e., those accepted
within the marketplace. Each element of a profile may be a specification in its entirety or a
standards organization such

eis

or

specification with certain options or parameters chosen.

The NIST Application
to

meet the requirements

APP

Portability Profile

(APP)

of Federal Agencies for an

[Fis93]

OSE.

was developed by NIST

A

Federal Agency uses the

to develop profiles specific to its individual requirements.

1.

by

is

NIST

organized

application.

are:

Operating System Services: those services providing basic manipulation of a system's

fundamental resources such as processes and
2.

APP
an OSE

The NIST

into several service areas which reflect the breath of services needed

These service axeas

in order

Human Computer

files.

Interface Services: those services providing for the interactions be-

tween the end user and the system such as window management and multimedia access.
10

3.

Software Engineering Services: those services supporting the application programmer

such as programming languages and software development tools.
4.

Data Management

Services: those services providing for the definition

tion of data such as
5.

Data Interchange

schema

definition

and manipula-

and query languages.

Services: those services

which provide

common

representations for

the exchange of data between systems such as document formats and display representations.

6.

Graphics Services: those services providing for the creation and manipulation of

dis-

played multidimensional images.
7.

Network Services: those
communication protocols.

This document

is

services providing interoperability

organized according to

APP

service areas.

corresponds to one of the service areas defined in the APP. Not
are discussed in this

among systems such

Each part
all

document and some technologies not included

of this

document

specifications in the
in the

APP

as

APP

are discussed

document. The decision to include a discussion of the security aspects of a technology
or specification in the document is based on the relevance of the technology within an OSE
and on the presence of a significant security concern associated with the technology.
in this
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Chapter 3
Functional Requirements
Specifications for

Computer Security

John Barkley

There are several publications available which specify computer security functional requirements in the form of evaluation criteria for secure systems. Among these are the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC or "orange" book), the Canadian Trusted
Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC)[CTC93], and the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC). As implied by their names, the goal of these
documents is to specify a standard set of criteria for evaluating the security capabilities of
systems.

As described in
the portability and

and

a goal of open system standards

promote
interoperability of applications. This Chapter explores the ways that
functional requirement specifications for computer security and open system standards complement each other.

3.1

sections 2.1

Example

2.2,

is

to

Specifications

Within the international computer security community, much effort has been devoted to the
creation of standards which permit the security functionality of systems to be evaluated.
In itself, this is a large and complex problem. Within government and industry, computer
security needs form a wide spectrum.
The first publicly available specification for computer security requirements was the
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria

(TCSEC) [TCS85],

first

published in 1983.

Although developed by the National Security Agency (NSA) to meet the needs of the United
States Department of Defense, the TCSEC has been and continues to be influential in the
development of commercial products and later computer security functional specifications.
There are several other computer security publications directly related to the TCSEC. Among
13

(TNI or "red" book) [TNI90] and the Trusted
Data Base Management System Interpretation (TDI or "lavender" book) [TDI91]. The TNI
shows how the criteria from the TCSEC applies to a network environment. The TDI shows
how the TCSEC applies to data beise management systems. The TCSEC and its related
these are the Trusted Network Interpretation

publications are often referred to as the "rainbow" series.

The Information Technology

(ITSEC) [ITS91] was created
in a joint effort by Germajiy, France, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. Originally
published in 1990, the ITSEC was developed to more completely meet the needs of those
Security Evaluation Criteria

orgeinizations handling uncleissified information.

In order to further

meet organizational needs

for

handling both classified and unclassified

information, the Federal Criteria for Information Technology Security (Federal Criteria or

FC) [FC92] was developed as a joint project by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and NSA. The Federal Criteria is to be replaced by the Common Criteria now
under development by NIST, NSA, Canadian and European representatives. The Federal
Criteria, the ITSEC, and the CTCPEC are being used in developing the Common Criteria. The Common Criteria is to be published as a Federal Information Processing Standard
(FIPS).

3.2
Each

Relationship to

Open Systems

of the specifications described in section 3.1

is

a requirements specification.

That a

product (referred to as an "Information Technology (IT) Product" in computer security

some

computer security criteria does not imply
that such a product supports open system specifications. Such a product may be completely
proprietary and fully satisfy computer security requirements. The goal of the developers of
the specifications in section 3.1 is to insure computer system security.
Thus, for example, a program written using an API to access security features on one
product that meets the Commercial Security 2 (CS2) protection profile of the Federal Criteria
may or may not be portable to another CS2 product. The user interface to a utility required
on a CS2 product may or may not be the same user interface to the same utility on another
CS2 product. The display device used for access on a CS2 product over a communication
channel may or may not interoperate with another CS2 product because the communications
channel protocol used by one CS2 product differs from another.
The goal of open system standards is to insure portability and interoperability. Every
open system specification was developed in response to a need by some user community. Once
such a need is identified, functional requirements are developed in order to more precisely
describe the needs a particular open system standard is to satisfy.
As a result of the specifications in section 3.1, the computer security community is reaching a level of consensus on requirements for computer security. The question arises as to how
well products based on open system standards can meet these requirements. It is important
to note that computer security functional requirements, such as those in section 3.1, are
intended to be applied to implementations, i.e., products not open system specifications.
requirement specifications)

satisfies

level of

14

With regard

to a product based on open system specifications, computer security criteria

would be applied to that product's implementation, not to the collection of open system
specifications which that product supports. Nonetheless, the question can still be asked of
the open system specifications themselves with the caveat that it is their implementation on
which final evaluation is made.

how

open systems can meet computer security criteria is not a
question that has just recently been asked. While the primary goal is computer security,
many of the developers of computer security criteria participate in the development of open
system standards intended to support existing computer security requirements. P0SIX.6
(see ch. 4) is one example of such an open system standards development activity.
This question of

NIST

is

well

interested in exploring the problems of quantifying

how

well

open system stan-

dards meet consensus computer security functional requirements [PI93]. Before such a quantification

can be made, several questions must be addressed.

One question is which computer security requirements specification should be used. While
generally the same in intent, each has its own form and structure. It is possible that a system
which satisfies some level of one specification may not satisfy any single level of another
but may satisfy requirements from several levels. Because the Common Criteria will have
the most flexible framework, users can choose a level to exactly meet their requirements.
Consequently, the

Common

Criteria, the

FIPS

that will be developed

the specification of choice for Federal Agencies and

is

by NIST and NSA,

is

intended to be useful to organizations

in the private sector.

A

difficult

question

is

what does

it

mean

for

an open system standard to meet com-

puter security functional requirements. For most functional requirements, the answer to this
question

is

not immediately obvious. For example, consider a requirement for a utility to

examine audit trails. An API to audit trail information which standardizes access by a program could be developed. As a result, portable utilities which satisfy the requirement could
be developed. In addition, a standard user interface to the utility could be developed so that
users would know how to interact with the utility on any secure product which satisfies the
requirement. If audit information is generated in a network environment and transmitted to
a central location, a standard protocol for the communication of audit information could be
developed.

Once

it

means for an open system standard to meet given
functional requirements, it must be determined that there is a need for

has been determined what

it

computer security
such an open system standard assuming one does not already exist. Consider again the
example of a requirement for a utility to examine audit trails. It may be the case that a
standard user interface to an audit trail utility in not necessary because such utilities are
eilways developed with window-based desktop displays in which user access is self-evident.
Consequently, the question of a user being able to interact with any such utility is moot.
In the final analysis, the community of interest will likely determine the need for an open
system standard to meet computer security requirements.
Another question is, of existing open system standards, which ones are applicable to
be compared against computer security criteria. In order to answer this question, it must
15

be determined what products are addressed by a particular computer security functional
requirements specification.
Thus, while the

Common

POSIX.l and P0SIX.6,

it is

Criteria can obviously be applied to products which support

not inappropriate to consider the application of the

Common

an open system specification such as SQL. SQL is certainly
concerned with the manipulation of resources by named users and the protection of such
resources against unauthorized access. On the other hand, with regard to the Common
Criteria, it is not clear how computer security functional requirements would apply to a
product which supports a protocol specification, such as, OSI Trsinsport. Each existing open
system steindard should be considered a candidate to be compared against computer security
Criteria to a product supporting

functional requirements.
profiles of

open system

One

possible

specifications

way

to deal with this question

and apply computer security

is

to look at sets or

criteria to these instead

of individual specifications.

much work to be done to answer these
is not not clear how well the security aspects

Clearly, there

are answered,

it

described in this
criteria

is

questions. Until these questions

open system specifications
report meet the functional requirements of computer security evaluation

such as the

Common

Criteria.
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Chapter 4

POSIX

Security Interfaces and

Mechanisms
Lisa

Introduction to

4.1
POSIX

is

Carnahan

POSIX

Security

a family of standards designed to ensure portability of application programs across

hardware and operating systems. These standards are the products of the IEEE Technical
Committee on Operating Systems, P1003 Committee. For the purpose of this discussion,

two of the standards produced by
•

this

committee are of primary

interest:

Posix System Application Program Interface Standard (ISO/IEC 9945-1:
1990) [ISOQOa]- This is the base POSIX standard. It defines the basic system services
and mechanisms (e.g., input/output services, process environment, etc.) and the system calls that provide the interface between application programs and those system
services. This standard has been adopted by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) as Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 151-2 [FIP93b].
It will be referred to as the "POSIX. 1 standard."

•

Posix System Application Program Interface - Amendment: Protection,
Audit and Control Interfaces (IEEE P1003.6.1)i[POS92b] - This standard specifies mechanisms and interfaces to security functionality not provided in the base (i.e.,
POSIX. 1) standard. The general areas that are covered are:
1.

discretionary access control.

2.

audit trail mechanisms.

3.

privilege

^This specification

mechanisms.

is

now known

as PlOOS.le.
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4.

mandatory access

5.

information label mechanisms.

control.

The Protection, Audit and Control
"P0SIX.6 standard."
Like the POSIX.l standard, the

begun

in /usr/group,

now known

as

Interface Standard will be referred to as the

P0SIX.6 standard was originally grown out of work
Uniforum. As the POSIX.l standard was moved out of

/usr/group and into IEEE, some security professionals within /usr/group saw the need
1.

to:

provide portable applications those interfaces necessary to utilize security relevant
information.

2.

improve on the security mechanisms that were being defined

many

would

in the

POSIX.l standard.

POSIX.l
standard would be sufficient for their needs, it was decided that a set of security mechanisms
and interfaces would be developed and placed as extensions to the POSIX.l standard. From
a security viewpoint, the improvement over the POSIX.l security mechanisms is substantial.
The P0SIX.6 Security Mechanisms address five areas of functionality:
Realizing that

• audit trail

users

feel that

the security mechanisms defined in the

mechanisms,

• discretionary access control,
•

information labels,

•

mandatory access

control,

• privilege.

According to the P0SIX.6

draft,

each option defines new functions, as well as securitydefined by the other

related constraints for the functions

and

addition of these mechanisms to the

POSIX.l standard

utilities

POSIX

standards.

The

allows "general purpose" applications

enhancements while maintaining portability. In addition,
these areas are widely used by "trusted" programs - thus allowing for application portability
to take advantage of the security

of trusted programs.

These areas were chosen because
areas for security in today's

POSIX

it

was

felt

that they encompass the de facto required

environments. While

all

these areas

may not be

required

on a single system, some combination of them should be. Access control should be required
on any multi-user system. The POSIX. 6 standard supports a mechanism that allows the
generation of an audit trail that can later be analyzed by an audit analysis tool. The use
of audit on POSIX systems is highly encouraged. More and more users are discovering the
many benefits of using information labels on their systems. The POSIX. 6 standard supports
these as well.
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The P0SIX.6

between the application system calls and the
operating system. In this way the application is buffered from having to know the internals,
formats, etc. that make systems unique. An application can request to know the mandatory
access control label of a file without having to know where or how the label is stored internally.
This is what makes application portability, eind P0SIX.6 focuses on providing application
portability on systems that make use of the P0SIX.6 mechanisms.
The standard that provides the P0SIX.6 interfaces and mechanisms is currently in the
balloting process. The DRAFT Standards P1003.6.1/D13 and P1003.6.2 ^ [POS92c] were the
current documents at the time of this writing. It should be realized that with any standard
that is cycling through a balloting process, changes to the standard may occur. Therefore,
differences (hopefully slight) may axise between the information presented here regarding
specifics of the standard, and the final specifications of the standard upon final approval.
interfaces are positioned

Posix Security Functionality

4.2
4.2.1

FIPS 151-2 Security Mechanisms and

Interfaces (P1003.1)

The POSIX.l standard (FIPS 151-2/P1003.1) does provide some

security functionality.

The

security functionality supported includes Discretionary Access Control using a permission

mechanism and

was the intent of the POSIX.
standard to extend this functionality and add areas of functionality not addressed by the
POSIX.l standard. An application that is POSIX.l compliant should run successfully on a

bit

Privilege using a privilege mechanism.

It

POSIX. 6 compliant system.
The POSIX.l standard supplies only a subset of the functionality supplied by the
POSIX. 6 standard. The functionality provided by the POSIX.l standard should be the
minimal acceptable requirement of security functionality for any multi-user system requiring POSIX-like interfaces. Whether the extended and additional POSIX. 6 functionality is
needed should be determined based on the security requirements of the system.

4.2.2
The

Data Structures and the Interface Scheme

different

data structures that are defined by the POSIX. 6 mechanisms (access control

mandatory access control labels, etc.) are opaque to the applications that use them. The application knows only what types of information are contained
in the structure (knows roughly the names of the fields), and not the physical placement
or ordering of the structure. Given this, there is no need to standardize on the different
structures themselves - only what is contained in them.
The following scheme is used by the different mechanisms to allow applications to malists,

privilege attributes,

nipulate the information contained within the data structures:
1.

read in the information from permanent storage to an allocated working storage area.

^This specification

is

now known

as P1003.2c.
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2.

update the information in the working storage area.

3.

write the information back to permanent storage.

4.

deedlocate the working storage area.

For example, an application that would be used to add an entry to an access control

(ACL) would contain
•

An

list

interface calls in the following order:

interface to allocate a working storage area

and to read the

ACL

from permanent

storage into the working storage area,

of

ACL

•

An

interface(s) to

•

An

interface to write the

•

An

interface to deallocate working storage.

update the

ACL

entry,

back out to permanent storage,

Once again this scheme provides application developers and programmers the advantage
having to know only the types of information contained in the structures, and not the

specifics of the structures themselves.

This idea of not being tied to the structures, only the

information, certainly allows for application portability.

Each

of the following sections that describe the

P0SIX.6 standard

are structured in the

following manner:
•

Functionality Overview

-

a brief description of the functionality and

its

intended

use,
•

Mechanism Overview
functionality,

•

-

a brief description of the mechanism used to provide the

and how the mechanism works,

Interface Descriptions

-

a general look at the specified interfaces.

Audit Trail Generation and Manipulation

4.3
4.3.1

Audit Trail Functionality

In general, a system's audit trail

is

a collection of audit records containing data about

attempted violations of the security policy and changes to
the security state of the system. When required, applications should be able to generate
these audit records. (If the application is an audit analysis tool, the application should
security relevant events,

also

i.e.,

be able to read the audit records.)

as the

The

audit record should contain attributes such

time of the event, the status of the event, and the subject(s) and object(s) of the

event. In portability terms, a portable application should be able to generate a record (or

read the record) containing this information without being concerned about the underlying

implementation-dependent record format.
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The P0SIX.6
the audit record

The

audit interfaces allow for this type of portability.
is

never seen;

it is

internal structure of

meinipulated only through the read and write interface

functions.

The

mechanisms provide portable applications the ability
to generate audit records, to select delivery locations for the records, and for some selected
applications, the ability to disable and enable the recording of certain events. In most cases
interfaces to the audit trail

these will be privileged operations.

According to the P0SIX.6 standard "there are four major functional components of the

P0SIX.6

audit interface specification:

Interfaces for an application to write records to the audit trail

1.

and control the auditing

of the current process,

and manipulating audit records,

2.

Interfaces for reading the audit trail

3.

The

definition of a standard set of events that shall

4.

The

definition of the contents of audit records."

An

audit trail

is

defined in the

P0SIX.6 standard

be reportable in implementations,

as a set of sequential audit records that

contain information about security relevant events occurring within the scope of the

standard and any optional P0SIX.6 interfaces and objects. This

system audit

is

POSIX.l

referred to in the standard

and contains records generated by the system or generated by an
application. Applications may also write to other audit trails. Interfaces provide the system
and applications the ability to write information about security relevant events into the
system or other audit trails in the form of audit records. Interfaces provide post-processing
applications the capability to read records from the system audit trail or any other audit
trail that may exist on the system. The internal format of the audit trail, as well as the
audit record format is not defined by this standard. This is consistent with the model of
providing interfaces to opaque data structures that was discussed earlier. However an audit
record does have a logical structure defined so that post-processing audit applications can
eis

the

call

on

trail

specific items in the record.

In the context of P0SIX.6, audit records are generated in two ways:
1.

By

P0SIX.6 implementation, to report on the use of its security relevant interfaces.
This is known as system auditing and the records are known as system generated
a

records.
2.

By an

appropriately privileged application, to report on

known

as

The use

its

own

activities.

These are

application-generated records.

of a logical audit record, as well as a standard set of interfaces to write to the

and read from the audit trail, allow the system and applications to create,
read and manipulate information about security relevant events. This provides conforming
implementations and applications a portable mechanism to use in recognizing and reporting
on security relevant events.
audit

trail,
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Audit Trail Mechanism Overview

4.3.2
The

objects that are created, manipulated, etc. by the audit interfaces are the event specific

data within each audit record, and the audit records themselves.
application, an audit record logically appears as the following, (as

To a post-processing
defined by the P0SIX.6

standard):

header, provides the version number of the P0SIX.6 standard to which the record

•

content conforms; indicates the data format the data record

is

written

in;

includes

event-time (to be compatible with the time format proposed in P0SIX.4),

fields for

The event-type is the specified result of a POSIX.l
P0SIX.6 event (interface call) that was made. The event-

event-type, and event-status.

event (interface

call) or

status indicates the result of the event (the event was successful, successful

and used

appropriate privilege, failed due to access control, failed due to lack of appropriate
privilege, etc.).

a set of subject attributes, describes the subject that caused the event to be

•

ported.
id,

user

The
id,

user accountable for the event

and group

is

indicated, as well as possibly the process

id.

a set of event specific items, contains relevant items that are

•

re-

specified to

be included

for the particular event-type.

zero or

•

more

sets of object attributes, describes the objects effected by the event.

defined event-type

made to the interface chown(), would create an audit record with a
AUD-AET-chown. The event-specific items would include the pathname

for the object, the

owner, and the owning group (the parameters used in the chown()

For example the

The

call

object attributes would describe the object effected,

user id and group id of the

file

e.g.,

call).

the record could contain the

before the execution of the chown()

call.

A

sample of the events that will cause an audit record to be generated include POSIX.l
functions such as changing the owner or permissions of a file, changing directories, creating
objects, creating processes (fork() or exec() family), killing processes, creating or deleting

opening

links,

files,

using the setuid or setgid features, and others.

that are considered auditable events include opening an audit

auditing for an application, setting access control

list

trail,

The P0SIX.6

functions

suspending or resuming

information, setting privilege infor-

mation, setting mandatory access control labels, and setting information labels. Additional
events

may be

defined by an implementation to be auditable events and thus cause audit

records to be generated.

According to the P0SIX.6 standard, the interfaces specified to support the audit mechanisms can be grouped as follows:
•

Get and

release access to an audit trail

and

an audit

close

trail.
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-

These interfaces are used to

select (open)

•

Write audit records

-

This interface

is

used after the system or an application

constructs the audit record in the required form.

A

call to this interface will

header and subject information to the record and append

it

add the

to the audit trail (in the

system-dependent internal form).
•

Read
The

audit Records

-

This interface provides the application the next audit record.

interface reads the record into working storage

and provides the application a

pointer to the record.
•

Control system auditing
the current process. This

may
•

is

-

This interface will suspend or resume system auditing of

dependent on the audit policy of the system (suspension

not be allowed).

Analyzing an audit record

These interfaces are used to get

-

within the record, and are also used to convert the record to
•

human

from

readable text.

Storing audit records - These interfaces allow the system or an application to store
a record in user-managed space (perhaps for later post-processing), and conversely
allow the system or an application to return the record to system-managed space.
This process requires that the record be converted from its internal format to a "bytecopyable" format. These interfaces provide this conversion.

To write an
1.

specific fields

Open

audit record to the audit

the system audit

trail for

trail:

writing (an audit trail other than the system audit trail

can be specified). Opening the audit

trail for

writing requires appropriate privilege,

however opening the trail for reading does not require appropriate privilege. If the call
to open is successful, a pointer to the beginning of the audit trail is returned to the
calling process. This pointer

2.

is

then used to access the audit

Construct the audit record in user managed space.

trail.

(The standard assumes that an

application or system process would construct the audit record in the

managed space

of the application or system process).
3.

Write the record into the audit

4.

Close the audit record.

To read the audit records
1.

Open

A

the audit

in

an audit

trail for reading.

trail

using the pointer provided.

trail:

The system

allocates a buffer area to read the records.

pointer to the beginning of the audit trail

is

returned.

Opening an audit

trail for

reading does not require privilege.
2.

Read the audit record using the pointer returned by the open
calls

return a pointer to the next sequential record.
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call.

Subsequent read

3.

Read the logical pieces of the record (header, subject details, event-specific information,
object-specific information) by making calls to the particular area of interest in the
record.

For example, to access subject details in the record a

call is first

made

to

receive a pointer to the header information. Another call uses that pointer to access

the subject details of the record. Repeated calls return the data items from the subject
details in a predefined order.
4.

Close the audit

5.

Deallocate the system storage area eillocated by the system.

trail.

Discretionary Access Control

4.4

Discretionary Access Control
to an object.

control

it is

Using a

It is

(DAC)

is

used to control access by restricting a subject's access

generally used to limit a user's access to a

the owner of the

file

who

In this type of access

controls other users' accesses to the

file.

DAC

these rights are

mechanism allows users control over access rights to their files. When
managed correctly, only those users specified by the owner may have some

combination of read, write, execute,

The POSIX.l standard

permissions to the

etc.

POSIX.l Permission

4.4.1

file.

Bit

file.

Mechanism

mechanism that is currently
implemented and used in many POSIX-like systems. This mechanism allows the defined
permissions of read, write and execute to be specified for:
specifies the use of the permission bit

owner,

1.

the

2.

the group of users specified

3.

all

file

eis

the "owning group," and

other users (named "other").

This mechanism can be cumbersome to use
user

who

is

permissions need to be specified for a

named

not the owner (and nearly impossible to specify separate permissions for two

users, neither of
different

if

whom is

named groups

the owner).

of users.

It is

also not possible to provide specific permissions for

These limitations pointed to the need to provide a Discre-

mechanism that can provide the granularity of specifying individual
and named groups. The P0SIX.6 standard specifies an access control list mechanism

tionary Access Control
users

to provide this functionality.

4.4.2

An

Access Control Lists

access control

list is

an object that

is

associated with a

file

the access that individual users or groups of users have to the
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and contains

file.

entries specifying

Access control

lists

provide

way

a straightforward

Without the use

of granting or denying access for a specified user or groups of users.

of access control lists (using the permission bit

(who

access to the granularity of a single user

The

following

is

is

mechanism

not the owner of the

a simplified example of an access control

OWNER:
KAK:

rwx
rw

LJC:

r

file)

only), granting

can be cumbersome.

list:

JRC:

GROUPl:
GR0UP2:
GR0UP3:
OTHER:

rwx
-

w

In this example the granting of read, write and execute permission

is

apparent.

User

"JRC" and group "GROUPS" are explicitly denied access to the file.
To provide an ACL capability, the P0SIX.6 standard specifies:
1.

the definition and use of ACLs.

2.

the definition of initial access permissions on

3.

the access check algorithm, and (4) the utilities needed to manipulate the ACLs.

file

creation.

The P0SIX.6 standard specifies that a POSIX.l file is the only object that has an ACL
associated with it. The P0SIX.6 standard does not specify the actual implementation of
ACLs on a system, nor does it specify the internal representation of the ACL. Ordering of

ACL is

however the internal order does not effect the
specified order of the access check algorithm. The composition of an ACL entry is specified

the entries within the

by the POSIX.G standard
•

Tag type,

also not specified,

as follows:

specifies that the

owning group, a

specific

ACL

named

entry

is

one of the following: the

user, a specific

named

file

owner, the

group, or other (meaning

all

other users).
•

Qualifier field, describes the specific instance of the tag type.
users and specific
respectively.

named

Qualifier fields for the

Set of permissions,

The P0SIX.6 standard

named

groups, the qualifier field contains the userid and groupid,

relevant because this information
•

For specific

is

owner entry and owning group

entries are not

specified elsewhere.

specifies the access rights for the entry.

specifies that at a

minimum read,

write,

and execute/search permis-

must be supported.
The P0SIX.6 defined access control list has 3 mandatory entries: an owner entry (called
the file owner class), an owner group entry (called the file group class), and a world entry.
sions
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This allows the three entries of the permission bit mechanism (owner, group, and other)
to also be considered an ACL, and hence, compatible with the P0SIX.6 specified ACL

made

to modify these

ACL

modify the corresponding file
permission bits. Likewise, Ccdls made to modify the file permission bits will also modify the
corresponding ACL entries. This is intended to support backward compatibility with the
large pool of existing applications that use the interfaces to the file permission bit mechanism.
interfaces. Calls

entries will also

4.4.3

Discretionary Access Algorithm

A

may

process

request to read a

this access, the

P0SIX.6

terms, the access check

performed on the

is

file,

or execute/search a

applied to the

ACL

ACL

2.

as a

3.

as belonging to the

4.

as belonging in

5.

as other.

named

of the

any named groups.

may

is

effect.

made, the

ACL

For example,

if

no longer searched, and the granted or
a user is specified as a named user, and all
is

belong to are not checked to see

The algorithm (somewhat

the groups' permissions.

• If the user requesting access

entry, then access

• If the user

In general

entries in the following order:

permissions in the entry are set to deny access to that user, the user

ACL

file.

owning group, together with any named groups.

denied permissions are in

the

To determine

user.

a match on one of these

groups the user

file.

owner.

as the

When

write to a

defined algorithm

is

1.

file

file,

is

a

named

entry, then access

is

is

is

the

file

if

is

ACL, and

granted: else access

is

access through

as follows:

owner, and the requested
is

denied access. The

may have

simplified here)

granted: else access

user in the

the user

is

mode

is

granted by

denied.

the requested

mode

is

granted by the

ACL

denied.

owning group of the file, or is a member of any named groups, and
the requested access mode is granted by the ACL entry of the owning group or the
ACL entry of any of these named groups, then access is granted: else access is denied.

• If the user

is

in the

• If the user is a

granted by the
access

is

member

ACL

of any of the

entry of any of

named groups, and the requested access mode is
these named groups, then access is granted: else

denied.

• If the requested access

mode

is

granted by the "other" entry, then access

else access is denied.
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is

granted:

Discretionary Access Control Interfaces

4.4.4

To read the

ACL

of a

file,

a process must have read access to the

file's

attributes (or possess

To write (update) the ACL of a file, the process must have write
access to the file's attributes and be the file owner (or possess appropriate privilege).
The P0SIX.6 interfaces that eire specified to implement the access control list mechanism
appropriate privilege).

eJlow a

file

owner

control

list

associated with that

and manipulate an access
manipulating ACLs and ACL entries

(or a user with appropriate privilege) to create
file.

The

interfaces for

can be grouped as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Get /set /manipulate ACL entries - includes interfaces to create new
from one ACL to another, and delete entries,

copy entries

Get /set /manipulate ACL entry elements - includes interfaces to add (modify) and
delete an ACL entry's permissions or other parts of the entry.

Read/ write/ validate an
is

ACL

-

and validate the whole
as well as sorts the ACL).

storage),

duplicate entries,

Translate an

ACL

ACL (the ACL
the ACL back to

includes interfaces that read the whole

copied into allocated working space), write the whole

permanent

4.

entries,

into different formats

-

ACL

ACL

(writes

(checks for mandatory entries and

includes interfaces that allow

ACLs

to be

copied from a system dependent, internal format to a format that can be copied into
user

managed

With these

space, or into a structured text representation.

interfaces, portable applications can

can create new objects and associate an

ACL

determine a subject's access to an object,

with the object, can manipulate the

an object, and in general use the access information provided by the
will

be consistent across

4.4.5

all

P0SIX.6 compliant systems

(that

ACL

in a

implement the

ACL

manner

ACL

of

that

option).

Application Considerations

The P0SIX.6 standard

specifies interfaces

and commands

for the

permission bit mechanism,

and there exists a large pool of portable applications that use these interfaces and commands. This implies that backward compatibility with applications that use the permission
bit mechanism is necessary, even when the systems using these applications implement the
access control list mechanism.
The two DAC mechanisms (the ACL mechanism and the permission bit mechanism) may
exist on the same system, and still be P0SIX.6 DAC compliant. Great effort was made to
ensure that these two mechanisms, if forced to, work together. When possible, interfaces
normally used for the permission bit mechanism (i.e., chmod(), and stat()) will work with
the access control list, and the interfaces intended for the access control list will work with
the permission bit mechanism. However, if the result of an interface has the potential to
grant more access than intended, the call will most likely fail. The results of crossing calls
may not produce the expected result, but will never be less restrictive than intended.
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Privilege

4.5

The purpose

of a privilege

mechanism

is

to provide a

means

of granting specific users or

processes the ability to perform security-relevant actions for as limited a time and under as
restrictive a set of conditions as possible, while

still

permitting tasks properly authorized by

the system administrator. For the administrative task of performing a system backup to be

done

correctly, all the files of the

system must be readable. However one would not consider

on the system to be readable to
accommodate performing backups. The solution would be to create a privilege that would
allow a read override of the access control information allowing all the files on the system to
be read for the backup procedure. This privilege would then only be used for specified tasks
such eis system backups. This exemplifies the basic security principle of least privilege.
changing

all

4.5.1

Super-user and Appropriate Privilege

the access control information for

all

the

files

UNIX users would expect to find the super-user privilege mechanism to be the standardized POSIX privilege mechanism, but it is not. A goal in supporting privilege was that
the base POSIX standard allow for the implementation of a mechanism that supports the
Most

least privilege
It

concept described above. The super-user mechanism does not support

supports a monolithic

privilege

is

"all

or nothing" approach to privilege.

the super-user (also

known

as "root" with a

privileges, all of the time. This clearly does not

and thus does not

exist explicitly in the

exists in the standard per se.

those services (using the

mechanism
that the
is

meet the goal

of 0),

POSIX
-

and

user with any

this user has all

of supporting least privilege,

POSIX. 1 standard. Actually no

Only the concept of "appropriate

to be implemented

leeist

UID

The only

this.

privilege

mechanism

privilege'* exists to indicate

interfaces) that require privilege. This allows

including the super-user privilege. However

any privilege

it is

the intent

mechanism supported by the POSIX. 6 standard be used when there
privilege, and not the "all or nothing" super-user approach, which does

privilege

a requirement for

not support least privilege.

The

by the P0SIX.6 standard, with regard to privilege include: the
the time bounding of privilege, and privilege inheritance. A privilege

features provided

granularity of privilege,

mechanism that supports granularity

of privilege will allow a process to override only those

security-relevant functions that are needed to perform the task.

For example a backup

program only needs to override read restrictions, and not the write or execute restriction on
files. The time bounding of privilege is related in that privileges required by a application
or system process can be enabled and disabled as the application or system process needs
them. Privilege inheritance allows a process image to request that all, some, or none of its
privileges get parsed on to the next process image. For example programs that execute other
utilities need not pass on any privileges if the utility does not require them.
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4.5.2

and Interfaces Requiring Privilege

Privileges

Under the P0SIX.6

privilege

mechanism, the granting of privilege

is

based on the combina-

and privilege
This allows the mechanism to not be

tion of privilege attributes belonging to a process (process privilege attributes)

attributes belonging to a

file (file

privilege attributes).

based solely on the user: privileges associated with

The P0SIX.6 standard does not preclude

files

are also taken into consideration.

that a single user be granted

all

privileges all of

the time (the super-user concept), although this absolute granting of privilege

is

strongly

discouraged from being practiced.

The POSIX.l

interfaces that are covered

appropriate privilege

• creating

policies

(meaning that

required) include:

is

• changing the permission of
• changing the

by the P0SIX.6 privilege

an object,

owner of an object,

an object,

• creating a

new

process (exec()),

• killing a process,
• linking or unlinking
•

an object,

opening an object,

• using a pipe,
•

renaming a

•

removing a directory,

file,

• using setuid/setgid functions,

• setting the

umask

(default permissions),

• getting the attribute information of

The P0SIX.6
• reading
• opening

interfaces that are covered

an object.

by the P0SIX.6 privilege

from or writing to an access control
an audit

• suspending or

list,

trail,

resuming the auditing of an application,

• reading

from or writing to an information

• reading

from or writing to a mandatory access control
31

label,
label,

policies include:

• reading

The set

from or writing to the privilege state of a

of privileges that are defined

by the P0SIX.6 standard are somewhat analogous to the

functions listed above. For example, opening a

the user either be the

file

file

owner, or not be the

Possessing appropriate privilege would

mean

(using the open() interface) requires that

owner but possess appropriate

file

owners have over their

privilege.

that the user's process has the priv_fowner

(The privJbwner privilege allows a process to perform

privilege.

all

the functions that

file

files.)

Privilege Determination and Privilege Inheritance

4.5.3

The

file.

set of privileges that are associated

inherited, or absolutely gramted.

This

with a process that

is

executing a

file

may be revoked,

dependent of the value(s) of the

is all

file

privilege

and the process privilege state of the previous process image. The process
privilege state of a file is defined by the set of process privilege flags associated with a process.
The process privilege flags defined by the P0SIX.6 standard are permitted, effective, and
inheritable. These flags apply to each privilege separately, (That is, a privilege may have
some combination of these flags associated with it,) A process can exercise a particular
state of the

file,

privilege only

when the

when determining

A

if

set.

all

flag for that privilege is set.

for the privilege will

This flag

is set.

is

the only flag evaluated

a process has appropriate privilege.

process shall be able to set

mitted

A

privilege's effective flag

be

set,

the process flags for a particular privilege

This flag

and hence the

is

if

the per-

used to determine whether the effective

flag

privilege exercised.

be passed on to the next process image only if the inheritable flag
Whether the inheritance is allowed depends on the file privilege state defined below.
privilege can

File privilege flags are associated with

The P0SIX.6 standard

files.

A

set of these is applied to

is

each privilege.

The allowed

flag

permits the privilege to be passed to the next process image depending on the process

flag

defines

two privilege

When

for the previous process.

flags:

the allowed flag

allowed and forced.

and the inheritable flag is set for
have the permitted flag set for that

is set,

the previous process, then the next process image will
privilege.

The forced

flag of the file privlege flags allows the privilege to

be passed on to the next

process image regardless of the previous process image flags or the allowed
privilege flag for the particular privilege in the

new

flag.

The

process

process image automatically becomes

permitted.

The last category of defined privilege information is the
P0SIX.6 standard defines these as values associated with a file
defined.

There

is

a single

file

file

privilege attributes.

that apply to

set to effective

When
is

a

new

the privileges

privilege attribute defined: set_effective. This flag

the exec() function to determine which privileges associated with the

be

all

new

The

is

used by

process image will

(and thus possess appropriate privilege).

process

is

created by the fork()

the same as the previous process.

When

a

new
32

call,

the privilege state of the

process

is

new

process

created by exec(), the following

used to determine the privilege state of the new process image. This algorithm
applied to each privilege that has its permitted flag set in the current process image.

algorithm
is

is

• If the forced flag
• Otherwise,

if

is set,

then the permitted

the cdlowed flag

is set,

image, then the permitted flag
• Otherwise,

the

new

if

is

flag is set in the

and the inheritable flag

set in the

new

is

not

The algorithm described above
each with their permitted

flags set.

process image.

set in the current process

process image.

the neither the allowed or forced flag

process image

is

new

is set,

then the permitted

flag in

set.

provides the

new

process image with a set of privileges,

This means that these privileges have the potential to

become effective, and thus can be exercised. The factor that determines if these privileges
become effective or not is the file privilege attribute: set-effective. If the set-effective attribute
of the process

file is set,

then the effective

flag for

each of these privileges

is set.

A

process

can then exercise appropriate privilege when the privileges that are effective are called

Using the mechanism described above, privileges can be revoked
is

not set), inherited

forced flag
privilege,

set).

is

(if

(if

for.

the inheritable flag

the inherited flag and the allowed flag are set), and forced

(if

the

This capability enables the features described earlier (granularity of

time bounding of privilege, and inheritance of privilege), to be implemented and

used on a system. The P0SIX.6 defined interfaces allow applications to make

calls to

use

the mechanism to enforce the least privilege principle.

The

interfaces specified to obtain, manipulate

model

and

set the privileges of a process privilege

opaque data objects. First a call is
made to obtain (read) the privilege state of a file or process. If necessary, working storage is
used, the privilege state is read into working storage, and a pointer to the object in working
storage is returned. "Get" and "set" interfaces are then used to manipulate the specifics of
the privilege state. When finished, the privilege state that is to be associated with a process
state or a

or

file is

4.6

file

privilege state follow the

of using

written to the process privilege state or the

file

privilege state, respectively.

Mandatory Access Control

The need

for

a mandatory access control

(MAC) mechanism arises when

the security policy

of a system dictates that:
1.

protection decisions must not be decided by the object owner.

2.

the system must enforce the protection decisions

(i.e.,

the system enforces the security

policy over the wishes or intentions of the object owner).

The P0SIX.6 standard provides support for a mandatory access control policy by providing
a labeling mechanism and a set of interfaces that can be used to determine access based on
the

MAC

policy.
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Determining

4.6.1

MAC

Access

by the interfaces to support MAC is used to determine the access
of objects by subjects. The P0SIX.6 standard defines a subject to be an active entity
that can cause information to flow between controlled objects. The P0SIX.6 standard

The

functioneility provided

further specifies that since processes are the only such interface- visible element of both the

POSIX.l and P0SIX.6 standards, processes are the only subjects treated in P0SIX.6
MAC. Objects eire defined by P0SIX.6 a.s the interface- visible data containers, i.e., entities
that receive or contain data to which MAC is applied. P0SIX.6 specifies that objects
are files (this includes regular files, directories, FIFO-special files, and unnamed pipes),
and processes (in cases where a process is the target of some request by another process).
P0SIX.6 also specifies that each subject and object shall have a MAC label associated with
it

at all times.

The P0SIX.6 standard does not
define the restrictions for

with the subject and the

mandatory access control policy per se, but does
access based upon the comparison of the MAC label associated
define a

MAC label associated with the object.

The

general restriction

first

states that unprivileged processes (subjects) cannot cause information labeled at

label (LI) to

become

accessible to processes at

MAC

label (L2) unless

(see Section 4.6.2 for the definition of "dominates"). This restriction

regard to accessing

files

and other processes. The

is

restrictions placed

MAC

to read a

on

2.

to write to a

file,

equal, then each

For example, a user

manipulation

when implementing

is

who

dominance equals equivalence
considered to be dominant to the other).
is

specifies that

file

who

is

the labels are

file

with a label of Confidential.

restriction for assigning labels to

label that

if

file

running a process with a label of Secret

is

new file
subject, although the P0SIX.6
process creating the new object.

newly created

dominant to the label of the
interfaces only allow the label to be equal to that of the

must have a

-

running a process at Secret should not be allowed to read a

should not be allowed to write to a

The P0SIX.6

file.

the label of the process must be dominated by the label of the

with a label of Top Secret. Conversely, a user

files is

This restriction forces implementations to not allow processes to create

is

file

the label of the process must dominate the label of the

file,

(The P0SIX.6 standard

file

L2 dominates LI

policy:

1.

label.

MAC

further defined with

(reading, writing, creating, etc.) are those that are generally accepted

a

some

that the

files at

a "lower"

For example, a process with a label of Top Secret should not be allowed to create a

with a label of Secret. There are analogous restrictions on object access when the object

a process as mentioned above.
Interfaces are provided that allow processes to retrieve, manipulate, compare, set

convert

MAC

labels. Consistent

not manipulated directly but

When

the label

is

is

and

with the model for using opaque data structures, a label

is

copied into a working storage area and manipulated there.

no longer requested, the label

area.
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is

written back to

its

permanent storage

MAC

4.6.2

MAC

The

Labeling Mechanism

mecheinism used with P0SIX.6

a label enforcement mechanism. The access

is

and write (alter) objects are determined by a general concept
of equivalence and dominance between the label of a process (subject) and the label of an
object (file, directory, etc.). Defining dominance is left to the conforming implementation,
but generally a label "dominates" another label if it is "equal or higher" in some defined
structure. For example, in military terms, a label of Top Secret dominates a label of Secret.
To read an object, the label of the subject must dominate the label of the object. Reading
an object not only includes trying to read the contents of the file, but also trying to read any
decisions to read (query) objects

attribute portion associated with the

the access control information, the privilege

file, i.e.,

information, the contents of a directory, directory manipulation, etc.

To

alter

an object,

the label of the subject must dominate the label of the object. Manipulating the attribute

information of a
enforced.
will

also considered writing to the

The P0SIX.6 standard does not

be the basis

The

file is

MAC

for the labels,

label

is

MAC

and the MAC-write

restrictions are

specify any structure to the security policy that

does not require that a lattice model be used.

POSIX

the item visible at the

interface that

Each subject (process) and each object

access control decisions.

have a

i.e., it

file,

A

label as an attribute at all times.

(files,

is

used for mandatory

directories, etc.) shall

physically unique label

is

not required to

be cLSSociated with each subject and object, only that a label be logically associated. For
example, all the files on one system could share the same label.
The specified interfaces that eire used to support the MAC mechanisms are consistent with
the model that uses opaque data objects. This means that MAC labels are not manipulated
directly, but a copy is placed in a system allocated working storage area, manipulated there,
and written back to a permanent area. The interfaces can be grouped into two sets, interfaces
that deal with subject and object labels (e.g., reading, writing, duplicating, creating, etc.)
and interfaces that deal with label management (testing equivalence/dominance, validating
labels, text conversion).

The

subject /object interfaces include those that will get (read) and set (write) the label

and get (read) and set (write) the label of the requesting process. To
of an object requires appropriate privilege.

of an object,

MAC

label

The

label

management

MAC

• test

interfaces support the following functions:

label relationship

-

includes interfaces that will determine dominance

between two labels, and equivalence between two labels. It is possible
two labels to dominate the other (i.e., the labels are incomparable),
•

bounding
two

labels

(The

definition of "valid"

text conversion
a

MAC

bound

of

two

-

is left

bound

of

labels,

include interfaces for determining whether a

-

for neither of

includes interfaces that will determine the least upper

labels, or the greatest lower

• label validity

•

-

set the

MAC

label

is

valid.

to the implementation),

includes interfaces that will convert the internal representation of

label into its text representation
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and vice

versa.

Information Labels

4.7

There may be instances where security-relevant information (perhaps in a label form) should
be associated with subjects and objects and that these labels may not, in general, be used
for mandatory access control decisions. Thus, in addition to MAC labeling, the P0SIX.6
standard provides a mechanism for data labeling, which makes use of information labels.
Information labels can contain information such

eis

the origin of the object

(e.g.,

that

it

was created locally, copied from a remote machine, or supplied by a vendor.) a release marking, warning notices pertaining to the object, DAC advisories, project related information,
etc. These labels, in general, can be used to support a "data labeling" policy, as opposed to
"sensitivity labeling" policies supported by MAC labels.
In addition to the above uses, information labels can be used to trace data flow through a
system by using the "float" feature that is unique to these labels. For example, new software
that is being introduced into the system for the first time could be labeled "suspect". As

new

the

become associated with the software would, because
feature, become marked in the information label as "suspect" and having this
If problems occur with the new software, it becomes very easy to see what files

software

of the float
association.

is

used, the

files

that

have been cissociated with the software.

4.7.1

Information Labeling Mechanism

Information labels have the ability to "float", which

is

the feature that separates this mech-

anism from the MAC mechanism. In general terms, an information label is moved "up"
or "down" (according to an implementation defined hierarchy) as information is introduced
or deleted from the given object. Technically a new label is created for the object that is
the combination of the labels of the two parties (subject and object, object to object, or
object to subject). The calculation of the new information label is implementation defined.
Information labels only apply to the data portion of the file, and not the control portion.
Hence, floating occurs only when the data portion of the
Information labels used in conjunction with
that

MAC

labels alone cannot provide.

MAC

MAC

file is

effected.

labels can provide useful information

The two types

of labels can use the

same

label

new object with the same
label as the subject (MacLabelA), gives the new object a label of MacLabelA (regardless
of whether the information content is actually MacLabelA sensitive). However the object's
information content might actually be much lower that of MacLabelA. Using information
levels.

For example, the general

restriction of labeling a

would provide the user with additional guidance about the sensitivity
of informational content of the file. The information label of the newly created file would
represent that the information is at a label "below" MacLabelA, since it does not actually
contain information at the sensitivity level of MacLabelA. The information label in this
example only provides additional information about the file. It is still the MAC label that
labels in this scenario

is

used in access control decisions.
Similar to the

MAC labeling scheme, the information label schemes defines both subjects
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An

and objects.
process

information label subject

is

the same as a

MAC

a subject. Information label objects are defined by

is

that contain or receive data.

MAC

(Unlike the

mechanism

label subject, that

P0SIX.6

is,

a

as passive entities

definitions, the information

mechanisms do not consider processes (that are receiving data) and directories to
be objects, and thus are not subject to having an information label associated with them.)
The P0SIX.6 standards considers regular files, FIFO-special files, (unnamed) pipes, and
audit treiils to be information label objects. P0SIX.6 further specifies that each object
that contains data must have eissociated with it an information label at all times. The
P0SIX.6 standeird places restrictions on the use of the mechanism that are similar to the
labeling

MAC

restrictions.

The

general restriction

that

is

when unprivileged

subjects cause data to

flow from a source with information label (Labell) to a destination with information label

(Label2), the destination's information label shall be automatically set to the value returned

by the

"float" function that

information
file is

is

is

specified

moved from one file to

a combination of the two

(i.e.,

float(Labell, Label2)). This

means that when

another, the resulting information label of the receiving

The "combination"

files.

of

two

labels

is

not specified

by the P0SIX.6 standard, but is determined by the implementation. Further restrictions
that are specified by P0SIX.6 for information labels (that also somewhat mirror the MAC
restrictions) include: when an unprivileged process with an information label (ILabell)
writes data to a file with an information label (ILabel2), the information label of the file
shall automatically be set to the value returned by the "float" function; when a newly created
file is assigned an information label, the information label shall be equivalent to the value
returned by the "initial information label" label interface. This value is implementationdefined; however, the label must be valid and it must be consistent with the information
label policy of the system.

on processes (subjects) state that when a process with an information label (ILabell) reads data from a file, or executes a file with information label
(ILabel2), the information label of the process shall automatically be set to the value returned by float(ILabell, ILabel2). Further, a newly created process shall be assigned the

The

restrictions placed

information label of the creating subject (process).

4.7.2

The

Interface Descriptions

interfaces defined

by the P0SIX.6 standard to support an information labeling mech-

anism are similar to those of the

The

MAC

supporting interfaces, with exceptions

made

for the

model that uses opaque data structures,
i.e., the information label is copied into working storage from permanent storage, manipulated there, and then written back out to permanent storage. When a function is used
that requires working storage, the system must allocate the storage when the interface that
requires the storage is called. There are specific interfaces that can be called to free any
working storage that was utilized.
labeling float capability.

The information
• test

interfaces support the

label interfaces specified support the following functions:

information label relationship

-
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includes interfaces that will determine domi-

nance between two
• float

a label

-

and equivedence between two

labels,

includes an interface that will produce a label that

of a label associated with a source,

new

label will then

• label validity

The

labels.

-

and the

is

the combination

label associated with a destination. This

be associated with the destination.

includes an interface for determining whether an information label

is

implementation defined; however,
examples include: the label is mjilformed, the label contains components that are not
currently defined on the system, or the label is simply forbidden to be dealt with by
valid.

definition of a valid information label

is

the system.

Protection and Control Utilities

4.8

Draft Standard P1003.6.2^, Draft Standard for Information Technology

System Interface (POSIX) Part

2:

Shell

Utilities provides the necessary utilities

The P1003.6.2

necessary modifications to the execution environment

and

Utility standard also specifies

utilities specified in

the

IEEE P1003.2

Utilities steindard.

The P1003.6.2 Utility Standard specifies utilities for four
the POSIX. 6 interfaces standard. The four areas include:
•

Portable Operating

and Utilities - Amendment: Protection and Control
needed for users to utilize the security mechanisms

that are provided by the P1003.6 interfaces.

Shell

-

of the five area addressed in

Access Control Lists (ACL),

• Fine-grained Privilege,
•

Mandatory Access Control (MAC),

• Information Labeling (IL).

There are no utilities specified in the audit area because there is no impact on the syntax
or semantics of any P0SIX.2 utilities or functions, nor is there any need for user utilities to
utilize the audit mechanisms specified in the POSIX. 6 interface standard.

4.8.1

Access Control Lists

There are two

utilities specified to access

displays permission information of

ACL

ACL

information: getacl and setacl.

entries contained in the

The getacl

ACL of a specified file.

This

owning group, the permissions of
the file owner (the file owner entry), the permissions of the file owning group (the owning
group entry), the permissions of named groups (all named group entries), the permissions
information includes: the

of all

named

users (all

^This specification

is

file

name, the

named

now know

file

owner, the

file

user entries), the permissions of "other" users (the "other"

as

P 1003.2c.
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entry),

and the permissions of any other implementation-defined

The

entries.

entries are

displayed in the order that they are evaluated for access decisions.

The setacl utility changes the discretionary access control information associated with a
specified file. The options provided by this utility allow a user to: remove all entries except
the three base entries (the permission bit mechanism entries), delete entries that are specified
from the command line, delete entries that are specified in a neuned file, update the entries
that are specified from the command line, ajid update entries that are specified in a named
file. An entry in an ACL is considered to match a specified ACL entry if the two have equal
tag types (ACL_OWNER _OBJ, ACL_USER, ACL_GROUP, etc.) and have equal qualifiers
(i.e., the userids or groupids). When using these utilities, the user must specify the file that
has the discretionary

file

information associated with

it.

Privilege

4.8.2

There are two

utilities specified that

provide a user with the capability to view or to manip-

ulate privilege information associated with a

The getpriv

and setpriv.

file

The two

or process.

utility provides a user the capability to display the privilege

The

attributes of a targeted file(s) or process(es).

options provided by

P0SIX.6

utility include: declaring that the target is a specific process or that the target
file;

displaying

target;

all

values for

getpriv

utilities are

all privileges,

and displaying only those

privilege attributes

privileges that

have at

least

and

is

a specific

with the

flags associated

one

flag set,

for this

and only those

privilege attributes that are set.

The setpriv
process(es). The

utility

changes the privilege state associated with the specified

options provided by

P0SIX.6

process;

more

each target; specifying that the target

and reading a

or

for this utility include: specifying a partial

or complete privilege state that consist of one or
eissigned to

file(s)

is

privilege specifications that

either a specified

partial or complete privilege state

file

from a specified

is

to be

or a specified

file

that

is

to be

assigned to each target.

4.8.3

Mandatory Access Control

There are three
are

getfmac

utilities specified to

(allows a user to view the label associated with a

to view the label associated with a process),

associated with a

The getfmac
user specifies the

getpmac

The

three utilities

getpmac

(allows a user

support mandatory access control.
file),

and setfmac (allows a user to

set the label

file).

utility displays the text
file.

form of a

MAC

label associated with a

This utility requires read access for the

utility displays the text

form of a

The setfmac utility changes the
The user specifies the file(s) that are

MAC

MAC

file

of the associated label.

The
The

label associated with the current process.

label of each specified

file

to the specified label.

to have associated labels changed.
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file.

4.8.4

Information Labels

There are three

utilities specified to

support information labeling.

The

getfinf (allows a user to view the information label associated with a

three utilities are

file),

getpinf (allows

a user to view the information label associated with a process), and setfinf (allows a user
to set the information label associated with a

file).

The getfinf utility displays the text form of cin information label associated with a file.
The user specifies the file. This utility requires read access for the file of the ajssociated information label. The getpinf utility displays the text form of an information label associated
with the current process.

The setfinf

utility

changes the information label of each specified

The

information label.

user specifies the

file(s)

file

to the specified

that are to have associated information

labels changed.

4.9

Status and Future

Work

The P1003.6 Working Group is currently resolving ballot objections to an IEEE ballot for the
P0SIX.6 interface and utility standards. The ballot ended February, 1993. After making
adjustments to the P0SIX.6 standards based on the ballot objections, the standards are
projected to be re-balloted in the 1993 summer- fall timeframe.
A few prominent issues have surfaced as a result of the recent ballot. One issue is the
inclusion of the set of specific privileges defined in the standard. Some who balloted feel that
the privileges specified are not granular enough, and some feel that they are too granular.
Some who balloted also feel that there is not enough flexibility for those who may not want
to require all the specified privileges in their privilege policies.

Another issue

is

the inclusion of a masking feature that

application needs to temporarily lock a

file,

is

the application can

used with ACLs.

make a

call to

When

an

chmod() with

the permissions set to 0,0,0 (meaning no one has access). Many existing applications use
this type of file locking. When the lock is no longer required, the permissions are set back to

The mask feature allows the chmod() call with permissions set to 0,0,0
to work with an ACL. This provides both portability and backward compatibility to some
extent. However this feature also creates more complexity in the access check algorithm,
updating ACLs, and other functions. Currently, this feature is not defined by P0SIX.6.
The leist issue discussed here concerns the use of multi-level directories. A multi-level
directory is one in which files of different label levels exist. The /tmp directory is an example
of a possible multi-level directory. Interfaces were specified by P0SIX.6 for reading and
their original state.

writing multi-level directories, but have since been removed. Currently, multi-level directories

P0SIX.6 standard. These issues will have to be resolved in order for the
standard to become stable.
In 1991, the Distributed Security Study Group was formed to study and determine future
areas of security that need to be addressed in a POSIX environment. The group focused on
distributed environments, an area that was specifically excluded from the original POSIX.
are not part of the
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A

framework document was produced that examines existing POSIX efforts and how
these efforts relate to each other, and also proposes areas of future standardization efforts.
As a result of this framework document, the P1003.6 Working Group is currently turning
work.

their attentions to the following proposed areas:
• Administrative Services,
• General Cryptographic Services Interfaces,
• Identification
•

and Authentication,

Networking Services,

• Portable

Audit

Formats

for

ACLs,

MAC labels, Information labels.

Trails,

• Security Liaison Efforts with other Posix
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Working Groups.

File Privilege States,

and

Chapter 5
Standard Cryptographic Service
Calls
Shu-jen Chang

This chapter presents an overview of a set of cryptographic service

calls

being considered

which allows application programs to request cryptographic functions
through a standard interface to a cryptographic facility. The set of calls was recently proposed for consideration as an IEEE POSIX security interface standard. The set of calls
include basic cryptographic functions, cryptographic key management functions, and user

for standardization

account management functions.

Two

cryptosystems providing cryptographic functions are

addressed: the secret key cryptosystem, and the public-key cryptosystem.
scription of each cryptographic service call

is

given in Appendix B.

A

complete de-

Those readers who

and the secret-key and public-key cryptosystems may skip
and go directly to Appendix B.

are familiar with cryptography

Sections 5.1 and

5.1

5.2

Background

Cryptography has been known for decades to protect sensitive or secret information from
unintended personnel while the information was delivered via unsecured channels. By encryption, a message is transformed into a form unreadable by anyone without a secret decryption
key. Encryption is the only way known so far that can protect the privacy of information
traveling in unsecured networks. Cryptography may also be used to protect the integrity of
information by a process called message authentication and verification [FIP85]. The process involves the calculation of a computer checksum based on the message to be sent. The
checksum is sent along with the message to a recipient, who may recompute the checksum
and verify that the message was not modified in transit.
To meet the increasing demand for information security, many vendors have designed
and marketed cryptographic products. Though capabilities vary among these products,
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most of them provide a common set of cryptographic functions, including message encryption/decryption, message authentication/verification, and key management functions. Currently, two types of cryptosystems prevail: the secret-key cryptosystem and the public-key
cryptosystem. Regardless of the technique used, each has some keying information to protect
and manage, thus each needs a properly implemented key management system.

To protect the

from unwanted disclosure,
cryptographic functions eire frequently implemented in firmware or hardware and protected
by tamper-proof casings. This component is frequently referred to as a cryptographic module
(CM), which is a set of hardware, firmware or software, or some combination thereof, that
implements cryptographic logic and/or processes [FIP94]. The cryptographic module may
also be used to generate new keys and to encrypt keys for storage. The FIPS 140-1 [FIP94]
secret information such as users' secret keys

details the security requirements for cryptographic modules.

It

is

obvious that without

proper protection to the cryptographic module, any security service provided by

it is

totally

useless.

To use these

security products, vendors normally provide executable programs that users

can load into their host computers and execute. Frequently, high-level procedure calls are
also provided to permit customized application programs in the host computer to interface
with the
and request security services through these cryptographic service calls. The

CM

cryptographic service calls
interface

may be

(API) by some vendors.

referred to as the cryptographic application

that different vendors

It is likely

cryptographic APIs for their products, since each product
ferently. It

is

have different

is

may

program

provide different

designed and implemented

even possible that different cryptographic products from the same vendor
sets of

APIs.

It is felt

dif-

may

that a standardized interface for basic cryptographic

functions will be very beneficial for application programmers.

If all

the cryptographic

mod-

manufactured in the future can support this standard cryptographic service interface, an
application program written for a particular CM may well be ported to work with a different
CM without any modification. The Security Technology Group of the Computer Security
Division at NIST has been developing such a generic set of cryptographic service calls to be
published cis a FIPS guideline and proposed it for an IEEE POSIX security interface standard. The set of cryptographic service calls has sustained several reviews within and outside
the Division, however, since it is still a draft document, future modification is possible.
ules

5.2

Overview of Secret-Key and Public-Key Cryptography

This Section presents an overview of the cryptographic service
public-key cryptosystems.
[Rus91] to learn

To

fully

understand these service

more about the two prime cryptographic

In secret-key cryptography, a secret key

viduals or parties and the
is

also referred to as

same key

is

is

calls for

calls,

the secret-key and

readers

may

wish to read

technologies.

established and shared between two indi-

used to encrypt or decrypt messages, therefore,

symmetric cryptography.
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If

it

the two parties are in different physical

locations, they

must

trust a courier, or

some transmission system to

establish the initial

key and trust this third-party not to disclose the secret key they are communicating. The
generation, tremsmission, and storage of keys is called key management. Ensuring that key
storage, exchange of new keys and destruction of old keys are performed securely often creates complex key management requirements for secret key cryptography. The ANSI X9.17
Financial Institution

Key Management (Wholesale) Standard

exchange of cryptographic keys
community [ANS85].

for authentication

for the protection eind

the finajicial

In a public-key cryptosystem, a user
private key.

The

makes use

public key of a user can be

made

of a pair of keys:

key

is

.

With

used for both encryption and decryption, thus,

cryptography.

It is

beyond the scope of

this

and encryption

document

harm

owner, which

its

in

a public key and a

public without doing any

while the private key of a user never leaves the possession of
security over the secret key cryptography [Fah92]

prescribes a uniform process

to security,

is

increased

public key cryptography, no single

it is

also referred to as

to describe

how

asymmetric

public-key encryption

works, interested readers are referred to [NISQlb] for the details. Since a user's public key

made public, certain control is necessary so that a user's public key cannot be tampered
with. The application of public- key cryptography thus requires an authentication framework
is

which binds

users' public keys

and

users' identities.

A

public-key certificate

is

a certified

proof of such a binding vouched for by a trusted third-party called a Certification Authority

(CA). The use of a

CA

alleviates the responsibility of individual users to verify directly the

correctness of other users' public keys. Public key certificates are

management system, the development

of

which

detailed discussion of the issues involved for

is

certificate

very complex. Reference [Nec92] gives a

managing public-key
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managed by a
certificates.

I

I
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Interaction
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Chapter 6
General Issues
Robert Bagwill

A

brief discussion of the general security issues related to the

follows.

The two main

• Identifying

human-computer

interface

security responsibilities of the system are:

and authenticating

users,

programs, and other systems.

program and other systems'

• Restricting user,

activities to those

whom

have been au-

thorized.

Identifying users

is

discussed below.

Authenticating users, programs, and systems

cussed in Chapter 10. Restricting user, program, and other systems' activities
in

Chapters 4 and

nent,

some

10.

And

is

is dis-

discussed

given that the human/computer interface has a physical compo-

of the issues of hardware security are discussed.

Identifying Users

6.1

when

computer system is
identifying himself/herself to the system. The most common ways to identify and authenticate users are by the use of physical keys, account names and passwords, and biometric
Generally, a user's

first

activity

starting a session with a secured

checks.

6.1.1

A

Physical Keys

physical key

somewhat
•

is

an object whose characteristics are somehow

difficult to

reproduce.

It

could be:

a piece of machined metal that unlocks the computer;
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secret,

and which

is

usually

• a

hardware device that attaches to an I/O channel

(e.g.,

a serial line with an RS-232

connector), which Cein be interrogated by the system, and which must be present to

execute certain programs;

smart

which

a credit-cajd-sized circuit board which contains some form of
non-volatile memory, and may even have a CPU.

• a

The

card,

is

risks of physical keys are familicir

and obvious:

• keys

can be forgotten, broken,

• keys

can be stolen, or copied (by a determined user);

• keys

and compromised locks can be expensive to

• it

can be

difficult or

lost,

borrowed or

lent;

replace;

impossible to automatically or remotely revise authorizations

associated with a particular physical key.
• physical keys

must be physically managed,

Often a physical key

6.1.2

is

i.e.,

stored, logged, kept secure, etc.

used with a password or biometric check.

Passwords

A

password is a sequence of characters which is a shared secret between the user and system.
Passwords are usually stored on the system in a user-inaccessible location, or are stored in
an encrypted form. Password present a variety of risks:
•

passwords can be guessed, shared, written down, or forgotten;

•

passwords can be stolen by observation;

•

passwords tend not to be changed very often, and

•

passwords in plaintext are passed over the network, or are stored in publicly readable

if

they are, are more readily forgotten;

locations on the system.

•

encrypted passwords are often publicly readable, making them susceptible to cryptographic analysis.

• short

These

passwords can be found via brute-force methods

risks led

system architects to search

for other identification

metric checks.
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methods, including bio-

6.1.3

A

Biometric Checks
new method of identification for computer systems
comparing some readily accessible and reliably unique

relatively

consists of

human

is

the biometric check.

It

physical characteristic of a

user against the system's stored values for that characteristic.

Some commonly used

biometrics are:

•

hand proportions

• facial

image

• retinal

image

• finger prints

• voice print

The advantages
like

a password.

of biometrics are that they cannot be lent like a physical key or forgotten

The drawbacks

of biometric checks are obvious:

• all the biometric sensors are relatively expensive, in

both monetary and computing

terms;

•

measuring hands requires that the appropriate hand be

free,

ungloved, and that the

user has a measurable hand;

• a facial

image scan requires that the

user's

appearance not change drastically;

image scan requires that the user has a measurable retina, that eyeglasses or
a contact lens not interfere, and that the user is willing to allow the scanner's laser to

• a retincil

scan their eye;

• fingerprint analysis has the

• voice print analysis

is

same drawbacks

affected

as the

hand proportion metrics;

by noise and throat problems, and requires that the user

have a measurable voice.

6.2

Platforms

Each category of hardware/software platform has its own strengths and weaknesses with
regard to its human- computer interface and security.
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6.2.1

Personal Computers

As organizations begin

Open Systems operating systems and programs on

to install

their

personal computers, the limitations of those platforms must be recognized and handled

most

computers were designed to be single-user, singletasking systems. As a result, many of the safeguards one usually associates with multi-user,
multi-tasking systems eu:e reduced or absent. Currently, some personal computer operating
systems support a limited form of task-switching or cooperative multi-tasking. In general:
appropriately. Traditionally,

•

personeil

Although some personal computers have keyed
unique, so one size fits cJl.

• Peissword protection of the

machine

is

absent or not enabled.

•

There

•

Every program has unlimited access to

is

software.

no

built-in support for sharing a single

As a

— Any program can
is little

or deletion of

Fortunately, most

6.2.2

all

machine between multiple

users.

the hardware, and by extension,

all

the

result:

— Any program can modify

— There

locks, the keys are not necessarily

the hardware and software interrupts and timers.

read or write any area of memory.

or no protection against the inadvertent or intentional modification
files.

Open Systems

operating systems provide the needed safeguards.

Workstations

Multi-user, multi-tasking workstations generally have operating system architectures that

Most workstation operating
systems support passwords, provide an insulating and protective layer of software between
the user program and the hardware, and provide memory isolation between user program
processes and the operating system.
address the weaknesses associated with personal computers.

However, there are other weaknesses that usually are not addressed. Some of the relevant
UNIX-derived OS weaknesses are:
•

Programs do not run in a "least resource" environment. Any application can potentially
monopolize all the resources of a system.

•

Programs do not run in a "least privilege" environment. That is, although a user may
expect an application to affect only the files the user specified, a program can actually
manipulate any resource the user can manipulate.

and pseudo-tty's are not handled in a secure manner. A program can open a
terminal and wait for another program to open the same terminal.

• Tty's
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•

Programs share the same directories to create temporary
can modify or delete the work files of other programs.

•

Programs are built with shared
absolute pathnames.

•

Programs that access a
accessing a substitute

file

files,

which means a program

libraries containing references to relative rather

without checking

if it is

than

a symbolic link can be tricked into

file.

programs (i.e., those programs capable of running with a user ID other than
the one which is the owner of the executable file and/or capable of changing user IDs

• Setuid

while running) are inherently unsafe.
•

NFS

have many bugs, security holes, and
potential management pitfalls. Chapter 9 discusses network security threats and Chapter 10 describes ways to improve security in a network environment.

Network conveniences

and

like hosts.equiv

by the Compartmented Mode Workstation requirements, but are usually not addressed by the normal, commercial workstation platforms.

Most of these problems

are addressed

Servers

6.2.3

For the purposes of this discussion, a server
that

is

is

a multi-user, multi-tasking computer system

intended to provide simultaneous service to multiple users.

It

often runs what are

considered mission critical applications. Nowadays, workstations and servers often run the

same operating system,
shared by the server. In

so all the shortcomings of the workstation operating systems are

addition, servers are

most often accessed via a network, rather than

multiple serial connections, so they are more sensitive to the risks of networking.

Hardware Security

6.3

All software security depends

on hardware

security.

reptitiously replaced, secure software will not help.

If

the hardware can be stolen or sur-

When

computers

filled

a room, stolen

computers were not a big problem. Now that laptop and palmtop computers are the
growing market, physical security is at least as important as software security.

Some
•

of the

most common problems

equipment and removable media

• security can

is

are:

stolen or replaced;

be circumvented by changing hardware setup parameters;

•

systems can be booted by unauthorized users;

•

systems can be booted from unauthorized software;
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fastest

• boot
•

media can be re-written by unauthorized

software,

unauthorized software can be executed from removable media.

Some

of the safeguards which can be taken are:

• locked doors

and secured equipment;

• lockable Ccises, keyboaxds,

and removable media

drives;

•

key or password-protected configuration and setup;

•

password required to boot;

•

password required to mount removable media;

• read-only
• storing

Most

Mode

and

boot media, and

removable media in secured areas.

of these safeguards are required for the

DoD's System High and Compartmented

Workstations, which are briefly discussed in a later section.

Other problems related to hardware are eavesdropping via electro-magnetic interference
(EMI) detection and analysis, and communications interception. EMI detection is out-ofscope for this report. Communications interception is discussed in Chapter 9.

6.4

Training

Last, but not least, users need training in the correct use of the system. Untrained users can

intentionally or unintentionally subvert security policies through lack of training.
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Chapter 7

X Window

The

System

Robert Bagwill

Introduction to the

7.1
The

X Window

System

is

X Window

System

a network-transparent graphical user interface technology for

bitmapped displays [Sch91]. It is a collection of protocol definitions, file formats, documentation and sample software source code in C for server, client, and utility programs. It was
designed to be portable between different operating systems and display hardware. It was
developed by the Athena Project at MIT, which was supported by IBM and Digital. Its
continued development heis been taken over by the X Consortium, which is made up of developers, vendors and users of X. The X Window System is copyrighted by MIT and the X
Consortium, but the specifications and source code are freely available. As a result, it has
been widely accepted by the computer industry.
This near-universal acceptance has advantages and disadvantages from a security perspective. On the one hand, X's wide usage helps make it more robust, and ensures that security
concerns are also widely
freely available source

weaknesses

What

make

felt,

and

leading to better security solutions.

specifications,

On

the other hand, the

and the wide publication of X's strengths and

"Security through Obscurity" impossible.

X from most other graphical user interfaces is the way its architecture
functionality between the application itself, which is known as the X
program, known as the X server (all subsequent references to a client or

distinguishes

splits

the graphics

client,

and another

application should be read as

"X

client application").

In the database world, there are similar client/server architectures.

A

database server

program, often running on a mainframe computer, listens for and responds to database
requests from database client programs, which usually run on workstations of some type.

The database

server maintains exclusive control of the database,

and synchronizes databeise

and multiplexes requests

activity.

In the graphics world, the

X server program maintains exclusive control of the display and
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Application

SQL

Application
Xlib

Library

RDA

RDBMS

Library

Application

GKS

X protocol

Server

Server

Database

Driver

Device

Device

multiplexes requests from

Comparison

7.1:

X clients.

I

Driver

Device

Traditional

Graphics

X11

Database
Figure

CGI

Library

of Architectures.

Just as multiple database clients can share the database

via the database server, multiple graphical client applications can share a display via the
server.

The

graphical client /server protocol

is

the

X

protocol.

The

X

X

protocol can be used

over any inter-process communication mechanism that provides a reliable octet-stream.

This

is

in contrast

cation which

made

with the traditional graphics architecture, which consisted of an appli-

calls to

a graphics library which in turn

made

calls to

a device-dependent

one wanted to port the application to a new
machine, operating system or display, one might have to re-write the application and graphics library and graphics driver. If one used a standard graphics library like GKS, one might
graphics driver which controlled the display.

avoid rewriting the application and library,
driver for the

machine

(see

new machine. But

If

if

there was a compatible library and graphics

the graphics output would

still

be confined to a single

fig. 7.1).

X provides a common low-level programming interface (known as Xlib), a common protocol (X) and a common device-independent replacement for the graphics driver (the X server).
So porting a client to a new machine is relatively easy, and the X server only needs to be
ported once for each display architecture.

The

X

architecture allows a single display to show the output of programs running any-

where on the network. This permits the user to run a CPU-intensive problem on a Cray, run
a meiil program on a Sun, and run a wordprocessor on a Compaq, and display all the progrjims on a single screen [Hel90]. Figure 7.2 illustrates this concept. The XI 1 Server drives
the display of the user's workstation.

An X

application (the

X

client) using the toolkit

can

run on a Cray connected to the network, display results in a window on the user's work-

and accepts input from the user's keyboard and mouse. Likewise, another X client
application can run on a Sun connected to the network and display results in another window
on the user's screen.
station,
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4I
i
I
I

Application

Toolkit

Device

Xllb

X11 Server

Window
Manager
Xllb

IPC mechanism
TCP/IP or UNIX domain soctots or

Figure

7.2

The

Because the
is

X

X

7.2:

System Architecture.

Server

Server allows various

a potential for

X Window

DECNET

X clients to share

the resources of a single display, there

conflict.

Events

7.2.1

Server and input activities are relayed to a client as messages called events.
include keystrokes, pointer movements, color changes, etc.
created, a

list

of the events

it is

interested in receiving

is

When

These events

each window of a client

sent to the server.

is

When some input

windows should be notified. Although a
client normally only asks to be notified for events in its own windows and subwindows, a
client can request to be notified about all events for any window. As a result, a client can
"eavesdrop" on the activities of any other client on a given display. In particular, this means
that a client can intercept keystrokes associated with logins made from another window on
a given display. Such keystrokes include a login password.
or server activity occurs, the server checks which

7.2.2

The

X

Properties and Resources
server maintains an active database

whose contents are called

properties.

A

property

name, type, and contents. Applications can use properties for any purpose,
but they are most often used to communicate between clients, and between a client and the
window manager or session manager. There is a special property list associated with the
consists of a
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root

window known

as the resource database that

database

may be used by clients to set

the functions to call

An

when a

may

application

managed by the Resource Manager. A

and query the resource database. This
application defaults, to specify keymaps, or to register

Xlib routines allow an application to get,

set of

is

window

particular

set,

receives a particular event.

read or modify any resource entry.

The

effects of

changing an entry

depend on how the application or applications use that resource. For example, an application
could set the default foreground and background colors for all applications to black.

Fonts

7.2.3

When

an

X client requests a font,

the

X server loads

a

file

system, or from a font server on the network.

a

file

system, the

X

server has a

list

it

into

memory from

When

of directory paths to search for the

requested font. All clients share access to the available fonts.

X

server font path.

may not be
7.2.4

As a

able to find

result,

it,

or

X

the

from
fonts are retrieved from

when another

may load

An X

local storage,

containing the

file

client

can change the

client requests a particular font, the

a different font of the same

name from

X

server

that directory.

Other Resources

Other server resources that

clients share are pointer

bitmaps, backing store, and execution

time.

Backing store is extra, off-screen memory that an application can request for a server to
use to save obscured areas of the client's windows. Some applications become unusably slow
if they cannot use backing store.
Execution time
applications.

7.2.5

One

is

the time the server spends executing the

X

application can monopolize the server by flooding

Extensions to

requests
it

made by

the

with requests.

X

X was designed to be extensible.

Anyone can invent an extension

to the protocol for their

own

Most people who develop X extensions eventually submit them to the X Consortium
to be added to the distribution. Two of the more popular extensions are Display PostScript
and PEX (PHIGS Extensions to X). Other extensions to support multiple input devices,
video, and compressed images have been suggested or added.
use.

Problems:
•

each extension must be analyzed for new security problems;

•

if

a client requires the use of an extension that the target server does not support, the

application will
•

fail;

each extension increases the size of the server and client
clients less likely to

be responsive

in a timely
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manner;

libraries,

which can make

• supporting

an extension typically creates more work

for the server,

which can decrease

availability;

• less popular extensions axe likely to

be

less robust;

an extension may limit its use to more expensive
robustness on low-end platforms.

• the run-time requirements of

may

forms, or

decrease

Inter-Client

7.3

its

Communication Conventions Manual

Because of the characteristics of
Inter-Client

It

was an

As a

X

Some

described in the previous section, there

recommended behaviors
Communication Conventions Manual [Ros91].

a well-behaved application.

the

X

but

may

of the

explicit design goal of

result,

plat-

X

are

is

a notion of

documented

in the

Version 11 to specify mechanism, not policy.

a client that converses with the server using the protocol defined by

Window System

Protocol,

Version 11

may

operate correctly in isolation

not coexist properly with others sharing the same server.

Being a good citizen in the X Version 11 world involves adhering to conventions
that govern inter-client communications in the following areas:
• Selection
•

Cut

•

Window manager

buffers

• Session

manager

Manipulation of shared resources

•

One

mechanism

of the

primary mechanisms to support the conventions

is

the use of properties.

Selections

7.3.1

mechanism used for the exchange of information between clients.
use the property mechanism to exchange data through the server and are global

Selections are the primary
Selections

to the server.

7.3.2
Cut

Cut Buffers

buffers, like selections, allow

an application to store data in the server which can be

retrieved by any application. All the cut buffers are readable and writable by

A

client

can interfere with the use of cut buffers by other applications.
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all

applications.

Window Manager

7.3.3

One

of the advantages of

Given that screen space

Session

7.3.4

The

is

X

is

same screen space.
be mechanisms for sharing it.

that multiple applications can share the

a limited resource, there needs to

Manager

manager is a special client which will manage of collection of clients. It is usually
used to start and stop a collection of clients specified by the user. For example, on login,
the session manager might start a mail reader, calendar, and editor. Or it might restart
the collection of clients which were running when the user last logged out. To be managed
by the session manager, clients must provide it with information necessary to restart them.
session

These properties include the text string which can be executed to start or restart the client,
the name of the system running the client (as opposed to the system which is running the
X server), and the state of the client (normal, iconic, or withdrawn). The client must also
be ready to respond to messages from the session manager, such as a message to save their
internal state before termination, or to delete a window.

A

client

can specify any value for the properties

client could specify a

specify that

it

command which would

delete

shares with the session manager.

it

all

the user's

be restarted on a machine other than the one

it

files

on

restart, or

it

A

could

was started on.

Manipulation of Shared Resources

7.3.5

Grabs
To provide more

control over interaction with the user, a client can request exclusive access

to the server. This

is

known

as "grabbing."

A

client

can grab the pointer, the keyboard, or

the entire server. This allows a malicious or misbehaving application to prevent other clients

from receiving the events they need to operate

correctly.

Color

X

supports several color models, including monochrome, greyscale, pseudocolor and true

color.

With monochrome and

available to an application

true color, there

and the

is

a one-to-one

many

of the colors as

it

by the display hardware. So if the
simultaneously, an application can use

needs. Pseudocolor supports the

application colors to a large

number

colors

colors supported

display hardware supports 16 million different colors
as

mapping between the

display colors.

When

mapping

of a limited

number

of

a vendor states that a particular

hardware/software combination supports 256 different simultaneous colors out of a palette
of 16 million, that

is

describing the use of pseudocolor.

256 application colors to an actual display color

An

application

colormap.

If

may

is

The

table that

is

of those

called a colormap.

share a colormap with other applications, or

the shared colormap

maps each

writable, any application

may

may change

allocate a private

the colors in the

colormap. This allows a malicious or misbehaving application to deny access to the shared
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colormap to other applications, or to change the on-screen appearance of other applications
by modifying the shared colormap.

Keyboard

X

was designed to be portable between machines with

provides a

way

to

map

different

keyboard hardware.

physical or logical keys to characters of a national language.

It

An

application can modify the keyboard mapping, which can cause aberrant behavior in other
applications.

Platforms

7.4

X Window
terminals, the X
The

it is

System runs on a variety of platforms. On personal computers and X
server may be the only program running on the system. On workstations,
usually one of a number of applications which are running simultaneously.

Networking

7.4.1

X has

been used over TCP/IP, DECnet, and LAT over ethernet. It has also been over SLIP,
PPP, and other proprietary protocols over serial lines. The risks associated with TCP/IP
are discussed in Chapter 9. There has been a mapping of X to the OSI protocol stack
and services. As yet, there are no commercially- available implementations of X as an OSI
Application Layer protocol.
services,

When

there are, one would expect

X

to use the

OSI

security

which are under development.

Serial

Because

X

cein

X may be used
•

run over any reliable octet-stream interface,

where one or more of the following

is

X

can be used over a

true:

bandwidth requirements are low

• installing higher
• the user

is

bandwidth cabling

mobile or at a remote

is

infeasible

site

• public voice-grade lines are the only available networking option

Problems:
• data transfer
• encrypting

is

over public lines or over interceptable cellular channels

modems

are not widely used

• serial cables are easy to tap

• service quality over public networks degrades quickly
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under load

serial line.

Personal Computers

7.4.2

A

personal computer, running a classic single-user single-tasking operating system, usually

runs an

X

X

the

X

server

is

running, no other ap-

running on a server system elsewhere. The personal
connected to the server via a serial line or some type of network connection such
All the

plications run.

computer

When

server as a dedicated application.

is

as ethernet. If

it is

clients are

talking over ethernet, the personal computer identifies itself to the other

system using its IP address and its ethernet address. An unauthorized user can change the
IP address, and sometimes the ethernet address, to masquerade as another system.

X

7.4.3

X

Terminals

terminals are special-purpose computers with a display, one or more input devices, and

some kind

of communications interface.

usually

X

all

clients are

The

X

X

and
Most X terminals have thin, thick, or
and support TCP/IP. Several vendors sell
server,

running on other hosts.

twisted-pair ethernet communications interfaces,

X

terminal runs a copy of the

terminals with serial interfaces and an

X server which understands

their proprietary serial

X protocol. Others sell X terminals which use Digital Equipment Corporations
LAT protocol. X terminals are attractive because they are less expensive than workstations

version of the

and they require

less

majiagement.

Some insecurities which
stations

may

also

are

somewhat peculiar

to

X terminals (although

diskless

X work-

be vulnerable):

Configuration Parameters

Most

X

terminals allow any user to change the configuration parameters, including such

things as the
(if

TCP/IP

address, servers addresses, display

manager behavior, and

local clients

any).

A

malicious or mistaken user can:

•

change or erase any parameters,

• use

•

X

an

terminal to masquerade as another host, or

change the parameters to cause the user to login to an untrusted host.

Reverse Address Resolution Protocol
Rather than having the
broadcast a
be.

The

RARP

first

TCP/IP

address stored in non- volatile

packet, asking that a server system

tell

ROM, some X

them what

terminals

their address should

host to respond can set the terminal's address to anything.

This allows a malicious system manager to disable
execute a fake login program, revealing their password.
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X

terminals, or to cause the user to

TVivial File Transfer Protocol

Many X

terminals download the

X

server image from another host, rather than having the

image stored locally in non-volatile ROM. Any host that masquerades as the TFTP
host can download any code to the X terminal.
Also, the TFTP protocol does not do any authentication of requests, so that a malicious
client can download files that it should not have access to, or can cause denial-of-service by
server

flooding the host with

TFTP

requests.

Fonts
Most

X termincils

hosts. Again,

have some application fonts resident and download the others from other

any host masquerading as the

TFTP

host can download any font. Erroneous

fonts can cause application errors, or crucial symbols could be replaced. For example, the

symbol could be replaced with a "save and exit symbol."
provides the capability for implementing different access control mechanisms. Release

"exit without saving"

X

5 includes four mechanisms[Sch91]:
•

Host Access Simple host-based access control.

•

MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE-1

•

XDM-AUTHORIZATION-1

•

SUN-DES-1

7.4.4

Shared plain-text "cookies."
Secure

DES

based private-keys.

Bcised on Sun's Secure

RPC

system.

Xhost

The xhost program is used to add and delete hosts to the list of machines that are allowed to
make connections to the X server. This list of hosts permits access to any user on one of the
named hosts. Because this mechanism is unable to permit or deny access to specific users, it
provides only a rudimentary form of privacy control and security.
single user environment, although

it

It is

only sufficient for a

does limit the worst abuses. Environments which require

more sophisticated mceisures should use the hooks

in the protocol for passing authentication

data to the server. [Sch91]

7.4.5
As the

Xdm
Xdm manual page

explains:

Xdm

manages a collection of X displays, both local and possibly remote - the
emergence of X terminals guided the design of several parts of this system,
along with the development of the X Consortium standard XDMCP (the X
Display Manager Control Protocol). It is designed to provide services similar
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to that provided

by

init,

getty and login on character terminals: prompting for

login/password, authenticating the user and running a "session."

A

"session"

is

defined as the lifetime of a particular process; in the traditional

character-based terminal world,

it is

the user's login shell process. In the

xdm

an arbitrary session manager. This is because in a windowing
environment, a user's login shell process would not necessarily have any terminallike interface with which to connect.
context,

Xdm

is

it

can make use of the

7.4.6

MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE-1

authorization, detailed below.

MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE

The MIT-MAGIC- COOKIE

protocol allows

Xdm

to create a hard-to-guess token that

only readable by the user account which successfully logged in via

Xdm.

It

is

uses the Unix

system access control to protect the token. The user can copy this token to the user's
home directories on other systems to allow clients on those hosts to connect to the X server.

file

[Sch91]

When

using

MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE-1,

the client sends a 128 bit "cookie" along

with the connection setup information.

If

the cookie presented by the client

matches one that the X server has, the connection is allowed access. The cookie is
chosen so that it is hard to guess; xdm generates such cookies automatically when
this form of access control is used. The user's copy of the cookie is usually stored
in the .Xauthority file in the home directory, although the environment variable
XAUTHORITY c&n be used to specify an alternate location. Xdm automatically
passes a cookie to the server for each new login session, and stores the cookie in
the user

The

file

cookie

at login.

is

transmitted on the network without encryption, so there

is

nothing

and using it to gain access
to the X server. This system is useful in an environment where many users
are running applications on the same machine and want to avoid interference
from each other, with the caveat that this control is only as good as the access
control to the physical network. In environments where network-level snooping
is difficult, this system can work reasonably well.
to prevent a network snooper from obtaining the data

7.4.7

SUN-DES-1 and Kerberos

SUN-DES-1

A

uses the secure

public key database

is

RPC

facilities of

SunOS

to authenticate clients to the server.

maintained on a master machine on the network. The database

contains the user's public key and the user's secret key which has been encrypted with the

Using this system, the X server can securely discover the actual user
name of the requesting process. It involves encrypting data with the X server's public key,

user's login password.
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and so the identity of the user who
stored in the .Xauthority

stfirted

the

X

server

is

needed

for this; this identity is

file.

an authentication protocol developed to support MIT's Athena project. It
uses an authentication server which exchstnges authentication tokens between two potential
Kerberos

is

clients.

Both protocols are discussed

in

more

detail in the

Chapter

9.

Compart merited Mode Workstations

7.5

The DoD

Systems (DODIIS) program needed to describe systems
which would address the same security issues which were described in the General Issues
chapter,

Intelligence Information

eis

well

cis

the

more

stringent requirements of the

This includes the capability of displaying data, which
different

windows

at the

same time. They created a

workstation requirements, guidelines for

DoD

security policies [Woo87].

is cleissified

at diiferent levels, within

documents that described the
implementing the requirements, and the criteria for
series of

eveduating an implementation.

The requirements
terms

for

Compartmented Mode Workstations

(CMW)

are structured in

of:

Access Control and Labels;

•

• Accountability;
• Operationcil Assurance;
• Life Cycle Assuremce;
•

Documentation;

•

Environmental Protection; and

•

Administrative Procedures.

Access Control and Labels

7.5.1

Access control

is

the ability to selectively allow other users access to information. UNIX-style

and world read/ write/execute permissions. The Access
requirements allow
Control Lists (ACL's) specified by C2 implementations and the
finer-grained control. A single user may be granted access to a file, or may be excluded from
access controls support user, group,

CMW

a group that has access to a

file.

Labels are security-related information which
processes,

files,

The

or devices.

is

associated with objects like windows,

ability to associate security labels

with system objects

CMWs can utilize two forms of security labels:

is

mandatory access

also

under security control.

eind

information labels. Mandatory labels are static for the particular object. Information

labels

may change

cis

data

is

put into the object.
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Accountability

7.5.2

Accountability covers:
• user identification

and authentication;

• identification of user terminals;

• trusted

path between the user and the system; and

• auditing.

User identification and authentication are as described in the previous chapter.
Identification of user terminals allows the system to
is

know which

physical terminal a user

using.

A

trusted path

a secure means of communication between the user and the system.

is

For example, when a user types in their account
sure that

it is

else has left

A

the system that the user

is

name and password,

talking to, not a malicious

the user wants to be

program that someone

running on the terminal.

particular implementation

may

require that the user press a "break" key that reliably

terminates cmy previous session, or the user

may need

to reboot the personal

computer or

X

terminal.

Auditing logs any security-related event to a secure
logged are logins, logouts, creating or deleting

with a

7.5.3

file,

and so

files,

logfile.

Typical events which are

modifying the access control associated

on.

Operation Assurance

Operation assurance covers:
•

system architecture

•

system integrity

• trusted facility

management

• trusted recovery

System architecture addresses the problems described in Section 6.2.
System integrity addresses hardware self-tests and software checks that the appropriate
version of the hardware and software is being used.
Trusted recovery addresses the need to be able to recover the system after a hardware or
software failure which compromises the protection of the system.
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7.6.4

Life-cycle Assurance

Life-cycle Assurjince covers:

• security testing
• design specification
• configuration

and

verification

meinagement

• trusted distribution

Life-cycle assurance addresses the

and insure the

7.5.5

The

management

functions which are necessary to preserve

integrity of the system.

CMW and X

CMW criteria describe what the conforming CM workstation

must

up to
vendors of CMWs to implement those features. It is evident that the typical commercial
X workstation does not include those features, and that a considerable amount of effort is
required to upgrade the standard X distribution to support them.
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Chapter 8

SQL
John Barkley

Security with

8.1

SQL

Database applications are pervasive in any organization.

In these database applications,

among the most widely used.
a standard means of accessing data organized

databases organized according to the relational model are

The database language SQL [ANS92] provides
according to the relational model.
described.

The use

of

SQL

([ISO90b] and [ISO90c]).

SQL

in a

in a

In this section, security features provided by

network environment

refers to

ANSI

[IS092] which

If

is

SQL

includes vendor enhancements.

standards.

ANSI X3.135-1989 [ANS89] (FIPS

X3.135-1992 [ANS92] (FIPS 127-2 [FIP93a]); and

In addition, the term

ANSI

RDA

standard

often used to refer to different specifications or implementations. In the

is

ANSI X3-135-199x

the

by the

This section also discusses the security considerations of using

formal standards area, SQL'89 refers to

years.

specified

are

network environment.

The term SQL
SQL'92

is

SQL

127-1 [FIP901);

SQL3

refers to

ANSI within a couple of
SQL implementation which

expected to be approved by
is

often used to refer to a

In this section, the term

a capability described

is

"SQL" always

refers to

one of

contained within each of SQL'89, SQL'92,

and SQL3, then the term "SQL" is used. If a capability is not contained within each of
SQL'89, SQL'92, and SQL3, then the versions of the standard which support the capability
are specifically named.
SQL'89 provides basic facilities for creating and manipulating databases based on a relational model. These facilities include:
•

Schema

Definition:

the ability to declare the structures and access privileges of a

database.
•

Data Manipulation: the

ability to populate a database
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and access that data.

Mcmagement: the

• Transaction

ability to define

and manage

SQL

transactions.

SQL'92 provides additional capabilities including schema manipulation and the ability
(called dynamic SQL) to dynamically build and execute SQL statements.
SQL'92 also
provides the means to apply SQL to a network environment by adding the capabilities
for connection and session management. SQL3 will provide the ability to define, create, and
manipulate more general objects in addition to tables.

8.1.1

Using

SQL

SQL may be used by direct invocation or
When invoking SQL directly, the methods
results are implementation-defined.

Not

all

programming language.
used to accomplish the invocation and return
SQL statements may be invoked directly. Those
in conjunction with a

be invoked directly are referred to a.s direct SQL statements.
SQL does not have control statements, i.e., statements which control program flow, such
as, branch-on-condition statements and looping statements. Consequently, SQL is commonly
used with other languages that do have control statements. SQL'92 specifies how SQL may be
used in conjunction with the standard programming languages Ada, C, COBOL, Fortran,
MUMPS, Pascal, and PL/L SQL is used with a programming language in two ways: by
means of modules or by means of embedding.
statements that

cein

Module Language

A module leuiguage defined within SQL is used to create modules containing SQL statements.
A module contains a set of procedure definitions where each procedure consists of parameter
declarations and a single SQL statement. A procedure may be invoked by the procedure call
statement of the programming language. The module, which
intermediate form,
is

linked or

when

is

is

some
when the program

usually processed into

generally associated with the calling program either

the program begins execution.

Embedded SQL
SQL

statements

may

also

be embedded within programming language text.

SQL

state-

ments and associated variable declarations in the host language text are enclosed within
These embedded SQL statements and associated declarations are
"EXEC SQL" and
preprocessed into suitable programming language syntax often consisting of procedure calls.
The preprocessed source text then becomes input to the programming language compiler or
interpreter.

Dynamic SQL
Often, a

SQL

statement required by a program

even at the beginning of

its

execution.

is

The need

not

known when a program

for a particular

SQL

is

compiled or

statement

about during program execution. SQL'92 includes the concept of dynamic SQL.
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may come

A

certain

System

X Client
Application

SQL

Xlib

<
local file
I

system
access

X
Server

Figure

class of

SQL

statements

may be

8.1:

SQL on

a standalone system.

executed at run time without having been passed through a

preprocessor before program compilation like

embedded SQL and

with procedures defined by the module language after compilation. This
the

Dynamic SQL

capability which, given a

SQL

having been linked

virithout

is

accomplished by

statement that can be executed at program

run time, executes that statement immediately or prepares the statement for execution at

some

later time.

8.1.2

SQL

SQL on

a Standalone System

provides a standard language which can be used by an application to define and access

databases. Figure 8.1 illustrates an application which uses

using

X as

SQL

statements and the

its

SQL. This application

shown

X client application provides the SQL implementation with
SQL implementation provides the responses. The X application

user interface.

The

SQL

implementation by using either Embedded
programming interface defined by the SQL Module Language.
interacts with the

is

The SQL implementation

SQL

or an application

which provides the means
of accessing local files containing the database. The SQL implementation may accomplish
local file system access in several ways. It may make use of the normal file system access
procedures provided by the host operating system and used by end user applications, or it

may

interacts with the operating system

mass storage device forsaking normal file system access procedures,
or it may use a combination of the two techniques. By not using the normal file system
access procedures, some SQL implementations attempt to improve performance.
directly access the
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login

Server
login
Client

X
Protocol

Figure

8.1.3

The

Basic Security

basic security

model

of

8.2:

SQL

with remote login.

Model
SQL

consists of three entities:

Objects are defined in the databeise schema.

objects, actions,

and

users.

In SQL'89, the objects are tables, views,

and columns of views. In SQL'92, the objects also include domains and
assertions. In SQL3, objects will include user defined constructs.
Actions are the operations performed on objects. Actions include: select, insert, delete,
update, and references. Users invoke actions on objects.
A privilege is an authorization to a user of an action on an object. A privilege is a 5-tuple:
columns of

tables,

(grantor, grantee, object, action, grantable)

The grantor is a

user

who

is

who is authorized
users. The grantee is

authorized to perform the action on object and

on object to other
the user who receives the authorization to perform action on object from the grantor. The
true/false flag grantable indicates whether the grantee is authorized to pass the authorization
for performing action on object to other users.
At object creation time, a user is designated as the owner of the object. An owner is
authorized to perform all actions on the object and to grant privilege to other users. No
user, other than the owner, may perform any action on the object unless that privilege is
granted by the owner or by a another user to whom the owner granted the privilege. The
owner of the object, or another user granted that privilege by the owner, may revoke the
privilege at any time. At that time, the privilege is revoked for the grantee and for any user
which obtained the privilege from the grantee.
to grant the authorization to perform the action

8.1.4

SQL

in a

Network Environment

In a network environment,

SQL may

be used in three ways:
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TFA
Client System

TFA

X Client

Server System

Application

SQL

Xlib

J

r TFA

file

Remote

File

system

X

Access Protocol

access

Server

Figure

• logging into a

8.3:

SQL

with transparent

remote system and accessing

SQL on

file

access.

the remote system

mounting the databa.se files located on a remote system and accessing those
means of SQL on the local system

•

• using the

RDA

protocol with

SQL

specialization to access a

remote

SQL

first

SQL

with

by

server

two approaches apply generic network access methods to SQL use.
approach consists of using a network protocol specifically applicable to SQL.

The

files

The

third

Remote Login

In figure 8.2, a user on a client workstation logs into a remote system on which resides

the

SQL

implementation and the database

From the

files.

application on the login server which generates

SQL

statements.

provide the access to the databeise on the login server.
illustrated in figure 8.2, the

login server. This

the

X

server which

X
is

SQL

application

may be

login client, the user runs an

a

SQL
may be

These

A

tty style login

X

client application

statements

used

running on the

application drives the login client's keyboard and screen by

executing on the login client.
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Chapter 9

Network Security Threats
Karen Olsen

9.1

Generic Description of Threats

A threat

is

a circumstance, condition, or event with the potential to cause

harm

to personnel

and/or network resources in the form of destruction, disclosure, modification of data, denial
of service, and/or fraud, waste, and abuse. This chapter describes the most common security

Network security threats include impersonation, eavesdropping,
denial of service, packet replay, and packet modification. For a more detailed presentation
addressed to a technical specialist with in-depth knowledge of network protocols, see [CB94].

threats to network systems.

9.1.1

Impersonating a User or System

As described

common ways

and authenticate users include the use
of physiceil keys, account names and passwords, and biometric checks. Password guessing,
password trapping, use of security holes in programs, and use of common network access
procedures are methods that cem be used to impersonate users. Impersonation attacks
involving the use of physical keys and biometric checks are less likely.
in section 6.1,

Compared

to identify

to standalone systems, systems

on networks are much more susceptible to

attacks where crackers impersonate legitimate users for the following reasons:

have potentieJ access to a wide range of systems over a large geographic
area. As a result, network nodes that are not securely configured and/or are running

• Crackers

programs with security holes are particularly vulnerable.
•

A

cracker can use the finger or ruser programs to discover account

to guess simple peisswords (see sec. 9.2.7).
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names and then

try

can make use of more sophisticated password guessing methods, e.g., a cracker
could use a distributed password guessing program in which multiple systems are used

• Crackers

to guess passwords.

eavesdropping can be used to trap user names and unencrypted passwords
sent over the network (see sec. 9.1.2).

• Electronic

•

Common

network access procedures (see sec. 9.2) can be used to impersonate users.
Attacks where root privileges are gained are particularly dangerous because a cracker
may be able use common network access procedures to break into numerous systems.
can monitor the activity on a system and impersonate a user when the impersonation attacks is less likely to be detected.

• Crackers

Individual systems on a network are also vulnerable to imposter attacks.

A

cracker can

configure a system to meisquerade as another system, thus gaining unauthorized access to

resources or information on systems that "trust" the system being mimicked, section 10.2.7
discusses

how

9.1.2

Eavesdropping

to protect a system against impersonation

when

using the "r" commands.

Eavesdropping allows a cracker to make a complete transcript of network
sult,

a cracker can obtain sensitive information, such

performing functions.

It is

as,

activity.

possible for a cracker to eavesdrop using wiretapping, eavesdropIt is

to eavesdrop using software that monitors packets sent over the network. In
to detect that a cracker

Many network

re-

passwords, data, and procedures for

ping by radio and eavesdropping via auxiliary ports on terminals [GS91].

is difficult

As a

is

also possible

most

cases,

it

eavesdropping.

and ftp are vulnerable to eavesdroppers obtaining
passwords which are often sent across the network unencrypted. Threats associated with
use of telnet and ftp are described in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.
programs, such

cis

Network programs which involve
the contents of

files.

disclosure of data.

In particular,

telnet

file

transfer are susceptible to eavesdroppers obtaining

NFS, RFC,

rep,

and

ftp are vulnerable to unintended

Encryption can be used to prevent eavesdroppers from obtaining data

traveling over unsecured networks. Section 5.1 provides information on cryptography.

9.1.3

Denial of Service

Multi-user, multi-tasking operating systems are subject to "denial of service" attacks where

one user can render the system unusable for legitimate users by "hogging" a resource or

be used. Denial of service attacks may
be caused deliberately or accidentally. Taking precautions to prevent a system against un-

damaging or destroying resources

so that they cannot

intentional denial of service attacks will help to prevent intentional denial of service attacks.
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Systems on a network axe vulnerable to overload and destructive attacks as well as other
types of intentional or unintentional denial of service attacks. Three common forms of network denial of service attacks are service overloading, message flooding, and signal grounding.
It is important for system administrators to protect against denial of service threats without
denying access to legitimate users. In general, denial of service attacks are hard to prevent.

Many

denial of service attacks can be hindered by restricting access to critical accounts,

resources,

and

files,

and protecting them from unauthorized

users.

Packet Replay

9.1.4

Packet replay refers to the recording etnd re-transmission of message packets in the network.
Packet replay

is

a significant threat for programs that require authentication sequences,

because an intruder could replay legitimate authentication sequence messages to gain access
to a system. Packet replay

is

frequently undetectable, but can be prevented by using packet

time-stamping and packet sequence counting.

Packet Modification

9.1.5

Packet modification

is

a significant integrity threat which involves one system intercepting

and modifying a packet destined for another system. In many
not only be modified, but it may also be destroyed.

Threats Associated With
cess Procedures

9.2

cases, packet information

Common Network

A common network access procedure is a method allowing a user to access resources
by a remote system. There are

several threats, ranging

of data, that are identified with

common

services

and

a cracker to

Ac-

provided

from eavesdropping to destruction
network access services. Common network access

their threats are discussed in the following sections.

It is

not

uncommon

for

an altered version of a common network access program. The altered
accept a special input sequence for the purpose of spawning a shell for the

install

program may

cracker, or, the altered

program may be used

to capture passwords.

Telnet

9.2.1

The

may

TELNET

protocol allows a user to log into a system over the network and use that

though the user weis sitting at a terminal that was directly connected. The client
and server programs which use the TELNET protocol are telnet and telnetd, respectively.
The telnet command provides a user interface to a remote system. If telnet is invoked with
the name of a remote host as an argument, a prompt is displayed and a user can log in as
if they had called the system with a modem. Logging into a system using telnet can pose a
system

eis
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UNIX

aspects of

:

to compute:
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vendor's manu<
It

-s

possible lor

few ways to make

9.2.6

The

'-'ection 10.2.5

.

UUCP

describes a

nioie

rlogin, r

and rep progran:..
stands for remote. The Wor
tem, the rsh program conn.:
rlogin, rsh,

.

.s

.

:

te S5'stem

the "r" commands, where "r"

riote login session to

a remote sys-

and executes a specified command, and

the rep program copies

files

between systems. Section 10.2.7 describes how to minimize im-

how

personation attacks and

to provide as

hosts facility eissociated with the "r"

The concept

much

when

security as possible

using the trusted

commands.

of "trusted" hosts maJces use of these

commands

convenient. Each remote

machine may have a file named /etc/hosts. equiv containing a list of trusted hostnames. Users
with the same username on both the local and remote system may remotely login from the
systems listed in the remote system's /etc/hosts, equiv file without supplying a password.
Trusted hosts pose a security threat because the host authentication mechanism can be
defeated. In addition, the users on that host cannot alway be trusted.

to break into an account on a host, and that host

accounts on

all

An

may

Each

directories.

space.

a cracker manages

trusted by other systems, the user's

the other systems are compromised.

Individual users

home

is

If

set

up a

similar private equivalence

line in this file contains a

entry in a user's remote .rhosts

file

list

with the

file

.rhosts in their

hostname and a username separated by a

permits the user

who

is

logged into the system

by hostname to login to the remote system without supplying a password. Use
of .rhosts files is a security threat because an administrator is unable to exclusively control
access to the system via the "r" commands. Users are more likely to tailor their .rhosts files
more for convenience than for security.
specified

Trusted hosts involve a security risk for accounts which have an asterisk in the encrypted

password

field of

the password

ing, accounts that

hosts. equiv

When

file

file.

Since the trusted hosts facility bypasses password check-

have login disabled could be accessed using

or .rhosts

using rlogin,

if

file

the

"r"

commands

if

either the

grant permission.

name of the

local host

is

not found in the /etc/hosts, equiv

file

on

the remote system, and the local username and hostname are not found in the remote user's
.rhosts
is

file,

then the remote system

a threat because the password

is

will

prompt

for a password.

Prompting

for a

password

sent unencrypted in a single packet over the network.

Trusted users on trusted hosts are allowed to execute rsh and rep

The

commands without

prompt for a password if access
is denied on the remote system unless the command argument is omitted. If a command
argument is not specified for rsh, rsh logs the user onto the remote system using rlogin. For
users on hosts that are not trusted (i.e., neither listed in the /etc/hosts. equiv file nor the
.rhosts file), rep does not prompt for passwords.
requiring a peissword to be entered.

rsh program will not

Although the trusted hosts concept provides convenience for authorized users, systems not
properly administered are vulnerable to unauthorized access. Systems whose /etc/hosts, equiv
or /etc/hosts. Ipd

files

that the system trusts

the system

is

all

other systems. Similarly,

if

entry means

any /.rhosts file contain a "+ +" entry,

vulnerable to access by non-trusted users on non-trusted systems.

systems, the single entry "+"

thus trusting

are extremely vulnerable because the

contain a

all hosts.

This

is

is

contained in the default hosts, equiv

clearly a security problem.
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file

On Sun

in the distribution,

9.2.7

Commands

Commands which

Revealing User Information

reveal user

and system information pose a threat because crackers can use

that information to break into a system. This section provides a brief description of various

commands whose output makes a system

vulnerable to break-ins.

finger

The

"finger" service provided

by the finger

displays information about users.

When

client

finger

program and the fingerd server program
is

invoked with a

name argument,

the

name, or username
that matches the name eirgument, information is displayed. When the finger program is run
with no arguments, information for every user currently logged onto the system is displayed.
User information Cein be displayed for remote machines as well as for the local machine.
The output of finger typically includes login name, full name, home directory, last login
time, and in some cases when the user received mail and/or read mail. Personal information,
such as telephone numbers, are often stored in the password file so that this information is
available to other users. Making personal information about users available poses a security

/etc/passwd

file is

searched and for every user with a

first

name,

last

make use

of this information. In addition, fingerd can

November 1988

are vulnerable to abuse because they contain

threat because a password cracker can
reveal login activity.

Versions of fingerd older than

a bug.

rexec

The

rexec ajid rexecd programs allow remote execution. Unlike rlogin, rsh,

A

and

rep, rexecd

message specifying the
username, the password, and the name of a command to execute. The rexecd program is
does not use the trusted host mechanism.

client transmits a

can be used to probe a system for the names of valid accounts.
In addition, passwords are transmitted unencrypted over the network.
susceptible to abuse, because

it

rwho, rusers, netstat, and systat
Information obtained from rwho, systat, and netstat

The rwho and
eilso

may be

valuable to potential crackers.

who is logged in on remote machines. Idle times can
command displays the contents of various network-related

rusers commaxids reveal

be displayed. The netstat

data structures in various formats. User information can be display by

9.2.8

systat.

Distributed File Systems

System (NFS) and the Remote File Sharing (RFS) service are distributed
file systems which use a client / server model to allow computers to share files over the network.
NFS and RFS allow users to access, read, and change the contents of files stored on servers

The Network

File
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without having to log into the server or supply a password. This feature results in several
security problems.

In order to share

files

using a distributed

file

system, directories of

exported by the server. Once the client has mounted the exported
files

though the

as

distributed

from the

were stored

files

systems, especially

file

users

must

be

first

may access these

There are many threats associated with using

locally.
if

files,

files

no precautions are

teiken

when exporting

directories

server.

Network

System (NFS) Threats

File

The Network File System (NFS) is a stateless protocol which uses remote procedure calls
(RFC) built on top of the external data representation (XDR) protocol [SUN90a]. NFS
provides most of the properties of a

any operating system. Threats
• If a directory

is

UNIX

cissociated

is

system and can be implemented on almost

NFS

with using

exported with no access

capable of accessing the exported
• If a directory

file

specified,

list

An NFS

any system on the network

is

files.

anyone with supeon the server owned by root.

exported with root access given to specified

ruser privileges on one of the clients can modify
•

include the following:

files

clients,

ID and group ID
mappings which correspond to the server, i.e., a user on a client who has a user ID of
100 can access files on the server that are owned by user ID 100 and have the proper
read, write, or execute permission bits for owner set. This is a threat because it is easy
for

server grants

file

access to users on clients that have user

one user to impersonate another, especially

if

the user has superuser privileges on

the client.
• It

is

possible for a client to be impersonated, especially

turned
•

NFS

uses

file

file

handles to reference

handles consist of a

files.

file

It is relatively

system

increase the difl&culty of guessing a valid

the inode of each
is

the client

is

a system that

is

off regularly.

because

As

if

easy to guess valid

file

handles

and and inode number. It is possible to
handle by using a program to randomize

id

file

file.

often the case, a vendor

may

Section 10.2.8 describes ways to export

distribute
files

NFS

with no security features enabled.

so that threats of

unwanted

file

access and

manipulation are reduced. Other techniques for improving the security when using

NFS

are

also discussed.

File Permissions
File permissions indicate

what kind of access

is

granted to users on a system. There are three

types of permission (the ability to read, write, or execute) and there are three categories of
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users (the

file's

who

owner, users

aic in the

group, and everybody else on the system,

file's

RPC

with the exception of the superuser). When using NFS, and when using the underlying
protocol, it is possible for unauthorized users to obtciin unintended access to files.
should be noted that the semantics of using

It

mode

NFS

of a

file,

the owner of a

than when using a local

to increase performance.
of a

file,

the owner of a

on the remote

Remote
Remote

file

If

file,

commands which change

or the group ownership of a

system. Often with distributed

file

caching

is

file

slightly

when using

systems, caching

is

used, then the effects of changing the permissions

or the group ownership of a

file,

file differ

the permissions

file

may

used

mode

not take effect immediately

system.

File Sharing

(RFS)

(RFS)

system provided with most System V-based
systems [ATT90]. RFS is also supported by more recent versions of SunOS. Unlike NFS which
provides a generic file system, RFS provides an exact copy of a UNIX file system. Another
difference between NFS and RFS is that RFS groups hosts into domains for facilitating
File Sharing

mounting of

file

associated with

This section
to

a distributed

file

systems. For the most part, security threats associated with

NFS

are also

RFS.
lists

make RFS more
•

is

threats associated with various aspects of

secure.

RFS

RFS. Section

10.2.9 lists

ways

provides four levels of security to protect resources [Cur92].

Connect Security
Before attempting to mount remote resources the local system must
connection to the server. For

many

used to restrict access to a given

systems, rfadmin

set of

is

machines. This

first

set

up a

RFS verification command
command specifies a password

the

which must be entered before a system is allowed to connect to a server. If a password
has not been provided for a system, that system is allowed to connect to the server
without a password check. This poses a threat of unintended access, especially if
precautions were not taken
•

Mount

when exporting

files.

Security

Once a connection heis been established between a system and a server the system may
mount any file systems that the server has exported. For System V Release 4 version
of RFS, share is used to export file systems. Appropriate options should be specified
for share so that

•

unintended access

is

not granted for resources.

User amd Group Mapping

As a method of controlling access to resources, a system administrator is able to create
user and group id mappings by editing the files uid.rules and gid.rules. These files
allow global rules and host-specific rules to be specified. The threat of denial of service
may result if user and group mappings are set up in such a way that users are not able
to access their own files. On the other hand, poorly defined user and group mappings

may

allow unintended access to resources.
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• Regular

UNIX

UNIX

File Permissions

permissions that are improperly set can allow unintended access for local

file

users of a system. Unintended access can also be threat

improperly

when

files

are exported with

set file permissions.

Network Information Service

9.2.9

Network Information Service (NIS) [SUN90b], formerly called Yellow Pages (YP), is a distributed database system that lets systems share peissword files, group files, host tables, and
other files over the network. NIS simplifies the management of a network because all of the
account juid configuration information is reconstructed and stored on a single computer, the
NIS master server. NIS is included with SunOS, most SVR4 UNIX systems, and many other

UNIX.

flavors of

Shared NIS database files are called maps and hosts that belong to the same NIS domain
share the same set of maps. NIS slave servers, which obtain up-to-date copies of the maps
from the NIS master server, are used to provide information when the NIS master server is

down. Although NIS simplifies the task of system administration,
security problems

NIS neuning

when

it

also presents several

not securely configured.

it is

services were originally designed to address the administration requirements

of client /server networks in the 1980s.

Such networks had

specific characteristics, including

[JS92]:
•

Their size seldom exceeded a few hundred multivendor client desktops and a few
general-purpose servers.

•

They spanned

•

They had

at

most a few geographically remote

friendly, trusted,

sites.

and sophisticated users and security was not an

Since NIS was not designed to address security requirements, NIS

The

following

is

a

list

of threats associated with using

methods which can be taken
•

NIS

to avoid potential security problems with NIS.

many

file

that

come with NIS software from Sun Microsystems

is

one of the

files

that can be controlled with NIS. Systems
are distributed with the default

hosts, equiv file containing a "-H" as its single entry. This
hosts, equiv file considers all hosts to

•

susceptible to abuse.

[Cur92]. Section 10.2.10 discusses

The

hosts. equiv

is

issue.

is

a threat because the default

be trusted.

NIS works by having either of the lines "+::0:0:::" or "-f :" in the password or group
file. When a program reads the password or group file and encounters a line with a
as the first character, the plus sign indicates that the program needs to ask the NIS
server for the remainder of the
for

some systems,

a null login

if

the leading

name and

file.

Using the
is

format

"+::0:0:::"

carelessly deleted,

a threat because

an attacker can log in with

gain superuser access to the system.
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is

•

The

command can be used to tell a process

NIS requests should
be sent to a specific host. This feature was designed to allow debugging and to allow
hosts that are not on a network with an NIS server to use NIS. The ypset command
presents a security problem because it can be used to direct requests to a fake NIS
ypset

called ypbind that

server.

• Certain versions of

World-writeable
of the
•

maps

Any user

is

NIS map-building procedures leave the maps world-writeable.

maps pose a

threat because anyone

is

capable of changing the contents

to invalid information.

capable of obtaining copies of the databases exported by a NIS server. This

can result in unintended disclosure of the distributed password
information contained in the NIS database.

file

and

all

the other

Network Information Services Plus (NIS+), incorporated into Solaris 2.0 (SunOS 5.0),
replaces NIS. NIS+ enhancements include support for hierarchical domain names, use of a
new datable model, and changes to the NIS authentication and authorization model [JS92].

NIS+

contains security aspects lacking in NIS.
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istalled.

In

knowledgeable
administrator

.

Section 10.1
•

ting a system,

.

worked systems
'a

network and

on a network

Lun

See [CB941 for
roving network
ci-work protocols,

precautions that
ch system using
ist

"r"

the threats

commands

sts facility (see
a

dministered so

:ain protocols

and

an advantage
ated on a firewall.
sss protocols from
e

common network

entering a subnet while permitting those

access protocols to be used on

the inside subnet without fear of exploitation from outside systems.

Robust authentication mechanisms improve the authentication process beyond conventional authentication mechanisms such as passwords. Section 10.4 discusses robust authentication procedures.

Administering Standalone Versus Networked
Systems

10.1

Security precautions that should be taJcen

when administering standalone systems

also apply

to networked systems. Although a discussion of security threats for standalone systems
of the scope of this report, the following

when administering

is

a

list

is

out

of several security precautions to consider

a system regardless of whether the system

is

standalone or connected to

a network.

•

Avoid weak passwords,

•

Make

•

Check with vendors and

use of

file

passwords that are easy to crack.

access control, auditing,

• Limit readability
• Regularly

i.e.,

and backups.

install all applicable security-related patches.

and writeability

of

system

files.

check system binaries against copies from distribution media to verify that

programs have not been modified. Binaries for common network access procedures,
such a.s rlogin, rsh, rep, ftp, telnet and uucp are particularly vulnerable. Altered versions
of these binaries can allow unauthorized access to the system,
•

commands or scripts that run automatically at specified dates and times,
e.g., for SunOS cron and at can be used to execute commands and scripts at specified
dates and times. These commands could be useful to a cracker.

•

Check

Examine

all

for unauthorized setuid

special privileges to the user
• Protect

modems and

common

and setgid programs,

who

is

i.e.,

check for programs that grant

executing the program.

terminal servers.

be primarily used by an individual user. As a result,
individual users are forced to become system administrators. Users of individual systems
It is

may

for workstations to

either not have the knowledge to securely configure their workstation, or

may

decide

to sacrifice security for convenience. In order to protect against unauthorized use, systems

should be responsibly administered, regardless of whether they are standalone, or networked
single-user or multi-user systems.
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Improving Security of Common Network Access
Procedures

10.2

Most programs which provide network services are susceptible to abuse. The Network File
System (NFS) and commands which use the trusted hosts facility are particularly vulnerable.

A

system administrator should be aware of security risks associated with the use of each
service. For systems that do not need to provide a specific network service, the system
administrator may want to consider disabling the appropriate program. For example, a
system administrator may want to disable the ftp and ftpd programs for a system that has

no need

for file transfer service.

This section describes ways to prevent vulnerabilities of

common network

access proce-

dures from being exploited. For stronger security, the methods described in this section can

be combined with the use of secure gateways (see

sec. 10.3) or

robust authentication methods

(see sec. 10.4).

In addition to describing secure gateways, section 10.3 also describes a third-party package
called the

"TCP Wrapper"

package. This package serves as a front end which provides access

from the UNIX inet daemon process. The TCP Wrapper
package can be used to determine whether a host requesting a telnet, ftp, or "r" command
connection is authorized, to log the request, and then either to accept or reject the connection.
In order to provide an overall secure network, all systems using common network access
procedures must be protected against the threats described in section 9.2. If individual
systems do not protect themselves from exploitation of inherently flawed common network
access procedures and a system is broken into, then other systems on the network may be
compromised.
services executed

control for

all

10.2.1

The

"r"

Commands

Versus telnet/ftp

There are a few security related tradeoffs between using telnet and ftp versus using the "r"
commands. For example, rlogin, rsh, and rep are less susceptible to the eavesdropping of
passwords than telnet and ftp because with the "r" commands, a user does not need to type
in a peLssword. An exception is when rlogin is invoked for a non-trusted user. In this case,
a single packet containing the user's password will be passed over the network. However, in
general, telnet
rlogin.

and

more

ftp are

Note that, except

rsh invokes rlogin,

names and passwords than
rsh and rep never prompt for

commands

introduces security problems

susceptible to interception of user

for the case

when

passwords.

The use

of trusted hosts

when using the

"r"

which eire not relevant when using telnet and ftp. Trusted hosts introduce security problems
because the host authentication mechajiism can be defeated, and users on a trusted host
cannot always be trusted. If an attacker manages to break into an account on a host,
and that host is trusted by another computer, the user's account on the other computer is
compromised. In addition, the .rhosts file can be compromised by an attacker by adding
entries that permit access

by

others.
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Thus, the basic tradeoff between the use the "r" commands versus telnet/ftp is whether
it is more insecure to permit trusted hosts configured so that passwords do not go across
the network in plain text versus having passwords pcissing across the network in plain text.
Neither situation

is

desirable in general.

up the system administrators and the network

It is

administrators to choose the better approach for their environments. For example, in general,
it is

harder to eavesdrop on a token ring network than on an ethernet network. So, the choice

on a token ring network may be to use telnet/ftp.

Improving the Security of

10.2.2

FTP

and ftpd programs pose several security problems unless precautions are taken
when configuring and administering this service. This section describes several techniques
for improving security when using ftp and ftpd.
As mentioned in section 9.2.2, older versions of ftpd had several bugs that allowed crackers
to break into a system. To minimize the threat of a break-in, the most recent version of ftpd
should be used.
It is desirable to restrict certain remote users from accessing files. The /etc/ftpusers file
contains a list of users who are not allowed to use FTP to access any files. At a minimum, the
Use of the

ftp

/etc/ftpuaets

daemon

file

should contain

all

accounts, such as root, uucp, news, bin, ingres, nobody,

human
up anonymous FTP may

that do not belong to

users.

Below is a description of guidelines that can be followed to minimize unintended use of anonymous FTP
Setting

vary for different implementations.

[CA-93].

1.

Disable the ftp account by placing an asterisk in the password field of the password

This will prevent users from logging onto the system using a user

file.

2.

anonymous FTP root directory and
account and are not in the same group

its

by the

as the ftp

FTP

subdirectories generally include ftp/hin^ ftp/etc^

of ftp.

owned
account. Anonymous

subdirectories are not

Verify that the
ftp

name

and ftp/pub. These

directories

should be write protected.
3.

names and group names when files are listed, a passwd and group
file are needed in the ftp/etc directory. To prevent crackers from obtaining copies of
the system's /etc/passwd and /etc/group files, a dummy copy of each file should be
In order to print user

used. All password fields should be changed to asterisks.
4.

An

administrator should not provide writeable anonymous ftp directories unless the

threats of providing writeable directories are

known and precautions

are taken to min-

imize these threats.
Several other precautions should be taken.

It is

possible for remote users to transfer large

ftp/pub directory. This can cause a disk partition to become

files

to the

this

problem, put a

file

quota on the user

ftp, or locate
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the ftp account's

full.

To prevent

home

directory

The

on an isolated

partition.

suspicious

should be deleted.

files

contents of the

pub

directories should

be monitored and any

Previously, hosts have been temporarily rendered unusable by massive

numbers

of

FTP

would be considered a successful denial of

requests. If these incidents were deliberate, they

service attack. Load-limiting techniques can help to avoid such problems.

10.2.3

Improving the Security of

As mentioned in
no security. The

section 9.2.3,

TFTP

program

from a certain

TFTP

a UDP-based

program that provides
allowed to transfer a set of files to any system on the
is often used to allow diskless hosts to boot from the
is

lacks security, tftp

is

SunOS

file

transfer

usually limited to transferring

directory. Early versions of tftp did not

particular, versions of

The

is

TFTP

Internet that asks for them.

network. Because

TFTP

TFTP

impose

only to or

transfer restrictions. In

file

prior to release 4.0 did not restrict

files

file

transfer

from

tftp.

following procedure can be used to test a system's version of tftp for security prob-

lems [GS91]:
tftp localhost

tftp> get /etc/passwd tmp
Error code 1: File not found
tftp> quit

%
If tftp either

hangs with no message or does not respond with "File not found" and

instead transfers the

10.2.4
The
1.

file, tftp

should be replaced with a current version.

Improving the Security of Mail Services

following precautions should be taken to ensure secure operation of sendmail [GS91]:
Verify that the version of sendmail used

is

recent.

Older versions of sendmail have

several bugs that allow security violations.
2.

Remove

the "uudecode" and "decode" alias from the aliases

file.

This

file is

usually

/etc/aliases or /usr/lih/aliases.
3.

For aliases that allow messages to be sent to programs,
to obtain a shell or send

commands

make

sure that there

is

no way

to a shell from these programs.

4.

Verify that the "wizard" password

5.

Verify that sendmail does not support the "debug"

is

disable in the configuration

the following commands:
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file

sendmail. cf.

command. This can be done with

%

telnet localhost 25

Connected to localhost
Escape character is
220 hostname sendmail 5.61 ready
.

at Pri, 18

Sep 92 15:10:48

EDT

debug

Command

500

unrecognized

quit

%
If

sendmail responds to the "debug"

sendmail

If

UUCP

is

a

ways to configure

• If there
•

Debug

is

set" ,

then

UUCP

not properly installed, a system's security can be compromised.

is

of

the message "200

vulnerable to attack eind should be replaced with a newer version.

Improving the Security of

10.2.5

list

is

command with

UUCP

not a need for

The uucico program, a

following

more securely [GS91]:

UUCP

file

The

services, delete or protect the

transport program for the

UUCP

UUCP

system.

system, must log into a

system in order to transfer files or run commands. Assigning a password to the uucp
account can deter crackers from logging in.
system that calls your system. Haveach remote system allows an administrator to grant different

• Create additional /etc/password entries for each

ing different logins for
privileges

and access to

different

remote systems.
impersonation attacks.

• If desired, required callback for certain systems, to deter
• Configure

• If

file

UUCP

retrieval

is

so

remote systems can retrieve

not needed, disable remote

•

UUCP control files should
the UUCP program.

•

Limit the

file

files

only from specific directories.

retrieval.

be protected so that they cannot be read or modified using

commands which can be executed

off site to

those that are absolutely nec-

essary.
•

To protect information

in the L.sys (Version 2) or

Systems (Basic Networking

from being misused, the appropriate
user and be unreadable to anybody but UUCP.
version) log

The

following

files

is

a description of three main
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UUCP

file

Utilities

should be owned by the uucp

security problems:

1.

2.

Mail delivery to
If

a system

of

UUCP

can be used to corrupt system databases or application programs.
mail to be sent to a file, then the mailer is unsecure and the version

files

Jillows

being used should be disabled or upgraded to a current version.

UUCP

system should not edlow commands to be encapsulated in addresses.
a system executes commands encapsulated in an address then the uux program
unsecure and should be upgraded to a current version.

The

10.2.6

If
is

Improving the Security of finger

Versions of fingerd older than

November 1988 contain a bug.

Older versions should be

replaced with a newer version.

The finger command,

as well as rexec, rwho, rusers, netstat

and

systat^ reveal

information

which may be valuable to potential crackers. Information revealed may be used to monitor
login and network activity or to guess passwords. To improve security, it is recommended
that theses services be disabled.

10.2.7

Improving the Security of the "r"

Commands

and rsh commands query for a password if either
the user or the client system is not trusted by the server to which the rlogin or rsh is
addressed. Under these circumstances, the rlogin and rsh commands send the password in
plain text across the network in a single packet. Consequently, a packet may be intercepted.
If a server is not going to make use of the trusted user and trusted host capability of the
"r" commands, it is prudent to disable the rlogind and rshd server programs. A server could
support the same functionality of rlogin and rsh in the absence of trusted users and hosts

As mentioned

with

in section 10.2.1, the rlogin

telnet.

Administering Trusted Users and Hosts
Given that a server is going to support the "r" commands using trusted users and hosts,
it is important for em administrator to be aware of which hosts and users are allowed to

The

and /etc/hosts. Ipd
files should not contain an entry of
(plus) unless required in the operating environment
assumes all
and protected by a firewall network configuration [CA-92]. An entry of
hosts to be trusted. Similarly, .rhosts files should never contain a "+ +" entry. A .rhosts
file containing "+ +" will trust all users on all systems.
The "r" command daemons access a .rhosts file in a user's home directory on the server
access the system without supplying passwords.

as part of the access control process.

A

user

is

able to

user's choice. This implies that the administrator

is

/etc/hosts, equiv

list

in this file the trusted hosts of the

unable to exclusively control access.

how to administer users' .rhosts files has two solutions which are not
difficult to implement. The most obvious solution is to have a daemon, which could be a
shell script, monitoring the contents of users' .rhosts files. Any undesirable trusted hosts in
The problem

of

99

these

files

could be removed. While this approach can work reasonably well, such monitoring

can only take place periodicjilly and leaves open the possibility that undesirable access can
exist for short periods of time.

Another approach to controlling use of
use of users' .rhosts

file

.rhosts directory ajid a

the

file

in that directory

£ire

owned by

for the administrator to disable the

directory (note that only roof

may

is

file

unlink a directory), nor create a .rhosts recognized by an

command. The administrator can then maintain exclusive
the "r" commands through the use of the hosts, equiv file.
It is

excluding the user from

within, the user can neither delete the .rhosts

"r"

of

By

root or the administrator.

access to the .rhosts directory and the

all

is

accomplished by the administrator creating a
within that .rhosts directory where both the .rhosts directory and

completely. This

file

.rhosts files

possible for an intruder to modify existing .rhosts

control over access by

and /etc/hosts. equiv

means

files

or to

new .rhosts files in users' home directories to allow future unauthorized access for the
attacker. To prevent against unauthorized modification of files bypassing authentication to
trusted hosts and users, an administrator may want to use a daemon which monitors the
create

contents of .rhosts

files

and the contents of /etc/hosts. equiv

as well.

An

administrator should

any account with login disabled is not accessible by the trusted hosts facility.
Note that the hosts. equiv file should not be used to permit access to print service {Ipd).
The hosts. Ipd file may be used for that purpose. An entry in the hosts. Ipd file only grants
access to print service while an entry in the hosts, equiv file grants access to both print service
also verify that

eind the "r"

commands.

Protecting Against Impersonation Using the "r"

Once a host becomes

may be

is

the possibility that a trusted host or a trusted user

impersonated. In the case of trusted user impersonation, there really

that can be done.

Note that
the best

trusted, there

Commands

it is

way

The superuser on

a trusted host

is

is

not

much

capable of impersonating any user.

usually not prudent to give trusted user access to the superuser. Probably

to minimize the risk of trusted user impersonation

of the administration

is

to be aware of the quality

on the trusted host.

Having two systems with
the same IP address active on the same IP subnet usually results in strange behavior on the
part of any systems communicating with the systems having the same IP address. If two
systems on different IP subnets have the same IP address, then routing packets belonging to
the system attempting the impersonation usually fails in the absence of the source routing
Impersonating a trusted host

is

not so easily accomplished.

option.

When

the "r"

command

client uses the source routing option,

it

is

possible that

all

and the "r" command
the source route supplied by the client. It is

of the routers along the way, the server network system software,

server application software

best to ensure that

all

may make

use of

of the following conditions are true in order to defeat a trusted host

impersonation based on the use of source routing: the router to the subnet on which the
server is located does not route packets with the source routing option enabled; the server

network system software does not accept a source routed packet; and
100

"r"

command

server

application software checks incoming packets for the source route option and refuses service
to such requests.

When
subnet

is

a trusted host

is

not functioning, impersonating that trusted host on the same IP

easily accomplished. It

common for

is

personal computers to be turned off at night.

This provides a perfect opportunity to impersonate a personal computer. Workstations are
usually

left

on

all

the time.

If

the trusted host

is

turned

off or

disconnected from the network,

then another system on the same subnet can easily assume the IP address of the trusted
host. This situation

An

not

is

command

eajsily

detectable.

employ some measure of protection against impersonation
of a trusted host. A deiemon, possibly consisting of just a shell script, can be created on the
server to periodically monitor the "heeilth" of the server's trusted hosts. Such monitoring
could be no more complicated than simply using ping to insure that each trusted host is
"r"

server can

Should a trusted host not respond properly to the monitoring, then entries for that
trusted host in the hosts. equiv and all .rhosts file are removed. When a trusted host comes
alive.

would be required to identify and authenticate itself with the server. This
identification and authentication could be done by the trusted host administrator logging
into the server or by some automated communication between the trusted host and the
server. The entries for the trusted host in the hosts. equiv and/or .rhosts files would then be
on

line again,

it

replaced.

Improving the Security of

10.2.8

NFS

There are many threats associated with using NFS. Because of the security problems associated with NFS, NFS should not be run on a secure gateway (see sec. 10.3). This section will
discuss precautions which should be taken when using NFS, in particular when exporting
files.

Exporting Files

When

files

mount
for

are exported on an

NFS

server, the administrator designates

on the

specific directory trees located

exported

server.

The type

of access

which

may

clients

also

can

be given

files.

For Sun Microsystems Network Filesystem (NFS), the /etc/exports
for directories that

can be exported to

NFS

clients.

Each

file

contains entries

line of the /etc/exports file has the

following format:

directory -optionsf, options]...

"Directory"

is

the pathname of a directory or a filesystem. "Options" allow a variety of

security-related options to be specified.

of default access that

is

allowed

that the system administrator
options.

The

following

list

is

if

It is

important that a system administrator

certain options are not specified.

It is

is

aware

also important

aware of the implications of using or not using certain

gives examples of

how
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to export

files

so that the possibility of

unauthorized

file

access

is

reduced. Examples given apply to the implementation of

NFS

in

SunOS [SUN90b].
be exported to clients that need to use those files. Having a line in the
/etc/exporta file of the format "/usr" is strongly discouraged because the /usr directory
is being exported to all systems on the network. The "access=client[:cHent]..." option
should be used so that mount access is only given to each client listed. The client
field can either be a hostname or a netgroup. For remote mounts, the information in
a netgroup is used to restrict access to a group of machines.

• Files should only

The

following example exports the /usr directory to client A and clientB. All other

systems are denied permission to mount these

-access=clientA:clientB

/usr
•

files.

Shared files, such as system files, should be exported read only, and owned by root.
This will help to prevent system files from being modified. It should be noted that the

be exported read-write. The following command exports
/usr/bin read-only to the systems clientA, clientB, clientC, and clientD.

default

is

for directories to

/ usr/bin

-ro,-access=client A:clientB:clientC:clientD

be exported with the "root=client[:client]..." option. This option
gives root access for root users from specified clients. If a client is impersonated, then
an unauthorized user could modify files on the server.

• Files should not

•

When

possible, the

access

is

is

minimal subdirectory tree should be exported.

needed only

for /usr/bin, /usr/bin should

For example,

be exported instead of /usr.

if

It

not possible to export either a parent directory or a subdirectory of an exported

directory that

is

within the same filesystem. For example,

it

would be

illegal to

export

both /usr and /usr/local if both directories resided on the same disk partition. As a
result, sometimes it is necessary to give access to more files for more clients than is
desired.
•

The showmount command can be used

to print

all

directories that are exported for

remote system.

Systems that do not export directories
to specific clients are particularly vulnerable because the output of the showmount
command will reveal that any client on the network can mount the directory. If a
system is using the /etc/hosts facility, the /etc/exports file can contain aliases for host
names. Using cdiases for client names will prevent showmount from revealing which
either a local system or a

clients

It is

have permission to mount

specific directories.

advisable for administrators to regularly inspect the

be exported to clients
entries have not been modified.
directories to

(i.e.,

the /etc/exports
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file
file

which gives permission
for

SunOS)

for

to verify that

In order to protect a system from unauthorized setuid and setgid programs,

mount

it is

advisable

with the noauid option. Use of the nosuid option provides a measure of
protection on the client from someone with root access on the server gaining root access on
to

all files

the client through a setuid program that gretnts root privileges to the user executing the

program. For example, the superuser on the server can create an executable file (e.g., a copy
of sh) with setuid root, i.e., when sh is run, it runs eis root. If this file is exported to a client,
then any user on that client

who can execute

that

Protecting Against Im,personation Using

As with the

commands,

file

can become superuser on the

client.

NFS

often easy to impersonate a user or an

NFS

system
in an environment where NFS is used. A superuser on a client workstation is able to impersonate any user. With the "r" commands, a user is impersonated by assuming the user's
username. With NFS, a user is impersonated by assuming the user's userid.
"r"

One way

it is

of minimizing the risk of user impersonation with

NFS

is

client

to only export a

computer or workstation. Very often in current network
environments, each client system is the exclusive domain of a single user. This type of
environment promotes better security with NFS since each NFS client is accessed by only
one user and only that user's files need be exported to that user's system. Any other files
needed by a user can be exported "read-only" to that user's system. Once an NFS client
is able to mount more than one user's files, then the possibility exists for the superuser to
impersonate any user on that NFS client and there is no easy way to protect against such
user's files to that user's personal

impersonation.

an

If

NFS

client

is

a workstation, then a user

authenticated and associated with a

is

an NFS client is a personal computer, then the
NFS client implementation on the personal computer provides some way for the personal
computer user to be associated with a userid so that access control can take place on the

userid by logging into the workstation.

NFS

If

The personal computer user's authentication and association with a userid is
sometimes implemented with a daemon called pcnfsd. This daemon runs on a server not
necessarily an NFS server. The personal computer user is able to designate not only NFS
servers from which files are mounted but also the server running pcnfsd which authenticates
server.

the user to the

NFS

servers. Herein lies the possibility of a personal

computer user assuming

the identity of another user. Again, the importance of only exporting a user's
user's

system

It is

is

to that

illustrated.

possible to impersonate an

command

files

NFS

client in the

same manner

trusted host (see sec. 10.2.7). As in the case of the "r"

danger here occurs when a legitimate

common practice

NFS

client is disabled,

as

impersonating an

commands, a

"r"

significant

disconnected from the network,

power off a personal computer at the end of the day.
Thus, a personal computer which is also an NFS client can present a problem with regard to
impersonation. Server administrators should be aware that almost all client implementations
of NFS on personal computers also support the "r" commands. Thus, a personal computer
or turned

NFS

off.

client

is

It is

to

eilmost always a potential "r"

Protection against

NFS

client

command

impersonation
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is

trusted host.

similar to protection against trusted host

impersonation with the "r"

commands

as described in section 10.2.7.

A

daemon, which

NFS server and monitors (perhaps by simply using ping)
the "health" of each NFS client. When a client does not respond, that client's files on the
server are unexported, thus denying access. When the client comes back on line, its files are
could be a shell script, runs on the

exported once again after the user
If

the

NFS

is

authenticated.

a personal computer and user authentication

client is

daemon, then pcnfsd can be modified (the source
the user
client

is

authenticated eind receives the userid.

commajid

If

the

NFS

client is a workstation,

when

then a

be readily implemented on the workstation or the user
server to run a command which exports his files.

NFS

of the shortcomings of

NFS

is

may be

that users and systems

impersonated. Making

secure requires assuring that unauthorized users cannot access

Secure

servers.

Secure

files

NFS

Secure

NFS

available) to export the user's

for "pcnfsd" could

could log into the

One

is

by means of the pcnfsd

is

RFC

NFS

NFS

improves the authentication of

stored on secure

files

requests by using Secure

RFC.

Data Encryption Standard (DES) and exponential key exchange

uses the

verify each

NFS RFC

10.2.9

Improving the Security of

request. Section 10.4.6 describes Secure

RFC

to

in detail.

RFS

RFS facilitates the sharing of files. Unless precautions are taken when using RFS, unintended
access may be granted for shared resources. This is especially true for file systems that are
not exported with options specified to control access.

RFS more
•

secure.

When

Commands

starting

RFS,

The

used pertain to the System

issue the

command

rfstart

-v.

ways to make
Release 4 version of RFS.

following

V

This

is

a

list

command

of

will tell

RFS

to

deny connection requests from any system that has not been given a password via the
RFS verification procedure. Connection requests will also be denied from any system
that specifies an incorrect password. The connection security feature of RFS makes it
more difficult for clients to be impersonated.
•

Use the -access option on all share commands. Hosts not included
will not be permitted to mount the resource.

• Shared

files,

such as system

files,

This will help to prevent system
• For exported

file

systems, use

in the access list

should be exported read only, and owned by root.

files

UNIX

from being modified.
file

permissions to control access to shared

re-

sources.

and group id mappings. This will deter user impersonation attacks.
The idload command can be used to display current user and group mappings in effect.

•

Implement user

•

Do

id

not allow untrusted systems to

mount
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file

systems with root access enabled.

•

The

dfshares

command Can be

used to display a

list

of all resources in the

domain that

mounting via RFS. The dfmounts command can be used to display a
of remote hosts that have resources mounted from a server. These commands can

are available for
list

be used to
•

Do

RFS on

not run

10.2.10

monitoring

assist in

RFS

security.

a secure gateway (see

sec. 10.3).

Improving the Security of NIS

The Network Information

Service (NIS)

is

a distributed database system that simplifies the

task of system administration by storing account and configuration

NIS

is

capable of storing a master password

file

files

so that users can use the

through out the network. Section 9.2.9 presented a

for edl accounts

problems with NIS. The following

is

a

on a

list

of

single system.

same password
known security

of remedies for security problems associated with

list

NIS.

•

The /etc/hosts, equiv file should not
access should never be granted to
is

used,

be

it

consist a single line containing a

all

hosts on the network.

If

because trusted

the /etc/hosts, equiv

should contain entries for specific host names. Specific user names

may

file

also

specified.

which group various users and hosts together, can be defined in the file
/etc/netgroup and maintained as an NIS map. Using netgroups can simplify the task
of granting or denying access to users. Netgroups can also be used in the password file.

• Netgroups,

•

When NIS
'+:' should

password or group

file

information

is

to be accessed, a line of the format

be used to indicate NIS server access. The format

be used because

if

the leading *+'

is

'+::0:0:::'

should not

accidentally deleted, unintended access can be

granted.
•

NIS map

•

The program yphind should not be started with options that allow ypbind to listen to
locally-issued ypset commands. This prevents an cracker from using ypset to obtain

files

should be writeable only to the super-user.

information from an unauthorized NIS server.

from obtaining
unauthorized copies of databases by guessing the name of a NIS domain, binding to
the NIS server using the ypset command, and requesting a database.
It

also prevents a cracker

•

Password aging can be used to force users to change their passwords periodically.
Although password aging cannot be centralized using NIS, password aging can be
individually implemented on each system a user can log in to.

•

Do

not run NIS on a secure gateway (see
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sec. 10.3).

To prevent unintended

•

ypserv program can be modified to only respond to
clients.

NIS databases, the
requests from authorized NIS

disclosure of information contained in the

This modification requires access to NIS source code.

• Patches for bugs in ypserv, ypxfrd,

and portmap

utilities are available

from Sun Mi-

crosystems.

A site can migrate from using NIS to NIS+.

•

properly configured,

NIS+

an integral part of NIS+. When
prevents unauthorized sources from reading, changing, or
Security

is

destroying naming service information [JS92].

Improving Network Security By Means of Se-

10.3

Firewalls)
Local area networking ha^ become a widely used means for organizations to share distributed

computing resources. Internet
cal area

sites often

use the

TCP/IP

protocol suite and

UNIX

for lo-

networking purposes, because in addition to providing standard local area network

services,

UNIX

and TCP/IP

sources. This aids greatly in

methods for centralizing the management of users and rereducing the amount of work and overhead involved in managing
offer

making distributed resources available to users. It can
to use the same protocols and services for wide area networking as well
user accounts and

also

be practical

as for local area

networking.

now make using TCP/IP for local area networking an increasingly risky
a number of the TCP/IP services are inherently flawed and vulnerable to exploita-

But, two factors
business:
tion,

and the tremendous growth of the Internet has increased greatly the likelihood of such

exploitation. Crackers

ohen roam the

Internet searching for unprotected sites; misconfigured

systems as well as use of insecure protocols make the cracker's job

TCP/IP

much

easier [Bel92].

Two

most often used in local area networking, NIS (Network Information
Services) and NFS (Network File System), are easily exploited; crackers can use weaknesses
in NIS and NFS to read and write files, learn user information, capture passwords, and gain
of the

services

privileged access.

RPC

means

and vulnerabilities on
local area TCP/IP networks, however they suffer from the disadvantages of requiring modified network dciemon programs on all participating hosts. For many sites, the most practical
method for securing access to systems and use of inherently vulnerable services is to use a
Secure Gateway, or firewall system. A firewall system resides at an Internet gateway (or
any subnet gateway) and blocks certain protocols and services from entering or exiting the
protected subnet. A firewall system can also restrict access to hosts, log important network
activity, and prevent information about internal systems and users from leaking out to the
Kerberos and Secure

are effective

rest of the Internet.
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for reducing risks

Introduction to Firewalls

10.3.1

As the name

implies, a firewall

is

a protection device to shield vulnerable areas from some

form of danger. In the context of the Internet, a firewall is a system, i.e., a router, a personal
computer, a host, or a collection of hosts, set up specifically to shield a site or subnet
from protocols and services that can be abused from hosts on the outside of the subnet. A
firewall system is usually located at a higher-level gateway, such as a site's connection to the
Internet, however firewalls can be located at lower-level gateways to provide protection for

some smaller collection of hosts or subnets.
The general recisoning behind firewall usage is that without a firewall, a subnet's systems
sire more exposed to inherently insecure services such as NFS or NIS and to probes and
attacks from hosts elsewhere on the network. In a firewall- less environment, network security
is

totally a function of each host

on the network and

The

to achieve a uniformly high level of security.
it is

to maintain all hosts at the

same

all

hosts must, in a sense, cooperate

larger the subnet, the less

manageable

As mistakes and lapses in security
the result of complex attacks, but because

level of security.

become more common, break-ins can occur not

as

and inadequate passwords.
A firewall can greatly improve network security and reduce risks to hosts on the subnet
by filtering inherently insecure services and by providing the capability to restrict the types
of access to subnet hosts. As a result, the subnet network environment poses fewer risks
to hosts, since only selected protocols will be able to pass through the firewall and only
selected systems will be able to be accessed from the rest of the network. Eventual errors
and configuration problems that reduce host security are better tolerated, as well as the
internal use of protocols such as NIS and NFS. A firewall system offers the following specific
of simple errors in configuration

advantages:
•

concentration of security, all modified software and logging
system as opposed to being distributed on many hosts;

•

protocol filtering, where the firewall filters protocols and services that are either not
necessary or that cannot be adequately secured from exploitation;

•

information hiding,

in

which a

firewall

is

located on the firewall

can "hide" names of internal systems or

electronic mail addresses, thereby revealing less information to outside hosts;
•

application gateways, where the
first

•

to the firewall before connecting further, thereby filtering the protocol;

extended logging,
traffic

•

firewall requires inside or outside users to connect

which a
on one system; and
in

firewall

can concentrate extended logging of network

and simplified network services management,

which services such
as ftp, electronic mail, gopher, and other similar services are located on the firewall
system(s) as opposed to being maintciined on many systems.
centralized
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in

A firewedl not

only

filters eeisily

exploited services from entering a subnet,

it

also permits

those services to be used on the inside subnet without fear of exploitation from outside

A

systems.

firewaJl's protection is bi-directional;

it

can also protect hosts on the outside of

the firewall from attacks originating from hosts on the inside by restricting outbound access.

Given these advantages, there are some disadvantages to using firewalls, the most obvious
being that certeiin types of network access may be hampered or even blocked for some hosts,
including telnet, ftp, X Windows, NFS, NTS, etc. However, these disadvantage are not unique
to firewalls; network access could be restricted at the host level as well, depending on a site's
security policy.

A
as

second disadvantage with a firewall system

opposed to distributing

it

among

is

that

it

concentrates security in one spot

systems, thus a compromise of the firewall could be

disastrous to other less-protected systems on the subnet. This weakness can be countered,

however, with the argument that lapses and weaknesses in security are more likely to be

found as the number of systems in a subnet increase, thereby multiplying the ways in which
subnets can be exploited.
Another disadvantage is that relatively few vendors have offered firewall systems until
very recently. Most firewalls have been somewhat "hand-built" by

site administrators,

ever the time and effort that could go into constructing a firewall

may

a vendor solution. There
"firewall"

10.3.2

can

mean many

Firewall

is

also

many

for firewall systems, those being

packet filtering

•

application gateways

•

logging and detection of suspicious activity
item

may

term

Components

•

last

firewall; the

people.

There are three primary components (or aspects)

The

outweigh the cost of

no firm definition of what constitutes a

things to

how-

range in capability, from creating log entries for excessive login

at-

tempts to notification of operators via e-mail or pagers to intrusion/detection systems that
build user profiles and raise alarms when out-of-bound behavior occurs.
Up until now, the term "firewall" has been used here somewhat loosely, since firewall
systems can range greatly in how well they implement the above components. The most
common type of firewall is simply a router that has the capability to filter TCP/IP packets
based on information fields in each packet. Less common but more secure are systems that
include packet filtering as well as logging and application gateways for telnet, ftp, or e-mail.
These firewalls may actually be a collection of systems such as a router, an application
gateway system, and a system for logging. Also found are firewall systems that simply block
all traffic, thus completely cutting off network access except for those users with accounts
on the firewall system. However, since packet filtering capability appears to be the common
component in most firewall systems, the following paragraphs go into more detail on packet
filtering

than the other components.
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Packet Filtering

The primary

activity of a firewall

packets that pass to and from the Internet and

is filtering

the protected subnet. Filtering packets can limit or disable services such as

and from

restrict access to

A

specific

NFS

or telnet,

systems or domains, and hide information about subnets.

firewall could filter the following fields within packets:

UDP, ICMP,

TCP;

•

packet type, such

•

source IP address, the system from which the packet originated;

•

destination IP address, the system

•

destination
smtp,

•

TCP/UDP

nfs, etc.,

source

as IP,

or

for

which the packet

destined;

is

port, a number designating a service such as telnet,

ftp,

located on the destination host, and

TCP/UDP

port, the port number of the service on the host originating the

connection.
In almost
filtering

packet filtering

all cases,

is

done using a packet

designed for

packets as they pass between the router's interfaces. Packet filtering capability

usually not included in operating systems such as

one vendor includes packet
filter

filtering router

based on source

UNIX

filtering capability [Ran92].

TCP/UDP

port,

VAX/ VMS,

or

Not

all

however

is

at least

packet filtering routers can

however more vendors are starting to incorporate

this capability.

Which Protocols
The

to Filter

and fields depends on the site security policy, i.e.,
which systems should have Internet access and the type of access to permit. The location of
decision to

filter

certain protocols

the firewall will influence the policy. For example,

if

the firewall

gateway, the decision to block inbound telnet access will
other site systems.

If

the firewall

inbound telnet to the subnet

will

is

still

is

located at a

permit

located at a subnet within the

prevent access from other

Usually, the following services are

blocked

site

site,

site's

systems to access

the decision to block

site subnets.

at a firewall [Bel89]:

• tftp, trivial ftp, used for booting diskless workstations, terminal servers

can also be used to read any
•

X

on the system

Windows, Sun OpenWindows,

such
•

file

eis

all

SunRPC,

Internet

if

set

up

and

routers,

incorrectly;

can leak information from

X

window

displays,

keystrokes;

including NIS and

as passwords
• rlogin, rsh,

NFS, which can be used

and read and write to

files;

to steal system information such

and

rexec, and other "r" services, services that

can permit unauthorized access to accounts and commands.
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if

improperly configured

These services are inherently open to abuse and therefore should be blocked directly at
the firewall. Other services, whether inherently dangerous or not, are usually filtered and
possibly restricted to only those systems that need them. These would include:
• telnet, often restricted to only certain systems;
• ftp, like telnet, often restricted to only certain systems;
•

SMTP,

•

RIP,
to the

often restricted to a central e-mail server;

routing information protocol, which can be spoofed to redirect packet routing

wrong place causing denial

of service

on the network,

is

often unnecessary

if

a

single default route exists;
•

DNS, domain names

names

service zone transfers, contains

and information

of hosts

about hosts that could be helpful to attackers;
•

UUCP,

Unix-Unix Copy Protocol,

if

improperly configured can be used for unautho-

rized access;
•

NNTP, network news transfer protocol,

to enable reading

and transfer of Usenet news

groups;
•

NTP,

network time protocol, for synchronizing system clocks according to the atomic
clock maintained by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

While some of these
services completely

services such as telnet or ftp are inherently risky, blocking these

may be

generally require access to

too draconian a policy for
all services.

many

sites.

Not

all

systems, though,

For example, restricting telnet or ftp access from

the Internet to only those systems that require the access can improve security at no cost
to user convenience. Services such

NNTP

cis

or

NTP may

restricting these protocols to only those systems that

seem to pose no

threat,

however

need them helps to create a "cleaner"

network environment and reduces the likelihood of exploitation from yet-to-be-discovered
vulnerabilities and threats.

UNIX

systems, including System

V

and BSD-based, generally contain TCP/IP code or

conventions derived from the original Berkeley
allocation

scheme used by Berkeley

is

therefore

UNIX

distributions.

common

most other non-UNIX TCP/IP implementations.

to

most

The

UNIX

TCP/UDP

port

systems as well as

This informal standard aids greatly in

packet filtering schemes.
In the Berkeley scheme, port

numbers between

0

ports are used to connect to services such as telnet,

and 1023 are "privileged, that is, these
ftp, and SMTP daemons that require

system-level privileges. Port numbers above 1023 are usually associated with processes that
don't need special privileges.

An example may

best illustrate the port allocation scheme.

If

a user on a remote system

wishes to telnet to a local system, the remote system's telnet client allocates, on behalf of
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number greater than 1023 (say, 2123). It then sends an
initial packet containing port number 2123 to the telnet server's port on the local system. The
telnet server, a privileged process, resides at port number 23. The local system, in accepting
the user, an unprivileged port with

the telnet connection, would then respond back to the telnet client on the remote system

by sending a packet to the client's port number 2123. The connection is thus established,
and the client and server can proceed with exchanging data and keystrokes. Most other
privileged services follow this scheme, with some exceptions, thus filtering on privileged port
numbers can greatly simplify packet-filtering rules.
To illustrate how the Berkeley port allocation scheme can simplify packet filtering, a site
that wishes to block inbound TCP/IP services could simply block all packets from outside
systems with port numbers less than 1024. This, of course, would block all telnet, ftp, SMTP,
and most other services from entering the site. To allow specific services to pass through,
then, one can

make exemptions

for specific ports.

Although this scheme is relatively simple, there are a number of problems associated with
it, the primary one being that not all privileged services use privileged ports. X Windows,
Sun OpenWindows, and some ports allocated by the portmapper process all can be greater
than 1023, thus filtering on specific port numbers above 1023 is still required to block these
protocols. Another problem is that the Berkeley port allocation scheme is only a commonlyused convention, not a true standard. As a result, systems that do not follow this scheme
may be able to evade packet-filtering rules. Fortunately, deviations from the scheme are
relatively rare. The following section provides examples in more detail for filtering packets.

Examples of Packet

Filtering

Using the privileged ports convention, this section contains several examples of packet

filter-

ing rules. In the examples, the syntax a.b.c.d/y denotes the 32-bit IP address a.b.c.d with

the left-most y bits of the address significant for a comparison, as used in [Cha92]. For example, 129.7.0.0/16

means that the

first

16 bits, 129.7, are significant for comparisons to other

addresses or patterns. Thus, 129.7.3.8 matches 129.0.0.0/8, 129.7.0.0/16, and 129.7.3.0/24,

but not 129.7.4/24.

An

address or pattern with 0 significant bits such as 0.0.0.0/0 matches

any address, while a pattern with 32

significant bits such as 129.7.3.8/32

matches only that

specific address.

The

following examples assume packet-filtering routers (or dual-homed hosts with packet

filtering capability)

The

first

with two interfaces (Ethernet, token ring,

example

is

a simple method to block access to

all

etc.).

privileged ports from outside

systems to a protected network:

Type

Source Addr

Dest Addr

Source Port

top

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

This effectively blocks

all

Dest Port

<

1024

Action
deny

access from the outside to the protected network, however

systems on the protected network

may still be

able to use telnet, ftp, and

to connect outbound.

Ill

some other

services

This example

may

prove too restrictive for

many

sites, so

the next example preserves

outbound access from the protected network to the outside and permits only inbound telnet
(port 23), ftp (ports 20 and 21), and SMTP (port 25) access from outside systems to the
protected network. The following rules would filter accordingly:

Type

Source Addr

Dest Addr

Source Port

Dest Port

Action

*

20
21

permit
permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

23

permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

25

permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

However, to make

<

deny

1024

example more complete, we would need to block inbound access
to those services that use port numbers above 1023, such as X Windows (ports 6000, 6001,
up to 60nn, where nn is the maximum number of X displays running on any one host) and
Sun Open Windows (2000). The following rules would need to be added:
this

Type

Source Addr

Dest Addr

Source Port

Dest Port

Action

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

2000

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

6000

deny
deny

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

6001

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

0.0.0.0/0

*

6002

The above examples have

all

deny
deny

used port numbers or packet type as the

Source and destination IP addresses combined with the other header

fields

filtering criteria.

can permit certain

types of access to occur only to designated systems or subnets. For example, a site
to allow certain services from the outside such as
to only specific systems.
127.32.7.20,

is

SMTP,

ftp, or

NNTP

may wish

(port 119), to go

In the following example, one host on the protected network,

acting as the site's

anonymous

e-mail server, and a third host, 127.32.7.22,

is

ftp server, a second host, 127.32.7.21,

the news server.

The

rules for limiting

Type

Source Addr

Dest Addr

Source Port

Dest Port

Action

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

127.32.7.20/32

*

20

permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

127.32.7.20/32

*

21

permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

127.32.7.21/32

*

25

permit

tcp

0.0.0.0/0

127.32.7.22/32

*

119

permit

filtering, refer to [SQ92].
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the

inbound

access from the outside to these systems would be as follows:

For more detailed examples of packet

is

Alternatives to Packet Filtering
In the absence of packet filtering capability, there are several alternatives, however none

them eire as flexible or powerful as a packet-filtering router
method by which a dual-homed host, that is, a host with two
of

TCP/IP

or host.

[GS91] describes a

interfaces used as a subnet

from entering or leaving the protected
subnet. IP forwarding would be disabled at the host, and any users who might wish to telnet
or otherwise access outside systems would log into the gateway itself. This arrangement is
somewhat restrictive since it requires users to connect to the gateway before connecting
inward or outward, however can be very secure and more cost-effective for small sites.
gateway, can be used to block

Another alternative

is

all

for all hosts to use third-party packages that provide access control

[Ven92] has created a

to certain services.

traflSc

"TCP Wrapper"

package that

is

available via

and serves as a front-end to all services executed from the UNIX inetd
deiemon process, which include telnet, ftp, "r" services, and possibly SMTP. The front-end
checks to determine whether the host requesting the connection is permitted and then either
accepts or rejects the connection. The requesting host's address can be matched against a

anonymous

ftp

pattern.

The TCP Wrapper package does not protect other UDP-based services such as NIS, NFS,
DNS, and so forth that are not invoked via the inetd daemon process. [LeF92] has created
a package called "Securelib" for SunOS systems that can be used to provide access control
to services mapped by the portmapper process. Using a similar method of pattern matching
against the requesting host's address, a host can deny or accept requests to the portmapper.

However, since the portmapper can be bypassed by determined crackers,

this

method does

not provide the same degree of protection as does true packet-filtering capability.

same time, the

TCP

than default levels

Wrapper and Securelib packages provide a much higher
and would block casual attempts to exploit protocols.

At the

level of security

Logging and Detection of Suspicious Activity
from a number of weaknesses. The filtering rules
can be difficult to specify, usually no testing facility exists thus testing must be done manually, and the filtering rules can be very complex depending on the site's access requirements.
Packet-filtering routers unfortunately suffer

No

logging capability exists, thus

the packets

may

a router's rules

still let

"dangerous" packets through,

not be detected until a break-in has occurred.

filtering routers filter

Some

if

In addition,

some packet

only on the destination address not on the source address.

logging capability within a firewall system

is

important to ensure the secure oper-

ation of the firewall and to detect suspicious activity that might lead to break-ins.

A

host

system with packet-filtering capability such as [Ran92] or [Rap93] can more readily monitor
traffic than, say, a host in combination with a packet-filtering router, unless the router can

be configured to send

What

type of

all

traffic

rejected packets to a logging host.

should be logged? In addition to standard logging that would include

on packet types, frequency, and source/destination addresses, the following types
of activity should be captured:
statistics
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•

connection information, including point
day, and duration;

•

attempts to use any "banned" protocols such as tftp, domain name service zone
transfers, portmapper and RPC-based services, all of which would be indicative of
probing or attempts to break

•

•

in;

attempts to spoof internal systems such
to

masquerade

of origin, destination, username, time of

as internal system;

as traffic

from outside systems attempting

and

routing re-directions that come from unauthorized sources (unknown

Logs

will

have to be read frequently.

If

suspicious behavior

is

routers).

detected, a call to the site's

administrator can often determine the source of the behavior and put an end to

it,

however

the firewall administrator also has the option of blocking traffic from the offending

site.

[GS91] and [PR91] contain useful advice on dealing with suspicious activity and break-ins.

Application Gateways
After packet filtering and logging, application gateways function to provide a higher level of
security for applications such as telnet, ftp, or

An

application gateway

is

SMTP

typically located such that

within the protected subnet must

that are not blocked at the firewall.

all

application traffic destined for hosts

be sent to the application gateway (in other words,
any application traffic that is not directed at the application gateway gets rejected via packet
filtering). After performing some action, the application gateway may pass the traffic on to
a host or may reject the traffic if it is not authorized. Application gateways are also referred
first

to as "proxy servers."

A

would use application gateways to provide a "guarded gate" through which application traffic must first pass before being permitted access to specific systems. As an
example of an application gateway for telnet, a site might advertise only the name of the telsers and not the names of specific hosts. The protocol for connecting
net gateway to outsi^^
70uld be as follows:
to specific interna]
site

telnets to the application

gateway and enters the name of the desired host;

1.

a user

2.

the gateway perhaps checks the user's source IP address and accepts or rejects

first

it

according to any access criteria in place;
3.

the user

may need

to authenticate herself using an authentication token such as a

challenge- response device;
4.

the gateway then creates a telnet connection to the desired host;

5.

the user's system knows only that the telnet session

the application gateway; and
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is

between the

user's

system and

6.

the application gateway logs the connection, including the connection's origination
address, destination, time of day, and duration.

Application gateways, then, have a

mitting application

number

of advantages over the default

mode

of per-

traffic directly to internal hosts:

•

which the names of internal systems need not necessarily be
made known via DNS to outside systems, since the application gateway may be the
only host whose name must be made known to outside systems;

•

robust authentication and logging,

information hiding,

authenticated before
if

it

in

which the application traffic can be prereaches internal hosts and can be logged more effectively than
in

logged with standard host logging;

• cost-effectiveness;

because third-party software or hardware for authentication or

logging need be located only at the application gateway; and
•

less-complex filtering rules, in which the rules at the packet-filtering router will
be less complex than they would if the router needed to filter application traffic and
direct

it

to a

number

of specific systems.

The

router need only allow application traffic

destined for the application gateway and reject the rest.

A

disadvantage of application gateways

is

that, in the case of client-server protocols such

two steps are required to connect inbound or outbound. This may prove somewhat
tedious for users, however it is a small price to pay for the increase in security.
Application gateways are used generally for telnet, ftp, and e-mail. [Ran92] uses one
application gateway for both telnet and ftp, and another for e-mail. The telnet application
works as described in the earlier example; the ftp application includes the capability to deny
puts and gets to specific hosts as required. For example, an outside user who has established
a ftp session (via the ftp application gateway) to an internal system such as an anonymous
ftp server might try to upload files to the server. The application gateway can filter the ftp
protocol and deny all puts to the anonymous ftp server; this would ensure that nothing can
as telnet,

be uploaded to the server and would provide a higher degree of assurance than relying only
on file permissions at the anonymous ftp server to be set correctly.
An e-mail application gateway serves to centralize e-mail collection and distribution to
internal hosts and users. To outside users, all internal users would have e-mail addresses of
the form:

user@emailhost.h .c. d

where emailhost is the name of the e-mail gateway. The gateway would accept mail from
outside users and then forward mail along to other internal systems as necessary, using aliases
or forweird files. Users sending e-mail from internal systems could send it directly from their
hosts, or in the case where internal system names are not known outside the protected
subnet, the mail would be sent to the application gateway, which could then forward the
mail to the destination host.
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Application gateways are also ideal locations for services such as anonymous ftp, gopher,

and other information distribution servers. Both [GS91] and [Che90] go into more detail on
setting up application servers. [Ran92] and [Ran93] discuss location of application servers
and filtering rules for directing application traffic to application gateways.
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Examples of Firewalls

Now

that the basic components of firewalls have been examined,

firewall configurations will give readers a

tation.

The

firewall

some examples

more concrete understanding

examples shown here

of different

of firewall

implemen-

common and

easiest to

are:

• packet-filtering-only firewall;
•

dual-homed gateway;

•

choke-gate firewall; and

•

screened-subnet

firewall.

Internet

a
Figure 10.1: Packet-filtering-only firewall.

The

packet-filtering-only firewall

employ.

Basically,

one

(fig.

10.1)

is

perhaps most

installs a packet-filtering router at

the Internet (or any subnet)

gateway and then configures the packet-filtering rules in the router to block or filter protocols
and addresses. The systems "behind" the router usually have direct access to the Internet,
however inherently-dangerous services such as NIS, NFS, and X Windows are usually blocked.

Depending on the

flexibility of

the filtering rules as well as the size of the protected

subnet, the packet-filtering-only firewall
are a

number

may be adequate

for

many

sites.

However, there

of disadvantages with this approach, including the following:

do not provide logging capability, thus an adminisdetermine whether the router has been compromised or is under

• packet-filtering routers generally

trator

may

not easily

attack;
• packet-filtering rules are often difficult to configure
•

if

complex-filtering rules are required or

rules

there

is

test thoroughly;

a large

number

and

of hosts, the filtering

may become unmanageable.

Thus, a packet-filtering-only firewall

complex

if

and

filtering or that

security needs

is

best suited to environments that do not require

do not have a large number of hosts to protect.

may wish to

consider a

more robust

Sites

with high

firewall such as the filter-choke or screened-

subnet firewall.

The dual-homed gateway
The gateway host system is

(fig.

10.2)

is

used as an alternative to packet-filtering routers.

configured to block
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all traffic

between the Internet and the

protected subnet by disabling IP forwarding capability. Users on internal systems can gain
access to Internet systems by either having accounts on the gateway

the gateway to

peiss

certain protocols such as telnet, ftp, or mail

(i.e.,

itself,

or by configuring

an application gateway).

Internet

Figure 10.2: Dual-homed gateway.

Dual-homed gateways are often the least-expensive option

for

many

sites

and,

if

used

mainly as an application gateway, can be quite secure. Unlike packet-filtering routers, a
dual-homed gateway can perform some logging and provide more evidence to administrators
of attacks or break-ins.

Unfortunately, configuring the gateway to act as an application

gateway can require modified operating system software. In
software is not possible, users need to log on to the gateway
may present a problem if there are a large number of users,
have an account on the gateway or group accounts must be
somehow compromised, the intruder could potentially subvert

situations in

which modified

to access the Internet.

This

since either every user

must

used.

If

a user's account

is

the firewall and re-enable IP

Authentication tokens, Kerberos, and other methods should be used to decrease

routing.

the likelihood of break-ins.

[GS91] discusses a

a creative way.

with a .rhosts

method

Essentially, a

file

that

lists all

and

to pass ftp

telnet traffic that uses group accounts in

group account for telnet, called telnetout
the internal users

who

is

created along

are allowed to telnet out to Internet

gateway without requiring individual accounts, and the
which users and systems can login much better than a wide-open group

hosts. Users can then rlogin to the
.rhosts

file

restricts

The

account.

ftp service

is

configured the

same way, with a ftpout account that

users can

and then use the ftp service on the gateway to transfer files with Internet hosts.
Of course, security on the gateway must be quite high, since any compromise of the telnet
and ftp accounts could wreak havoc. Other user accounts on the gateway should be kept to

rlogin to

a minimum.

The

dual- homed gateway

and from internal systems.
For mail destined to internal systems, simple mail aliases can be used at the gateway to
forward mail. For mail from internal to outside systems, the mailers on internal systems
must be configured so that all mail not destined for internal systems is sent to the gateway.
The gateway would then rewrite the message headers and forward the mail on to the outside
system. Both [GS91] and [Ran93] discuss advantages and disadvantages of dual-homed
gateways used as

must be

set

up

to pciss e-mail to

firewalls.

The choke-gate gateway

(fig.

10.3)

is

a step up in terms of security and flexibility from

the filtering-only and dual-homed firewalls.

It

combines a packet-filtering router with an

application gateway located on the internal side of the router ([GS91] refers to the application

gateway as the gate and the router as the choke). The application gateway
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is

used for passing

telnet, ftp,
it

and SMTP. The router

filters

or blocks inherently dangerous protocols, however

also rejects (or accepts) application traffic according to the following:
• for traffic originating

tion gateway

is

rejected;

traffic sent to

the applica-

passed along;

• traffic originating
is

from outside systems, any application

from the outside to any internal system but the application gateway

and

• the router rejects

any application

traffic originating

from the inside except

traffic

from

the application gateway.

Internet

Figure 10.3: Choke-gate firewall.

The gate would be

up

dual-homed firewall to forward e-mail, and
would heindle ftp and telnet traffic using group accounts and .rhost files. Note that figure 10.3
shows the gate physically connected to the same subnet as other systems behind the choke.
The choke-gate firewall is more flexible than the dual-homed firewall, however, and more
secure. Unlike the dual-homed gateway, the gate does not need to block all IP traffic; lessrisky traffic such as NTP, NNTP, or SMTP can be restricted to certain internal systems via
the packet-filtering router. Both the choke and the gate would need to be compromised to
fully subvert the firewall. Refer to [GS91] for more details on setting up a choke-gate firewall.
Some vendors have offered gateway products that appear as hybrid dual-homed gateways.
The products may use modified operating system software to filter packets and pass protocols
such eis telnet and ftp. [Ran93] and [Ran92] discuss one such firewall that uses separate
systems for application gateways and a "screened" subnet between the Internet and the
internal subnet to isolate one of the application gateways. In figure 10.4, a router is shown
eis the connection point to the Internet; the router would be used as well to block packets
such as NFS, NIS, or any other protocols that should not be allowed to pass to or from
the Internet. On the screened subnet, a telnet /ftp application gateway is used for all telnet
and ftp traffic. A dual-home gateway with packet-filtering capability passes traffic between
the internal subnet and the Internet. An e-mail application gateway resides on the internal
subnet; all e-mail to internal systems must be sent to the e-mail gateway.
The dual-homed gateway acts as a second packet-filter, however it enforces the following:
•

logically set

like the

no telnet or ftp traffic from the outside
it comes from the telnet /ftp gateway;

is
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allowed to pass to the internal subnet unless

•

no

SMTP

traffic Cein

pass unless destined for the e-mail gateway; and

• other protocols are restricted as desired.

from internal systems may be forced
to use the telnet /ftp gateway and similarly with e-m2dl. The ducil-homed gateway would in
essence trust traffic only from or to the application gateways.

Depending on

site policies, all ftp or telnet traffic

Internet

Figure 10.4: Screened subnet firewall.

The

and e-mail gateways could be set up such that they would be the only
systems accessible from the Internet; no other system name need be known or used in a DNS
databeise that would be accessible to outside systems. The telnet/ftp application gateways
act as proxies: users from the outside (or possibly the inside) would need to connect first
to the gateway, authenticate themselves using possibly an authentication token, and then
connect internally as permitted. The ftp gateway filters the ftp protocol itself, with the
capability to deny puts or gets to or from specific systems.
This type of firewall arrangement provides a high level of security and offers more flexibility for internal systems that need to connect to the Internet. It is, of course, more complex
to configure, however the use of separate hosts for application gateways and packet filters
keeps the configuration more simple and manageable. Refer to [Ran93] and [Ran92] for more
details on screened-subnet firewalls.

10.3.3

telnet /ftp

With

Special Considerations

Because the compromise of a

Firewalls

would be potentially disastrous to subnet security, a
number of special considerations need to be taken with regard to firewall configuration and
use. The following list, adapted from [GS91], summarizes these items:
firewall

t limit firewall accounts to only those absolutely necessary, such as for the administrator.
If practical,

disable network logins.

• use authentication tokens to provide a

much

higher degree of security than that pro-

vided by simple passwords. Challenge-response and one-time password cards are easily
integrated with most popular operating systems.
•

remove compilers,

editors,

and other program- development

tools

from the

firewall sys-

tem(s) that could enable a cracker to install Trojan horse software or backdoors.
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•

do not run any vulnerable protocols on the
X.

firewall such as tftp, NIS,

NFS, UUCP,

or

• the finger protocol can leak v«Juable user information, consider disabling finger.

VRFY

•

on e-mail gateways, consider disabling the EXPN and
be used by crackers to probe for user addresses.

•

do not permit the firewall systems to "trust" other systems; the
equivalent to any other system.

• disable

access, user shells,

• turn

10.3.4

on

system that
applications, and so forth.

any feature of the

firewall

firewall should not

be

not needed, including other network

logs routinely.

of Security Policy in Firewall Administration

Lastly, the role of site security policy

A

and read the

full-logging at the firewall

The Role

is

commands, which can

is

especially important with regard to firewall admin-

be viewed as an implementation of a policy; policy should never
be mcide by the firewall implementation. In other words, agreement on what protocols to
filter, application gateways, and other items regarding the nature of network connectivity
istration.

firewall should

need to be codified beforehand, because ad hoc decisions
eventually complicate firewall administration.

As an example

of the above, suppose a firewall

is

will

be

difficult to

installed that blocks

defend and will

RFC-based

traffic

from entering or leaving a protected subnet. Later, users on hosts within the subnet wish
to use RFC services between hosts on the outside. If no policy exists to defend the RFC
filtering rules, it may be difficult to deny access to the hosts, especially if productivity would
be impaired by continuing to enforce the filtering. Once exceptions are made, they will most
likely continue to be made, until the level of filtering becomes very weak, or the filtering
rules become so complex as to be unmanageable.

The example

points out that filtering and connectivity policy needs to incorporate not

only security needs, but the computing needs of the organization.
ignored or short-changed, the firewall

may become too complex to

essentially useless. Security requirements

may need

to be

moving a

firewall "higher

made

if

productivity will

If

the computing needs are

administer or

may become

need to be weighed carefully and accommodations
be hampered by the security policy. In some cases,

up" in a subnet, such as locating

it

at a site's Internet

gateway

opposed to a subnet, will solve many problems. For more information, [FR91] contains
useful advice on creating security policies for Internet sites that incorporate modes of work
eind network connectivity requirements.
as
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Robust Authentication Procedures

10.4
10.4.1
With few

Identification
exceptions, there

is

and Authentication

a need in modern network environments

to:

1.

control access to the network

2.

control access to the resources

3.

be able to verify that the mechanisms used to control that access are providing proper

itself.

and

services provided

by the network.

protection.

Controlling access to the network
tion service. This service

is

not properly identified, and

is

provided by the network's identification and authentica-

pivotal in providing for (2) ajid (3) above.
if

that identification

is

If

network users are

not proven through authentication, there

can be no trust that access to network resources and services

is

being properly controlled

and executed.
Authentication

whom

is

the verification of the entity's identification.

That

is

the host, to

the entity must prove his identity, trusts (through an authentication process) that

the entity

is

in fact

who he

claims to be.

The

threat to the network that the identification

and authentication service must protect against
impersonation can be achieved by:

is

impersonation.

According to [TA91],

• forgery, attempting to guess or otherwise fabricate the evidence that the impersonator

knows or possesses the authenticating information (the

secret);

where one can eavesdrop upon another's authentication exchange and learn
enough to impersonate a user; and

• replay,

where one is able to
the communications channel.

• interception,

slip

in-between the communications and "hijack"

Distributed System Authentication

10.4.2

According to [WL92] there are three main types of authentication
,

in a distributed

computing

system.
•

Message Content Authentication: the ability to verify that the message received is
exactly the message that was sent. Message Content Authentication can be achieved
by:
1.

applying a cryptographic checksum called a message authentication code (MAC),
or

2.

by applying a public-key

digital signature.
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and Technology (NIST) Federal Information Processing Standfird Publication (FIPS PUB) 113, "Computer Data Authentication"
[FIP85] provides information on the use of NIST approved Message Authentication
Code Standard, while the Draft FIPS PUB "Digital Signature Standard" [FIP93c]

•

The National

Institute of Standards

describes the

NIST proposed

digiteil

signature standard.

Message Origin Authentication: The ability to verify that the actual sender of a received message is in fact the sender claimed in the message. Using a symmetric (secret
key) cryptosystem, the receiver of a message can be assured of the validity of the sender
since only the sender and receiver of the message possess the key used to encrypt the
message. This type of system needs a trusted third party, however, to provide a nonrepudiation service. In an asymmetric (public key) cryptosystem, the use of a public
key or digital signature can provide message origin authentication.

• General Identity Authentication: the ability to verify that a principal's identity
is

claimed.

It is this

type of authentication that

is

is

the focus of Section 10.4.

who
The

other two types of authentication, message content authentication and message origin
authentication will be discussed

when they

are coupled with identity authentication in

the authentication systems that will be examined.

10.4.3

The Need:

Identity Authentication

The most common authentication model

that has been used and

is still

primarily supplied

by operating system manufacturers is the password authentication model. A user supplies a
password to the host in order to be authenticated. The host then usually performs a oneway
function on the password, and compares the result to the value the host has stored and
associates with the user. If the two match, the host trusts that the user is who is claimed.
This model served its purpose for standalone systems, in relatively benign environments
where the user supplied password traveled only a short distance, directly from the user
terminal to the host. Physical security solutions in these environments were also highly
developed. Vulnerabilities that exist with this model in a standalone environment include:
1.

the password being sent in plaintext to the host.

2.

user-generated passwords being relatively easy to guess.

The use

mentioned above provided adequate authentication.
However in the highly networked, distributed environments currently in use, this model
does not fare so well in providing robust, trustworthy authentication. These networked
environments are the targets of more hostile threats, more sophisticated attackers, and it
could be argued, much more damaging consequences.
Users are utilizing many machines, not just by remotely logging in, but transparently
using the services provided on the remote machines. The client /server model allows users to
remotely and transparently access process time, files, printers, etc. In these environments.
of peiss words in the environment
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the need for authentication extends far beyond that of supplying a simple password to a
local

machine.

Authentication of the user to the remote host (or service) and also authentication of the
remote host (or service) to the user requires much more sophisticated techniques than that
of a simple password. Passwords should not be sent in cleartext over a network. Passwords

should be properly managed in a network with

many

machines, where each user can have a

unique password for each machine. Accessing resources on a remote machine requires "virtual
identification" for each read/ write file access request. Transmitting a simple password each

time creates vulnerabilities that extremely limit the effectiveness of the password. And
finedly, aitei years and yeeirs of user guidajice on the importance of choosing robust passwords,
users

aire still

generating and using easy-to-guess passwords. For systems (and even closed

networks) that contain no sensitive information, this

systems emd networks

may be

acceptable, although these

may be hard to find today. The sensitivity of the information processed

on modern networks, along with the critical functions performed on them, demand that more
robust authentication techniques be used. These robust techniques are referred to as strong
authentication techniques.
Teirdo [TA91] refers to strong authentication as "techniques that permit entities to pro-

vide evidence that they

know a

particular secret without revealing the secret."

Strong

authentication does not provide to the authenticator, nor to an eavesdropper, any information that could allow

them

to impersonate (at any time) the entity being authenticated.

Traditional peissword authentication mechanisms, used in a network, are not strong authen-

mechanisms because they usually involve transmitting the password over a medium
in cleartext and because they are usually received by the authenticator in a form that may
be captured, stored and used later for impersonation.
tication

The authentication systems that will be discussed here can be considered strong authentication systems. They rely on the use of cryptographic techniques to provide as little, or no
information that could be used for impersonation. Both systems utilize the Data Encryption Standard

(DES)

to protect authenticating information as

The authentication systems

•

it

travels through the network.

that will be examined are:

"The Kerberos Authentication Service was originally developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) for its own use to protect Project Athena's
Kerberos

-

emerging network

services. Versions

1

through 3 were internal development versions;

protocol version 4 has achieved widespread use. Protocol version 5 incorporates
features suggested

by experience with version 4 which make

it

useful in

more

new

situa-

tions." [Koh91]

• Secure

RPC

-

Sun Microsystems developed its own system for
Secure RPC, which was first released with the SunOS

"In the mid-1980s.

improving network security called
4.0 operating system. Secure

RPC

is

similar to Kerberos, in that

pass confidential information over the network." [GS91]
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it

uses the

DES

to

Properties of Distributed Athentication Systems

10.4.4

some common properties. The properties compiled here have
been chosen because they pertain more to the networking aspects of these authentication
systems than do some others.
All authentication systems have

The Protocol Used

to Verify the Authentication

There are three types of accesses or logins that can be discussed in a network. The first is
the local login. This is where the user authenticates himself to the local system (called the
client here), usually by supplying a password (although interest in using smartcards/tokens
is growing). The second type of login is the remote login. This is when the user from a local
system logs into a remote system. For example a user might use a telnet service to login
to a remote system.
request.

The

third type of access that requires authentication

An example of this

is

when a

user

mounts on

his local

is

a client /server

machine a remote

file

system

and makes requests to access those files. The protocols used for each of these accesses will
be examined for both Kerberos and Secure RPC.
Woo [WL92] defines a protocol as a "precisely defined sequence of communication and
computation steps. A communication step transfers messages from one principal (sender) to
another principal (receiver), while a computation step updates a principal's internal state.
Two distinct states can be identified upon protocol termination, one signifying successful
authentication and the other failure". The following format is used to describe the protocols
username" defines that a user (U) sends
for each system. A communication step "U —> H
to a host (H) a password. A computation step "H: compute oneway(password)" defines that
a host computes a one-way function of a password.
:

The

Principals

These systems are used to authenticate a user to a server or service. Each system defines the
following common set of principals. To ease the comparison of these systems, the following
names will be used to define the common principals:

Username (U)
Hostname (H)

-

The
The

identity of a user.

identity of a host.

A host, acting on behalf of a user, requesting services of a host.
Server (S) A host who provides services.
Certification Authorities (CA)
A server that is used to provide the authenticaClient (C)

-

-

-

tion information. (This

The Areas
Some

of the

may

not reside on a dedicated server.)

Network Where Trust

is

Placed

part of the network must provide the information that

user. This

is

used to authenticate the

can be a special server (sometimes referred to as an authentication server or key

distribution server)

and contains a database that
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is

used to hold public, private or secret

keys of users, clients and servers. Users, clients and servers must trust that the information

they receive from this databcise

Although the actual authentication verification
rests with the server that has the requested service, it must trust that the ticket /certificate
or other authentication information presented to it came from the authentication server.

The Areas

of the

is

correct.

Network Where Secrets are Kept

In these authentication systems, the secrets (such as keys and passwords) are stored in

some

part of a host (either client, server or both). This implies that the general system-supplied

protection mechanisms are used to protect the secrets.

the mechanisms that

some

eire

An

interesting aspect to consider

used to protect this information. While there

is

discussion from

is

who discuss these systems regarding the use of smartcards for secure
most of them do not view smeirtcard usage as necessary. See [NIS91a], [Koh91], and

of the authors

storage,

[Lin90] for

more discussion on the use

The Key Generation and

of smartcards.

Distribution Models

Used

examined use cryptography for authentication. This aspect
the models and procedures used to generate and distribute the keys used for the

All of the authentication systems

looks at

authentication process. This section does not discuss the generation or distribution of the

key encrypting keys. This section
focuses on how the session key, or secret key used between client and server are generated
and distributed. Session key generation is a major difference between Kerberos and Secure
users' secret keys, public key/private

RPC. Kerberos

RPC

key

pair, or the use of

generates a pseudo-random

DES

key

for use as a session key, while Secure

uses a public key generation method.

The Composition

of the Ticket/Certificate

The information used

some form
keys and other

to authenticate principals in these systems are comprised in

of a ticket or certificate. These tickets (also called credentials) contain ids,

pieces of information that are used to provide identities. These tickets alone do not verify

authentication.

Accompanying these

tickets

is

some form

of an authenticator or verifier

by providing a time reference
assumed that the user that has the

that, used in conjunction with the ticket, verifies the identity
of usage.

Since tickets have distinct lifetimes,

credential

and that

named

is

it

is

presenting that credential within the appropriate time-frame

user. Tickets expire to prevent pre or post-usage.

A

ticket that

is

is

the

compromised by

an intruder can only be used by the intruder through the lifetime of the ticket (from the
conclusion of the session or the expiration of the ticket). In these systems, the user can set
the lifetime of a ticket up to a specified
usually created by a trusted principal.
tickets

is cis

maximum. Tickets that provide authentication are
The format used to describe the contents of these

follows:
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Password (PW)
Public key (PB)

The password of a principal.
The world known key of a principal's
public/private key

The

Private key (PR)

peiir.

key, of the public/private

shared with cinyone,

A

Secret key (SK)

key pair not

known only

key, with a relatively long

life

to the user.

shared

between two principals.
Conversation key (CK)

A

key, usually used during the lifetime of a

session, or a set

number

of hours, shared

between two principals.
Properties that are beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed include:

1.

Cascading delegation of authentication.

2.

Uncommon

10.4.5

security

problem controls (servers crashing

etc.).

Kerberos

Kohl [Koh91] describes the Kerberos model as follows: "Kerberos was developed to enable
network applications to securely identify their peers. To achieve this, the initiating party
(the client) conducts a three-party message exchange in order to send the contacted party
(the server) an assurance of the client's identity. This assurance takes the form of a ticket,
which identifies the client, and an authenticator which serves to validate the use of that ticket
and prevent an intruder from replaying the same ticket to the server in a future session. A
ticket

is

expires;

only valid for a given interval, called a lifetime.

any

later authentication exchanges

When

the interval ends, the ticket

would require a new

ticket."

Kerberos can be used for local logins, remote authentication, and for
quests.

Where

applicable, differences between Kerberos version 4

client /server re-

and Kerberos version 5

axe pointed out.

Message Control Authentication can be ensured through the use of the session key between the client and server using the CBC mode of DES. Message Origin Authentication is
provided through the use of the protocols verifying the General Identity Authentication.

The Protocol Used
Local Login

-

When

to Verify the Authentication

a user performs a local login he usually also receives a ticket that will

permit him to be authenticated to the services offered. The user, while logging in
is

requesting a ticket-granting-ticket from the key-distribution-center

(KDC)

requesting services from a particular server. This ticket-granting-ticket
ticket-granting-server
ticket

is

(TGS) and the TGS

issues a server-specific ticket.

then presented by the user for authentication to the server.
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is

locally,

to use

when

presented to the

The

server-specific

1.

U

-+ C:

jVcjicn<)Pas8word

KDC:
C
KDC:

2.
3.

c,

KDC^C:

4.

tgs

1.

Generates session key {SK)c,tga'

2.

Sets ticket stajt time,

3.

Creates ticket(Tc,tp,) as (s,c,addr,time,expir,{5ifctfl*}-K'tg,).

and expiration time

for ticket.

{SKc,tg,}Kc,{Tc,tgs}Ktg.

Where:
s

server

c

client

addr
time

source address

expir

lifetime

tgs

ticket gr2inting server

{i}Kq

"i"

Tc,tgs

ticket for "c" to use "tgs"

SKc,tg*

session key for "c"

steurttime

encrypted in a given key "q"

In version 4, message 4

is:

KDC

from

ticket granting service

C: {SKc,tga, {Tc,tg3}Ktgs}Kc.

The change

results

from

a performance issue of the ticket being doubly encrypted (once in step 3 and again in step
4)

when being

from the

sent

ticket before presenting

KDC

it

KDC

to the client. This forces the client to have to decrypt the

to the server. There

is

no need to encrypt the

ticket in the

message

and doing so can be wasteful of processing time if encryption is
computationally intensive (as will be the case for most software implementations. [Koh91,
p4]. Not having to perform this "extra" encryption that results in more ciphertext alleviates
some degradation of performance, without increasing risk significantly.

from the

5.

The

C:

to the client,

Decrypts SKc,tg» using Kc. If this decryption
user is prompted for password again.
1.

2.

Stores SKc,tgs and {Tc,tgt}Ktga for future use.

3.

Destroys password and Kg.

client

service, along

now

fails,

possesses a session key for use between the client and the ticket-granting-

with a ticket-granting-ticket to present to the ticket-granting-service.

For

any further service requests, the client communicates with the ticket-granting-service, rather
than the key-distribution-center. Also of note is that the user password is not needed for
any further authentication. The ticket-granting-ticket in conjunction with the session key
between the client and the ticket-granting-server are used for authenticating the client, who
is

acting on behalf of the user.

Remote Login and Client /Server Requests
the same. The user presents credentials and an
requesting a ticket for a particular service. This
of an

"r-command"

(rlogin, rsh, etc.).
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-

These two types of accesses are treated

authenticator to the ticket-granting-service

may be

for

example, the telnet service, use

C ^ TGS:
TGS

1.

2.

:

{A,}SKc,t,., {T,,tg.}Kt,,,
1.

2.

s

and accompanying server request,
Generates new ticket for use between client and

Verifies Tc,tgty Ac,

requested server {SK)c,t.
3.

TGS

4.

C:

C:

{{SK)c.,}SKc,tgs,{Tc,,}Ks

Decrypts {SK)c,, using {SK)c,tg$ and stores session
key and ticket for service requests to this
1.

particulaj server.

C-^S:

5.

{Ac}Kc,„{Tc,.}K.

Where:
Ac

authenticator for "c"

s

server request

The

makes a request

by sending the ticket-grantingticket, an authenticator encrypted under the session key shared between the client and the
ticket-granting-server, and the server/service request. After verifying the authentication of
the client, the ticket-granting-server sends to the client a session key to be shared between
the client ajid requested server that will be used to encrypt the authenticator, and a ticket
(encrypted under the server's secret key) that is required to be presented to the server. The
client can now use these for the life of the ticket (or login session) to authenticate the user
when server/service requests are made.

The
The

client

to the ticket-granting- server

Principals

principals involved in the Kerberos

model are the

user, the client, the key-distribution-

and the server providing the requested service. The client
acts on the user's behalf eind allows the Kerberos communications and computations to be
transparent to the user (unless, of course, there is an error, or a ticket expires). Both the
client and the ticket-granting-service must trust that the key-distribution-center provided
center, the ticket-granting-service,

the client with the correct secret key of the user.

Once the key-distribution-center provides

the client with a ticket for the ticket-granting-service, the key-distribution-center need not

be involved in further communications. The ticket-granting-service and the key-distributioncenter usually reside on the

same machine, with the

access to the secret key database. This
secret

key in order to create a

is

ticket-granting-service having read-only

so the ticket-granting-service can obtain a server's

client /server ticket.

Having these two principals residing

on the same machine eliminates the need for the ticket-granting-service to obtain secret
key information over the network, and takes advantage of the strong physical protection
mechanisms used to protect the key-distribution-center.
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The Areas
The

of the

Network Where Trust
(KDC)

is

Placed

and servers. This
machine must be physicailly secured, as well eis have strong access control mechanisms for
updating the database of keys. Both clients and servers must trust that the information they
receive from the key-distribution-center is correct. A major vulnerability with the Kerberos
model is that if the key-distribution-server is compromised, every secret key used on the
network is compromised.
key-distribution-center

The Areas
The

of the

stores all secret keys for all users

Network Where Secrets are Kept

client stores the user's

password and secret key

for a period of

time until the

client

from the ticket-granting-service. After receiving this ticket,
the client can destroy the copy of the password and secret key since they no longer need to be
used. There is no copy of a password file on a client. This reduces some of the vulnerability
of an intruder copying the password file and using a dictionary attack to obtain passwords.
The tickets stored on a client are vulnerable to attacks on the client. Kerberos assumes
protection of the tickets on the client by having only one user logged into a client at a time
and by limiting the lifetime of the ticket. However, if a user can log in as root, he can then
3U cLS another user currently logged into the client and obtain his tickets for use until the
receives a ticket-granting-ticket

lifetime of the ticket expires.

The Key Generation and
The

Model Used

Distribution

secret keys for users are generated based on a

This

is

done so that the user

is

one-way function of the users' password.

remember a very long number (the
discovering the password. The user's

not required to

secret

key).

However

key

used to encrypt the session key to be used between the user and the ticket-granting-

is

service

this creates a vulnerability for

and clientname, servername, timestamps,

this information,

when decrypted,

can be considered smaller than

etc.

results in plaintext.

all

possible

DES

The

vulnerability

is

secret

created because

Since the keyspace for a user's key

keys (because

it

is

based on the user's

password, a limited pool to choose from) an imposter could capture a response from the

and perform a dictionary attack to generate the correct
key. The correct key (and thus password) is found when the message decrypts into readable
form. Kerberos Version 5 has made provisions for the use of smartcards or tokens that can
be used to store a user's key, thus eliminating the need generating the user's key based on
ticket-granting-service to the user,

his peLSSword.

The key

distribution

model used

in

Kerberos

is

based on the

Needham and Schroeder key

distribution protocols, modified with the addition of timestamps [SMS87, p. 7].

A

tutorial

paper by Voydock and Kent provides an introduction to the topic and explains the timestamp
modifications.
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The Composition

of the Ticket/Certificate

In Kerberos there are two items needed to prove authentication.

second

is

the authenticator.

The

The

first is

the ticket, the

ticket consists of the requested servername, the clientname,

the address of the chent, the time the ticket was issued, the hfetime of the ticket, the session

key to be used between the client and the server, and some other fields. The ticket is
encrypted using the server's secret key, and thus cannot be correctly decrypted by the user.
If the server can properly decrypt the ticket, when it is presented by the client, and the
client presents the authenticator

encrypted using the session key contained in the ticket, the

server can have confidence that the user

is

who he

claims to be.

The authenticator contains the clientname, the address, current time, and some other
fields. The authenticator is encrypted by the client using the session key shared with the
server. The authenticator provides a time-validation for the credential. If a user possesses
both the proper credential and the authenticator encrypted with the correct session key,
and presents these items within the lifetime of the ticket, then the user's identity can be
authenticated.

10.4.6

Secure

Sun Microsystems

DES

RPC

calls

the authentication mechanism, used in their Secure

Authentication. "The security of

DES

authentication

is

RPC

based on the sender's ability

to encrypt the current time, which the receiver can then decrypt and check against
clock.

The timestamp

is

encrypted with DES.

Two

service,

its

own

things are necessary for this scheme to

work:
1.

the two agents must agree on what the current time

2.

the sender and receiver must be using the same encryption key."[SUN90b, p. 429]

The Protocol Used
Loccil

Login

-

When

is,

and

to Verify the Authentication
a user presents his userid and password to a

proceed with the local login mechanism. That

is,

the client

client,

may have

the client

may

a local password

file

and compare a one-way function of the user supplied password to the encrypted password
stored locally. Alternatively, the client may not store passwords locally and may need to
request the one-way encryption of the user's password from a centralized database that
contains usernames and one-way encryptions of the passwords. This is usually the same
database that contains the network public-key database. Along with authenticating the user
locally, the client also receives from the public-key database the public and private keys for
the user. The private key is encrypted using the user's password. (The vulnerability created
by this is discussed below.) The client decrypts the private key using the user-supplied
password. The client stores the secret key (probably encrypted under a client secret key,
although this was not verified in the literature) for future server requests. It should be noted
that the user's password is never sent across the network.
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U

-> C:

C:

U,

PW

1.

Retrieves from public key database a user record containing:

username, user's public key, {user's secret key}ppv'
2. Decrypts secret key using
and stores secret key in the

PW

keyserver process

Where:

U

user

PW

password

Remote Login and Client/Server Requests
request these two types of accesses
acting on behalf of the user,
C:

1.

is

is

The
the same. The
-

protocol used to authenticate users

protocol used to authenticate the client,

shown below.

1.

Receives server's public key from public-key database.

2.

Generates session key (SK)c,a for use between client

and

who

server.

2.

C

c,

{C K}sK{c,s)y {'window}cK

3.

S:

1.

Receives client's public key from public-key database.

2.

3.

Generates session key {SK)c,a for use between client and server.
Decrypts the conversation key (CK) by using SK.

4.

Decrypts the

5.

Stores into a credential table, with an index (ID):

C,

CK, window,

4.

S

{ti-l}CK,ID

5.

C:

Stores

ID and

,

{^i^'^i^f^ow

window and

ti,

+ l}cK

window-|-l.

ti.

CK

key server process.

in

Where:
c

client

CK

conversation key

window
SK.c,a

lifetime of

CK

secret key generated

by

client

and server

timestamp
current timestamp

original
tn

For any further requests between the client and server:
6.
7.

1.

C
S:
S-^C:

&

2.

accomplish
1.

ID, {t^}cK

{t^-l}cK,ID

The

client, acting

this,

the client:

on the user's behalf, authenticates the user to the

creates a conversation key
server.

CK

is

DES

(CK)

server.

and the
key (SK) independently generated by

to be kept secret between the client/user

encrypted using the secret

the client and server (an explanation of

how
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To

this

key

is

generated

is

below).

window

how

of time that specifies

2.

defines a

3.

provides a current timestamp.

4.

specifies

CK

long

can be used.

window+1.

The timestamp, window and window+1 are all encrypted under the conversation key.
3. The server decrypts the conversation key (CK) by using the secret key (SK). The server
can then decrypt the timestamp, the window and the window+1 using the conversation key.
These values cire stored by the server into a credential table. The window+1 value helps to
prevent a correct chance guessing by an intruder a correct timestamp/ window combination.
(Details on this type of attack were not provided).

The

file

server

knows that the user

is

who he

claims to be, because according to [GS91,

p. 284]:

•

The packet

•

The only way

that the user sent was encrypted using a conversation key.

using the server's public key and the user's secret key.

it,

To know the

•

user's secret key, the workstation

public key database and decrypt

To decrypt the encrypted

•

encrypted with
4.

The

know the conversation key would be by generating

that the user could

which

-

is,

it

had to look up the

correctly.

secret key, the user

had

to have

The

&

that

it

was

server sends the index (ID) back to the client, along with the timestamp- 1 encrypted.

client stores

stored on the client
6

known the key

in fact, the user's password.

This timestamp value verifies the identity of the server to the
5.

secret key in the

is

ID and

deleted

CK

client.

to use for future requests to the server.

when the

The ID/CK

pair

user logs out.

For future requests, the client authenticates the user to the server by sending the

7.

ID, and a current timestamp encrypted using

CK. The

server decrypts the timestamp, uses

the ID to find the entry in the credential table, and determines

if

not beyond the original timestamp+window.

valid, the server verifies the

If

the timestamp

is

the current timestamp

is

authentication of the user, and sends back to the client the timestamp- 1, encrypted using

CK. The

client

knows

this response

came from the

server, because the server

had the correct

value for timestamp- 1, and encrypted this value with the correct key.

The
The

Principals

RPC authentication system are users, clients, servers,
Secure RPC should be transparent to the user. The user

principals involved in the Secure

and the authentication server.
supplies his password once and is authenticated for server usage based on the original password. The client acts on behalf of the user for the protocol exchanges. Servers provide the
requested services and require that users be authenticated before providing the services. The
authentication server provides the public and private keys to servers and clients.
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The Areas

Network Where Trust

of the

is

Placed

There is a server on the network that contains all the public and private keys for all users
and servers. This is called the public-key database and usually resides on the same machine
as the network name-server. The private keys stored on this server are encrypted. The users'
private keys are encrypted under the users' passwords. The server private keys are probably
not encrypted under a pcissword (although documentation on this was not found). Clients
must trust that the private/public key pair given to them for a user is valid. Servers must
trust that the user's public key that they obtain is also valid.

The Areas

The authentication
Compromise of this
the client

There

client at a time,

someone
tickets.

server could

The
is

is

client also stores the user's secret

an assumed given with

and that

else's client

This

must be protected.
During a given session,

server that contains the private/public key pairs

compromise the security of all keys.
holds the conversation key (CK) and index into the server

the user makes.
requests.

Network Where Secrets are Kept

of the

this user

for

each server request

key in order to make new server

this scenario that only

can also become root on the

one user

client.

If

is

using the

a user

machine, then that root user can su to the other user and

is

using

utilize those

not necessarily a protocol problem, but more a problem inherent in the client

protection mechanisms.

During a given user

session, the server also contains secret information.

contain the conversation key to use with the client. This key

and

is

server

must

kept in the keyserver process

subject to normal operating system protections.

Key Generation and
Secure

is

The

RPC

Distribution

Model Used

uses the Diffie-Hellman key generation method.

has a private/public key pair.

A

independently by each user.

The key

secret key, to be shared
is

Under

this

between the two

method, each user
users,

generated by each user applying his

key (known only to the owner) and the other user's public key. Fifty-six bits of
extracted and used as a

DES

is

generated

own

private

this

key are

key.

To perform a dictionary attack

to decrypt the private key which

is

based on a user's

password, the spoofer would have to send a request to a server to generate the session key

and compare what the intruder generated with what the server generated. Hopefully, robust
logging and monitoring procedures would not permit multiple failures from the many tries
that this type of attack would produce.

The Composition
Secure

RPC

tickets,

of the Ticket /Certificate
once the

initial

authentication

is

established from the client, contains

the index (ID) into the server's credential database, and a timestamp encrypted under the

an ID and CK can be determined, an imposter can pose as the
legitimate user until the usage time expires, based on the window.
conversation key (CK).

If
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Concerns with Kerberos and Secure

10.4.7
Secure
•

A

RPC

RPC
dictionary attack can be performed on the user's private key. However, an attacker

can only verify that he has guessed the correct password, and hence the correct key,
by requesting a service. If a service refuses additional requests after multiple failures,
or

if

the service

is

audited sufficiently, this can deter the risk of this type of attack

succeeding.

•

The

key

user's secret

is

kept in the

memory

of the keyserver

from login to a key

meaning that another user can become
turn become another user, the system has no way of knowing

logout. If privileges are not controlled properly,

superuser and then in
that an intruder

is

using the secret key of another user.

on both the client and server. These keys then
must rely on the protection of both systems. If one system stringently protects the key,
but the other system does not, the protection efforts of the first system are reduced.

• Conversation keys are kept in processes

Kerberos
•

A

dictionary attack on the response from a Kerberos server

granting-ticket

is

perform a dictionary attack on
• Tickets are kept in the
is

then

possible since the ticket-

returned encrypted using the user's password as a key.

to the user contains readable information.

tickets

is

left

it

An

attacker

may

until readable plaintext

memory on both

clients

and

is

The response

capture this response and

produced.

servers.

The

protection of these

to the strength of the protection of the systems.

be susceptible to a single-point-of-failure attack since both clients and
servers must rely on a Kerberos server to be granted and to verify tickets. The Kerberos
server's ability to authenticate users with trust essentially relies on one master key.

• Kerberos can

10.5

Using Robust Authentication Methods

Despite some weaknesses, the Kerberos and Secure
scribed in the previous section do

much

RPC

authentication mechanisms de-

to prevent impersonation in a network environment.

Note that Kerberos and Secure RPC only provide authentication services. Confidentiality
eind integrity services must be provided by other means. In this section, techniques for using
Kerberos eind Secure RPC to improve the authentication used by common network services
eire described.
The description of these techniques is presented by means of examples of
systems that are currently available.
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10.5.1
It is

Example Scenario

currently possible to set

up a network environment

in

which

all

of the

major network

Kerberos or Secure RPC
mechanisms. These network services include: remote login, remote execution, file transfer,
services, except for electronic mail, are authenticated using the

and treinsparent

access

file

(i.e.,

access of remote

files

on the network

as

though they were

local).

Authentication

is

important with electronic mail.

When

mail

is

sent,

it is

important that

no one can send mail under a name other than the actual author of message sent. However,
this scenario does not address the problems of electronic mail. For a discussion of electronic
mail, see chapter 11 and sections 9.2.4 and 10.2.4.
This scenario assumes that the network environment consists of two kinds of systems:
client workstations and server systems. Client workstations access network services from the
servers. Servers are administered by responsible individuals whose job is to provide network
services to the client workstations. The user of the client workstation is authenticated by
means of Kerberos or Secure RPC for every service accessed on a server. No use of a server
is permitted without that use being authenticated by Kerberos or Secure RPC.
As noted in section 10.4.7, with both the use of Kerberos and Secure RPC, there is the
possibility of a workstation owner and/or administrator using su to impersonate another
user who may be logged into the client workstation. Client workstations may be used either
by a single individual or by several individuals. When a workstation is used by a single
individual, that individual

is

no other user

is

this scenario,

typically the owner/administrator of the workstation and, in

permitted access.

individuals, then the workstation
scenario, the workstation

is

who may be

a client workstation

is

used by several

administered by a responsible administrator and, in this

configured so that no user

possibility of the workstation

user

is

When

may perform an

su.

This reduces the

owner and/or administrator using su to impersonate another

logged into the owner's workstation.

This scenario greatly reduces the threat of impersonation over a network as compared

and trusted hosts. With
Kerberos and Secure RPC, passwords are not transmitted over the network in plain text.
Discovering passwords by intercepting packets is not easily accomplished but remains a
to the traditional practices such as password only authentication

potential threat.

As described

in the previous section, the potential threat of discovering

passwords by intercepting packets

both Kerberos and Secure

is

greater with Kerberos than with Secure

RPC use techniques which make impersonation by means of packet

replay or packet modification very difficult

10.5.2
The SunOS

RPC. However,

if

not virtually impossible.

Scenario Implementation

from Sun Microsystems and the Kerberos
Version 5 distribution from MIT are examples of systems which may be used to implement
the scenario described above. Both systems from Sun Microsystems provide Secure RPC. In
4.x

and

Solaris 2.x operating systems

addition, Solaris 2.x provides Kerberos.

The MIT Kerberos Version

network service applications which use Kerberos
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for authentication

5 distribution contains

and

tools to develop such

Table 10.1: Network Services provided with some currently available systems

System
Service

SunOS
Secure

Solaris 2.x

4.x

RFC

Secure

RFC

on -i/rpc.rexd

on -i/rpc.rexd

or

or

on/rpc.rexd

on/rpc.rexd

with xterm

with xterm

Execution

on/rpc.rexd

on/rpc.rexd

File

on/rpc.rexd

on/rpc.rexd

Remote
Login

Solaris 2.x

MIT

Kerberos

Kerberos

rlogin

telnet

Remote

with cp and

Transfer

NFS

with cp and

NFS

rsh

rep

Transparent

NFS

NFS

File Access

NFS

Sun Systems and other Unix based systems. Remote login, remote execution,
file transfer, and transparent file access can be provided with either Kerberos or Secure RFC
in Solaris 2.x. These services, authenticated with Secure RFC, are provided in SunOS 4.x.
applications on

How
in

each of these services authenticated with Kerberos or Secure

each of the systems

SunOS
SunOS

4.x Secure

is

summarized

in table

RFC

are

made

available

10.1.

RPC
The system provides a transparent file
implementation of client and server NFS. The use

4.x already has a very large user community.

access service by
of Secure

RFC

means

for

NFS

of a Secure
is

RFC

a great improvement over the user ID/group ID authentication

mechanism, referred to as "UNIX authentication," used in most NFS configurations (see
sec. 9.2.8 and sec. 10.2.8).
A remote execution service, similar to rsh, is provided by rpc.rexd. The server process
rpc.rexd musi be configured in the inetd.conf file with the "-s" option to insure that Secure
RFC is used for authentication. Without the "-s" option, rpc.rexd is invoked using only
the user ID/group ID as a means of identifying the user. As is the case with NFS, using
the user ID/group ID as a means of authentication is a weak mechanism. When used with
rpc.rexd, the vulnerability

to

mount exported

file

is

even greater. With NFS, the ability to authorize

systems makes

it difficult

for

client

systems

unauthorized client systems to exploit

the weaknesses of the user ID/group ID authentication mechanism.

When

rpc.rexd

\s

invoked

any system on the network can attempt to exploit the weaknesses
of the user ID/group ID authentication mechanism.
without the

"-s" option,
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Some measure of protection can be achieved by using a "wrapper"
[LeF92]). The technique described in [LeF92] provides a capability for

(see sec. 10.3.2

and

a rpc.rexd server to

Note that the technique of [Ven92] is not applicable.
The technique of [LeF92] only restricts access by IP address. Once access is provided
to a client workstation, the user ID/group ID is still used as an authentication mechanism.
Thus, a client with access can still exploit the weaknesses of this authentication mechanism.
With NFS, the server can be configured to export to a client only those files which belong to
the owner of that client. Consequently, if the owner of that client should try to impersonate
another user, no harm is done since only the owner's files are exported to the client. However,
the rpc.rexd server (in the absence of the "-s" option) initiates commands on behalf of the
user ID/group ID which initiated the call. The server implicitly trusts the user ID/group ID
restrict access to specified clients.

given.

it is

In addition, the technique of [LeF92] does not protect against IP address impersonation.

This

is

easy to accomplish on a subnet

connection

is

when a system

is

turned

off

frequently or

its

network

not functioning.

To summarize, rpc.rexd should almost never be run without some added security. The
technique of [LeF92] offers some measure of protection by allowing only certain client systems
access but provides no method of user authentication other than the default user ID/group
ID mechajiism. Using Secure RPC {rpc.rexd with the "-s" option) is the preferred method
of providing proper user authentication.

The

client side of rpc.rexd

is

the on

command. The

may also be called from
/usr/include/rpcsvc/rex. x. When

rpc.rexd server

an application program using the rex protocol defined in
the on command is invoked, the current default directory on the on client must be part of a
file system exported to the 77)0. rex<i server. Since this may not be desirable, implementing a
version of on that does not require this may be required. Such an implementation is relatively
straightforward [SUN90a]. An example of such an implementation is given in Appendix C.
A remote login service, similar to rlogin, can be provided in SunOS 4.x either by using
the

command:
on

or

-i

<server>

by combining the

capabilities of on/rpc.rexd

and the

X application

xterm.

The command:

on <server> xterm <options>
provides an xterm

the user

is

window

to <server>. If rpc.rexd

is

configured with the "-s" option, then

authenticated to the server by means of Secure

providing a remote login capability implies that the
workstation's

X

Server

is

SUN-DES-1 which

X

uses the

security

same

RPC. Using

this

method

mechanism used by the

facilities

of

client

which support Secure

While this is not required, using the SUN-DES-1 X security option
with the X server is likely the most convenient. If some other X security option is configured,
that choice should at least provide the robustness of the SUN-DES-1 option. Note that the

RPC

(see

Chapter

7).

SUN-DES-1 option requires the X11R5 X server. Neither Open Windows versions
provide an X11R5 X server. An X11R5 X server can be obtained from MIT.
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2.x or 3.x

While

NFS implemented using
most

Secure

RPC

should provide most of the requirements for a

needed from a server could be at least exported read-only,
some files located on a server may not be exported. A file transfer service can be provided
by combining the capabilities of on/rpc.rexd and NFS. By using the remote login or remote
execution services provided by on/Tpc.rexd, a needed file can be copied to the user's exported
file system. Prom there, the file can be copied to a local file system.
file treinsfer

service,

i.e.,

files

Although SunOS 4.x provides some services authenticated by Secure RPC, the NTS Name
Service which is needed by Secure RPC is not provided with that level of authentication.
This can be a serious weakness.

RPC

Solaris 2.x Secure
Solaris 2.x

the next major operating system release to follow

is

SunOS 4.x
SunOS 4.x.

be as widely used in the future as

RPC

authentication services of

enhancements to the NIS
NIS-t-

is

built

upon Sun's

Name

RPC

is

SunOS

4.x. It is

now. Solaris 2.x provides

all

expected to

of the Secure

In addition, Solaris 2.x provides significant

Service which

is

called

NIS+

Like NIS,

in Solaris 2.x.

but, unlike NIS, NIS-|- uses Secure

RPC

name

service

Remote login

service

for

authentication.

Solaris 2.x

Kerberos

In addition to providing Secure
is

RPC,

Solaris 2.x also provides Kerberos.

provided by a Kerberos authenticated

Kerberos authenticated
rep.

Transpaxent

Kerberos from

file

rsh.

rlogin.

Remote execution

File transfer service

access service

is

is

service

is

provided by a

provided by a Kerberos authenticated

provided by a Kerberos authenticated NFS.

MIT

from MIT. The distribution includes a
Kerberos server, applications which use Kerberos authentication, and libraries for use in
developing applications which use Kerberos authentication. The current distribution. Version
5, also requires ISODE (the ISO Development Environment) in order to provide support for
Source for a Kerberos implementation

ASN.l which

is

now used

is

available

in the Kerberos protocol.

The

distribution

may be

installed

on

systems which do not provide any robust authentication mechanisms or to develop additional

network services on systems which already have some robust authentication mechanism.

Two
as telnet

types of applications are included in the distribution: complete applications such

and a

POP

(Post Office Protocol) server, and sample applications which

may

be used as templates to develop other Kerberos authenticated applications. The telnet
application includes an option to encrypt all packets between the login client and server to
insure confidentiality.
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Network Security and POSIX.6/POSIX.8

10.6

The ISO/IEC 9945-1:1990 Standard "Portable Operating System Interface for Computer
Environments (POSIX)," (referred to here as POSIX.l [ISO90a]), defines a standard operating system interface and environment to support application portability at the source code
level.

It is

intended to be used by both application developers and system implementors.

[ISO90a, p.21].

POSIX.l does not address networking issues. However, interfaces that allow for a distributed environment, i.e., mounted file systems, are not precluded. Security is somewhat
addressed in POSIX.l. POSIX.l supports security mechanisms similar to the mechanisms
which eire implemented on most Unix systems.
Networking and security are essential in the modern computing environment. To meet
these needs, two additional POSIX working groups, P0SIX.8 "Transparent File Access,"
[POS93] and POSIX. 6 "Security Extensions" [POS92b] were created to develop and standeirdize interfaces to allow for a networked POSIX environment that utilized more robust
security mechanisms.

some

present

This section will briefly discuss these two emerging standards and

issues that arise

POSIX.8

10.6.1

The purpose

-

when both

exist in the

same environment.

Transparent File Access

amendment

POSIX.l

and circumscribe the file access
aspects of the operating system interface to support file access mechanisms which are incapable of supporting the full behavior required by POSIX.l or which provide access to files
via a networked mechanism.
Transparent File Access (TFA) [POS93] is a specification of system services including file
of this

behavioral characteristics.

to

With regard

to

file

is

to extend

behavioral characteristics, the

tion describes the behavior that an application can expect

The
1.

goal of the

TFA Working Group

is

to provide a

Permits the use of the widest possible kinds of

file

TFA

when manipulating

a

Specifica-

file.

use specification that:

file

systems which can resemble the

file

system of POSIX.l so that most implementors and programmers can make use of the
specification.
2.

Allows an application to determine the behavior which
a
is

3.

file.

it

can expect when manipulating

In particular, the specification allows an application to determine

when behavior

not in accordance with POSIX.l.

Provides the means for an application to simultaneously manipulate
characteristics

may

differ since

they reside in different

file

files

whose access

systems.

POSIX.l, file characteristics of P1003.1 have been grouped into subsets thats allow non-POSIX.l files to be
described. The interfaces that interact with the file characteristics have been modified to
accept these subsets of P1003.1 file characteristics. A system compliant with the POSIX.8

To be able

to access systems that do not

meet the
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specifications of

specifications

must use

files

that can be described as either Full

TFA, Core TEA,

or Subset

TEA.

TEA requires the specifications of POSIX.l.
Core TEA is the minimum set of cheiracteristics that must
usable according to the TEA Specifications. Core TEA:
Eull

1.

Must support

2.

Need not support execute/seaxch permission

3.

Need not support

4.

May

Subset

TEA

regular

be provided so that a

file is

files.

owner or

file

file

group

bits.

class.

result in files being created or modified as a result of a failed open().

TEA

refers to a set of file behavioral characteristics that at least

conforms to Core

but does not conform to Eull TEA. Eor a more complete discussion of Transparent File

Access, see [0B91].

P1003.6

10.6.2
As stated

in the

IEEE

-

Security Extensions

Draft Standard PI 003. 6.1^ Enhancements to Protection, Audit and

Control Interfaces to the Portable Operating System Interface Standard, "The goal of this

standard

is

to specify an interface to security functions for a

promote application

portability.

chosen for their generality
in

-

The

security

POSIX system

mechanisms supported by

standard were

they satisfy most of the key functional requirements prevalent

modern trusted systems. The

specific interfaces defined

were selected because they were

perceived to be generally useful to applications (trusted and untrusted).
-

this

in order to

discretionary access control and appropriate privilege

-

Two mechanisms

are defined specifically to address

areas in the P1003.1 standard that were deferred to this standard."

The

interfaces specified

can support the implementation of the following:
1.

Access Control Lists (ACL)
Specifications for an

ACL mechanism is provided because it was felt that

the permission

mechanism provided by P 1003.1 as the discretionary access control mechanism
was not robust enough to meet certain security requirements. The permission bit
mechanism does not provide access granularity to a specific user, nor does it not allow
for additional file permissions beyond read, write and execute.
bit

The

introduction of

ACLs

into the

POSIX

set of interfaces

was planned

for

during

the development of the base P1003.1 standard. While the permission bit mechanism
is

required by the P1003.1 standard,

it

also allows for

an "additional access control

mechanism." As stated in IEEE Standard 1003.1-1990 "an additional access control
mechanism shall only further restrict the access permissions defined by the file permission bits." The ACL mechanism defined by PI 003. 6 was designed to coexist with
*Thi8 specification

is

now known

as PlOOS.le.
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the permission bit mechcinisin on order to support backward compatibility with older

The P1003.1 interfaces
mechanism will also work with

applications and allow the use of either or both mechanisms.

that were designated to be used with the permission bit

the

2.

ACL

mecheinism.

Security Auditing

The

mechanism were designed to promote
portability for two types of applications with respect to auditing. The first type of
application is an audit tool that reads the audit data and incorporates it into meaningful reports. The second type of application is one that would generate audit data
based on its interaction with the system. This type of application may be trusted or
untrusted. The interfaces specify how data can be written to and read from the area
interfaces to support a security auditing

where audit data

3.

is

stored.

Fine-grained Privilege

The

mechanism used on Unix systems today is a two-state mechanism. As
superuser (UID 0), the user has all privileges. If the user has a UID that is not 0,
then the user has no privileges. P0SIX.6 developed interfaces that can support a finegrained privilege mechanism. Privileges can be controlled on a per process level. The
specification also defines privileges (generally read-overrides and write-overrides) that
must be supported by the implementation.

4.

privilege

Mandatory Access Controls (MAC)
mandatory access control mechanism is provided for environments
that require a mandatory access control policy. With this type of policy, the system
determines object (file) access based on clearances of users and classifications of files.
This policy is used primarily in Department of Defense (DOD) environments. The
specifications provide for a labeling mechanism to be used on a per file basis. The
interfaces standardize on how the label of a file can be created, read, or modified. It
should be noted that MAC does not address mounted file systems, a major area of
Specifications for a

interest in this discussion.

5.

Information Labels (IL)
Information labels appear to be

mation

much

like

MAC

labels.

labels describe the information contained in a

the classification of a

file.

However they are

file,

whereas a

not. Infor-

MAC label defines

Information labels do not play a role in access decisions,

they merely provide indications concerning the type of information contained in a

For a more complete description of P1003.6, see Chapter
142

4.

file.

6

Issues of Using P1003.6

10.6.3

and P1003.8

in the

Same

Envi-

ronment
There has been an issue reiised concerning the compatibility of P0SIX.6 and P0SIX.8.
The
It heis been cdleged that P0SIX.6 and P0SIX.8 are "fundamentally incompatible."
controversy arises over the relationship that P0SIX.6 and P0SIX.8 each have to POSIX.l.
Briefly stated, P0SIX.6 provides extensions to POSIX.l and P0SIX.8 makes optional some
required features of POSIX.l. One of the goals of P0SIX.8 is to permit access to as many
file servers as possible even if those file servers cannot support all of the file characteristics
required in POSIX.l.

The model

that will most likely be used in a network environment

model. This model allows one system, a
the server.

The most common use

on the server

eis

client, to access files

of this

model

is

is

the client /server

and services on another system,

for a client to logically

mount

a

file

space

a local drive on the client.

assumption that must be made here (and one that is not addressed by PI 003. 6)
is that the requesting process is authenticated to be the claimed identity. Authentication is
not addressed in P1003.1 or P1003.6. In a standalone environment, authentication is not an
application portability issue. However in a networking environment, the case could be made

The

first

that authentication

is

an application portability

issue.

P 1003.6

did not originally address

networking issues because P1003.6 interfaces are extensions to P1003.1, which did not address

networking

This assumption of authentication, from a

issues.

POSIX

view, implies that

it is

a decision of the remote system (in this case the server) to add the additional requirement
of authentication

The next

need be.

if

issue

common

to both

POSIX. 6 and POSIX. 8

is file

access control.

In order

from local or remote storage, the user must be granted permission
from the file access control mechanism. The mandatory access control interfaces of POSIX.
do not apply here because they specifically do not address mounted file systems. However
the discretionary access control interfaces that support access control lists (ACLS) do apply.
In POSIX. 6, a file must have a group ID (GID) (which is required by POSIX.l) and may
optionally have an access control list. In POSIX. 8, a file may optionally have a GID. At first
glance, the example implies a "fundamental incompatibility." However, the important thing
to note in the example is that in POSIX. 6, the access control list is optional for each file on an
for a user to access a file

individual basis, not for

all files

taken together. Similarly, in POSIX. 8, the

GID

is

optional

on an individual basis. A resolution of the alleged "fundamental incompatibility"
is obvious and natural, i.e., if a file has an access control list, then it must have a GID, and
if a file does not have an access control list, then it need not have a GID. This solution
works only because the POSIX. 8 specifications map the different file characteristics onto the

for

each

file

POSIX.l

characteristics that the

POSIX

POSIX. 6

interfaces expect.

modify /enhance POSIX.l. The intent for
each such specification is to merge these into one POSIX specification. This is not simply
an editorial task. While the Working Groups are careful to avoid "fundamental incompatibilities" between their specifications, ambiguities will most certainly arise when the merge

There are other

specifications that
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takes place.
In the meantime,
compliiint?

is it

possible for an implementation to be both

Since the "fundeimental incompatibilities" illustrated in the example have an

obvious resolution, an implementation can be

The key

is

to realize that those features of

on a per file basis and those features
are optional on a per file ba.sis.

option£Ll

P0SIX.6 and P0SIX.8

made both P0SIX.6 and P0SIX.8

compliant.

P0SIX.6 that are extensions to POSIX.l are
of POSIX.l that are made optional in P0SIX.8
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Chapter 11
X.400 Message Handling Services
Paul Markovitz

11.1

Introduction

In 1984, the

CCITT

approved the

first

(Consultative Committee on International Telegraphy and Telephony)^

version of the X.400 series of

The Recommendations

[CCI88c].
ing service.

In 1988, the

Recommendations [CCI88a], [CCI88b],

defined a general purpose, store-and-forward, messag-

CCITT updated

the Recommendations to include,

features, security services that protect messages against modification

and

among

other

disclosure,

and

allow communicating parties to authenticate their identities.

This chapter provides tutorial information about the 1988 X.400 security services. Section
11.1 introduces the chapter.

Section 11.2 discusses cryptography as a tool to protect data

transmitted over insecure channels. Beginning with section 11.3,

MHS

(Message Handling System). Section 11.3 overviews the

all

material

MHS.

is

specific to the

Section 11.4 describes

primary vulnerabilities. Section 11.5 describes the means by which security-relevant
information is conveyed in the MHS. Section 11.6 details the X.400 security services that
counter the vulnerabilities described in section 11.4, and section 11.7 concludes the chapter
by discussing limitations in the 1988 X.400 security architecture. Additional reading on
computer security can be found in [AMPH87], and additional reading on X.400 security can
its

be found in [Ank92] and [CM89].

11.2

Cryptography Overview

Data communications channels are often insecure, subjecting messages transmitted over the
channels to passive and active threats. With a passive threat, an intruder intercepts messages
''This organization

is

now known

tional Telecommunicaitons

as the Telecommunications Standards Sector (TSS) within the Interna-

Union (ITU).
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to view the data. This intrusion

is

also

known

intruder modifies the intercepted messages.

An effective tool

is

active threat, the

for protecting

the active and passive threats inherent in data communications

Cryptography

With an

as eavesdropping.

is

messages against

cryptography.

the science of mapping readable text, called plaintext, into an unreadable

format, called ciphertext, eind vice versa.

The mapping process

a sequence of mathematical

is

computations. The computations affect the appearance of the data, without changing

its

meaning.

To protect a message,
process

is

cin

originator transforms a plaintext message into ciphertext. This

The

called encryption or encipherment.

communications channel.

the message

If

the unintelligible ciphertext.

Upon

into its original plaintext format.

is

ciphertext

transmitted over the data

is

intercepted, the intruder only has access to

receipt, the

This process

message recipient transforms the ciphertext
is

called decryption or decipherment.

The

encryption and decryption concepts are illustrated in figure 11.1.

Message Origination

Message Reception

Plaintext

Plaintext

Message

Message

"Hello World"

"Hello World"

\

f

Encryption

Decryption

Transformation

Transformation
1

Ciphertext

Ciphertext

Data Communications

Message

Message
Channel
(Unreadable)

(Unreadable)

Figure 11.1: Message Encryption and Decryption.

The mathematical operations used

to

map between plaintext and

ciphertext are identified

by cryptographic algorithms. Cryptographic algorithms require the text to be mapped, and,
at a minimum, require some value which controls the mapping process. This value is called a
key. Given the same text and the same algorithm, different keys produce different mappings.
Cryptographic algorithms need not be kept secret. The success of cryptography is attributed to the difficulty of inverting an algorithm. In other words, the number of mappings
from which plaintext can be transformed into ciphertext
146

is

so great, that

it is

impractical to

mapping without the

find the correct

A

Standard) uses a 56-bit key.

key.

NIST DES (Data Encryption

For example, the

user with the correct key can easily decrypt a message,

whereas a user without the key would need to attempt random keys from a

set of over 72

quadrillion possible values.

Cryptography is used to provide the following services: authentication, integrity, nonrepudiation, and secrecy. Authentication allows the recipient of a message to validate its
origin. It prevents an imposter from masquerading as the sender of the message. Integrity
assures the recipient that the message was not modified en route. Note that the integrity
service allows the recipient to detect message modification, but not to prevent it. There
are two types of non-repudiation service. Non-repudiation with proof of origin provides the
recipient assurance of the identity of the sender. Non-repudiation with proof of delivery
provides the sender assurance of message delivery. Secrecy, also known as confidentiality,
prevents disclosure of the message to unauthorized users.
Two approaches have been developed to provide the authentication, integrity, and secrecy
services. Section 11.2.1 describes conventional or symmetric key cryptography. Section 11.2.2
describes public or asymmetric key cryptography. Section 11.2.3 discusses a scheme where
the two cryptographic techniques are used together.

Symmetric Key Cryptography

11.2.1

Symmetric key cryptography is characterized by the use of a single key to perform both
the encrypting and decrypting of data. Since the algorithms are public knowledge, security
is determined by the level of protection afforded the key (i.e., ensuring that the key is

known only

to the parties involved in the communication).

and authentication services are provided.

Secrecy

is

If

provided, because

intercepted, the intruder cannot transform the ciphertext into

that only two users

know

the key, authentication

is

kept secret, both the secrecy

its

the message

if

plaintext format.

is

Assuming

provided because only a user with the

key can generate ciphertext that a recipient can transform into meaningful plaintext.

The

To provide this service, a cryptographic checksum, called a MAC (Message Authentication Code), is appended
to the message. A MAC is a hashed representation of a message, and has the following
secrecy of the key does not ensure the integrity of the message.

characteristics:
• a

MAC

• given a

is

much

MAC,

smaller (typically) than the message generating

it is

impractical to compute the message that generated

MAC

and the message that generated
message generating the same MAC.

• given a

The

MAC

is

computed by the message

transmitted and the secret key.
the message recipient.

If

it,

the

to the message, the recipient

Upon

MAC
is

it,

it

is

it,

impractical to find another

originator as a function of the message being

receipt, the

MAC

computed by the

is

computed

recipient

matches the

assured that the message was not modified.
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by
appended

in a similar fashion

MAC

Figure 11.2 illustrates the steps used to provide secrecy, authentication, and integrity
in a conventional cryptosystem.

It

eissumes the originator and recipient have agreed

upon

relevant algorithms eind keys. In the figure the following conventions are used:

Mpiain a plaintext message,

Mdpher the ciphertext message produced by encrypting Mpiain,

K

a secret key,

E(Mpiom)K) the encryption

of

Mpiam using K, and

D(A/ctpAer)K) the decryption of Mdpher using K.

Message Recipient

Message Originator

MAC
E( M-plain. K => MAC
Computes

Matches

)

MAC

MAC in Message
1

I

MAC
E( M-plain, K => MAC
Computes

Encrypts Plaintext

E( M-plain,

Computed

Verifies That

K => M-cipher
)

)

1 I

\

Appends

Decrypts Ciphertext

MAC to M-cipher

D( M-cipher,

K => M-plain
)

1

Data Communications

Sends Message

Removes

to Recipient

MAC from M-cipher

Channel

Figure 11.2: Security Services in a Conventional Cryptosystem.

message originator appended the MAC after encrypting the
plaintext. If secrecy of the MAC is required, the MAC may be appended to the plaintext,
and encrypted with it.

Note that

in figure 11.2, the
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Secret

Key

Distribution

The primary disadvantage

of symmetric cryptography

is

the difficulty distributing the secret

A

key cannot be treinsmitted securely over data channels, unless it is encrypted.
Encrypting the key, however, requires another key. At some point, a plaintext key needs

keys.

communicating partners. One solution is to manually distribute
the key (e.g., by registered mail). Manual distribution, however, is costly, time consuming,
and prone to errors. Two automated approaches for distributing secret keys are discussed in
this section: the ANSI (American National Standaxds Institute) standard X9.17, "Financial
Institution Key Management" [ANS85] [FIP92], and the Diffie/Hellman key exchange.
ANSI X9.17 was developed to address the need of financial institutions to transmit securities and funds securely using an electronic medium. Specifically, it describes the means to
to be exchanged between

assure the secrecy of keys.

The ANSI X9.17 approach

is

based on a hierarchy of keys. At the bottom of the hierarchy

Data keys are used to encrypt and decrypt messages. They are given
short lifespans, such as one message or one connection. At the top of the hierarchy are key
encrypting keys (KKMs). KKMs, which must be distributed manually, are afforded longer
lifespans than data keys. Using the two tier model, the KKMs are used to encrypt the data
keys. The data keys are then distributed electronically to encrypt and decrypt messages.
The two tier model may be enhanced by adding another layer to the hierarchy. In the
are data keys (DKs).

three tier model, the

KKMs

are not used to encrypt data keys directly, but to encrypt

other key encrypting keys (KKs).

The KKs, which

are exchanged electronically, are used

to encrypt the data keys. Figure 11.3 illustrates the exchange of keys

between two parties

using the three tier model.

User

A

UserB
Manual

KKM

KKM

Distribution

Electronic

KK

KK
Distribution

Electronic

DK

DK

Distribution

Figure 11.3: Point-to- Point Environment.

To exchange
X9.17, called a

communicating parties creates a special message defined in
(Cryptographic Service Message). CSMs are fixed-formatted messages

keys, one of the

CSM
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used to establish new keys or discontinue use of existing keys. The CSM originator includes a
with the message (as specified in X9.9, "Message Authentication Standard" [ANS86])
to guarantee its integrity.

MAC

Figure 11.3 illustrates two users exchanging key material directly. This environment

is

The ANSI X9.17 standard describes two other environments for
key distribution: Key Distribution Centers and Key Translation Centers. The key centers
allow centralized management of keys. Rather than two parties sharing a KKM, each party
shares a KKM with the center. The centralized management environment is shown in figure
known

as Point-to-Point.

11.4.

Manual

Manual

Key Center

Distribution

Distribution

KKM

KKM
Electronic

KK

KK
Distribution

Electronic

DK

DK

Distribution

User

A

UserB

Figure 11.4: Centralized Management Environment.

between the Key Distribution Center and the Key Translation Center is
that the Key Distribution Center generates keys for its users. If an originator wants to
send an encrypted message to a recipient, the originator submits the request to the Key
Distribution Center. The Center generates and returns two identical keys to the originator.

The

difference

The first key

is

encrypted using the

KKM shared between the Center and the originator.

The

and uses it to encrypt the message. The second key is encrypted
using the KKM shared between the Center and the recipient. The originator transfers this
key electronically to the recipient. The recipient decrypts the key, and uses it to decrypt the

originator decrypts the key,

originator's message.

Key

Translation Centers are used

when two

parties require the key

management

functions

provided by the center, but one or both of the parties want to generate the KKs and DKs.
In this scenario, the originator submits a key and the recipient name to the Center. The
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Center encrypts the key using the

KKM

shared between the Center and the recipient, and

returns the encrypted key to the originator.

The

originator transfers the key electronically

to the recipient.

The advantages

of the key centers are flexibility and efficiency. Users only need to ex-

change and store one
partner.

The

A

eiid

(with the center), rather than one

KKM

per communications

KKMs for all its users. One disadvantage
can reduce cost by first exchanging a KK

center administers the distribution of

of key centers

with the

KKM

is

cost.

Communication paxtners

of a key center, then distributing

different

DKs

using the Point-to-Point approach.

type of solution to the problem of secret key distribution

is

the Diffie/Hellman

key exchange. The Diffie/Hellman key exchange allows certain information to be transmitted
publicly, in order for two users to compute a shared key. The two users first agree upon a

prime number and a primitive root, both of which may be public. Each user then selects
a random number, computes some result based on the random number, the prime number,
and the primitive root, and sends this result to the other user. Each user then performs one
la^t computation based on the prime number, the user's own random number, and the result
from the other user. This final computation yields a single value, which is the same for each
user. This value

can be used to generate secret keys.

The Diffie/Hellman key exchange

Boxes in the figure are
divided into two parts: the top part describes the mathematical computation, and the
bottom part applies the computation to example values. The example values are trivial;
their purpose is to illustrate the technique. In an implementation, the prime number and
is

illustrated in figure 11.5.

primitive root would be of the magnitude 2^^^ to 2^°^^.

The

security of the Diffie/Hellman exchange

its

y

based on the difficulty in computing

In other words, knowing the public values

the prime number, p,
primitive root, g), the value treinsmitted over the insecure channel (i.e., y), and that

discrete logarithms.

and

is

=

(i.e.,

g" modulo p, for some x

does not yield x, and thus, does not yield the key, K.

The Diffie/Hellman key exchange does not provide

authentication.

intruder intercepts y(B) and transmits a different value. User

If in figure 11.5,

A would

an

establish a secret

key with the intruder, rather than with User B. The Diffie/Hellman procedure needs to be
augmented with some authentication mechanism.

11.2.2

Asymmetric Key Cryptography

Asymmetric or public-key cryptography differs from conventional cryptography in that key
materi£il is bound to a single user. The key material is divided into two components:
• a private key, to

• a public key,

which only the user has access, and

which

may be

published or distributed on request.
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User

A

UserB

Agrees upon prime number,
and primitive

Let p

Selects

=5

rcx)t,

Let g

Agrees upon prime number,

p,

and primitive

=

g

Let p

3

random number, x(A)

such that 0

Selects

<= x(A) < p

Let x(A)

=5

Let g

3

<= x(B) < p

Let x(B)

Computes y(A), such

=

g

random numberj x(B)

such that 0

=2

root,

=4

Computes y(B), such

that

that

y(A) = g'^x(A) modulo p

y(B) = g'^x(B) modulo p

y(A) =

y(B)

3'^2

modulo 5 = 4

p,

=

1

3M modulo 5 =

1

\

Transmits y(A) to Partner

Transmits 4 to User

Transmits y(B) to Partner

<

>•

B

Transmits

1

to

User

A

\

Computes key, K, such

Computes key, K, such

that,

K = y(A)'^x(B) modulo p

K = y(B)^x(A) modulo p
K=

<= Less
^

l'^2

modulo 5 =

K = 4M modulo 5 =

1

than or equal to

Raised

to the

that,

power of
Figure 11.5: Diffie/Hellman
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Key Exchange.

1

Each key generates a function used to transform text. The private key generates a private
transformation function, and the public key generates a public transformation function.

The

functions are inversely related,

i.e., if

one function

is

used to encrypt a message, the

used to decrypt the message. The order in which the transformation functions are
invoked is irrelevant. Note that since the key material is used to generate the transformation
functions, the terms private key and public key not only reference the key values, but also
other

is

the transformation functions. For example, the phrase, '^he message

is

encrypted using the

message recipient's public key", means the recipient's public key transformation function is
invoked using the recipient's public key value and the message as inputs, and a ciphertext
representation of the message is generated as output.

The advantage

of a public-key system

is

communicate securely without

that two users can

exchanging secret keys. For example, assume an originator needs to send a message to a
recipient, and secrecy is required for the message. The originator encrypts the message using
the recipient's public key. Only the recipient's private key can be used to decrypt the message.

This

due to the computational

is

infeasibility of inverting the public

function. In other words, without the recipient's private key,

it is

key transformation

computationally infeasible

for the interceptor to transform the ciphertext into its original plaintext.

public- key system, while the secrecy of the public-key

to be "public"), the integrity of the public- key

owner

is

is

Note that with a

not important (in fact,

and the

ability to

of a public-key system

is

that

it

is

bind a public-key to

inefficient

The mathematical computations used

ventional counterpart.

time, and depending on the algorithm, the ciphertext

compared

second disadvantage of a public-key system

is

may be much larger than

list

of recipient's

is

is

con-

its

more

the plaintext.
impractical.

must be used

to encrypt the message,

not feasible using a public-key approach.

Although public-key cryptography, by
is

its

that an encrypted message can only be

sent to a single recipient. Since a recipient's public key

sending to a

to

to encrypt data require

Thus, the current use of public-key cryptography to encrypt large messages

it

intended

crucial to its proper functioning.

One disadvantage

A

it is

itself, is inefficient for

well suited for providing authentication, integrity,

providing message secrecy,

and non-repudiation

services.

All

these services are realized by the digital signature.

Digital Signatures

A

digital signature

is

a cryptographic checksum computed as a function of a message and

A

from a hand-written signature, in that
hand-written signatures are constant, regardless of the document being signed. A user's
digital signature varies with the data. For example, if a user signs five different messages,
five different signatures are generated. Each signature, however, can be authenticated for
a user's private key.

digital signature

is

different

the signing user.

Due

to the efficiency drawbacks of public-key cryptography, a user often signs a condensed

version of a message, called a message digest, rather than the message
eire

generated by hash functions.
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itself.

Message digests

A

hash function is a keyless transformation function that, given a variable- sized message
as input, produces a fixed-sized representation of the message as output (i.e., the message
digest). For example, a hash function may condense a one- megabyte message into a 128 or
160-bit digest. For a hash function to be considered secure, it must meet two requirements;
the hjLsh function must be 1-way and collisionless. 1-way means that given a digest and the

hash function,
Collisionless
If

computationally infeasible to find the message that produced the digest.

it is

means that

it is

not possible to find two messages that hash to the same digest.

a hash function meets the collisionless and 1-way requirements, signing a message digest

provides the same security services

eis

signing the message

itself.

The following example describes the digital signature process. It assumes two users have
agreed upon a hiish function and a signature algorithm for the signature verification process.
For

clarity,

An

message secrecy

is

not included in the example.

originator needs to send a signed message to a recipient.

The

originator performs the

following procedure:
•

Generates a digest for the message.

•

Computes a

digital signature as a function of the digest

and the originator's private

key.
•

Transmits the message and the signature to the recipient.

Upon

receiving the message, the recipient performs the following procedure:

• Generates a digest for the received message.
• Uses this digest, the originator's public key,

and the received signature

as input to a

signature verification process.

If

the signature

is

verified, the following services are provided.

assured that the message was not modified.

If

even one

First, the recipient

bit of the original

message was

changed, the digest generated using the received message would cause the signature
cation process to

fail.

Second, the recipient

is

is

verifi-

assured that the originator sent the message.

Public key transformation functions are 1-way

(i.e.,

not forgeable); therefore, only a signa-

ture generated by the originator's private key can be validated using the originator's public
key.

In addition to integrity and authentication, digital signatures provide non-repudiation

with proof of origin. Non-repudiation with proof of origin is similar to authentication, but
stronger in that the proof can be demonstrated to a third party. To provide authentication

and non-repudiation with proof of origin using a digital signature, a message originator
signs a message (or digest) using the private key bound to the originator. Since only the
originator can access the private key, the signature is unforgeable evidence that the originator
generated the message. In contrast, non- repudiation with proof of origin cannot inherently

be provided in a conventional cryptosystem. Since both parties involved in a communication
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share a secret key, both parties can deny sending a message, claiming that the other party
is

the message originator.
In addition to the non-repudiation with proof of origin service, public-key cryptography

The keys exchanged

has another advantage over convention2J cryptography.

in a public-key

system need not be kept secret. Thus, key distribution with a public-key system
as compared to a private-key system.

Key

Public

is

simplified

Distribution

Users of a public- key system must access the public keys of other users.
tribute public keys

is

certificates.

A

certificate

is

One means

a public document containing information

identifying a user, the user's public key, a time period during which the certificate

and other information.

One method by which
User

A and

User

CA

is

valid,

managed, and signed by a central

Certificates are typically issued,

issuing authority called a

to dis-

(Certification Authority).

certificates

can be distributed

described in the following example.

is

B register with a CA. During the registration process,

public key information to the

CA. The CA,

in turn, provides

the users provide their

each user with the following

information:

• a signed certificate containing the user's public key,

• the public

The

and

key information of the CA.

some
recipient). The

users store their certificates in a public directory (e.g., the X.500 Directory). At

future time. User

message

is

A

(the originator) sends a signed message to User

signed using the originator's private key.

Upon

(the

receipt, the recipient queries the

public directory to obtain the originator's public key certificate.

CA's public key to validate the

B

The

recipient

first

uses the

message
signature using the public key contained in the certificate. One advantage of this scheme
is that since public information is being transmitted, insecure data channels may be used
for the

communication. The

information. This example

is

certificate's signature,

then

verifies the originator's

digital signatures assure the integrity

and authenticity of the

illustrated in figure 11.6.

same CA. In practice, users
who communicate frequently

In the above example, the two users were registered with the

may be

by different CAs. In the case where two users
are certified by two different CAs, the CAs may certify each other. In other words, the
two CAs may store each other's public keys in certificates signed by the certifying CA. This
concept is called cross certification. In scenarios where there are large numbers of users and
CAs, arranging the CAs in a hierarchy (see sec. 11.5.3) is more practical than requiring
every

certified

CA

to cross certify every other

CA.
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User

Certification

A

->

UserB

Authority

Shows exchange of public keys

Registration

Request for
Certificate

Public

User

•<

A

UserB
Directory

—

Certificate

Message

Obtaining a Public

Figure 11.6:

11.2.3

Key

Key

Distribution Using a Certification Authority.

Using Public-Key Cryptography

for Secret

Key

Distribu-

tion
Public-key systems are inefficient for encrypting large messages.
conventional cryptography are characteristically small.

If

The

secret keys used in

conventional secret keys are viewed

as a kind of message, the encrypting of these keys using a public-key algorithm

would not

place an unnecessary burden on the processing of a computer system. Thus, the joint use of

conventional eind public-key cryptography can be used to provide authentication, integrity,

and secrecy

in

an

efficient

manner. The following example

illustrates this idea.

Note that

example does not include the distribution of the public key certificates.
An originator needs to send a signed, confidential message to a recipient. The originator
first computes a digital signature as a function of the originator's private key and a digest of
the plaintext message. Second, the originator generates a conventional secret key, and uses
for simplicity, the

key to transform the plaintext into ciphertext. Third, the originator encrypts the secret
key using the recipient's public key. The originator finally appends the encrypted secret key
and the digital signature to the ciphertext, and transmits the information to the recipient.
this

Upon
is

receipt, the secret key

is

decrypted using the recipient's private key. The secret key

then used to decrypt the ciphertext. Once the plaintext

is

obtained, the recipient validates

the message signature as a function of the signature and the originator's public key. Secrecy
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is

guaranteed, because only the recipient's private key can be used to decrypt the secret key

needed to decrypt the message. Integrity

is

guaranteed because the digital signature was

generated using a digest of the original plaintext message. Finally, authentication

is

achieved,

because the digital signature provides unforgeable evidence that the plaintext message was

The

generated by the originator.

step-by-step processing of this example

is

illustrated in

figure 11.7.

This scheme addresses the two disadvantages of a public-key system: performance, and
the inability to send a message to multiple recipients. Performance degradation

because a conventional algorithm
encrypting of the secret key

message

is

(e.g.,

DES)

(e.g.,

the

DES

minimized,

is

used to encrypt the message.

is

Only the

key) requires a public- key algorithm.

If

the

transmitted to several recipients, the originator encrypts the secret key one time
a message

per recipient, using that recipient's public-key.

For example,

recipients, five different encryptions of the secret

key would be appended to the message.

MHS

MHS

Functional Model

11.3.1

functional

model

of the

MHS

(Message Transfer Agents),
Units).

sent to five

(Message Handling System). Three aspects of
are discussed: the function model, the message structure, and delivery reporting.

This section provides an overview of the

A

is

X.400 Overview

11.3
the

if

MTAs

UAs

communication systems

shown

in figure 11.8.

MSs (Message

Stores),

UAs

The

MHS

is

a collection of

(User Agents), and

AUs

MTAs

(Access

message transfer function. MSs provide storenable users to access the MHS, and AUs provide links to other

perform the

age for messages.

is

store- and-forward

(e.g.,

the postal system).

A more

detailed description of each of

these entities follows.

MTAs comprise the MTS (Message Transfer System), the principal component of the
MHS. A message is submitted to an MTA by an originating UA, MS or AU, transferred
to the recipient

message

is

MTA(s), and delivered

to one or

more

recipient

addressed to multiple recipients, the appropriate

UAs, MSs,

MTAs

AUs. If the
perform any splitting
or

message needed for delivery to each recipient.
Messages are transferred between MTAs on a cooperating store-and-forward basis. Since
no end-to-end association is required, the MTA serving the message recipient need not be
active when the message leaves the originating MTA. The message may be stored at a relay
(i.e., intermediate) MTA until the recipient MTA becomes operational.
MTAs transfer messages whose content may be encoded in any format. MTAs neither
examine nor modify the content of messages except when performing conversion. Conversion
increases the effectiveness of the MHS by allowing users to submit messages in one encoded
format (e.g., telex), and have them delivered in another encoded format (e.g., IA5). A UA
Cein register with the MTA the encoded information types that may be delivered, and request
the MTA to perform any required conversions.
(i.e.,

replicating) of the
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Message Originator

Message Recipient

Verifies Received Signature

Generates Message Digest

Computes Signature

as Function

of the Digest (Note

1)

and

Key (Note

Originator's Private

2)

Generates a Conventional
Secret

Generates Digest for

Key

Received Message

Encrypts Message Using Secret

Key (Note

3)

i
Encrypts Secret

Key Using

Recipient's Public

Decrypts Message Using

Key (Note 4)

Secret

Key

1

Appends Encrypted Secret Key
and Signature

to the

Encrypted Message

Decrypts Secret Key Using

Transmits the Message

^

to Recipient

Recipient's Private

Key

Note

1:

Computing

Note

2:

Computing

Note

3:

Encrypting the message provides the secrecy service.

Note

4:

Encrypting the secret key using the recipient's public key guarantees that only the recipient
decrypt the key needed to decrypt the message.

the signature using the digest provides the integrity service.

the signature using the originator's private key provides the authentication and
non-repudiation of origin services.

Figure 11.7: Joint Use of Conventional and Public- key Cryptography.
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Message Handling System

Message Transfer System

User

MTA

I
Other

Communication

AU

<

MTA

MTA

System

MTA
User

MS

UA

MHS User

Figure 11.8:

MHS

Functional Model.
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3>

UA

MHS

User

The

UA is the MHS component that

enables a user to access the

ination and reception of messages.

When

either directly or indirectly via an

MS, the message

MHS,

UA

submitting messages, the

for

both the

supplies to an

orig-

MTA,

content, the address(es) of the message

and the MTS services being requested. The message content is the information
that the originator wants transferred to the message recipient(s). The address(es) and service request data are used by the MTS to deliver the message. When receiving messages,
the UA may accept delivery of messages directly from an MTA, or it may employ an MS to
accept delivery of messages, and retrieve them from the MS at a later time.
recipient(8),

The MS is an optional MHS component that acts as an intermediary between a UA and
MTA. The MS often co-resides with the MTA serving it. The primary purpose of the MS
is to provide a repository for the delivery of messages. The UA can retrieve messages from
this repository.

By

using an

constantly available. This

is

MS

to accept delivery of messages, a

especially useful for

computers, which are typically turned

off at night.

messages on behalf of the UA, and notify the

AU

UA

UA

at

UA

is

not required to be

applications implemented on personal

The

MS may

submit and forward
the time of message delivery.
also

MHS

component that provides a gateway between the MHS and another
communications system. AUs may, for example, provide intercommunication with telex,
teletex, and facsimile systems. Another AU, the PDAU (Physical Delivery Access Unit)

The

enables

is

MHS

the

users to send messages to users residing on a physical delivery system, such as

the Postal Service.

11.3.2
The

Message Structure

structure of an

MHS

message

is

shown

in figure 11.9. It consists of a

message envelope

and a message content. As with a postal message, the envelope represents the information
required by the MTS to deliver the message, such as the address(es) of the recipient(s) and
any special handling instructions. Many X.400 security parameters are transferred on the
message envelope. The message content represents the information that the originator wants
conveyed to the message recipient (s).

11.3.3
The

Delivery Reporting

basic X.400 messaging service provides notification of message non-delivery.

message cannot be delivered to a
to the originator.

The content

recipient, a non-delivery report

is

When

a

generated and returned

of the non-delivery report contains status information about

the subject message.

The

MT service also provides notification of delivery as

an optional service.

originator requests acknowledgement of successful delivery, a delivery report

the originator by the recipient's

MTA

upon delivery
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of the subject message.

is

If

a message

returned to

Content

X.400 Message

Figure 11.9:

Message Structure.

Vulnerabilities

11.4
The

MHS

distributed nature of the

MHS

makes

it

vulnerable to various types of security threats.

This section describes the nature of these threats, and concludes with a table that correlates

each threat with the

The

MHS

security service that counters

principal threats to the

MHS

it.

can be divided into two categories, inter-message

and intra-message threats. Inter-message threats arise from parties external to the
message communication, and include: masquerade, message modification, message sequencing threats, and leakage of information.
threats

Masquerade occurs when an entity successfully pretends to be a different entity. The following examples illustrate two types of masquerade to which the MHS is vulnerable. First, an
unauthorized UA may impersonate an authorized UA to gain access to an MTA. Once access
is gained, the unauthorized UA can falsely originate messages, falsely acknowledge receipt
of messages, or simply discard messages. Second, an unauthorized

authorized

MTA

MTA

can impersonate an

to misroute messages, or discard messages submitted for delivery.

Message modification occurs when a message is changed by an unauthorized party. Unauthorized changes apply to the message content, addressing information, security labels, and
other message attributes. This threat also includes the destruction of an entire message.
Message sequencing threats jeopardize the ordering of messages. They include the
ordering and replaying of messages.

re-

Leakage of information occurs when an unauthorized party gains information by monitoring transmissions.

The unauthorized party can

learn of the content of messages, or of the

message transfers. An unauthorized party can also gain information
by analyzing the message traffic between two users.
parties involved in the

The second category

of threats

is

intra-message threats. Intra-message threats are those

performed by the parties involved in the message communication.
include repudiation and security level violations.
Repudiation occurs when an

MTA

or

MTS
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user

(i.e.,

Intra-message threats

a User Agent, Message Store, or

Access Unit) denies performing a specific action. Repudiation threats include an

denying the origination or delivery of a message, and an

MTA

MTS

user

denying the submission of a

message.
Security level violations are threats relating to security labels. Security labels are data
structures which permit the classification of a message, or a communicating party within the

MHS,

in

terms of a security level

(e.g., "Secret").

An example of a

security level violation

is

an originator submitting a message with a security label that it is not authorized to generate.
The threats described above are reproduced below in table 11.1. Associated with each
threat is the MHS security service or services that counter it. These services are described
in detail in section 11.6.
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Table

11.1:

MHS

Threats and Their Countermeasures

Masquevade
Impersonation and misuse of the

MTS

Message origin authentication
Secure access management

Falsely acknowledge receipt

Proof of delivery

Falsely claim to originate a message

Message origin authentication

Impersonation of an

MTA

to an

MTS

user

Proof of submission

Report origin authentication
Secure access management

Message Sequencing
Replay of messages
Reordering of messages

Message sequence integrity
Message sequence integrity

Modification of information

Modification of messages

Content Integrity

Destruction of messages

Message sequence integrity

Leakage of information
Loss of confidentiality

Content confidentiality

Loss of anonymity

Message flow confidentiality
Message flow confidentiality

Traffic analysis

Repudiation
Denial of origin

Non-repudiation of origin

Denial of submission

Non-repudiation of submission

Denial of delivery

Non-repudiation of delivery

Security level violations

Originator not cleared for security label

Secure access management

Message security labelling

MTA/MTS

user not cleeired for security context

Secure access management

Secure access management

Misrouting

Message security labelling
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Security-relevant

11.5

Before describing

how X.400

Data Structures

security services counter the threats presented in Section 11.4,

three data structures must be discussed. These data structures: the security label, the asym-

metric token, and the public key certificate, are used to convey security-related information

between communicating
ing the structures;

it

parties. This section only defines the principal attributes compris-

provides no details regarding

how

these structures are used by X.400

security services.

Security Label

11.5.1

A

security label

permits

is

a collection of attributes associated with an

its classification in

terms of a security

a security policy identifier which
label

is

level.

The

MHS message or entity which

security label attributes include:

identifies the security policy

with which the security

associated,

a printable privacy

mark

which

identifies the level of privacy to

be afforded a message

or report (e.g., "In Confidence", "In Strictest Confidence"),

a security classification which

classifies

a message or report for security purposes

(e.g.,

"Unclassified", "Confidential", "Top Secret"),

a set of security categories which

mark, the secuor both. The categories are application-defined, and may include

rity classification,

restricts the context of the privacy

codewords or caveats to the privacy mark or security
"Staff-", "Commercial-").

classification (e.g., "Personal-",

MHS messages and reports, conveyed during the
association establishment between two MHS entities (e.g., a UA may transfer security labels
when connecting to its MTA), or registered with MHS entities (e.g., an MTA may maintain
Security labels

may be

transferred in

a registry of security labels for

its users).

Asymmetric Token

11.5.2

The asymmetric token

is

from an originator to a
• the

name

• the date

a signed data structure used to convey security-related information

recipient.

The

attributes comprising the token include:

of the recipient,

and time the token was generated,

• a collection of additional fields that

—

is

signed (signed-data):

a content confidentiality algorithm identifier,
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—

a content integrity check,

—

a message security label,

—

a request for proof of delivery,

—

a message sequence number,

—

a non-repeating number,

• a collection of fields that

is

encrypted (encrypted-data):

—

a symmetric key used to encrypt the content,

—

a symmetric key used to compute a content integrity check,

— a

content integrity check,

—

a message security label,

—

a message sequence number.

The asymmetric token

provides three forms of cryptographic protection. First,

ensures

it

that only the recipient can view the plaintext information in the encrypted-data.

This

is

because the token originator encrypts the encrypted-data using the recipient's public key.

Thus, only the recipient's private key can be used to decrypt the information. Second,

it

ensures that the token has not been modified. Since the originator signs the token, the recipient

can validate the signature and confirm the token's integrity. Third,

identity of the token originator. This

vate key.

If

is

it

authenticates the

because the originator signs the token using

its pri-

the recipient validates the signature using the originator's public key certificate,

only the originator's corresponding private key could have generated the signature.

X.400 defines two purposes for asymmetric tokens. They can be transferred as credentials
when an MHS entity initiates a connection to a peer, and wants to provide strong authentication information. For this purpose the token

is

referenced as a bind token. Tokens can

be transferred in MHS messages, such that a distinct token can be generated
message recipient. For this purpose the token is referenced as a message token.
also

11.5.3

Public

Key

for

each

Certificates

In order for a public key scheme to be successful, users must be guaranteed that the public

key of another user truly belongs to that user. The means by which a public key
a user

is

the public key certificate.

issued and signed

by a

CA

• the owner's public

The

public key certificate

(Certification Authority).

asymmetric encryption key,

• the

DN

(Distinguished

• the

DN

of the certification authority.

Name)

of the owner,
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A

is

is

bound

to

a collection of information

certificate contains:

C

CAl

Userl

User2

Figure 11.10: Hierarchical Model for Certification Authorities.

• the period during
• a version

• a serial

When
With

this

a

which the

certificate is valid,

number,

number.

CA

issues a certificate to a user, the

key the user can validate

authority.

To

CA

provides a copy of

its

certificates issued to other users subscribing to the

validate certificates issued by different authorities, a certification path

a path of trusted certificates) must be constructed between the two users.
if

public key.

Userl subscribes to CAl, User2 subscribes to CA2, and both

trusted relationship with CAS, the certification path (Cl,

C3,

CAs

CA structure for cross
for the entities (i.e.,

is

For example,
a

C2) can be constructed,

CAs

generating

called cross certification. Figure 11.10 illustrates a hierarchical

certification. In the hierarchical

CAs

(i.e.,

CAl and CA2 have

allowing Userl and User2 to obtain each other's public key. This concept of
certificates for other

same

model,

CAs

only generate certificates

or users) below them.

An asymmetric key management scheme is

presented in the directory system authentica-

Recommendation X.509 [CCI88d]. The directory can be used
to store public key certificates for MHS entities. These certificates can be accessed by other
MHS entities to compute and/or validate the integrity and confidentiality of MHS messages.
Within the MHS, public key certificates may be conveyed by several methods. When

tion framework, described in

an

MHS

entity initiates a connection to a peer,

the peer to use to validate

its

it

may

transfer its public key certificate for

credentials. Certificates can

be registered with

MHS

entities,

and transferred in MHS messages and reports. MHS entities can also obtain public key
certificates by some means outside the MHS, such as accessing the X.500 directory.

An

important aspect of key management

Certificates

may be

• a private key
• a user's

is

the

management

revoked for a number of reasons including:
is

compromised,

change of

affiliation.
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of certificate revocation.

• the lifetime of a certificate expires.

revoked certificates are called Certificate Revocation Lists. An entry on this list
dissolves the binding between a user's identity and his public key and includes a time stamp
Lists of

indicating at

what time the dissolution occurred.

X.400 Services

11.6

This section presents the
Section 11.4.
vjurious

MHS

The

MHS

security features that counter the vulnerabilities described in

features can be categorized into three general services. First, they allow

entities to authenticate their identity. Second,

they protect messages against

modification, and third, they protect messages against unauthorized disclosure.

The

security features provided

by the

MHS

apply only to messages submitted directly to

an MTA by an MTS user (i.e., a User Agent, Message Store, or Access Unit). They do not
apply to communication between the MHS user (e.g., a person) and the MHS (e.g., the person's UA). Thus, the scope of MHS security services extends, for example, to communication
between two UAs, but not to communication between two people.

Many of the MHS security services require security capabilities within the UA, but not
the MTA. For example, to ensure the confidentiality of a message, the originating UA encrypts the message content, and submits the message to the MTS. Any MTA that handles
the message uses envelope information to
to the message content.
bilities.

Some

make decisions

(e.g.,

routing), never needing access

security services, however, require

For example, to ensure that an originating

MTA

MTA must generate and return proof of
Some of the MHS security services apply to the MS

MTAs

with security capa-

submitted a message

for delivery,

the originating

the submission to the originating

user.

(Message Store) as well as to

and MTAs, such
the

MS

as services involving the

exchange of security

labels.

UAs

In general, however,

transparent to security features that apply between the originating and recipient

is

UAs.

Many

of the

MHS

flexible regarding

more

specifically,

security services rely on encryption techniques.

Most

services are

whether asymmetric or symmetric encryption techniques are used, and
which algorithms are used. Some services, such as the non-repudiation

an asymmetric encryption algorithm.
The remainder of this section describes specific MHS security

services, require

services.

These services

management, origin authentication, data
non-repudiation, and security management.

include: message security labelling, secure access
integrity,

data confidentiality,

11.6.1

Message Security Labelling

The message

MHS object. Security
reports), MHS entities (e.g.,

security labelling service binds a security label to an

be bound to transferable objects (e.g., messages,
MTAs, UAs), and associations between peer MHS entities (e.g.,

labels can

MTAs).
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UAs and MTAs, MTAs and

The
users:

An MTA services two
with the MTA. At some

following simple example illustrates a use of security labels.

Userl and User2. Each user registers a set of security labels

message addressed to both users arrives at the MTA. The message contains a
security label with a security cleissification of Secret. The MTA examines the security labels
registered for its users, and ascertains that Userl has registered a Secret security label,
however, User2 has not. Depending on the security policy in force, the MTA may deliver
the message to Userl, and non-deliver the message to User2. By the same mechanism, the
MTA may prevent User2 from originating messages containing security labels classified as
later time, a

Secret.

As

illustrated in the example, security labels can

be used to control the sensitivity of

messages originated by and delivered to a user. Section 11.6.2 describes how security labels
Cein also be used to prevent the misrouting of messages.

Secure Access Management

11.6.2

Secure access management enables authentication between peer entities in the

MHS.

It

coun-

masquerade, misrouting, and the replay of connection requests. Secure
access management can be divided into two components: peer entity authentication and

ters the threats of

security context.

Peer Entity Authentication

The peer

a secure association by transferring authentication credentials.
provide a password to

its

MTA

service counters the threat of

To provide peer

when

MHS

to create

For example, a

UA may

two adjacent components

entity authentication service allows

in the

establishing a connection to submit a message. This

masquerade

(i.e.,

impersonation of one

MHS entity to another).

entity authentication, the connection initiator transfers either simple

authentication credentials

(i.e.,

passwords) or strong authentication credentials

tures) to the connection recipient. If strong authentication

is

(i.e.,

used, the signature

is

signa-

applied

to an asymmetric token, called a hind token.
In the bind token's signed-data, the connection initiator places a non-repeating number.

This number allows the recipient to detect replay threats. For example,

if

a recipient receives

a connection request where the token's non-repeating number duplicates a number received
previously, the recipient can

assume that the connection request

is

a replay of the previous

connection.

The

initiator

may

use the bind token's encrypted-data to transfer secret information,

such as a symmetric encryption key. The communicating parties can use this key to encrypt

data transferred across the connection (see

The connection

sec. 11.6.3 for

an example).

initiator signs the bind token using its private key.

The

recipient vali-

dates the token signature using the initiator's public key certificate. This certificate

may be

registered with the recipient, transferred during the authentication process, or distributed

by some other means.
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Security Context
During the peer authentication process, the initiator may propose a security context A
security context is a set of security labels which can determine the sensitivity of messages
passed over an association.

If

the initiator has registered a set of security labels with the

connection recipient, the proposed security context must be a subset of the registered labels.

The

following examples illustrate

how

security contexts control the transfer of messages

over an association, and, in specific instances, counter the threat of message misrouting.
If

a security context

originator

may

MTA,

established between an originator and the originating

is

the

only be allowed to submit messages with security labels permitted by the

security context.

a security context

If

messages and reports

is

established between two

may be determined by

MTA's, the

transfer of

the security label of the message or report, and

the security context. This allows security labels to be used for routing purposes; only trusted

MTAs
If

(i.e.,

MTAs

capable of establishing a security context) will be used to route a message.

a security context

may

is

established between a recipient and the delivering

MTA,

the

MTA

only be allowed to deliver messages and reports with security labels permitted by the

security context.

If

the security label for a message

security labels, but not

by the

message

a later time.

11.6.3

for delivery at

is

allowed by the recipient's registered

recipient's current security context, the

MTA may retain the

Origin Authentication

Origin authentication

a set of security services allowing communicating parties to authen-

is

ticate their identities.

It

comprises the following services: message origin authentication,

report origin authentication, proof of submission, and proof of delivery.

Message Origin Authentication
Message origin authentication allows the identity of a message originator to be verified. This
service counters the threat of masquerade (i.e., impersonation of the message originator).
Since origin authentication has limited utility without content integrity, the message origin
authentication service also provides assurance that the message content has not been modified. If

a security label

is

present in the message, this service also enables proof of association

between the security label and the message. Message origin authentication can be provided
by one of two methods: a message origin authentication check or a content integrity check.
The message origin authentication check allows the identity of a message originator to be
verified by the message recipient(s), and any MTA transferring the message. It is provided
on a per-message basis using an asymmetric encryption technique.
The message origin authentication check is a digital signature included in the message
envelope. The originator computes the signature as a function of the message content, the
message content identifier (an optional attribute generated by the originator to facilitate the
correlation of a message with any reports it may provoke), and the message security label. If
the message content is encrypted, the signature is computed as a function of the encrypted
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content. Thus, the identity of the originator can be confirmed without the need to see the

plaintext content.
If

the signature

is

computed using the plaintext content, the message

origin authentication

check also provides non-repudiation of origin (see Section 11.6.6). This provision is not
maintained if the signature is computed using the encrypted message content. The message
originator, although unable to

decrypted by the recipient

is

deny sending the encrypted content, can deny that the content

the same as the original plaintext content.

The message origin authentication check is computed using the originator's private key.
The service places no restrictions on the originator regarding which asymmetric algorithm is
used. The originator conveys the object identifier for the algorithm, any input parameters
required by the algorithm, and the signature generated by the algorithm, in the message
envelope.

The message

recipient(s),

and any

MTA transferring the message,

ture using the originator's public key certificate. This certificate

can validate the signa-

may be

transferred in the

message envelope, or obtained by some other means.

The second method to provide message
check. The content integrity check allows the
message

recipient(s),

a per-recipient basis,

The content

origin authentication

is

the content integrity

identity of the originator to be verified by the

and possibly by any MTA transferring the message. It is provided on
using either symmetric or asymmetric encryption techniques.

integrity check

is

a cryptographic checksum included as a per-recipient field

message envelope, or in the message token. A distinct token can be generated for
each message recipient. If the secrecy of the check is required, the originator places it in
the token's encrypted-data. Unlike the message origin authentication check, the content
integrity check must be computed as a function of the plaintext message content.
in the

The

may

originator

compute the check.
encryption key

is

If

choose either a symmetric or asymmetric encryption algorithm to

the originator chooses a symmetric encryption algorithm, a symmetric

used by the message originator to compute the check, and by the message

recipient(s) to validate the check. This key can be transferred in the token's encrypted-data,

or distributed by

and the

some other means

recipient(s) share this

by prior agreement). Since only the originator
key, no MTA transferring the message can authenticate the
(e.g.,

message.
If

computed with an asymmetric encryption algorithm
the originator's private key is used to generate the check. The

the content integrity check

(i.e., is

a digital signature),

is

recipient validates the check using the originator's public key certificate.

may be

transferred in the message envelope, or obtained by

This certificate

some other means. Providing

the originator does not transfer the check in the token's encrypted-data, any

MTA

handling

the message can validate the check.

The content

be computed using any symmetric or asymmetric algorithm understood by both the originator and the recipient. All information relevant to the
algorithm can be conveyed with the check.
If

integrity check can

used to compute the check, non-repudiation of origin (see
provided in addition to origin authentication. If a symmetric algorithm

an asymmetric algorithm

Section 11.6.6)

is

is
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is

used, non-repudiation of origin can be provided by placing the content integrity check in

the token's signed-data or encrypted-data. This

is

plaintext content, then signed by the originator.

The

because the check
originator

may

is

computed using the

also transfer a security

label with the content integrity check in either the token's signed-data or encrypted-data, to

bind the security label to the message content.

Report Origin Authentication
The

report origin authentication service enables a message originator to authenticate the

origin of a deli very /non- delivery report. This service counters the threat of

impersonation of the report originator).

MTA

to any

technique.

If

is

(i.e.,

provided to the message originator, as well as

It is

transferring the report, on a per-report basis using an

a security label

masquerade

asymmetric encryption

present in the report, the service binds the security label to

the report.

The

reporting

MTA

provides this service by generating a report origin authentication

a digital signature) and sending

check

(i.e.,

check

may be

in the report.

The

report origin authentication

generated when the message origin authentication check

subject message.

and security

it

The

report signature

is

computed

label of the subject message, the

name

is

present in the

as a function of the content identifier

of the recipient,

a delivery report: the time the message was delivered, and

if

and

for:

requested by the originator,

proof of delivery (see Section 11.6.3),

a non-delivery report: the reason and diagnostic

for non-delivery.

The report origin authentication check is derived using the reporting MTA's private key.
The check is validated by the originator of the subject message, and any MTA transferring
the message, using the MTA's public key certificate. This certificate may be transferred in
the report, or obtained by some other means.

Proof of Submission
Proof of submission allows a message originator to obtain proof that its MTA submitted
a message for delivery to the intended recipient(s). This service counters the threat of
masquerade (i.e., impersonation of an MTA to an MTS user). It is provided on a per-

message basis using symmetric or asymmetric encryption techniques.
The message originator requests the service by submitting a proof of submission request
with a message. The originator's MTA returns the proof in an acknowledgment. The proof
is computed cis a function of the submitted message arguments (i.e., the submitted message
without the content), the message identifier (which is added by the MTA), and the time the
message

Wcis

submitted.

To generate the proof using an asymmetric encryption algorithm, the MTA signs the
acknowledgment using its private key. The message originator validates the signature using
the

MTA's

public key certificate.

This certificate
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may be

registered with the originator.

transferred in the acknowledgment, or obtained by

some other means. An asymmetric proof

of submission also provides non-repudiation of submission (see sec. 11.6.6).
If

the message originator transferred a symmetric encryption key to the

authentication process (see sec. 11,6.2), the
this key.

A

MTA during the

MTA can compute the proof of submission using

symmetric proof of submission does not provide non-repudiation of submission.

Proof of Delivery
Proof of delivery allows a message originator to verify that a message was delivered to the
intended recipient(s). This service counters the threat of falsely acknowledged receipt. It is
provided on a per-recipient beisis using symmetric or asymmetric encryption techniques.
The message originator requests the service from each message recipient (i.e., proof may
be requested from some recipients, but not from others). The recipient returns the proof in
a delivery report. Although the report is created by the delivering MTA, the proof included
in the report is generated by the recipient MTS user (e.g., the recipient UA). The proof is
computed as a function of the recipient's name, the time the message was delivered, and the
following information from the subject message: the content identifier, the security label,
and the plaintext content.
To generate the proof using an asymmetric encryption algorithm, the recipient signs
the report using its private key. The message originator validates the signature using the
recipient's public key certificate. This certificate may be transferred in the report, or obtained
by some other means. An asymmetric proof of delivery also provides non-repudiation of
delivery (see sec. 11.6.6).

a symmetric encryption algorithm

If

is

The

ery using a symmetric encryption key.
proof.

The X.400 Recommendations do

communicating

parties.

A

used, the recipient computes the proof of delivoriginator uses the

not define

how

this

key

same key
is

to validate the

distributed between the

symmetric proof of delivery does not provide non-repudiation of

delivery.

A

not mandated to return proof of delivery. That is, even if the
originator requests the service, the recipient has the option of not returning the proof. Thus,

message recipient

is

not receiving proof of delivery does not imply non-delivery of the subject message.

11.6.4
Data

Data Integrity

integrity

modified, eind
It

is

a set of security services verifying that the content of a message has not been

if

a sequence of messages

is

transferred, that the sequence has

been preserved.

comprises the content integrity and message sequence integrity services.

Content Integrity
The

content integrity service allows an originator to provide proof that the content of a

message has not been modified. As mentioned previously, content integrity is meaningless to a user without origin authentication. Content integrity, on its own, authenticates
single
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may have been submitted by

the content of a message; however, the message
Origin authentication, on
content received

may

its

own,

verifies

not match the content originated. Thus, content integrity and origin

authentication are provided by the
tent integrity check

an imposter.
the identity of message originator; however, the

same

and the message

security mechanisms.

These mechanisms, the con-

origin authentication check, are described in section

11.6.3.

Message Sequence Integrity
Message sequence integrity provides proof that the ordering of a sequence of messages sent
from an originator to a recipient has been preserved. This service counters message sequencing threats, such as the replaying and re-ordering of messages. It is provided on a
per-recipient basis using symmetric or asymmetric encryption techniques.

To provide the

service, the

message originator generates a sequence number, which iden-

the position of the message in the sequence. This

tifies

token's signed-data, or

if

the secrecy of the

number

number

is

is

transferred in the message

required, in the token's encrypted-

Each originator/recipient pair using this service maintains a distinct pair of sequence
numbers. One drawback with the message sequence integrity service is that it requires all
users to maintain pairwise sequence numbers with (potentially) all other users.
data.

Data Confidentiality

11.6.5
Data
It

confidentiality

is

a set of services used to protect data against unauthorized disclosure.

comprises the content confidentiality and message flow confidentiality services.

Content Confidentiality
Content confidentiality prevents the disclosure of the plaintext content of a message to any
party other than the intended recipient(s).

provided on a per-message basis using an

It is

The encrypted content

etsymmetric or symmetric encryption technique.

MTA

any

If

is

unintelligible to

handling the message.

the originator chooses an asymmetric algorithm, the recipient's public key

encrypt the message content. The recipient uses

an eisymmetric encryption algorithm
recipient

(i.e.,

is

its

is

used to

private key to decrypt the content.

If

used, the message can only be addressed to a single

the recipient whose private key

is

paired with the public key used to perform

the encryption).
If

The

the originator chooses a symmetric algorithm, delivery to multiple recipients

token for that recipient. The key

by placing the key

may

also

possible.

This key

may be

in the encrypted-data of the

message
by prior

originator encrypts the content using a symmetric encryption key.

distributed to each message recipient

is

be distributed by some other means

(e.g.,

agreement).

The message

originator can encrypt the content using any

symmetric or asymmetric

algorithm understood by both the originator and the recipient. All information relevant to
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the algorithm, such as the algorithm's object identifier and any input parameters, can be

conveyed in the message envelope or the signed-data of the message token.

Message Flow Confidentiality
Message flow confidentiality allows the message originator to conceal the flow of a message
through the MHS, protecting against information that may be derived from its observation.
This service counters the threats of traflic analysis and loss of anonymity of the communicating parties. It is provided by a technique called double enveloping.
To provide this service, the message originator specifies that the content of a message is
itself a complete message (usually encrypted). The recipient on the outer envelope, upon
receiving the message, forwards the message to the recipient named on the inner envelope.
Double enveloping only provides a limited message flow confidentiality service. A more
comprehensive service would include traffic padding and routing control, which are outside
the scope of the X.400 Recommendations.

11.6.6

Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation services provide unforgeable evidence that a specific action occurred. The
MHS provides the following non-repudiation services: non-repudiation of origin, nonrepudiation of submission, and non-repudiation of delivery.

Non-repudiation of origin
protects against any attempt by a message originator to deny sending a message. Nonrepudiation of submission protects against any attempt by an

MTA

deny that a message
Non-repudiation of delivery protects against any attempt by a
to

was submitted for delivery.
message recipient to deny receiving a message.

The non-repudiation

services are similar to their

weaker proof counterparts

(i.e.,

proof of

submission, proof of delivery, and message origin authentication); however, non-repudiation

provides stronger protection, because the proof can be demonstrated to a third party. Digital signatures are

used to provide non-repudiation. For example,

of delivery by signing a report, non-repudiation of delivery
recipient's private

is

if

a recipient returns proof

also provided. Since only the

key could have generated the signature, the signature provides unforge-

Symmetric encryption cannot guarantee non-repudiation.
Since both the originator and recipient share the symmetric encryption key, either party can
able evidence of message delivery.

generate the proof.

The exact mechanisms used

to provide non-repudiation of origin, non-repudiation of

submission, and non-repudiation of delivery ase described in Section 11.6.3. Non- repudiation
services may also be provided by a third party notary; however, third party notaries are
outside the scope of the X.400 Recommendations.

11.6.7

Security

Throughout

Management

this section, references

namely, the registration of security

have been made to
labels,

and the
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MHS

security

management

services,

registration of credentials. For complete-

ness, these services eire described in this section.

The

labels that are maintained

by

its

its

MTS

delivery of messages to the

The

an

registration of security labels service allows

MTA

MTA. The

user to convey a set of security

uses these labels primarily to control the

user.

registration of credentials service allows peer

MTA)

MTS

to register credentieds with each other.

MHS

entities

(i.e.,

an

MTS

user and

For simple authentication, credentials

comprise the password associated with the

entity.

comprise the entity's public key

These credentials are used primarily when the

certificate.

For strong authentication, credentials

peer entities are establishing an association.

X.400 Security Limitations

11.7

The previous

section described specific X.400 services that counter threats to the

MHS.

Al-

though the services employ a broad scope of security mechanisms, there are some limitations
to the 1988 X.400 security architecture. These limitations pertain to the token, the message
store, and some services provided by the MTS that access the content of messages.
One security limitation is that data in the token is encrypted before it is signed. This is
considered a bad practice, because the recipient can only authenticate the encrypted data, not

the plaintext data. In a worst case scenario, a malicious party can intercept a message, and

new message keeping the encrypted content of the original message, but generating
a new message token. The new token would be signed by the malicious party. Under these
create a

circumstances, the message recipient could be fooled into believing that the malicious party
originated the message.

implemented,

A

It

this scenario

should be noted that depending on

how

the security services are

can be avoided.

second limitation pertains to the

MS

(Message Store).

An MS

can accept the delivery

on behalf of a UA. If a message originator requests proof of delivery for a message
whose content is encrypted, and the message is delivered to an MS, the MS would require
access to the encryption key to provide the service (the proof must be computed using the
plaintext content). This would involve providing the MS with the recipient's private key, or
the symmetric key shared between the originator and the recipient. Neither case is desirable
of messages

from a security standpoint. This

is

one scenario where a recipient

(i.e.,

the

MS) might

ignore

the originator's request for proof of delivery.
A final limitation pertains to MTS services which access the message content or message
recipient(s).

telex data to

content

is

An MTA may
IA5 data.

perform conversion on incoming messages, such as converting

Any type

of conversion invalidates integrity checks.

encrypted, the conversion cannot be performed without the

To decrypt the

MTA first

Also,

if

the

decrypting

MTA

would require access to the encryption key,
which is not desirable from a security standpoint. Similar problems result from services that
modify the message recipient(s), such as an MTA expanding a distribution list or redirecting
a message. If an MTA performs such a service on a message where the recipient's public key
the content.

is

content, the

used as input to some security service

security service

(e.g.,

to encrypt the encrypted-data of a token), the

must be recalculated using the public key
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of the

new

recipient (s).

Chapter 12
X.500 Directory Services
Michael

The standardized

infrastructure of the

Ransom

Open Systems

Interconnection (OSI) application

layer includes the Directory, a specialized database system that can be used

applications,

and by people, to obtain information about objects of

by other OSI

OSI enviand people. Examples

interest in the

ronment. Typical Directory objects correspond to systems, services,

of information found in the Directory include telephone numbers, electronic mail addresses,

postal addresses, network node addresses, public key identity certificates, and encrypted

Because of existing and proposed privacy legislation such information, more
often than not, is expected to be subject to various security policies that dictate how disclosure and modification are to be controlled. The Directory standard, as originally published
in 1988, pointed out the need for a standardized access control mechanism, but did not
include specifications for any particular mechanism. Since that time, the standards committee charged with maintenance of the Directory standard has been working to remove that
passwords.

deficiency as well as a

a

new

number

of others.

This

effort

has culminated in the publication of

amendments
amendments that

edition of the Directory standard in 1993 that incorporates a series of

and one new part covering replication. For access control, there are four
collectively describe two standardized access control mechanisms and improvements to the
Directory Authentication Framework. The new access control mechanisms will be available
on an optional basis in implementations of the new Directory standard.
This chapter focuses on the two standardized access control mechanisms and provides
insight into their use by characterizing parts, or fragments, of security policy that can be
easily supported. In addition, some important policies that are not supported are discussed.
The primary goal is to help system administrators and security managers understand the
general character of security policy requirements and authority relationships that can be
accommodated by the new mechanisms.
The body of this chapter is organized into four major sections. The first provides a
brief overview of the Directory system and identifies the general scope of policy issues that
can be addressed using the standardized access control mechanisms. The second and third
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more

and characterization of policy elements
that cam be represented and enforced by the mechanisms. These sections begin by using
popular security policy models to provide an overview of what the standardized access control
mechanisms Cein and cannot control and what information is used by the mechanisms to make
sections progress towjirds a

detailed expleuiation

access decisions. Next, the Directory operations are reviewed to elucidate

how

access control

Some specific examples of controls for several operations are then
to show how access decision making works. The examples also provide
a taxonomy of supported policy encodings. The taxonomy is presented

relates to each.

considered

in detail

a basis for

building

of the third section. Finally, the fourth section characterizes

at the

some important policy

end

issues

that cannot be directly supported by the mechanisms.

12.1

Introduction to X.500

The Directory standard

is

a joint effort of the International Organization for Standardiza-

Commission (ISO/IEC) and The International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT). The standard is published jointly
as ISO/IEC 9594 and as the CCITT X.500 series of recommendations. In general, the Dition / International Electrotechnical

rectory adheres to a client/server paradigm, with the clients referred to as Directory User

Agents (DUA) and the servers as Directory System Agents (DSA). This section provides a
high-level overview of how the Directory is modeled in terms of architectural components

and how the components

relate to each other.

The Information Model
This section describes the basic model of how information in the Directory

The model

defines terms for the units of information in the Directory;

relationships

among

it

is

organized.

also defines the

the units. There are essentially three kinds of information held by the

Directory:
1.

user information that

is

intended for use primarily by the people and systems that

access the Directory to obtain data such as electronic mail addresses,

network node addresses, and public key identity
2.

operational information that
itself

is

phone numbers,

certificates;

intended for use primarily by the Directory system

— examples of such information include access controls and internal consistency

requirements that the Directory must maintain;
3.

server information that

is

used by each server to identify the location and contents of

other servers.
Server information

is

outside the scope of this introduction.

The

basic units of user infor-

mation and operational information is illustrated in 12.1. The Directory database consists
of a collection of entries each of which contains of one or more attributes. Each attribute, in
turn, consists of a type and one or more values. Thus, an entry containing information about
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Figure 12.1: Structure of an entry.

Michael

Ransom might

contain attributes of type

common name, surname, phone number,
must contain an attribute

fax number, e-mail address, and public key certificate. Each entry

type called object class that defines the kind of real world object the entry represents; the
object class for the example entry for Michael
person.

Ransom might have

object class organizational

Object classes are used to define the types of attributes that can appear in each

entry; they can also

be used

in selecting entries during a Directory

query operation. Typical

object classes include people, computers, and software applications.

name (i.e.,
access key) for the entry. The attribute value that is designated to participate in the name is
called a distinguished attribute value. For the entry representing Michael Ransom, the name
Each entry must

also contain at least

one attribute that

is

used in forming a

surname attribute or perhaps a value of the
common name attribute. The attribute(s) to be used in naming entries of each object class
is(are) defined by an administrative authority and enforced by the Directory.
of the entry could

Naming an

be

built using a value of the

entry in the Directory, however, involves

tribute values in each entry.

To

more than

just distinguishing at-

facilitate the scalability of the database, entries are

arranged

into a tree structure such that each subtree can be assigned to different administrative authorities as

needed when the database

is

world-wide. The tree structure

is

defined by the

name of each entry in the database. This means that each entry, in effect, inherits part
of its name from the entries that are on the same branch and closer to the root of the tree.
The administrators of a subtree are responsible for resolving naming conflicts within that

full

subtree.

The

structure of the tree

is

flexible

but the branching points closest to the root are
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usually thought of as demarking a subtree for each country; under each country there

is

expected to be subtree branch points for organizations, organizational units, and localities.
Entries representing people will most likely occur within the subtree for an organization,
organizational unit, or locality.

The

tree

is

usually

drawn upside-down with the root

at

nodes at the bottom boundary. Figure 12.2 illustrates an
example of the tree structure. In the example, the boxes represent entries in the tree. The
the top of the drawing ctnd

lecif

middle box immediately below the root represents the entry for the United States; this entry
is named using the attribute type COUNTRY with distinguished value US. Since this entry
is immediately below the root, its full najne is COUNTRY = US (abbreviated C=US).

The middle box immediately below the C=US entry represents the Department of Commerce (DoC) euid is named using the attribute type ORGANIZATION with distinguished
value DoC (abbreviated 0 = DoC). The full name of the DoC entry is made up of a combination of its distinguished attribute value and the names of all the entries above it on the
same branch. The full name of the DoC entry is written { C = US, 0 = DoC }.
Similarly, below that entry is an entry representing NIST as an organizational unit of the
DoC. It is named using the Organizational Unit attribute type with a distinguished value of
NIST. The full name of the NIST entry is written { C = US, O = DoC, OU = NIST }.
Finally, below the NIST entry is the entry representing the person whose name is Michael
Ransom. It is named using the Surname attribute type with a distinguished value of Ransom.
The full name of this entry is written { C = US, 0 = DoC, OU = NIST, S = Ransom }.
The term Directory Information Tree is used to refer to the tree structure view of the
Directory database.

Model

of the Directory as a Distributed Database

The Directory

is

System

usually thought of as a distributed database system that

is

somewhat

Roughly speaking, a database system is said to be distributed when the data
is dispersed among several computers on a network and the computers cooperate over the
network to provide a coherent database service to the user. The Directory is specialized in
ways that allow it to be dispersed among computers that share a world-wide network. This
section presents a simplified model of the distributed aspects of the Directory.
The architectural components of the Directory are illustrated in figure 12.3. Each Directory System Agent (DSA) holds a part of the database and also holds information about
the location and contents of other DSAs. A user accesses the Directory through a Directory
User Agent (DUA). Interaction among DUAs and DSAs is described later in this chapter.
specialized.

12.2

Policy Aspects Supported by X.500 Access Control

From

a design perspective, the foundation of Directory access controls

model known

as theaccess matrix

model which,

in turn,
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is

is

provided by a policy

generally based on a simple table of

ROOT

c

=

=

Countries

US

Organizations

0 = DoC

ou =
NIST

S

=

Ransom

Organizational
Units

People

Figure 12.2: Example of the Directory Information Tree.
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DSA j

)

DSA

Figure 12.3: Components of the Directory.
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DUA

]

who (what

do what (have what rights) to what (which objects).
There are basically two approaches to expressing the rows and columns of this matrix in
terms of access rules:
rules relating

a) capabilities:

subjects) can

associated with each user

is

a

list

of

what

rights the user has to

what

objects;

b) access control

list

(ACL): associated with each protected object

can exercise what rights to

is

a

list

of

what users

it.

The essentieJ differences between capabilities-based schemes and ACL-based schemes can
be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose a large but attendance restricted conference is
being planned and the conference organizers are considering ways to control who gets into
what sessions. Conference registration entitles the attendee to a certain track of sessions.
In a capabilities-based scheme, each registered attendee would be given a special badge

that indicates what sessions that user
identification.

The badges have

is

entitled to enter,

assuming the user has proper

a special logo, probably to

make

counterfeiting a

little

numbered. When entering a session, the user shows the badge and
identification to the guard at the door. The guard does not know in advance who is permitted
to enter, and, indeed, it may be possible that there are no lists of attendees cross-referenced
by session.
In a pure ACL scheme, the guards are each supplied with a list of which specific users are
authorized to enter their session. The users may be issued badges publicizing their name,
perhaps, but possession of a badge is not used as the basis for authorization nor identification.
Note that there may be no need for corresponding lists of all of the sessions a particular user
might be able to enter.
difficult,

and each

is

The new Directory standardized access control mechanisms support an ACL based approach, but not capabilities. The DSA plays the role of the guard, making decisions based on
a user's identity and
It is

ACL

information that

is

closely associated with the protected object.

mechanisms for the
support situations where the

interesting to note that even though the standardized access control

new Directory use the ACL policy model, they do not directly
DSA needs to remember what has happened in the past. It is important,
derstand not only that Directory access control
certain

ACL

is

therefore, to un-

expressed in terms of ACLs, but also that

situations cannot be enforced using only the standardized mechanisms.

next section characterizes

many

The

of the aspects of access control policy that can be enforced

using the standardized access control mechanisms for the

new

Directory.

A

later section

some aspects that are not supported by those mechanisms. It is possible that
future amendments to the Directory standard will provide capability-based access control.
characterizes

Capability-based access control

is

not standardized in implementations of the 1993 edition

of the standard.

This section characterizes

many

of the important aspects of security policy that are di-

by the new Directory access control mechanisms. From a policy perspective,
the mechanisms can be used to enforce a wide range of security authority relationships where
rectly supported
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each authority defines and maintains

When

ACLs

for the protected objects that are

under

its

con-

ACLs from
all of the authorities that may influence that decision. The automated guard uses the ACLs
to make a decision that is consistent with the relationship established among the relevant
trol.

mekking an access control decision, the Directory considers

all

of the

authorities.

This section

first

focuses on a simplified authority scenario where there

is

only one au-

thority for the entire Directory Information Base (DIB). After exploring the flexibility of

moves to more complicated auinvolving multiple autonomous authorities and various forms of delegation

access control policy for a single authority, the discussion
thority scencLrios
of authority.

Scenarios Involving a Single Authority

12.2.1

way to begin an analysis of supported policy is to avoid the complications
that arise when more than one security authority is considered. Suppose the entire DIB is
managed by one organization which has a single security manager that is responsible for
all facets of security policy. Furthermore, suppose the security manager has not delegated

The

easiest

any way. In particular, there is no discretionary setting of access rights by
anyone other than this manager. In this simplified authority environment, we can explore
and characterize many of the access control rules that can be enforced using the standardized
access control mechanisms. It should be noted that, in this simplified authority scenario,
there is no essential difference between the two new Directory access control mechanisms; the
major difference is only apparent when delegation of authority is considered. The difference
is emphasized in a later section where scenarios involving multiple authorities are discussed.
his authority in

A

first

characterization of supported security policy (in the simplified authority environ-

ment) views

all

access control in terms of three broad categories of policy:

— controlling release of information from the DIB;
changed only
a specified and authorized
Modification — assuring that the DIB

• Disclosure

•

in

is

manner; and
•

Resource control
sources

Each

(e.g.,

— controlling who

has access to computing or communication

re-

a DSA).

of these categories

is

expanded into

specific policy issues below.

Disclosure Policy

A

disclosure, or confidentiality, policy, in the context of

DIB

access control, essentially ad-

The

Direc-

READ, COMPARE, LIST, and SEARCH.

There

dresses control of information revealed to the requestor of a Directory operation.

tory supports four types of query operation:
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ADD-ENTRY, REMOVE-ENTRY, MODIFYMODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME. This section briefly reviews the oper-

are also four types of modify operation:

ENTRY, and

ations eind discusses

how

confidentiality policy applies to each.

This section also provides

some specific examples of
The READ operation

confidentiality policy fragments that can be supported.

specified in the request.

It

used to extract the contents of a single entry whose

is

may

also

name

is

be used to verify the existence of a particular entry

without returning any of the entry's content.

The

COMPARE operation

is

used to compare an attribute value supplied in the request

name

with the value(s) present in an entry whose

is

also supplied in the request.

The LIST operation is used to obtain the names of the immediate subordinates of an
entry whose name is specified in the request. The term "immediate subordinates" refers to
the Directory Information Tree (DIT) view of the Directory. The immediate subordinates
of a parent entry axe all subordinate entries of that parent that are exactly one level below

important to note that LIST

the parent in the DIT.

It is

that were, presumably,

unknown

The

SEARCH

SEARCH,

user.

parent entry.

operation

is

is

to the requestor prior to the operation.

also designed to return entry

however, can be used to find the names of

SEARCH

designed to return entry names

names that
all

unknown

are

to the

subordinates of a particular

can also be used to extract the contents of the subordinates on a

selective basis.

ADD-ENTRY is
the

name of the

used to add a new leaf entry to the DIT; the operation request specifies

entry to be added together with the attribute types and values that the

new

entry contains.

REMOVE-ENTRY is used to remove an entire leaf entry from the DIT.
MODIFY-ENTRY is used to perform a series of one or more modifications
entry.

The kinds

tribute,

of modifications that

may be

to a single

requested include adding/removing an at-

adding/removing an attribute value, replacing an attribute value, and modifying an

alias.

MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME is used
(RDN)

or any

component

of the Distinguished

the effect of changing the Distinguished

being renamed.

It

may

also

have the

Name

it

replaces the less powerful

Name

of

effect of

to another area of the DIT. This operation

to modify the Relative Distinguished

is

of an entry.

any entry that

is

It

new

also (indirectly) has

subordinate to the entry

moving an entry (and
another

Name

all its

subordinates)

new

feature of the

Directory;

MODIFY-RELATIVE-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation

in

the 1988 Directory standard.
Directory operations, in general,

When

error conditions.

may

either succeed or result in one of several possible

an operation succeeds, an "operation result"

is

returned to the

requestor that contains a standardized collection of information. In some cases, operation
results

convey no information other than success of the operation.

an "error result"

may

also

is

When

an operation

returned to the requestor, indicating what error occurred.

convey some relevant diagnostic information (perhaps including

Controlling disclosure of

DIB

An

DIB

fails,

error result

information).

information during query operations involves controlling

several categories of information conveyed in operation results or operation errors. Specifi-
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cedly,

the standardized access control mechanisms address the following categories of infor-

mation:
• the contents of

an entry

(i.e.,

and attribute values) revealed

attribute types

in operation

results;

• the contents of an entry revealed in error results;
• Distinguished
result of a

Name

of the entry (or entries) providing information conveyed in the

query operation;

• Distinguished

Names

revealed in error results;

• the contents of an entry used

by the

SEARCH

operation to determine

that entry

if

is

to be used in formulating the operation result.

For each type of operation, the standardized access control mechanisms can control con-

each applicable category of information independently of controls for other

fidentiality for

operation types. For a given operation type, the mechanisms can control information revealed
in the operation result independently of controls

an error

on the same information when revealed

in

result.

Also, the categories distinguish between information held in an entry and the Distin-

guished

Name

of the entry; the Distinguished

Name

of an entry

is

not considered to be

name

contained in the entry. Therefore, the contents of a particular entry and the
entry

may be

These controls

controlled independently for a given operation.

of that

for different

operation types are also independent of each other.

SEARCH

Similarly, the use of entry contents in the selection phase of a

operation can

be controlled independently of controls on disclosure of the same information in SEARCH,
READ and COMPARE operation results. During the selection phase of a SEARCH, the
Directory checks each entry in the scope of the search to determine if it meets selection
criteria specified in the request.

SEARCH

result, otherwise,

it is

If

if

access

if

the requestor

is

is

SEARCH

denied, the criterion

to allow users to access

is

held in the DIB.

operation while also denying the ability to perform a

a phone number could be used to find the

READ
SEARCH

name

A SEARCH

READ

or

SEARCH

but

security

operation or the
operation where

The
the phone number

associated with a given phone number.

SEARCH

name associated with a known number.
The modify operations also potentially
DIB information during a modify operation

The

operation using selection on

standardized access control mechanisms allow the manager to specify that
accessible via

included in the

This feature, for example,

fails.

phone numbers via the

the selection criteria are ba^ed on a phone number.

is

is

allowed access to entry contents needed

can be used to preclude inversion of a phone directory that

manager may want

it

ignored. For each selection criterion, the Directory checks

confidentiality policy to determine

to evaluate the criterion;

the entry satisfies the criteria,

cannot be used to find the (unknown)

result in disclosure.

Controlling disclosure of

involves controlling only error results, since the
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operation results convey no information other than success of the operation. In general, the
security manager may choose between error results in situations where modification policy
denies a requested modification or where the modification

The

already exists.

is

trying to add something that

options for each modify operation are summarized below. As for query

operations, any error result which reveals a Distinguished

Name

is

subject to confidentiality

policy on that name.
If

an

ADD-ENTRY

manager may choose
an error that
If

a

is

operation attempts to add an already existing entry, the security

to reveal the existence of the target entry, or he

choose to return

intended to conceal the existence of the target entry.

REMOVE-ENTRY

operation attempts to remove an existing entry, the Directory

checks applicable modification policy to see

When

may

if

the requestor

is

allowed to remove the entry.

such policy denies a requested removal, the security manager

returning an error result that

is

may

choose between

intended to avoid disclosure of the existence of the entry or

an error result that does not protect disclosure of the existence of the entry.
Similarly, for each removal in a MODIFY-ENTRY operation, the Directory
applicable modification policy to see
item.

When

if

the requestor

is

first

checks

allowed to remove that particular

modification policy denies a requested removal of an existing attribute or value,

the security manager

may

again choose to return an error result that

is

intended to conceal

the existence of the item for which removal was denied; or, alternatively, he
return an error that does not conceal
or value, the Directory

first

its

existence. For modifications that

checks to see

if

may

choose to

add an attribute

the item to be added already exists.

may choose to return an error result intended to conceal
he may choose to return an error result that specifically reveals

If it

does,

the security manager

the existence

of the item or

its

existence.

Depending on the effect of a MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation, one or
more modification policy checks are made to ensure the requestor has permission to perform
the operation. If not, the security manager again has the option of either returning an error
result intended to conceal the existence of the target entry or

intended to protect

its

an error result that

is

not

existence.

Controlling Disclosure of Distinguished

Names

As mentioned above, many of the operation results, and one error result, contain at least
one entry name. Entry names may be the object of confidentiality policy because each name
reveals information about the the structure of the

DIT which may,

in turn, reveal infor-

mation about the organizational structure of the organization(s) that control(s) the name.
For example, a private company may choose to have their subtree of the DIT reflect the
company's true organizational structure while also regarding that structure as proprietary
information. A company might want their DIT subtree to reflect the company's organizational structure because it helps employees use the Directory more effectively; they can use
their knowledge of the organizational structure to flnd entries they need. A hypothetical
policy might allow disclosure of Distinguished Names in query and error results generated
for company "insiders" (i.e., employees of the company) while disallowing such disclosure in
operation and error results generated for "outsiders." Such a policy is fully supported by
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the standardized access control mechanisms.

When confidentiality policy precludes

name by

result, the Directory conceals the

For

is.

entry

is

Name in

an operation

means depending on what the operation

various

and COMPARE operation results, the Distinguished Name of the target
concealed by simply returning the same name that was specified by the user in the

READ

operation request. This action

Name

disclosure of a Distinguished

of the beise entry for a

by the user

LIST

either case, the Directory returns a

SEARCH

or

in the operation request

Concealing the Distinguished

when avoiding

also taken

is

disclosure of the Distinguished

Note that the name specified

operation.

name or the Distinguished Name;
was already known by the user.

either an alias

is

name

Name

that

in

of an entry immediately subordinate to the base of

a LIST operation must be handled differently since the operation request does not provide a
ncime that can be echoed back in the operation result. To conceal the Distinguished

Name

one of two actions. The responding Directory System
Agent (DSA) first checks to see if a "locally defined alternate name" has been established.
Such a name is "locally defined" because there is no standardized means of designating an
"alternate name"; the alternate name is identified by the responding (i.e., local) DSA by

in this case, the Directory will take

means that

name

is

an

alternate

alieis

name

for

name has been
is

implementor or by functional profiles. An alternate
the entry whose Distinguished Name is to be concealed. If an

established in the responding

Similarly, for the

A

is

the operation result will contain

If

SEARCH

operation, the Distinguished

concealed by using a locally defined alternate

name

DSA,

an alternate name has not been established in the responding DSA,
omitted from the operation result.

the alternate name.

the entry

DSA

by the

are defined

not available, the entry

particular error result,

is

a

name is

of a nonbase object

available. If

is

an alternate

completely omitted from the operation result.

known

be controlled by confidentiality

name if such

Name

as

policy.

NAME-ERROR, contains an entry name that may
A NAME-ERROR result contains an entry name for

which:
1.

confidentiality policy allows the existence of the entry to be disclosed in an error result;

and
2.

confidentiality policy allows the disclosure of the

name.

In the process of identifying such a name, several special cases arise that

returning an

empty name

or an alternate name.

criteria similar to that described

above

The use

of alternate

names

may
is

involve

based on

for operation results.

Modification Policy
Modification policy, in the context of

DIB

access control,

actions of modify operations. This section describes

is

concerned with controlling the

how modification

controls apply to each

modify operation.
For the

ADD-ENTRY operation, modification policy can

ular area of the

DIT

is

allowed to receive

new

leaf entries.
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control whether or not a partic-

The

general application of access

control policy to an area of the

an ACL."

If

DIT

discussed in a later section on "Encoding Policy in

is

area permissions allow the

new entry

to be added, then the Directory

makes

additionad modification policy checks for each attribute type and each attribute value that
is

to be contained

by the new

entry. If modification policy denies the addition of

proposed attributes or values, then the entire operation
For

REMOVEl-ENTRY,

(including

all

any of the

fails.

modification policy can control whether or not an entire entry

of its contents)

is

Component

allowed to be removed.

attributes

and values

REMOVE-ENTRY operation (they
may, however be independently controlled for the MODIFY-ENTRY operation as explained
cannot be controlled independently with respect to the

REMOVEl-ENTRY

below). For each

ification policy to see

if

operation, the Directory

the entire entry

is

makes a

single check of

allowed to be removed; there are no separate

checks for each attribute and value inside the entry (as was the case for
In the case of

MODIFY-ENTRY,

the Directory

MODIFY-ENTRY operation may

the

first

all its

ADD-ENTRY).

checks modification policy to see

be used on the target entry.

If so, for

removal, the Directory makes one check of modification policy to see
(with

mod-

if

if

each attribute

the entire attribute

values) can be removed. For each attribute value removal, the Directory

makes

one check of modification policy to see if that value can be removed (note that modification
policy applicable to the attribute as a whole is not checked when the request is for removal of
a particular value). For each attribute that
to see
for

if

the attribute as a whole

may be

is

added, a check

added;

is

made

of modification policy

a check of modification policy

if so,

is

made

each value to be added. Similarly, for each attribute value added to an existing attribute,

a check of modification policy

is

made

new

to ensure the

value

may be

added. Controls on

an attribute as a whole are independent of controls on particular values of an attribute.
For MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME, the Directory first determines if the operation
causes the target entry to "move" to a new immediate superior (parent) entry in the DIT. If
the modification would result in the target entry having the same parent, then the Directory
makes a single check of modification policy to determine if the renaming is allowed. If the
modification would result in the target entry having a

new

parent, then the Directory

makes

two checks of modification policy: the first check determines if the entry (considered with
the name it had prior to the operation) is allowed to be moved to a new parent; the second
check determines if the DIT area that would be occupied by the moved entry (and all its
subordinates) is allowed to receive moved entries. Control on renaming an entry without
moving it to a new parent is independent of controls on whether or not an entry may be

moved

A

to a

new

parent.

Note on Security-Error

One

of the error results that

This error result
Error

is

may be

generated by the Directory

may be returned by any of the

is

called a "Security-Error".

query or modify operations.

Security-

returned as a result of denial of access (because of confidentiality or modification

policy), the Directory standard allows the Security-Error to contain

codes.

When

The

first

option

is

caused the operation to

one of two problem

to use a problem code which reveals that insufficient access rights
fail.

The

other option
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is

to use a

problem code that gives no

User

Protected Item

Permission

Rcinsom

grant

Read

attribute type

Figure 12.4: Basic

X

(in entry

Y)

ACL.

information about what kind of security problem caused the operation to

standard leaves this option open,
will provide a

way

for the security

the situations where

it arises.

it is

anticipated that implementors of the

manager

to specify which option

is

Since the

fail.

new Directory

to be used in each of

Confidentiality policy should address which option

is

to be

exercised in each particular situation.

Encoding Policy

in

an

ACL

Each fragment of security policy that is to be enforced by the standardized access control
mechanisms must be expressed in terms of an ACL. A basic ACL has three components:
one identifies which user the policy fragment applies to; another component identifies a
particular access permission and whether that permission is granted or denied; the last
component identifies what part of the Directory the ACL protects. A typical basic ACL,
shown in figure 12.4, specifies the following confidentiality policy fragment: The user with
surname "Ransom" is allowed to read (e.g., via the READ operation) all values of attribute
type

X that
many

are held in the entry with Distinguished

Name

Y.

would be inconvenient, however, if security policy had to address each
potential user and each protected item individually. To avoid these inconveniences, several
types of collective controls are supported by the standardized access control mechanisms.
More specifically, four levels of "collective controls" can be used to specify that a basic ACL
applies to more than one user, more than one permission, and more than one protected item.
In

The

cases

it

four levels of flexibility are:

1.

an

ACL may

specify various collections of users to which

2.

an

ACL may

specify various collections of protected items within an entry;

3.

an

ACL may

apply to more than one permission category;

4.

each

ACL

is

it

applies;

assigned a scope of influence that defines the part of the

DIT

to

which

it

applies.

The scope

of influence of a particular

ACL may

are related by virtue of their relative positions in the

dynamic "area"
via

of the

ADD-ENTRY
The

DIT

and/or

be:

a single entry;

DIT and/or

many

entries that

their object classes; or a

that holds a subtree of existing entries and

is

allowed to grow

MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME.

four levels of flexibility in defining collective controls itiay be used individually or

may be arbitrarily combined to conveniently state
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a particular access control policy fragment.

User Class Permission Protected Item
grant

users

all

Read

attribute type

X

Scope of Influence
all entries of object class Y
Z

in subtree with root

Figure 12.5:

Figure 12.5

is

an example of a more

ACL

using collective controls.

flexible

ACL

that conveniently specifies the following

confidentiality policy fragment: All users are allowed to read (e.g., via the

attribute

READ operation)

X in any entry with object class Y within the DIT subtree that begins at the entry

Name Z.
The example ACLs shown

with Distinguished

in figures 12.4

and

12.5 are not actually sufficient to enforce

mechanisms. They are insufficient because for each query operation the standardized mechanisms
first check to see if the requestor is allowed to apply the operation to any part of an entry
that must be accessed to fulfill the operation. If so, the mechanisms then check to see if
the requestor can access each specific attribute type needed to complete the operation. The
mechanisms also perform a separate check to see if the requestor can access each value needed
to complete the operation. The ACLs in figures 12.4 and 12.5 only specify permissions for a
specific attribute type. They do not specify controls on the values of Attribute X, and they
do not specify controls needed to allow the requestor to perform a query operation on any
entry (regardless of what part of the entry is being read).
their respective confidentiality policy fragments using the standardized access control

Now

consider figure 12.6. Each row in the figure

is

considered to be a separate

ACL. The

row provides the permission needed to allow all users to perform a READ operation
(independent of what attributes are accessed by any particular instance of a READ). Without
this permission, users would not be allowed to perform a READ operation on any entry
(regardless of what attributes they are trying to read or how attribute types and values are

first

controlled).

The reason

for these "entry-level" permissions will

become apparent

in the next

figure.

The second row
attribute type

(i.e.,

in figure 12.6 allows the

type X). This row does not control any of the values associated with

an instance of an attribute of type X\
eissociated

The

query operation result to disclose a particular

it

only controls disclosure of the type information

with the attribute.

third

row

in figure 12.6 allows the

values contained in an attribute of type

query operation result to disclose any or

X. The standardized mechanisms

all

of the

also allow each

individual value to be independently controlled.
It

should be noted that the

ACL

representation used in the standardized access control

mechanisms allows all three rows of figure 12.6 to be collapsed into a single row in which
the third column specifies all three protected items. Collapsing the rows is possible because
they all have the same information in the first, second, and fourth columns.

The
Item

is

first

row of figure 12.6

is

referred to as an "entry-level" control because the Protected

the entry as a whole. To illustrate the usefulness of entry-level controls, consider the
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User Class Permission Protected Item
all

users

greLnt

Read

Scope of Influence
all entries of object class Y

entry

in subtree
all

grant

users

Read

attribute type

X

all

entries of object class

in subtree
all

grant

users

Read

all

attribute values

all

an attribute of
type

Z

with root

Z

with root

entries of object class

Y

Z

in subtree with root

in

Y

X

Figure 12.6:

A more

realistic set of

ACLs.

READ

following confidentiality policy fragment: All users are allowed to read (via the

SEARCH

operations) attribute

X in any entry with object class Y within

that begins at the entry with Distinguished
that attribute

X may not

be used in

Name Z. Suppose

SEARCH

the

DIT

or

subtree

the policy fragment also states

The ACLs needed

filter criteria.

to enforce

the policy fragment are shown in figure 12.7.

The only

difference

between

figures 12.6

and 12.7

is

the second row in figure 12.7 which

grants an entry-level permission called "Browse." This permission must be granted before

any user

is

allowed to apply the

SEARCH

operation to any entry (regardless of controls on

SEARCH). Note that the attribute
both READ and SEARCH; only the entry-level

the attribute types and values for entries in the scope of a

type and value controls are the same for
permissions are different.
Its interesting to

analyze the policy differences between figures 12.6 and 12.7.

for figure 12.6 allows disclosure (to

any

user), via

information associated with a particular attribute

a

when

READ

The

operation result, of

that attribute

is

may be

used, a user can only read attribute

an entry that contains attribute
requirements).

When

X

if

all

the

present in an entry

of a particular object class within a particular subtree of the DIT. Since only the

operation

policy

he already knows the

READ

name

of

X (and which satisfies the object class and subtree location

requesting a

READ

operation, the user

must specify a

valid

name

for

the entry to be read.

Using a

SEARCH operation,

however, a user

may

read the contents of an entry for which

name. In other words, the user may read entries that
contains phone numbers,
eire not explicitly named in the operation request. If attribute
then the policy in figure 12.7 would allow users to read phone numbers without first knowing
a valid Directory Name for the object associated with the phone numbers (the object might
be a person). Under the policy of figure 12.6, the user would have to know such a name
before the phone numbers for that name could be read.
that user does not a priori

know a

valid

X

Another interesting facet of the policy expressed

in figure 12.7

is

that users

may

obtain

SEARCH result, but they are not allowed to use attribute X in a
filter criterion of the SEARCH request. Use of attribute X as a filter criterion is disallowed
because there is no ACL that grants its use as a filter item.
attribute

X

values in a
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User Class Permission Protected Item
all

users

grant

Read

entry

Scope of Influence
all entries of object class Y
in subtree with root

cdl

users

grant Browse

attribute type

X

all

entries of object class

in subtree with root
all

users

grant

Read

attribute type

X

all

users

grant

Read

all

attribute values

all

in

an attribute of

in subtree with root

type

X

Y

Z

entries of object class

Y

Z

X

Figure 12.7: Allowing both

Disallowing the use of attribute

Y

Z

entries of object class

in subtree with root
all

Z

READ

and

SEARCH.

in a filter criterion precludes a user

from searching a

range of entries in an attempt to find the entry containing a specific value of attribute X.
If,

for

X

example, attribute

contains phone numbers then a user would not be allowed to

search the Directory to find out what

name

is

associated with a given number.

above, there are independent confidentiality controls on what

may be

As mentioned

used in a

SEARCH

and what may be disclosed in a SEARCH operation result.
Figure 12.8 shows ACLs that enforce a policy that does allow inversion of telephone
number information (assume attribute X is telephone number).
and the
In figure 12.8, two additional rows have been added to allow attribute type

filter criteria

X

values of an instance of that attribute to be used in
request.

"FilterMatch"

is

the

name

filter criteria

within a

of the permission category used

SEARCH operation

by the standardized

what can be used in a SEARCH filter.
The differences between figures 12.7 and 12.8 also highlight an important principle that
is always observed by the standardized access control mechanisms: the access control guard
only grants access when there is an ACL that explicitly grants the required permission.
Access is always denied when there is no ACL that explicitly grants the required permission;
access is, of course, also denied when there is an ACL that explicitly denies the required

mechanisms

to control

permission.

The examples shown

in figures 12.4 - 12.8 can

be generalized into a taxonomy of ac-

by the new Directory standardized access control mechanisms. The
section presents one such taxonomy. Each category in the taxonomy is

cess controls supported

remainder of this

box immediately preceding a description of the category. The statement of a
particular policy fragment may freely utilize any useful combination of the categories.

shown

in a

Subtree-dependent controls
As previously mentioned, each

ACL

is

assigned a scope of influence that identifies the
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ail

Protected Item

Permission

User Class
users

grcint

Read

entry

Scope of Influence
all entries of object class Y
in subtree with root

£l11

grant Browse

users

attribute type

X

all

entries of object class

in subtree
all

grant FilterMatch

users

attribute type

X

all

grant FilterMatch

users

grant

users

attribute values

all

in

an attribute of

in subtree with root

Read

grant

users

all

Y

Z

Y

Z

X

attribute type

Read

Y

Z

entries of object class

X

all

entries of object class

in subtree
all

with root

all

type
all

with root

entries of object class

in subtree
all

Z

attribute values

an attribute of
type
in

all

with root

Z

entries of object class

in subtree

with root

Y
Y

Z

X

Figure 12.8: Control of

part of the

DIT

used when an

to which

ACL

it

applies.

The

expresses policy that

For convenience,

influence for an
in the subtree

ACL. A

is

is

is

a single entry;

applicable to a single entry in the DIT.
it is

not necessary to repeat the

ACL

it is

When

for each

possible to specify an entire subtree as the scope of

policy fragment with a subtree scope applies equally to each entry

and may be referred to

example of Subtree-dependent
If

it

filter.

smallest scope of influence

a policy applies to every entry in a subtree,
of the entries.

SEARCH

as a Subtree-dependent control.

Figure 12.6

is

an

controls.

an organization chooses to build

its

part of the

DIT

such that there

is

a subtree for

each orgajiizational unit, then policy that applies to an entire unit could be easily expressed
using

ACLs whose

scope of influence

is

defined to be a subtree.

Another important use of Subtree-dependent controls is to enforce policy regarding how
the DIT is allowed to grow and change in shape. The ADD operation allows it to grow;
the MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation allows entire subtrees to, in effect, be
moved from one parent entry to another. Both of these operations may be controlled using
Subtree-dependent access controls. When an attempt is made to add a new entry, the
Directory first checks to see if there is a subtree ACL whose scope of influence includes the
proposed entry's name. If there is such an ACL and it grants entry-level permission for
the ADD operation, the Directory continues with the operation by checking modification
policy to see if each proposed attribute type and value are allowed to be placed in the new
entry. The controls on adding each type and value are also specified in ACLs whose scope
of influence include the name of the proposed entry. If any one of the modification checks
fails,

the

ADD

operation

fails

(completely).
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Figure 12.9: Subtree specifications.

when

Similarly,

ing an entry to a

a

MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation

new

parent, the Directory

first

checks to see

if

has the efFect of mov-

there

is

a subtree

ACL

whose scope of influence contains the proposed new name of the entry to be moved. If there
is such an ACL and it grants the appropriate entry-level permission to allow the operation
to be applied, then the operation is allowed to succeed (subject to some additional checks
described in the previous discussion of the
Finally,

should be noted that

it

it is

MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation).

possible to define a scope of influence that excludes

a specific branch of a subtree. For example, in figure 12.9, subtree 1 and subtree 2 are

complete subtrees; the root of subtree 1

is

entry al while the root of subtree 2

is

entry

subtree with exclusion which is not a
complete subtree because one of the branches (subtree 2) has been excluded. The ability
to exclude specific branches from a subtree specification is an added dimension of flexibility
bl. Entry al

in specifying

is

also the root of the area labeled

ACL

scope of influence.

Class— dependent controls

For convenience, the standardized mechanisms also facilitate specification of a policy
that applies to entries (in a subtree) that have a particular object class. Each entry in the
Directory contains an attribute that specifies what object class
of object class are:

organization] organizational unit; person;

it

represents;

and

device.

some examples

A

single

ACL

could express a policy that applies to a particular subtree but only affects entries of object
class person. More generally, a single ACL could express a policy that applies to a boolean
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combination of object classes
to entries of object

cleiss

—

for

example, suppose a particular policy applied equally

organization and to entries of object class organizational unit.

ACL could be used to express the policy by

single

assigning a scope of influence that includes

organization or organizational unit. Combinations of object classes

the boolean operators

An ACL

that

heis

and not )

or,

(

,

A

may be

specified using

to build elaborate scopes of influence.

a scope of influence defined in terms of object classes

may be

referred

to as Class-dependent controls.

Resource—dependent controls
Cla-ss-dependent controls which target object classes that are associated with resources
other than information can also be regarded as being resource dependent. Examples of object
cleisses

a)

that represent such resources include:

device

— used to represent physical units which can communicate

(e.g.,

modem,

disk

drive, computer);

b) application process

— used to represent an element within an open system which per-

forms the information processing for a particular application;
c)

application entity

pertinent to

Any

OSI

— used to represent those aspects of an application process that are
(e.g.,

object class that

is

network addresses).
derived from such object classes could also be regarded as rep-

XXX information resource. For example, a subclass of application entity could be
represent Message Transfer Agents for electronic mail services. Since these object

resenting a

defined to
classes

might contain network addressing information,

be made partly responsible

it is

possible that the Directory could

by controlling access to network addresses. Security policy applying to the use of such resources and control of related
network addresses could be regarded as either confidentiality policy or as resource control
policy; when it is the latter, the associated ACL(s) may be referred to as Resource-dependent
for controlling the use of resources

controls.

Subtree Level-dependent controls

The scope

ACL

can also be defined to include only a subrange of the
levels in a particular subtree of the DIT. Such controls may be referred to as Lev el- dependent
controls. Subtree levels are illustrated in figure 12.10 where, for example, the entries labeled
of influence for an

bl and e5 occupy subtree level

1

while e3 and d5 occupy level

3.

Policy which applies

equally to each and every entry in a particular level or subrange of levels can be expressed
easily using features of the standardized

mechanisms that are used to define
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ACL

scope of

/
/
a1

d5

Subtree
(subtree root)

d6

Figure 12.10: Subtree

d7

Level

d8

is left

e4

levels.

influence. All the levels in a valid subrange are contiguous (e.g., levels

a subrange because level 2

e3

1

and 3 do not form

out).

Operation-dependent controls

In the discussion of figures 12.6 and 12.7
(e.g.,
(i.e.,

it

was pointed out that each type of operation

ADD-ENTRY, READ) is at least partially controlled by an "entry-level" permission
an ACL in which the protected item is "entry"). The entry-level permissions facilitate

policy expression in terms of specific Directory operations. These permissions are primarily

designed to facilitate denials since denial of an entry-level permission causes the operation to
regardless of permissions associated with attributes or Distinguished

fail

Names. Granting an

operation, however, generally requires granting of both entry-level and attribute permissions

REMOVE-ENTRY).
modify operations, except MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME,

(the only exception

For the

is

there

is

a sepa-

rate entry-level permission for each operation so that denying the use of a particular modify

operation

is

as simple as denying the entry-level permission associated with that operation.

To discuss MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME, it is necessary, temporarily,
more than one authority. There are two cases to consider:
1

.

to consider

where renaming does not cause the entry to "move" to a new parent in the
DIT, there is a single permission category that can be used to deny the operation;

in the case
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2.

where renaming would cause the entry to have a new parent, two entrylevel permissions are involved: one is controlled by the authority for the entry with its
old name, the other is controlled by the authority for the subtree area into which the
renamed entry (and all its subordinates) would move.
in the case

In the

first case,

the authority for the entry under

its

old

name

has complete denial

and may prevent the operation by denying one entry-level permission. In the second
case, both cognizant authorities would have to grant independent permissions before the
operation could succeed. Either authority can deny the operation by denying one entrycontrol

level permission.

For the query operations, entry-level permissions are grouped such that

PARE

have the same entry-level permission (however, they do have independent attribute

permissions). Denying that permission causes both the
to

READ and COM-

fail for all

Similarly,

entries in the scope of the

LIST and

SEARCH

ACL

READ

and

COMPARE

operations

with the denial.

have the same entry-level permission so they can only be

denied as a pair.
Entry-level controls

may

be referred to as Operation-dependent controls.

Type-dependent controls
- 12.8 illustrate controls applying to a specific attribute type
phone number). For convenience, the standardized access control mechanisms

The ACLs
(e.g.,

type

=

in figures 12.4

also facilitate the expression of policy that applies to all "user attributes" present in

"User attributes" include

all

an entry.

attributes that are intended to serve the needs of the Directory

user community; they do not include attributes that exist for administrative purposes

(e.g.,

ACLs).

A

feature has been provided in the access control

apply to

all

user attributes in any entry that

mechanisms to allow a

falls in

single

ACL. The

the scope of the

ACL

to

feature

allows collective control over access to the type for each user attribute in an entry or over

both type and value information for all user attributes
referred to as Type-dependent controls.

in

an entry. Such controls

may be

Value-dependent controls
Figures 12.4 - 12.8 also illustrate controls applying to
of a particular type. This

mechanisms;
in

it

is

all

values present in an attribute

another convenience feature of the standardized access control

allows easy expression of a policy that equally applies to

an attribute of a specified type.

It is also

possible to specify an

all

ACL

the values present

that applies to one

an attribute of a specified type.
Controls expressed in terms of all the values of a particular type or in terms of a
value of a particular type may be referred to as Value-dependent controls.
specified value of
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specific

Self-administration of group membership

Another convenience feature of the mechanisms is designed to cater to a special case of
VjJue-dependent control. The standardized object classes for the Directory include one that
is used to specify an entry that contains a group of Directory names. Such an entry could
be used to hold a mailing list, an administrative grouping (see User-dependent controls), or
any other useful list of Directory names.
Each entry representing a list of nzimes has an attribute whose values are the names
in the list. Controlling access to a name in a list can be achieved in the same ways used
for any other attribute value. In addition, there is a feature applicable only to entries that
contain lists of names. This feature facilitates the expression of policy that allows a person,
whose name appears in a list, to self-administer his name with respect to that list. Selfadministration might allow the person to change his name but not remove it or it might
allow him to do both. It might instead allow him to remove it but not otherwise modify it.
These kinds of policies are easy to express using the standardized access control mechanism.

User-dependent controls
Figures 12.4 - 12.8 illustrate
It is also

easy to express policy that

1.

a particular user;

2.

a

3.

a collection of users whose

list

It is

ACLs

associated with policy that

is

applicable to

all users.

applicable to:

of users; or

DIT

entries appear in the

also easy to express policy that applies to

of users,

and users

A

of users

list

is

in the
is

same

same (complete)

subtree.

any combination of particular

users, lists

subtree.

a very flexible way of identifying a group of users for special consider-

The list can be built to include as many users
as necessary; however,: it cannot contain the names of entries that represent additional lists
of names. Users whose entries appear in the same subtree might all be members of the
same orgcinization or organizational unit. Policy that equally applies to an entire organiation with regard to access control policy.

zation could be easily expressed using the definition of the

DIT

subtree representing that

organization. Policy that distinguishes between organizational "insiders"

(i.e.,

members

of

the organization) and "outsiders" could be easily expressed using organizational subtrees to
distinguish between insiders

and

outsiders.

Self-administration of user entry
198

The standardized mechanisms

are designed to provide an easy

that allows a Directory user to self-administer the entry in the

way

to express policy

DIT which

represents that

Self-administration could be used, for example, to allow a user to modify any of the

user.

attributes in her entry, including any

ACL

information. Self-administration could also be

restricted to eillow her to to administer only a subset of the attributes in her entry.

When

a user

entry, there
call

is

is

eJlowed to self-administer the

ACL

information controlling that user's

a minor difference between the standardized access control mechanisms. Re-

that there are two mechanisms being standardized in the

new

edition of the Directory

two mechanisms are Basic Access Control (BAG) and Simplified Access Control (SAC). Self-administration of ACLs is possible under both mechanisms
but it may be more convenient under BAC because it allows an ACL to be placed directly
in an entry to which it applies. SAC requires each ACL to be placed outside of an entry it
controls and therefore self-administration under SAC can be more complicated because the

The names

standard.

for the

self-administered information

is

not collected in a single entry.

Default controls

It is

often convenient to express access control policy in terms of a general rule that

applies to a wide range of users or protected items. Usually, however, there are exceptions
to the rule that

must be enforced.

When

policy

is

expressed in terms of a general rule with

exceptions, the general rule can be thought of as a "default" control that applies unless one
of the exceptions occurs.

The standardized access control mechanisms facilitate three kinds of default policies.
The first is an application of Value-dependent controls, the second is an application of
User-dependent controls, and the last is a very general feature whereby a precedence level
is associated with each ACL. The precedence level is used to specify which ACLs prevail
within a given scope of influence.

Value-dependent controls can be used to express default policy with exceptions because

ACL that applies to
an ACL that applies to

the access control mechanisms are designed such that an
attribute value

is

considered to be "more specific" than

a particular
all

values of

The automated guard that makes access control decisions always favors more
ACLs when all other decision criteria (such as precedence) are equal. Hence default

that attribute.
specific

policy could be expressed as an

X"

while

ein

ACL

with Protected Item

exception could be expressed as an

X."
User-dependent controls can be

ACL

set to "all values of attribute

with Protected Item

type

set to "value

Y

of attribute type
Similarly,

utilized to express default policy because there

an ordering of specificity with respect to the User Class in an ACL. The ordering,
from most specific to least specific, is as follows:
is

also

•

User Class specified as a particular name;

•

User

Claiss specified as

a

list

of users;
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• User Class specified to include all

members

of a particular

DIT

subtree;

• User Class specified to be "all users."

Using

many

this hierarchy of specificity, there are

strategies for expressing default

ACLs

and exception ACLs. An obvious strategy is to set User Class to "all users" for default
controls and set it to a particular name for an exception. If the exception applies to more
than one user, then the exception ACL could have User Class set to a list of users where the
list contains the names to which the exception applies.
For an organization or organizational unit represented by a subtree in the DIT, the
default policy for insiders could be expressed in an ACL where the User Class specifies all
members of the organization's subtree; insider exceptions could be expressed in an ACL
with User Cla^s

set to

a

list

of names; outsider default policy could be expressed in an

ACL

where the User Class is "all users." Insider exceptions, for example, could be specified
for a group of systems administrators responsible for maintaining the information in the
organization's subtree. The administrators would be able to perform modify operations and
read administrative attributes that are not generally available to other insiders.
In addition to specificity of User Class and Protected Item, an

precedence level that defines

its

relationship to other

Precedence can also be useful when

(ACLs

ACLs have

ACLs

different,

ACL

can be assigned a
with the same scope of influence.

but overlapping, scopes of influence

defined by a single authority are allowed to freely overlap in scope of influence).

When

scopes overlap, access control decisions for any entry in the intersection are influenced by

the precedence level of each of the

The precedence

level

is

ACLs

involved.

an integer in the range from 0 to 256.

A

precedence over a lower one. Precedence can be used to determine which

higher level takes

ACL

prevails

when

two have the same level of specificity. An important design feature of the access control
mechanisms is that denials always prevail when conflicting ACLs have the same scope of
influence, same specificity, and same precedence.
In making access control decisions involving specificity and precedence, the access control
mechanisms consider precedence first. The mechanisms, in effect, gather all the ACLs whose:
• scope of influence includes the Protected
• User Class includes the user

Item

for

making the requested

which access

is

requested; and

access.

Having gathered all such ACLs into a set, the mechanisms examine each ACL to determine what the set's highest precedence level is; all ACLs below that level are discarded from
the set. Next, the remaining ACLs are examined to determine what the set's most specific
User Class is; all ACLs with a less specific User Class are discarded from the set.
If access is being requested to an attribute value, then the set is again examined to
determine what the most specific Protected Item is; all ACLs with a less specific Protected
Item eire discarded. The access decision is based on the ACLs remaining in the set. If
there are conflicting ACLs, then denials prevail. If there are no ACLs left in the set, then
the access control mechanisms automatically deny access. The set could be empty because:
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no ACL whose scope of influence contained the requested item; or because there is no
ACL whose User Class contains the requestor; or because there is no ACL for the particular
Protected Item being requested.
there

is

Hybrid Orientations
The

policy orientations described above can be combined to form new,

tations that

may be

more powerful

used when the applicability of a particular policy fragment

is

orien-

defined in

terms of more than one of the basic orientations. For example, suppose a particular control

on the

READ

operation applies to entries in a specific subtree except for entries in one of

the branches of that subtree; further, suppose the policy only applies to a particular object

E) within subtree levels 2 and 3. The area labeled subtree with
exclusion in figure 12.9 is an example of the part of this hybrid orientation involving a
subtree with an excluded branch.
class (say, object class

Building on figure 12.9, an illustration of the complete scope of influence for the hypo-

shown

where entries with labels that begin with e (e.g., el,
e2) are the only entries of object class E. Entries labeled e3, e4, and e6 are the only entries
in the hybrid scope of influence for ACLs enforcing the example policy. Because the ACLs
are expressed as hybrid subtfee controls, they will automatically apply to any new entry of
object class E that is added (via Add-ENTRY) to levels 2 or 3 of the area labeled subtree
thetical policy

is

in figure 12.11

with exclusion. They will also automatically apply to any entry of object class E that is
moved into the hybrid scope via the MODIFY-DISTINGUISHED-NAME operation.
Carrying the example one step further, suppose the policy applying to the hybrid scope
is

ADD-ENTRY
ADD-ENTRY to

a modification policy controlling permissions for the

the associated

ACL

grants entry-level permission for

the subtree with root labeled al

subtree levels 2 and

3.

may

The ACL

only grow by adding

also grants all the

new

operation.

Suppose

reflect a policy that

entries of object class

E

in

needed permissions to allow addition

and values. Under this policy, an attempt to add a sibling
(with object class E) of e4 would succeed as would an attempt to add an entry of object
class E as a child of b2. An attempt to add an entry of class E as a child of e4 would fail
but adding the same entry as a child of e6 would succeed.
of all applicable attribute types

A

Preview of Multiple Authority Scenarios

was pointed out that the scope of influence
for an ACL may freely overlap the scope of any other ACL. It is important to note, however,
that this is true only within a part of the DIT that is controlled by a single authority. In
multiple authority scenarios, the DIT is partitioned into "administrative areas" with one area
In the above description of "Default controls"

(i.e.,

subtree) for each authority; the areas

of authority.

it

may overlap

only

when

there

is

partial delegation

When overlapping administrative areas have overlapping ACLs,

one or more of the overlapping
policies; in

,

ACLs

it is

possible for

to be in conflict because they do not express compatible

such cases the standardized access control mechanisms provide a way to enforce
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hybrid scope of influence

Figure 12.11: Example of hybrid scope of influence.

organizational policy regarding which authority
superior authority always controls which

The main

point here

is

ACL

is

that the scope of influence of each

defined by a single authority

may

or

may

may

is

subordinate.

The

prevails.

of the administrative area for the authority that

they

superior and which

ACL

is

limited by the boundary

manages that ACL. The scope

of

ACLs

freely overlap within that authority's administrative area;

not be allowed to overlap into other administrative areas, depending on

the organizational relationship between the authorities.

administrative areas limit

ACL

scope

is

A more

detailed explanation of

how

provided in the section below on "Scenarios Involving

Multiple Authorities."

Use of Authentication Service by Access Control
Schemes based on access control
control because access policy

is

lists

are sometimes referred to as identity-based access

expressed in terms of ACLs, each of which applies to one

The automated guard uses the identity presented by the
user to determine if an ACL applies to that user. One question that naturally arises is: how
does the user convince the guard that the presented identity really is that user's name? A
related question is: what forms of credentials will the guard accept? The Directory addresses
specific user or to a class of users.

these questions by providing a standardized authentication service which supports several

forms of credentials. Not

all

forms of credentials have to be supported by
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all

implementations

of the Directory; each implementor chooses which forms its

DSA

service

DSA

product supports.

A

full

would support three basic forms:

•

name

•

name and

only;

password;

• digital signature.

When

name, the guard is given very little reason to believe
the claimed identity. When a password is included, the guard has more confidence in the
claimed identity. The standardized access control mechanisms assume passwords are carefully administered and protected to avoid "weak" and compromised passwords. Credentials
credentials contain only a

consisting of a digital signature are considered to provide the highest level of confidence in

The standardized access control mechanisms assume a cryptographically strong public-key method is being used; they also assume there is a "trusted" key
authority that can be used when verifying a digital signature.
The access control mechanisms allow the security authority to specify, for each ACL, the
the claimed identity.

kind(s) of credentials that are acceptable.
all

An ACL that

users (e.g., "public" users) might require

specifies a default control

name-only

credentials.

An ACL

applying to

that grants an

might require password credentials. An ACL that grants administrative
granting modify permission) might require a digital signature.

"insider" permission

power

(e.g.,

Before considering an

ACL

that grants a permission, the guard checks to see

requestor has satisfied the authentication requirement for that

only authentication, the weakest requirement,
credentials.

may be

A

satisfied

the

ACL. A requirement for name-

by any of the three basic forms of

requirement for password authentication, considered a stronger requirement,

satisfied

by either a password credential or a

digital signature authentication

signature.

is

if

ACLs which

is

digital signature.

the strongest requirement and

is

A

requirement

for

only satisfied by a digital

grant a permission are ignored by the guard unless the requestor has

satisfied the authentication

requirement specified in that ACL.

The authentication requirement

mum level the requestor must

in

an

ACL

that denies a permission indicates the mini-

satisfy in order not to

be denied access.

An ACL

that denies

and requires authentication via digital signature will, in effect, deny the permission to all
users that do not authenticate with a digital signature. This is true regardless of the User
Class specified in the

ACL

— a user who

does not authenticate with a digital signature

cannot adequately convince the guard that the denial does not apply.
authenticate with a digital signature, the User Class in the

ACL

will

For users that do

determine whether or

not the denial applies.

An
is

interesting wrinkle in standardized authentication occurs

involved in servicing a request.

A

request

may be

initially

when more than one DSA

submitted to a

DSA

that does

not contain the requested information. In such a case, there are situations in which the

automatically contacts another

from one

DSA

DSA

DSA

and passes on the request; propagation of the request

to the next might occur several times before a

203

DSA

containing the requested

information

is

found.

When a request

is

among DSAs,

passed

it is

referred to as a distributed

operation.

one distributed operation scenario in which the final DSA is able to perform
authentication of the user. This would be the case only if the request had been digitally
signed by the user. The final DSA would then be able to verify that signature and apply the
results to access control decision making.

There

In

all

is

other distributed operation scenarios, the final

the user. For example,

when password authentication

DSAs.

Also,

cannot directly authenticate

DSA

used, the initial

is

the only

no standardized way for it to propagate the
possible that the user was authenticated only once by

one that receives the password and there
peissword to other

is

DSA

it is

is

digitally signing a request to begin the Directory session.

once at the beginning of a session, there

is

no way

When

for other

authentication occurs only

DSAs

to receive the digital

Another new feature of the new edition of the Directory standard does, however,
provide a way for the initial DSA to optionally indicate what authentication it performed.
The indication is included in the operation arguments passed from one DSA to another.
signature.

The new

feature allows the final

DSA

authentication performed by the initial

DSA

trusts the first

DSA

and

all

make

to

access control decisions based on user

DSA. This can only

intermediate

DSA

DSAs

occur, however,

when the

final

to have properly handled the indicator

any of the propagating
DSAs could have purposefully caused it to be incorrect. This brings up questions about how
a DSA knows what other DSAs it "trusts" and what happens when one of the propagating

of authentication level. Before the final

DSAs

is

The

receives the indicator,

not trusted.

question

first

is

addressed in implementation agreements produced by the

Implementors' Workshop. Under those agreements, each
the names of other

handling"
also

is

DSAs

it

DSA

list

of

trusts to handle authentication processing properly ("proper

defined locally by each security administrator).

want to require each

maintains an internal

OSE

DSA

A

security administrator might

to digitally sign the request so that there

in the identity of each propagating

is

high confidence

DSA.

When

one of the propagating DSAs is not trusted, or when the authentication indicator
is missing from a propagated request, the final DSA may assume no authentication was
performed (i.e., name-only credentials), or it can make use of yet another new feature of the
new Directory that allows the DSA to respond to the request by returning a "referral" to
itself.

Ordinarily, referrals are used to indicate other

a request. However,

when a DSA

DSAs which may be

issues a referral to itself,

it is,

able to respond to

in effect, requesting the user

DSA so there are no propagating DSAs to trust.
the DSA that issued the referral to itself is able to

to resubmit the request directly to that
If

the request

is

resubmitted directly,

directly authenticate the user

12.2.2

and use the

results in

making access control

decisions.

Scenarios Involving Multiple Authorities

The Directory administrative model
control, schema,

and

defines three aspects of administrative authority: access

collective attributes

(i.e.,

attributes that are

204

common to

several entries).

I
I
I

Domain

Figure 12.12: Example

This section discusses

how

authority

access control authority and

is

modeled

DIT Domain.

for access control

schema authority are

and

how

also points out

Collective attributes are not

different.

outside the scope of this study.

Multiple Security Authorities

The preceding
is

discussion has primarily focused on a rather contrived situation in which there

only one security authority controlling the entire DIB. In this section

realistic

world in which there are

well-defined part of the DIT.
of the

DIT

many

The

we

consider a

more

security authorities, each exercising control over a

single authority scenario

is still

entirely valid for parts

who

chooses not to delegate

that are autonomously controlled by one authority

any part of that authority. In the more complicated world of multiple authorities, there are
many autonomous authorities and there are various forms of delegation from autonomous
authorities to subordinate authorities. This section describes administrative concepts used
to accommodate multiple autonomous security authorities and delegation. Related parts
of the standardized access control mechanisms are also discussed. Administration of the
Directory

is

based on the central concept of a

one or more independent

(i.e.,

DIT Domain. A DIT Domain

non-overlapping) subtrees of the

DIT which

consists of

are under the

Each of the independent subtrees in a domain is referred to
as an Autonomous Administrative Area or, more simply, an Autonomous Area (A A). Figure
12.12 illustrates a DIT Domain consisting of three AAs. Each of the triangles in figure 12.12
control of a single organization.

represents a complete subtree.

Access control decisions regarding the contents of an
205

AA

are based solely on

ACLs

ap-

Administrative

Figure 12.13: Example of

full

delegation of authority.

AA. An ACL that applies to more than one AA must be repeated in each
AAs. The organization controlling a particular DIT Domain may choose to have
security authorities for each A A, or more than one AA could be assigned to a single

pearing in that
of those

separate

security authority.

It is

a matter for security policy to specify the relationship between

AAs

and security authorities.
Each AA can further be divided into sub-areas to accommodate delegation of authority.
Two basic forms of delegation are supported: full delegation and partial delegation. Each
instance of delegation must be defined in terms of a complete subtree of the AA for which
the delegation applies. Figure 12.13 illustrates an AA which has been divided into two nonoverlapping sub-areas to accommodate a full delegation of authority from the authority

AA to a subordinate authority.

controlling the

In this case, each sub-area

is

called a Specific

Administrative Area (SAA). Access control decisions regarding the contents of each

based solely on

ACLs

appearing in that SAA. Even

of influence that exceeds the

boundary

of the

SAA

if

in

an

ACL

which

SAA

are

was incorrectly given a scope

it is

defined, the access control

mechanisms would automatically ignore the invalid part of the ACL scope. When making
an access decision, the automated guard first identifies which SAA the requested item is
in and then only considers ACLs defined within that SAA, so any ACL from another SAA
(regardless of its scope of influence) will be ignored.

Figure 12.13 also uses some basic terminology for the root entry of an administrative
area.

The

root entry for an

the root of an

SAA

is

AA

is

called an

Autonomous Administrative Point (AAP) while

called a Specific Administrative Point (SAP).

Figure 12.14 illustrates an instance of partial delegation of authority.
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The

partially

Administrative

Figure 12.14: Example of partial delegation of authority.

an Inner Administrative Area (IA A), its root entry is called an Inner
Administrative Point (lAP). Figure 12.14 shows the two administrative areas overlapping
to indicate that the authority for the SAA may define ACLs that affect decisions about
the contents of the lAA. lAAs are the only type of administrative area allowed to overlap
another administrative area. Additional nested lAAs could be defined inside the lAA in
delegated area

is

called

figure 12.14 to reflect lower levels of partial delegation.

need

for

lAAs and nested lAAs.

controlling an

lAA

Security policy should address the

Security policy should also specify that the authority

shall not create

an

SAP

within the

lAA

—

this precludes the possibility

by the superior authority. The
superior authority may wish to enforce this policy fragment by specifying an ACL in the
SAA such that the ACL's scope of influence includes the entire lAA and it denies ADD of
a particular attribute value needed to build a new SAP.

of the delegated authority being able to contravene policy set

When

a superior authority partially delegates to a subordinate authority, the superior

able to retain control over any aspect of
•

when the requested item
defined for that lAA,

enclosing
•

ACLs

ACL

inside an

is

ACLs

I

is

policy because:

A A,

the guard takes into consideration

defined for any enclosing lAA, and

ACLs

all

ACLs

defined in the

SAA; and

defined in the enclosing

into any enclosed

I

A A;

• the authority for the

SAA

are allowed to have a scope of influence that reaches

and

SAA

can define a

maximum precedence
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value for each delegated

authority such that

ACLs

defined for the

SAA

can be given a precedence that

is

guaranteed to be higher than any eissigned by a delegated authority.

maximum precedence that may be used by each delegated
authority. The authority for the SAA may then override any ACL defined by a subordinate
authority by simply using a precedence that is higher than the maximum assigned to that
subordinate. The assigning and enforcement of maximum precedence is outside the scope
Security policy defines the

of the Directory standard;

it is

way

anticipated, however, that implementors will provide a

for the superior authority to specify

and enforce the

maximum precedence

assigned to each

subordinate authority.

A superior authority may also define ACLs with a precedence that
maximum assigned to a subordinate.
controls which may be overridden by

In this case, the superior

is

is

much lower than

the

defining, in effect, default

the subordinate by using a higher precedence value.

Having discussed what full and partial delegation are, in the context of the standardized
access control mechanisms, we can now emphasize the basic difference between the two
mechanisms. One of the mechanisms, known as Basic Access Control (BAC), supports the
full range of delegation relationships discussed above.
The other mechanism, known as
Simplified Access Control (SAC), supports full delegation only.

Relationship Between Security Authority and

Schema Authority

This chapter has so far taken a narrow view of Directory management and policy by focusing

on security policy aspects of Directory management. Another important part of Directory
management is concerned with controlling aspects of DIT structure and content such as:
• rules defining the allowable
(e.g.,

DIT

parent - child relationships in terms of object classes

a policy might specify that a parent entry of object class organization

have children entries of object
• rules defining the

class person);

may

only

and

mandatory and optional attributes

for

each object

class.

and enforcement of such rules is known as Schema Management. The general
administrative model for the Directory defines schema authority and allows that authority
to be separate from the security authority for a given autonomous area.
Security management using BAC or SAC is sometimes confused with schema management
since the standardized access control mechanisms could, conceivably, be used to enforce
certain simple DIT structure rules. For example, a hybrid of Class-dependent and Leveldependent controls could be used to enforce, in a limited way, the allowable parent - child
object class relationships in the DIT.
There is no way, however, for an ACL to fully express a schema policy like: "Entries of
may
object class
shall contain attributes A, B, and C; further, entries of object class
optionally contain attributes E and F (attributes other than A, B, C, E, and F are not
Definition

X

X

allowed in an entry of object class X)."

ACLs
A, B, C,

could prevent an
or

ADD

or

MODIFY-ENTRY from placing

an attribute other than

F in an entry of object class X; but ACLs cannot enforce policy on mandatory
208

attributes for a given object

Mandatory

cleiss.

each instance of the specified object

class.

attributes are attributes that

ACLs

must appear

in

can only keep attributes out of an entry,

they cannot force certain attributes to be in an entry.

Because the schema authority may be different from the security authority, and because
many schema policies cannot be expressed in ACLs, the mechanism that enforces schema
policy is assumed to be completely independent of the mechanism used to enforce automated
access control policy. Note that conflicts can arise between access control policy and schema

management

policy. For

shcdl contain attribute

A

example, schema policy

type

A

may

specify that an entry of object class

X

while access control policy denies the ability to add attribute

X. There is a need, therefore, for coordination between
access control authorities and schema authorities.
A final point concerning schema rules is that they can be used to support management

type

to an entry of object class

may be

auditing procedures that
Specifically,

schema

part of monitoring the activity of security authorities.

rules can be expressed

which require each entry to contain the following

attribute types:
•

createTimestamp: indicates the time of creation of an entry;

•

modify Timestamp: indicates when an entry was

•

creatorsName: indicates the

• modifiersName:

name of the

indicates the

name

last modified;

user performing the

ADD-ENTRY operation;

of the user performing the

MODIFY-ENTRY

operation.

These attributes are standardized
are defined such that each
is

new

edition of the Directory standard.

They

completely under the control of the DSA; no user modification

means security authorities could not change their values.
note that the modify Timestamp and modifiersName attributes do not really provide

allowed.

Also,

is

in the

an audit

Theoretically, this

trail since

each modify operation causes the previous values of these attributes to

be overwritten. They can only be used to monitor when the most recent modify was applied
and who did it.

12.2.3

The Hazards

of Data Caching

DSA may, under certain circumstances, pass an operation request
a DSA is found which contains the DIB information needed to

As previously mentioned, a

on to other DSAs until
respond to the request. The response is then "chained" back through each of the DSAs
that propagated the request. There is, therefore, always the possibility that a propagating
DSA may copy the request or the response, or both. Subsequently, that DSA could disclose
information from the result without enforcing ACLs defined in the DSA that generated the
result. Allowing results to be passed back through a DSA chain may, therefore, result in
violations of an organization's security policy.

This does not mean, however, that

ban

is

all

replication of

DIB data must be banned; such

probably impossible to enforce and would cause the
209

loss of

a

advantages afforded by

replicated data in a distributed database environment (advantages include increased availability of

contains another

new

specifies three

is

not violated.

When

information

is

way

to replicate

shadowed, the standard

important requirements:

1.

each unit of replication shall include

2.

each

DSA

relevant

all

ACLs; and

using shadowed information shall enforce relevant

enforced in the

DSA

ACLs

exactly as they are

that provided the shadowed information; and

shadowed information
be modified).

A shadowing
is

edition of the Directory standard

feature called shadowing which provides a disciplined

data such that security policy

3.

The new

data and reduced response times).

shall not

be modified (only the master copy of each entry

agreement also addresses how often the shadow

is

refreshed and which

may

DSA

responsible for providing refreshed data.

However, even in implementations of the new standard, DSAs can still choose to copy
distributed operation results and thereby gain copies of DIB information which do not include
the relevcint ACLs. This form of undisciplined replication

The potential problem for
to preclude

security authorities

is

that there

is

is

referred to as results caching.

no

effective

way for the standard

it.

Security policy should, therefore, address the problem of caching and provide policy
guidelines about whether or not

it is

deemed a

serious threat. In cases

where

it is

considered

to be a serious threat. Security policy can specify that measures are to be taken to avoid

caching. Such measures can include requirements such as:
• results

may only be

an internal
•

when

of trusted

DSAs

DSAs

(each

DSA

contains

as previously discussed);

a chain cannot be trusted, the

itself (as

12.2.4

list

passed back through a chain of "trusted"

DSA may

refuse service or return a referral to

discussed in the section on "Use of Authentication Service").

Policy Aspects That Are Not Supported

Recall that the

new Directory

policy orientations such as

mechanisms do not support certain high-level
capabilities-based access control. This section lists some addiaccess control

tional aspects of security policy that cannot be directly approached using the standardized

mechanisms.
1.

The standardized ACLs do not

allow access permissions to be directly dependent on

Time-dependent controls could be effected
indirectly by using a default control which is periodically overridden by adding a higher
precedence ACL. The override ACL would have to be manually removed at the point in
time when the default control is to resume (actually it would not have to be completely
the time of day or date of the request.

removed, the precedence

level could

be lowered to eliminate
210

its effect).

2.

The standardized ACLs do not

allow access permissions to be dependent on the point

of origin of the request.
3.

The standeirdized access control mechanisms do not support access control
make access decisions dependent on what has happened in the past.

4.

The standardized
ments

5.

for

policies that

mechanisms do not support policy involving
encryption to achieve secrecy during computer interactions.

The standardized
subtree that

access control

access control

may be

mechanisms do not

accessed during a

SEARCH

require-

directly control the depth of a

operation. Level-dependent controls

can be used to preclude the use of a particular level of a subtree by any

SEARCH oper-

ation, but this does not flexibly support general policy statements such as:

"SEARCH

operation results shall not return more thaji 3 levels of subtree information."
6.

The standardized

mechanisms do not support access control policies
regarding information disclosed in a continuation reference; more generally, the mechanisms do not address control of information known as knowledge which is used to
allow a DSA to know that other DSAs exist and which objects the other DSAs have
directly available. Continuation references occur in a referral and may also form part
of a

SEARCH

access control

result.
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A

Appendix

ISO Protocol Security
Standardization Projects
Anastase Nakassis

This Appendix contains background and status information on the broad spectrum of

ongoing and emerging standards projects related to ISO protocols. The material contained
in this

Appendix

is

necessarily subjective representing the opinion of the author on the state

of affairs in several standards projects, the results of which have yet to be readily available

to users. Such information
to provide security in an
activities related to

A.l

is

intended to provide a perspective on the directions being taken

ISO network environment. For more information on ISO Standards

communications security see

[For94].

Introduction
amount

expended towards the development of generic
security standards. Indeed, while several standards (such as mail, directory, and file transfer)
had incorporated security within the protocol, it was felt that these solutions were ad-hoc,
weak, and the wrong thing to do. Indeed, a proliferation of application specific security
mechanisms would be bound to result in systems that would be hard to manage and whose
security profile would be impossible to assess.
The work towards more generic solutions appears to be two pronged:
Recently, a great

of effort has been

•

Work on lower layers security has been initiated and rapidly progressed
two) IEEE and SC6 (layers three and four). This work is quite mature.

•

Work on upper

layer security

is

within (layer

pursued within ISO (SC21 and SC27), CCITT, and

sometimes on an ad-hoc basis. While ECMA has passed several standards and
the work on directories is quite mature, most of the upper layer standards are either

ECMA,

immature

or generic blueprints.
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would appear that ISO communication standards supporting communication integrity eind confidentiality are around the corner, but that the wait for upper
layer solutions will be substantially longer.
The paragraphs that follow will attempt to present the ongoing security activities of which
the author is aweire, be it through direct participation or by document scanning. Given the
fluidity of this axea and the fact that documents incorporate a built-in lag, this compendium
should not be expected to be accurate and up-to-date in all of its particulars. In addition,
all included judgments reflect the author's opinion and are not necessarily the consensus of
Thus, at this time

it

those active in security standards.

Acronyms and Terminology

A. 2

While the author does have the intention to use as few acronyms as possible, he suspects
that he may at times fall victim to acronym temptation. Therefore, this section will serve
SiS a repository of the different acronyms used through the text.

ACSE

Association Control Service Element; an Application Service Element that manages

associations.

ANSI

American National Standards

Institute.

CCITT

Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et Telephonique which loosely
treinslates into International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony.

CD

Committee Draft.
Used to be known

CLNP

DEA
DIS

Committee Draft

the next step (in ISO) from a Working Draft.

as a Draft Proposal (DP).

Data Encryption Algorithm.
Draft International Standard.

Draft)

ECMA

The next

step for a

CD

(or

DP) on

is

This term

is

currently obsolete and the

used instead.

European Computer Manufacturers Association.

Electronic Data Interchange.

EESP End

ESQ
ETSI

its

way

to

acronym

CD

(Committee

becoming

IS.

Draft Proposal.

EDI

is

Connectionless Network Protocol.

an ISO

DP

A

System to End System Security Protocol.

External Security Object.

European Telecommunications Standardization
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Institute.

EWOS
FTAM

for

File Transfer Access

Method.

GSS-API

GULS
lEC

Open Systems.

European Workshop

Generic Security Service Application Program Interface.

Generic Upper Layer Security service element.

International Electrotechnical Commission.

IEEE

Institute for Electrical

IETF

Internet Enginnering Task Force.

and Electronics Engineers.

IS International Standard. The

ISO

final incarnation of

an ISO document.

International Organization for Standardization.

JTCl

and lEC) Technical committee

Joint (ISO

1.

MHS

Message Handling Systems. The title of a joint (CCITT-ISO) multipart standard
known as the X.400-X.420 CCITT Recommendations or as ISO 10021, parts 1-7. The
ISO equivalent of MHS is Message Oriented Text Interchange System.

MOTIS
NLSP

NWI

See

ODA

OSI Open

PDAD

Q

Item. Before an ISO committee officially starts work towards a standard,

needs to propose (and be granted approval of) a new work item.
Office

PDU

above.

Network Layer Security Protocol; the OSI protocol that subsumes SP3.

New Work

it

PIN

MHS

Document

Architecture.

Systems Interconnection.

Proposed Draft Addendum.

Protocol Data Unit.

Person Identification Number.

Question, the

CCITT

SC

Subcommittee.

SG

Study Group;

SDNS

equivalent of

CCITT

is

NWI.

organized into 15 Study Groups.

Secure Data Network System.

SILS Standards

for Interoperable Local

Network
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Security.

SP3

Security Protocol for layer three; a protocol in the

SP4

Security Protocol for layer four; a protocol in the

TLSP

Transport Layer Security Protocol.

ULSM

OSI Upper Layer Security Model.

WD

Working Draft. The

SDNS

SDNS

series.

series.

and most immature instance

earliest

of a

document

in the

ISO

standcirdization process.

WG

Working Group.

ISO Existing and Nascent Standards

A. 3
A. 3.1

Introduction

A. 3. 2

Security work within

SC6

is

SC6

currently working on three major security standards:

•

NLSP

•

TLSP

•

OSI Lower Layer Security Model

TLSP
TLSP

(Transport Layer Security Protocol)

is

the linear descendant of

SP4

of the

SDNS

assumed to run at the bottom of the transport layer and to provide security
services, whenever such services are needed, on a per-connection basis.
In essence, TLSP provides cryptographic transformations which are end-to-end and proseries.

It is

vided directly above the network layer.

TLSP

is

an IS as of July 1992.

NLSP
TLSP, is the direct descendant of the corresponding SDNS document (SP3). But,
unlike TLSP, NLSP has evolved into a much more complicated protocol that incorporates
facilities for key management and synchronization between NLSP peers.
At its inception, NLSP was supposed to be at the top of layer 3 and to provide support

NLSP,

like

for a functionality virtually identical to the

parties (such as the
layers three

and

UK) to ask that

four.

functionality. Initially, this caused several

a single Lower Layer be developed and be placed between

Nevertheless, since

X.25 (which necessitated a

TLSP

different

NLSP

NLSP was

supposed to run in conjunction with

placement) this approach was abandoned.
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At

this point

security protocol

oriented

NLSP

NLSP

is

quite a complicated protocol.

must accept the

To

start, those in favor of

fact that the connectionless

In addition,

are different protocols.

NLSP

NLSP and

a single

the connection-

includes multiple functional ar-

which is key management. Key management forces NLSP to reinvent
transport-like mechanisms within layer three.
NLSP supports cryptographic protection either between End Systems (and in this case
resembles TLSP) or between Intermediate Systems that are located at the borders of security domains. This latter aspect makes NLSP quite appealing to those who would like to
provide security services not by securing each and every system in a domain but by forcing all externcil communications to transit through a small set of secure systems (assuming
that communications within the domain need no security services). In this sense, one can see
NLSP as supporting (at the domain level) administrative policies (mandatory security) while
TLSP is more tuned towards discretionary communication policies. The problem nevertheless is that the requirement that NLSP be deployable in Intermediate Systems (ISs) causes
considerable complications which cannot be addressed seamlessly and without considerable
eas, not the least of

architectural constraints.

NLSP

advanced to DIS in July of 1992. Nevertheless,
tional difficulties ahead for the following reasons:
•

NLSP

•

Work on an NLSP

is

seems that there

may be

addi-

a fairly complex protocol;
look-alike has been initiated in

NLSP for possible adoption
may emerge within IETF.
•

it

The OSI model appears

were

less

IETF. The experts who reviewed

than enthusiastic. Thus, an

to consist of a set of protocol stacks.

NLSP

competitor

Within each

stack, the

protocols used are entered in a fixed succession. Nevertheless the complexities of

NLSP

within ISs results in a complex model which appears suboptimal and at odds with OSI
practice

up

to now.

Indeed, there
in order to

may be recursive calls

to

NLSP and

the forwarding protocol

(e.g.,

CLNP)

handle alternating sequences of encryption and fragmentation.

• Criticisms are

mounting on the aspects

of

NLSP

that pertain to the connection oriented

forwarding.

Thus,

A. 3. 3

it

appears that

NLSP

will

be challenged before

it

advances to

IS.

Lower Layer Security Model

document attempted to chisel in stone specific architectural preferences.
This caused substantial conflicts and for some period the document became simply a set of
Guidelines. A revival heis since occurred. In its present form, the model addresses the
In

its first draft, this

following issues:
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The concepts

•

that are generally applicable to Lower Layer Security Standards;

• General Guidelines for the selection
• interactions

and placement of security services and mechanisms;

between the layers (when

at least

one

is

a lower one) relating to security;

cuid
• genercd

Security work within

A. 3.4
The

security

A

•

requirements for security management across the lower layers.

work within SC21

falls

set of security freimeworks

SC21

roughly within three categories:

which seek to expand 7498-2 (the OSI security architec-

ture)

and to provide more detailed information.

•

Work

geared towards providing generic security tools and solutions.

•

Work that

is

geared towards supporting security for specific applications such as

FTAM,

mail, and directories.

This subsection will provide a quick overview of these areas.

Security frameworks

The

work within ISO is ISO 7498-2, the OSI Security Architecture. This
standard provides text and definitions that cover the following:
basis of all security

Open System,

1.

security attacks relevant to

2.

general architectural elements that can be used to thwart such attacks, and

3.

circumstances under which the security elements can be used.

Such a document
detailed solutions.
specific threats

SC21/WG1

is,

It

by

its

very nature, broad in scope and covers principles rather than

leaves a wide latitude as to which elements can be used

and where

can be met.
is

currently developing a multipart standard which consists of Security

Framework documents.

and consistent coverage of each specific security functional area and to define the range of mechanisms that can
be used to support each security service. The following Frameworks are developed within

Each part aims

to provide comprehensive

WGl:
1.

Framework Overview
This document provides the glue that binds the other frameworks together. That
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is:

•

it

defines the Security concepts that are required in

more than one framework

standard, and
• describes the inter-relationships

among

the services and mechanisms identified in

other frameworks.

This document
2.

is

currently a

Committee

Draft.

Guide to Open System Security
This document provides an overview of

all

known and

a document similar in scope to this report and
Currently, this

3.

document

is

a Working Draft and

is

relevant Security activities.

It is

one of the report's primary sources.
is

maintained as a living document.

Authentication Framework
This framework was the

framework to be advanced to

first

CD

status (August 1990)

and was quickly progressed to DIS. But, it has since stalled, its editor has resigned,
and the timetable for its progression to IS is clouded in doubt.
This document describes

apply to

Open Systems.

all

aspects of Authentication

(e.g.,

a remote logon) as these

In particular,

•

it

defines the basic concepts of Authentication;

•

it

classifies

•

it

defines the service each class provides;

•

it

identifies the functional

the authentication mechanisms;

requirements for protocols to support these classes of

mechanisms; and
•

4.

it

identifies the

management requirements

for supporting

each

class.

Access Control Framework
document defines the basic concepts of Access
Control and proposes an abstract model for access control, i.e., all actions subject to
Access Control must be validated by an Access Enforcement Function (AEF). This
function invokes the Access Decision Function which decides if a given action must be
This framework

is

currently a DIS. This

carried out or not.

5.

Non-Repudiation Framework
This framework describes

all

aspects of Non-repudiation in

Open Systems. This

in-

cludes the concept of a data recipient being provided with a proof of origin and the

concept of a data sender being provided with a proof of delivery.
It

was progressed to

CD

in

December

of 1992 (London).
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6.

Integrity

Framework

This framework addresses, mainly, the aspect of data integrity.

unauthorized data changes are either not allowed

ensuring that

Access Control) or detectable

cryptographic checksums over non-secure media).

(e.g.,

This document Wcis advanced to
7.

(e.g.,

I.e.,

Confidentiality

CD

in

December 1992 (London).

Framework

This framework mirrors the previous one both in scope and status (was advanced to

CD

in

December

1992, London).

mainly how to protect
sensitive information cryptographically, by Access Control, or by other means), identifies possible classes of confidentiality mechanisms, defines the services and the abstract
data types needed for each Confidentiality mechanism, and addresses the interaction
of Confidentiality with other security services and mechanisms.
It

addresses

all

aspects of Confidentiality in

Open Systems

(i.e.,

WG4: OSI Management

WG4

is

currently pursuing work in the following areas:

1.

Systems Management Security,

2.

Security Audit Trail, and

3.

Security for Directories.

In

more

detail, the

standards pursued are:

OSI Security Management:

currently a Working Draft.

Security Audit Trail Function: currently a CD,
ment.
Security

Alarm Reporting Function:

it is

developed as part of OSI Manage-

has become an

IS.

Access Control for OSI Applications: currently a Committee
cess Control as it pertains to Management.

Draft.

It

addresses Ac-

Security Audit Trail Framework: currently a Committee Draft.

Directory Access Control: a four part
with

all

Amendments to the OSI Directory standard
Amendments. It should be noted that this
(a joint ISO-CCITT standard), that provides

set of

parts presently Proposed Draft

Working Group has developed ISO 9594-8
an Authentication framework for the Directory.
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WG6: OSI

Session, Presentation

Common

and

Application Services

addendum

This working group has already produced an IS

(Association Control Service

working on the OSI Upper Layer
Security Model (ULSM), a Committee Draft and on a Generic Upper Layer Security Service
Element, Authentication) to ISO 8649.

Presently

it

is

Element (GULS).

ULSM

will specify:

communication

• the security aspects of
• the support in the

Upper Layers

OSI Security Architecture) and

in the

Upper Layers

of

OSI

;

of the security services defined in

in the Security

Frameworks

for

ISO 7498-2

(the

Open Systems;

and relationships among security services and mechanisms in the
Upper Layers, according to the guidelines of ISO 7498-2 and ISO/IEC 9545 (ISO 9545
is the Application Layer Structure and is also known as CCITT X.207);

• the positioning of,

• the interactions

among

and the Lower Layers,
• the requirements for

the Upper Layers and interactions between the Upper Layers
in providing

management

and using security

of security in the

services;

Upper Layers, including

audit, as

guided by the Audit Trail Framework.

An

GULS

standard (ISO DIS 11586). GULS, a five
part standard, provides security-exchange functions that allow the exchange of security inforoff-shoot of this

work

is

the proposed

mation and security-transformation functions that support the integrity and confidentiality

The

of application data.

latter are

supported through ASN.l extensions.

This work has been the cause of considerable controversy in the past since cryptographic
transformations in layer 7

all

but replace the functionality of layer

vague statements have been included
layer)

and the work

(including

UK

not slowed

down

is

now much

(i.e.,

the transformations

less controversial.

proposals for a generic security
its

progress and

it is

6.

But, the appropriate

may be performed

in either

Last minute challenges to this work

ESO-OSI

abstract interface standard) have

expected that this work will be incorporated in several

applications in the near future.

Most interestingly, the work in GULS is already reflected in the IEEE work on key
management. The United States has been interested in having this work accepted as an OSI
standard for two reasons:
• Starting with the

SDNS

series,

management should be done
•

A

key m«inagement standard

the United States has always maintained that key

in layer seven,
in layer seven

and
would greatly simplify the design of the

lower layer stcindards.

A New Work

Item (Authentication, Access Control, and key management service elements) has passed ballot in WG6 and the United States intends to port the IEEE work to
ISO.
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other SC21 projects

WG5

has started a requirements study for Transaction Processing Security and has a new

project for

FTAM (file transfer)

receive support

Both are new work items that expect to
and WG6 and to include GULS or GULS-like

security extensions.

from the security work

in

WGl

features in support of their security needs.

Security work in

A.3.5
SC27

is

shake

SC27

the successor of SC20. While,

its

past,

SC27 has

initialized

initially,

there were doubts about SC27's ability to

promising work and appears to have strong support.

SC27

consists of the following three groups:

WGl

on Generic Security Requirements;

its

scope covers Security Requirements and Ser-

vices as well as Guidelines.

WG2
WG3

on Security Mechanisms.

on Security Techniques.

WGl's work is of particular importance because the charter of this group includes a
key management framework, security information objects, risk analysis, and audit/access
control. The key management framework is pursued as a three part standards:
•

Overview;

•

Key management

using symmetric cryptographic techniques;

•

Key management

using asymmetric techniques.

The

last

two parts

the following projects

1.

of this standard are developed in

WG2 whose program of work includes

:

Modes

of Operation for n-Bit Block Cipher Algorithms, which is a generalization of ISO 8372, Modes of Operation for 64-Bit Block Cipher Algorithm.

Key

2.

Entity Authentication Mechanism using an n-bit Secret

3.

Cryptographic Mechanisms for Key Management using Secret Key Tech-

Algorithm,

niques,
4.

Entity Authentication using a Public

Key with Two-way and Three-way

Handshake,
5.

Authentication with a Three-way Handshake using Zero-knowledge Techniques,
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Scheme with Message Recovery,

6.

Digital Signature

7.

Hash Functions

8.

Zero Knowledge Techniques.

WG3's program
• Glossary for

of

for Digital Signatures,

work includes the

following:

Computer Security Evaluation

Criteria;

• Registry for Functionality Classes;
• Liaison for

Common

Criteria (see Section 3.1) Editorial Board;

• Evaluation Criteria for Information

A. 3. 6
TC68

TC68

Technology Security.

Banking and Related Financial Services

-

contains two subcommittees whose activities are security relevant:

•

SC2

-

Operations and procedures, and

•

SC6

-

Financial Transaction Cards, Related

Media and Operations

Within SC2 the security work is done by WG2, Message Authentication (Security
Wholesale Banking). This Working Group has produced the following ISO standards:

ISO 8730

for

Requirements for Message Authentication,

ISO 8731/1 Approved

algorithms for Message Authentication

ISO 8731/2 Approved

Algorithms for Message Authentication

-

-

Part

1

DEA-1

Algorithm.

Part 2 Message Authenti-

cation Algorithm.

ISO 8732 Key Management.
In addition,

it is

presently working on the following projects:

1.

Procedures for Message Encipherment

2.

Unnumbered Secure Transmission of Personnel Authentication Information and Node

-

Part

1

General Principles; Part 2 Algorithms.

Authentication.
3.

Unnumbered Banking-Key Management

4.

Data Security Framework for Financial Applications.

-
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Multiple Centre Environment.

Within SC6, security standards are being developed by WG6, Security in Retail Banking,
and WG7, Security Architecture of Banking Systems using the Integrated Circuit Card. WG6
is presently working on the following Standards:
• Retail

Message Authentication^

PIN Management

•

suid Security; this is a

two part standard {PIN Protection Principles

and Techniques and Approved Algorithms for PIN Encipherment).
• Retail

Key Management

Standard.

WG7 is working on a seven part

standard on Financial Transaction Cards.

• Part 0

-

(untitled);

• Part 1

-

Card

• Part 2

-

Transaction Process]

• Part 3

-

Cryptographic

• Part 4

-

Security Application Modules]

• Part 5

-

Use of Algorithms] and

• Part 6

-

Cardholder Verification.

CCITT

A.4

CCITT and ISO
•

Life Cycle,

Its

parts are:

ISO 10202;

Key

Relationships]

Security Standards

have been pursuing several joint security projects. Namely,

SG VII Q18

-

Message Handling Systems

This committee has already produced Recommendations X.400-X.409, Message Handling Systems, that also address the security requirements of such systems (most no-

tably X.400,
ture, that

•

MHS: System and

Service Overview, and X.402,

MHS:

Overall Architec-

correspond to ISO 10021-1 and to ISO 10021-2 respectively).

SG VII Q19
This group

is

-

Framework

for

Support of Distributed Applications

working jointly with SC21 on the following projects:

1.

The OSI Security Architecture (ISO 7498-2),

2.

The OSI Security frameworks,

3.

The Upper Layer Security model, and

4.

A

Security model for distributed Applications.
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SG VII Q20

•

Directory Systems This group has already finished an authentication framework (for the OSI Directory) and is currently working on access control for
the OSI Directory.

•

SG

-

VIII Q28

-

This committee

ECMA

A. 5

Security in Telematic Services

is

currently preparing a Security

Framework for Telematic

Services.

Security Standards

The Europeein Computer Manufacturers'

Association

is

pursuing the following security

re-

lated activities:

•

TC29/TGS

-

Security Aspects of

Documents

working on Security Extensions to ODA (ODA stands for Office Document Architecture and TC29 works on Document Architecture and Interchange).
is

•

TC32/TG2
is

•

•

Distributed Interactive Processing

working on a Threat/Attack Model for Transaction Processing.

TC32/TG6
is

-

-

Private Switching Networks

working on integrating cryptography into ISDN.

TC32/TG9
TG9

is

-

Security in

Open Systems

currently working on an Authentication and Privilege Attribute Security Ap-

and on a protocol to perform Security Association Management, i.e., a key
management protocol. It is increasingly apparent that keys are one of the parameters
that are necessary for cryptographic services. Thus, key management as a rule involves
managing more than just keys.
plication

It

of Security

—

and that

ECMA

it

ECMA

Task Group that works on general aspects
has already produced two rather influential documents:

should be noted that this

is

the

Technical Report 46, Security in Open Systems

-

A

Security Framework,

and

—

ECMA

Standard 138, Security in Open Systems

-

Data elements and Service

Definitions.

This committee includes several experts that are active in ISO and in
fore,

both

its

past and

its

CCITT. There-

current work influence the standardization process.
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IEEE

A.6
IEEE

Security Standards

currently working on a

document

Standard for Interoperable Local Area
Network Security (SILS) that has eight paxts. Part A is the model, part B is Secure Data
Exchange (SDE), Part C is Key Management, Part D is Security Management, Part E is
802.10

is

titled

SDE

of Ethernet, Part

H

Protocol Information Conformance Statement (PICS) Proforma.

is

Two

F

is

Sublayer Management, Part

G

is

SDE

Security Labels, and Part

things should be noted:

• 802.10

seeking to expand the ISO 7498-2 Security Architecture so that additional

is

Security Services

(i.e.,

Authentication, Access Control, and Data Integrity) can be

provided at layer two.
• X3S3.3, the

because

it

because

it

ANSI committee for

SC6 have not supported this project
ISO Security Architecture but, also,

lower layers, and

not only departs from the familiar

incorporates material subject to copyright protection.

working on a key management protocol which, while in
a linear descendant of the SDNS work, draws heavily on the work on GULS

In addition, this committee

is

ways is
and on developments within SC27. It is highly probable that
of the ISO key management standard in SC21/WG6.
several

A. 7

Other Standardization

There are several other

official, semi-official,

that address security issues.

few players that

One

them

may

Our purpose

is

this

work

will

form the basis

activities

and non-official committees and conferences
to mention a few of them so as to establish a

affect the standardization process.

NIST, which has been active in United States Standards activities (often
in partnership with DoD agencies) for quite some time. NIST has for several years being
hosting the OSE implementors' workshop which includes a special interest group on security.
NIST has also being sponsoring workshops on security labels, an area that has direct bearing
on both upper and layer protocol standards. As a result of this work, NIST is developing a
FIPS on security labels for information transfer [FIP93d].
Another set of organizations are those that were created by the Council of European
Community such as ETSI (European Telecommunications Standardization Institute) and
EWOS (European Workshop for Open Systems). ETSI and EWOS are producing Functional
Standards and have been producing Security profiles for several protocols (such as MHS).
Moreover, there are several European collaborative research programs (such as RACE and
ESPRIT) that are providing technical support for the European Security Standards.
NATO is sponsoring several standards committees active in security standardization.
Thus, a good number of NLSP comments were influenced by NATO concerns.
Finally, interesting and useful work is published as Internet Drafts by the IETF (Internet
Engineering Task Force). The most recent draft by John Linn (DEC, member of the common
of

is
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authentication technology wg)
Security Service Application

been several recent papers

GULS.
IETF

is

a revival of an older

DEC

product and defines a Generic

Program

Interface (GSS-API). Interestingly enough, there have

UK

that advocate this approach as an alternative to the

in the

new group (IPSEC) tasked with developing an SP3 type
and a key management protocol.

has recently formed a

protocol in the Internet

Prospects and Conclusion

A. 8

This section examines what we can expect in the near and foreseeable future.

we

The

short

few Standards.
Indeed, a cursory examination of the standards activities shows that:

answer

is

that

shall see a lot of progress, but relatively

tremendous pressure to develop Security Standards

1.

there

2.

There are inadequate resources
and

3.

even

is

if

The

because of the current financial landscape);

adequate resources were available,

body

substantial

A

(in part

of

it

work

in

would take

at least three years before a

work can be completed.

case that will illustrate the current situation

security

as soon as possible;

ISO assumes that

in

is

the need for a key

management

protocol.

most instances cryptographic techniques

will

be

used for security purposes. But, such techniques require shared secrets, such as crypto- keys.
Therefore, a key

management

protocol

is

a sine qua non condition for practically

all

security

protocols, be they upper or lower layer protocols.
If

we now look

t

SC27/WG1

at the

is

work pursued

at

ISO, we see the following:

charged with producing a key management framework document. The

timetable for this document cannot even be guessed.

or

•

The development of a key management protocol will be done
after SC27 produces a mature framework document.

If

one now considers any

no probability that SC21

realistic

will

schedule for these events,

produce stable text

for

it

at

SC21, presumably,

appears that there

is little

key management within the next two

most of the technical issues for key management that are
protocol have already been solved elsewhere and there have been proposals

years. This, despite the fact that

relevant to this

(such as the one in the

Of

course, as

SDNS

mentioned

series) for

key management protocols.

earlier, there are strong pressures for

developing security stan-

dards as early as possible. Already, several standards (Directories, Management,
invented or are inventing their

own

MHS)

have

security techniques so as to solve urgent problems of

own. At the same time, security protocols such as NLSP and TLSP are inventing ad
hoc key management schemes so as to meet their own need for negotiating cryptographic
their
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par£Lmeters. Other protocols are likely to follow suit unless quick identifiable progress takes
place. Therefore,

it

would appear that those who are interested

in Security Standards should

follow two, seemingly contradictory policies:
•

Bear pressure on the relevant ISO committees; and

•

Pursue the development of those Standards as a long term goal. Even if ISO and
CCITT decide to act as if business as usual will not do, a good amount of patience
will be needed.

Another thing to keep in mind is that however extensive the present program of work
seems to be, it will have to be expanded. Experience has shown that the point of greatest
vulnerability lies in the areas that are performance bottlenecks. In these areas, such as I/O
in Operating Systems which is the door of most penetrations, our need for high performance
conflicts with our desire to provide adequately secure mechanisms. The danger of taking
potentially disastrous shortcuts is real. Already, there are attempts to add security to the
route-construction protocols (which can be seen as layer 3 management protocols). These
are attempts to beat back the least sophisticated and the least persistent attacks. No doubt,
stronger mechanisms will be needed in the future to protect the protocol that constructs
routes and the protocol that forwards data. This is an example of future work that lies
just at the periphery of what is presently done. It is quite likely that as we grapple with
the security problems that arise in distributed computing, we shall discover the need for
additional services and mechanisms and that we will engage in work which today we cannot
even imagine.
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Appendix B
Cryptographic Service Calls
Shu-jen Chang

This Appendix describes the cryptographic service

calls

under development by NIST

and proposed to the P0SIX,6 Working Group. An overview of
Chapter 5.

The cryptographic

API

is

given in

service calls are presented in four subsections. Section B.l describes

B.1.1 addresses the database manage-

the databases needed to support the API. Section

ment functions

this draft

in support of the cryptographic functions. Section

B.l. 2 presents secret-key

cryptographic service calls including message encryption, message integrity, and key manage-

ment. Similarly, Section B.l. 3 addresses the public-key cryptographic service
public- key encryption, digital signature,

In describing the service calls,
is

it

calls

including

and key management.

should be noted that the specification of the service

not tied to any particular programming language. For each service

call,

calls

the syntax of the

parameter descriptions. Each parameter is listed with
its data type and an indication of whether it is an input or output parameter, or both. It
is possible for some input parameters to be passed through a trusted path such as a smart
card other than from the application programs. For each output parameter, whether it is
call is

presented

first,

followed by

its

a single-value parameter or an array of single-value elements,
application program will allocate the necessary

memory

it

is

assumed that the host

storage in advance to receive the

output values. The data type of "string" refers to strings of characters or sequences of bytes.
Strings are left justified,

and padded on the

right

if

necessary.

Commands marked

with an

asterisk are restricted to cryptographic officers (CO).

B.l

Supporting Cryptographic Databases

Before the cryptographic service calls are presented,
sary databases in support of cryptographic functions.
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it

is

desirable to address the neces-

To perform cryptographic functions

Module (CM) must exercise proper access control. Users requesting cryptographic services must be authenticated before their secret keys can be retrieved
from secure storage. Users' access and usage of data must also be authorized. To support
these controls, the following databcises must exist.
securely, the Cryptographic

1.

A

user authentication database

is

A

exist.

making any cryptographic service
considered "logged in" to the CM and a connection

must be
user

(UDATABASE) must

verified before

user's authentication

request.
is

Once

verified, a

established between the

user's host application process ajid the

CM.

If

simultaneously and share

it

the host operating system's and

its

resources,

is

multiple users can log in to the

responsibility to maintain the separation of service calls
tions.

any

It is

CM

therefore

assumed that the

CM

among simultaneous

knows the identity

service call until the user specifically logs out of the

Each element

CM's

connec-

of the user executing

CM.

database should contain at least four

in the user authentication

CM

user id, user authenticator, user type, and user authorization vector.

The

fields:

user id

is

simply the user's name. The user authenticator can be a password, a biometrics template, or anything else that can be used to authenticate a user. It may be desirable to

CM through different access privileges.

The user having the highest authorization privilege is the cryptographic officer (CO). The field "user type" is
used to indicate whether a user is a CO or a regular user. The CO assigns specific crypcontrol access to the

tographic service calls that a user can access in the user authorization vector.
a

CM

is

used for the

first

time, a

would then contain an entry
2.

CO

for the

should initialize the

CM

UDATABASE

CO.

For the secret key cryptography, a secure secret key database
to store the secret keys. Facilities

and the

When

must

also

(SKEYDB) must

be provided to control the

exist

lifecycle of a

key and ensure that replacement keys are brought into operation securely and old keys
are safely destroyed. SKEYDB may contain these fields: user id, key id, key value,
key type and/or key attributes, and key counter if applicable. Generally speaking,
storage space is more limited in a CM than in a host computer. Therefore, SKEYDB
is

more

likely to reside in the host,

even though

this is not a requirement.

Keys stored

CM

must be protected by encryption. It is possible and may be desirable
to combine UDATABASE and SKEYDB into one single database, which is a design
issue to be determined by the implementor.
outside the

For the operation of cryptographic functions, keys must be loaded into the proper

CM

These registers
are CM-dependent and are not to be confused with the generic secure key database
(SKEYDB). The retrieval of keys from SKEYDB and the subsequent loading of the
keys into the CM registers is handled by the cryptographic module rather than by the
application programs, therefore, no cryptographic service call is defined for key retrieval
for the CM. For easy referencing, let the registers of a CM be called CMKEYREG.
Depending on the type of CM used, the storage of keys in CMKEYREG may be
temporary whereas the storage of keys in SKEYDB is more permanent, that is until
registers of the

before cryptographic functions can take place.
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a key

is

specifically

removed. Keys can be loaded to or removed from

cryptographic service
3.

SKEYDB

by

calls.

For the public key cryptography, a separate databcise

(PKEYDB) must

exist to store a

key and public key certificates. A certificate is associated with a unique
identifier (CERTID), which can be a function of the user identification (USERID), the
certification authority's identification (CAID), and a certificate serial number
user's private

(CASERIALNO).
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User Database Management Service Calls

B.1.1

VERIFYUSER
(

UID,

in/out

string

LEN,

input

integer

UAUTHENT,

input

string

RESULT,

output

integer

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the user's identity.

LEN:

Specifies the length of

UAUTHENT:

UAUTHENT in

bytes.

Specifies the address that point to the string of bytes containing the user's

authenticator.

RESULT:
of the

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result
call,

0

-

Pass

1

-

Fail

STATUS:

which

is

either 0 or

1.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

UID

call verifies

the authenticator

against the user's authenticator stored

be verified before any cryptographic request

(UAUTHENT) of length LEN supplied by the
in the UDATABASE. A user's identity should
can be made. The RESULT and STATUS are

returned to the host.
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CREATEUSER
(

UID,

in/out

string

UTYPE,

input

character

LEN,

input

integer

UAUTHENT,

in/out

string

STATUS

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the user's identity,

UTYPE:
LEN:

Specifies the user type, for example, "c" for

Specifies the length of

UAUTHENT:

UAUTHENT in

COs, "u"

for users.

bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the user's

authenticator.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call creates

an account

CO

or a user according to the user type in-

under the identification of UID. The CO's or the
user's authentication information based on UAUTHENT of length LEN is stored in the
UDATABASE. It is recommended that SETUSERCOMMAND be called immediately after
dicated

(UTYPE). The new account

for a

an account

is

created.

The

is

service call returns the resulting
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STATUS

to the host.

CHANGEAUTHENT
(

OLDLEN,

OLDAUTHENT,
NEWLEN,
NEWAUTHENT,
STATUS

i
input

integer

i
input

string

i
input

integer

i
in/out

string

c
output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

OLDLEN:

Specifies the length of

OLDAUTHENT:

OLDAUTHENT

in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the

user's old authenticator.

NEWLEN:

Specifies the length of

NEWAUTHENT:
user's

STATUS:

new

bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the

authenticator.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service

call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call lets

a user change his/her authenticator.

THENT) of length OLDLEN
is

NEWAUTHENT in

replaced by

supplied by the user

is
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the authenticator

(OLDAU-

verified, the user's current authenticator

NEWAUTHENT of length NEWLEN

to the host.

If

and the resulting

STATUS

is

returned

•SETUSERCOMMAND
(

UID,
AV,

input

string

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

AV:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the user's identity.
Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the authorization

An

vector.

authorization vector defines the service calls that a user can access. Each

bit within the

byte in the authorization vector corresponds to a service

the bit enables the corresponding service

call

whereas a zero disables

it.

call.

AV

first

byte

VERIFYUSER
CREATEUSER

0

-

Bit

1

-

Bit

2

-

Bit

3

-

Bit

4

-

CHANGEAUTHENT
SETUSERCOMMAND
SHOWUSERCOMMAND

Bit

5

-

DELETEUSER

Bit

6

-

LOGOUT

Bit

7

-

ENCIPHER

assumed that a

STATUS:

in

looks as follows:

Bit

It is

one

For example,

the correspondence between the service calls and their bit positions for the
of

A

list

of the service calls

is

available to the

CO.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call lets

the

CO

set specific service calls that

authorization vector (AV) for user

STATUS

is

UID

is

stored in the

returned to the host.
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a user (UID) can access.

UDATABASE,

The

and the resulting

SHOWUSERCOMMAND
(

UID,

input

string

AVLEN,

input

integer

AV,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the user's identity
if

the service call

AVLEN:

is

executed by a CO; null otherwise.

Specifies the total

vice call

is

number

AV as described in SETUSERCOMMAND,
of AV to read which are meaningful.

represented by one bit in

parameter indicates how many

AV:

of cryptographic service calls defined. Since each ser-

bits

this

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the authorization

vector eissociated with the user.

"One"

bits indicate

enabled service

calls

whereas

"zero" bits indicate disabled service calls.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
of

UID

is

call uses

to be read,

AVLEN

to determine

and returns the

AV

how many

bits of the authorization vector

and resulting
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STATUS

to the host.

(AV)

DELETEUSER
(
.

UID,

STATUS

.

input

string

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

user whose record

STATUS:

is

to be

removed from

name

of the

UDATABASE.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.
0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call allows

a

CO to remove user UID's entry from the UDATABASE.

in the database pertaining to the user

DELETEKEY may need to
are removed from SKEYDB before

is

deleted and the storage

freed up.

DELETEUSER

noted that

be called before

keys

the user's account

is

is

is

closed.

The

Every

It

field

should be

so that the user's

resulting

STATUS

returned to the host.

LOGOUT
(

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
returns the

call allows

STATUS

the user currently logged on to the

to the host.
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CM

to log out of the

CM

and

Secret

B.1.2

Key Cryptography

Service Calls

Encryption and Data Integrity Service Calls

ENCIPHER
(

ALGID,

input

integer

MODE,

input

integer

PLEN,

input

integer

PT,

input

string

KEYID,

input

string

IV,

in/out

string

NBITFB,
CHAIN,
CLEN,

input

integer

input

integer

output

integer

CT,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:
1

-

DES

>1

-

Reserved

MODE:

Specifies the

for later use

mode

of the enciphering operation.

Code Book

1

-

Electronic

2

-

Cipher Block Chaining

3

-

Cipher Feedback

4

-

Output Feedback

PLEN:
PT:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering.

Specifies the length of the plaintext data in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the plaintext data.

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the encrypting key.

IV:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the 8-byte initialization

vector.

Used

NBITFB: An

in

modes

2, 3,

or 4. Null otherwise.

and 64 indicating the number of bits of feedback to use
Cipher Feedback or Output Feedback mode. 0 in other cases.

CHAIN:

integer between

Specifies

if

1

chaining of consecutive encryption

intermediate data values should be preserved across
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is

desired.

calls.

This

If
is

chaining

is

in

desired,

useful for encrypting

large

0

-

PT

1

-

First block, but not the last.

2

-

Middle blocks,

3

-

Last block.

CLEN:
CT:

files

is

the only block to be encrypted,

i.e.,

not

first,

not

i.e., it is

the

first

and the

last block.

last.

Specifies the length of the ciphertext in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the ciphertext. Since

CT

is likely

to contain nonprintable characters,

it is

convert the string of packed bytes into a string of
printing out the content of

STATUS:

necessary to use other routines to

ASCII hexadecimal characters when

CT.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

1

-

CT

>1

-

Other abnormal termination

This service

string size overflow

call

rithm (ALGID) and

enciphers plaintext data (PT) of length

MODE

using

KEYID

PLEN

in the specified algo-

For modes

and 4,
For Cipher Feedback and

as the encryption key.

2, 3,

an initialization vector may be specified in the IV parameter.
Output Feedback Modes, NBITFB specifies the number of bits of feedback to use. The
ciphertext (CT), the length of the ciphertext (CLEN), and the STATUS are returned to
the host. Depending on the

mode

of operation,

some padding may be added

plaintext data for a 64-bit block cipher, hence the length of the ciphertext

greater than the length of the plaintext
size overflow of the ciphertext

(PLEN).

If

STATUS

(CT), the output parameter

to the input

(CLEN) may be

indicates a condition of string

CLEN

should indicate the length

and the host should increase the memory storage allocated for CT accordingly. When encrypting a large file, there may not be enough memory to hold the entire
file, in this case, a means for chaining consecutive requests for multiple blocks is provided
by the CHAIN parameter. Depending on the value of this parameter, the CM would know
when and when not to preserve intermediate values. If chaining is desired, the CM should
preserve intermediate values. The distinction between the first block (CHAIN set to 1) and
of the ciphertext

the intermediate blocks

(CHAIN

set to 2)

can provide helpful information for the

implement the service call efficiently, since the
may not be needed for intermediate blocks.

first
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CM

to

block usually requires initial setup which

DECIPHER
(

ALGID,

input

integer

MODE,

input

integer

GLEN,

input

integer

GT,

input

string

KEYID,

input

string

IV,

input

string

NBITFB,
GHAIN,
PLEN,

input

integer

input

integer

output

integer

PT,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:
1

-

DES

>1

-

Reserved for later use

MODE:

Specifies the

mode

of the deciphering operation.

Gode Book

1

-

Electronic

2

-

Gipher Block Ghaining

3

-

Gipher Feedback

4

-

Output Feedback

CLEN:
CT:

Specifies the algorithm used for deciphering.

Specifies the length of the ciphertext in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the ciphertext.

may

KEYID:

GT

contain nonprintable characters.
Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the decrypting key.

rV:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the 8-byte initialization

vector for

NBITFB: An
for

modes

2, 3,

or

Null otherwise.

4.

and 64 indicating the number of bits of feedback to use
Gipher Feedback Mode or Output Feedback Mode. 0 for other cases.

CHAIN:

integer between

Specifies

if

1

chaining of consecutive decryptions

intermediate data values should be preserved across
large

files.
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is

desired. If chaining

calls.

This

is

is

desired,

useful for decrypting

0

-

CT

1

-

First block, but not the last.

2

-

Middle blocks,

3

-

Last block.

PLEN:
PT:

is

the only block to be decrypted,

i.e.,

not

first,

not

i.e., it is

the

first

and the

last block.

last.

Specifies the length of the plaintext in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the plaintext data.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

1

-

>1

-

Service call executed correctly

PT
A

This service

(ALGID) and

string size overflow

rmal termination

call

decrypts the ciphertext (CT) of length

MODE using KEYID as

the initialization vector for modes

NBITFB

the decrypting key.

2, 3,

and

4.

CLEN

in the specified algorithm

The input parameter IV

specifies

For Cipher Feedback and Output Feedback

number of bits of feedback to use. The decrypted plaintext
(PT), the length of the plaintext (PLEN), and the resulting STATUS are returned to the
host. The chaining parameter (CHAIN) chains consecutive decryption requests for multiple
blocks. Depending on the value of the parameter, the CM would know when and when not
modes,

specifies the

to preserve intermediate values across calls.
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COMPUTEDAC
(

ALGID,
LEN,
DATA,
KEYID,
CHAIN,
DAC,

STATUS

input

integer

input

integer

input

string

input

string

input

integer

output

string

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

LEN:

Specifies the algorithm used for

1

-

DES

>1

-

Reserved for later use

COMPUTEDAC.

Specifies the length of the data in bytes.

DATA:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the data

Data Authentication Code (DAC)

KEYID:

is

whose

to be computed.

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key used for DACing.

CHAIN:

Specifies

sired,

DAC:

0

-

1

-

2

-

3

-

if

chaining of consecutive

DAC

operations

is

desired. If chaining

intermediate data values should be preserved across

calls.

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

computed.

points to the only block whose

DAC

is

to be

de-

points to the First block, but not the last block.

points to a middle block.
points to the last block.

Specifies the address that points to the string of

computed DAC. Since

DAC

is

packed bytes that

will receive the

likely to contain nonprintable characters,

it is

necessary

to use another routine to convert the string of packed bytes into a string of

hexadecimal characters before the content of

STATUS:

is

DAC

ASCII

can be printed.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

LEN

using

call

KEYID

computes a Data Authentication Code (DAC) on the DATA of indicated
as the encrypting key. The computed DAC and resulting STATUS are
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returned to the host.

Chaining of consecutive

parameter.

If

is

consecutive

calls.

chaining

desired, the

CM

DAC

requests

is

provided by the

CHAIN

should preserve intermediate data values across
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VERIFYDAC
ALGID,
LEN,
DATA,
KEYID,
DAC,
CHAIN,
RESULT,

STATUS

input

integer

input

integer

input

string

input

string

input

strinjT

input

inte^_.

output

integer

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

LEN:

Specifies the algorithm used for

1

-

DES

>1

-

Reserved for later use

VERIFYDAC.

Specifies the length of the data in bytes.

DATA: Specifies the address
DAC is to be verified.
KEYID:

that points to the string of bytes containing the data whose

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key used for DACing.

DAC:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the input

Authentication Code.

If

the user-entered Data Authentication

Code

ASCII hexidecimal

characters with a blank space separating the

half of the code,

should be converted to a string of packed bytes

it

half

left

first

is

Data

a string of

and the

right

before calling

VERIFYDAC.

CHAIN:

Specifies

if

chaining of consecutive calls

is

desired. If chaining

is

desired, interme-

diate data values should be preserved across calls.

0

-

1

-

2

-

3

-

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

points to the only block whose
points to the

first

DAC

is

to be verified.

block, but not the last block.

points to a middle block.
points to the last block.

RESULT: Specifies the address
of DAC verification.
0
DAC is verified
1
DAC is not verified

that points to the data storage that will receive the result

-
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STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

computes a Test Data Authentication Code (TDAC) on the DATA
of indicated LEN using KEYID as the encrypting key, and checks if TDAC matches the
input DAC. The RESULT and STATUS are returned to the host. Chaining of consecutive
VERIFYDAC requests is provided by the chaining parameter (CHAIN). If chaining is used,
This service

the

CM

call

should preserve intermediate data values across
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calls.

Key Management

Service Calls

GENKEY
(

KEYID,

input

string

LEN,

input

integer

OUTPUTCLEAR,

input

integer

ATTRIB,

input

unsigned character

PTKEY,
STATUS

output

string

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be generated.

LEN:

Specifies the length of

key

DES

in bits.

keys are 64 bits for a single key, 128 bits for

a key pair,

OUTPUTCLEAR:

Specifies

if

the generated plaintext key should be returned to the host.

0

-

Do

1

-

Return the plaintext key to the

ATTRIB:

not return the plaintext key to the host.

Represented in a byte,

this

host.

parameter

specifies the operations that the

generated

key can be used for (See SETATTRIB service call for reference). Each bit within the
byte corresponds to an operation, a one in the bit enables the operation whereas a zero
disables the operation. The assigned bit positions for the basic key operations are as
follows:

Bit

0

-

Encryption

Bit

1

-

Decryption

Bit

2

-

Bit

3

-

Bit

4

-

Key exportable

Bit

5

-

Attribute Lock Bit

Bit

6

-

Bit

7

-

Not used
Not used

PTKEY:

DAC
DAC

Verification

outside

CM

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the generated

plaintext key

STATUS:

Generation

if

OUTPUTCLEAR is

set; null

otherwise.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination
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This service

call

generates a secret key of odd parity of length

LEN

and

stores

it

under

KEYID in SKEYDB. If OUTPUTCLEAR is set, the plaintext key (PTKEY)
eind STATUS are returned to the host; otherwise, PTKEY contains a null pointer and only
STATUS is returned. The key may be initialized with a key counter using the SETCOUNT
the

name

of

service call. Allowable operations for the key are set according to

TRIB, the key

attributes.
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what

is

specified in

AT-

DELETEKEY
(

UID,

input

string

KEYID,

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

UID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the user's identity

whose key

KEYID:

is

to be deleted from

SKEYDB.

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be deleted.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call deletes

returns the resulting

a

CO

rt^^y delete

the key identified by

STATUS

to the host.

A

KEYID

user can only delete

a user's keys before closing a user's account.
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UID from SKEYDB, and
his/her own keys, however,

of user

LOADKEY
KEYID,
LEN,
KEY,
PARITY,

STATUS

input

string

input

integer

input

string

input

integer

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be loaded.

LEN:

Specifies the length of

key in

bits.

DES

keys are 64 bits for a single key, 128 bits for

a key pair.

KEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the clear

key value

to be loaded.

PARITY:

Specifies

if

odd parity

0

-

Ignore parity checks

1

-

Set

STATUS:

is

to be used for the key to be loaded.

odd parity

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.
0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

KEYID.

If

call loads

PARITY

not checked.

The

is set,

resulting

a clear

KEY

the key

STATUS

is

is

of length

set to

odd

LEN

to

SKEYDB

parity; otherwise, the parity of the key

returned to the host.
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under the identity of
is

EXPORTKEY
(

KEYID,
Ty Tr T"P\
KKID,

input

string

input

string

JNUb,

input

integer

KOFFSET,

input

integer

ORI,

input

string

RCV,

input

string

LEN,

output

integer

ENCRYPTEDKEY,

output

string

CTT,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be exported.

KKID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of the

key encrypting key.

NOS:

Specifies

notarization

desired or not.

is

0

-

Notarization not desired

1

-

Notarization desired

KOFFSET:

ORI:

if

0

-

1

-

Specifies

Key
Key

offset

if

key

offset is to

be used.

not desired

offset desired

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity of the

message originator.

RCV:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity of

the message recipient.

LEN:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the length of the

encrypted key

(ENCRYPTEDKEY)

in bits.

DES

keys are 64 bits for a single- length

key, 128 bits for a key pair.

ENCRYPTEDKEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing

the encrypted key value of

CTT:
if

KEYID.

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the transmit count

NOS

or

KOFFSET

is

used; null otherwise.
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STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call

CM.

encrypts a plaintext key before exporting the key outside the

If

formed inside the CM before it is used
to encrypt the key value of KEYID. A notarizing key is formed by XORing the plaintext
key value of KKID with a notary seal formed from the transmit count (CTT) of KKID and
notarization

(NOS)

is

desired, a notarizing key

is

the identities of the message originator (ORI) and the intended recipient (RCV). (See

ANSI

X9.17 Standard for reference.) If key offset is desired, the plaintext value of KKID is XORed
with the transmit count (CTT) of KKID before the result is used to encrypt the key value
of KEYID (See ANSI X9.17 Standard for reference). The notarization flag (NOS) and the
key offset flag (KOFFSET) are mutually exclusive, i.e., both flags can not be set to 1 in
the same call. If neither key offset nor notarization is desired, the key value of KEYID is
simply encrypted by the key value of KKID, and the

ORI and RCV

length of the encrypted key (LEN), the encrypted key
resulting

STATUS

are returned to the host.

If

returned to the host; otherwise, a null pointer

fields are ignored.

(ENCRYPTEDKEY)

notarization or key offset
is
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returned.

is

itself,

used,

The

and the

CTT

is

also

IMPORTKEY
(

KEYID,
KKID,
LEN,

input

string

input

string

input

integer

ENCRYPTEDKEY,

input

string

NOS,

input

integer

KOFFSET,

input

integer

ORI,

input

string

RCV,
CTR,
PARITY,

input

string

input

string

output

integer

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be imported.

KKID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of the

key used to encrypt KEYID.

LEN:

Specifies the length of the

key to be imported in

bits.

DES

keys are 64 bits for a

single key, 128 bits for a key pair.

ENCRYPTEDKEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing

the encrypted key value of

NOS:

Specifies

notarization

0

No

1

-

Notarization used

KOFFSET:

ORI:

if

-

0

-

1

-

KEYID.

is

to be used.

notarization used

Specifies

Key
Key

offset

if

key

offset is to

be used.

not desired

offset desired

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity of the

message originator.

RCV:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity of

the message recipient.

CTR:

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the receive count

used in key notarization.
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PARITY:
0

-

the imported key conformed to odd parity.
Imported key not conformed to odd parity

1

-

Imported key conformed to odd parity

STATUS:

Specifies

if

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

imported key and stores it in SKEYDB. If notarization
(NOS) was used, a notcLrizing key was formed by XORing the key value of the key encrypting key (KKID) with a noteiry seal formed from the receive count (CTR) of KKID and the
This service

call

decrypts

€in

message originator (OKI) and the recipient (RCV). The notarizing key is
then used to decrypt the encrypted key (ENCRYPTEDKEY). (For the processing of key
counters and the notarization procedure, see the ANSI X9.17 Standard for reference.) If key
offset was used, the key value of KKID is XORed with the receive count (CTR) of KKID
identities of the

before the result

is

used to decrypt the

ENCRYPTEDKEY. The CTR

with the stored receive count and processed according to the

(NOS) and the key
to 1 in the same call.

ignored and the

ENCRYPTEDKEY

Ccill

of length

LEN

is

simply

KKID. The deciphered key is checked for odd parity and stored in SKEYDB
identity of KEYID. The result of the parity check and the STATUS of processing

decrypted by
the

are mutually exclusive,

The
ORI,

If

under the

standard.

neither notarization nor key offset was used, the

can not be set

fields are

ANSI X9.17

both

offset flag

COUNT

always compared

i.e.,

notarization flag

RCV, and

(KOFFSET)

is

are returned to the host.
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SETATTRIB
(

KEYID,

input

string

ENCRYPTEDATTRIB

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

the key whose attributes are to be

ENCRYPTEDATTRIB:

of

set.

Specifies the address that points to a string of 8 bytes containing

the encrypted attributes of

KEYID. ENCRYPTEDATTRIB

is

encrypted under the key

KEYID.

value of

STATUS:

name

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call sets

the operations that a key

key's attributes, according to
erations are defined.

what

The key

is

specified in

is

allowed to perform, referred to as a

ENCRYPTEDATTRIB.

Currently six op-

attributes are represented in a byte with the assigned bit

positions:

Bit

0

-

Encryption

Bit

1

-

Decryption

Bit

2

-

Bit

3

-

Bit

4

-

Key exportable

Bit

5

-

Attribute Lock Bit

Bit

6

-

Currently not used

Bit

7

-

Currently not used

A

DAC
DAC

Generation
Verification

set bit (i.e., bit set to 1)

example,

if

Bit 4

is set,

out of the

CM

within the byte enables the specific operation for the key. For

KEYID

can be exported outside the

CM

using the

service call. If enabled, the lock bit (Bit 5) locks the key's attributes

to change the attributes afterwards. Before calling

SETATTRIB,

EXPORTKEY

and makes

it

impossible

the plaintext key attribute

should have been padded on the right with seven zero bytes and DES-encrypted under the

key value of

DATTRIB

KEYID. Upon

(with the key value of

responsibility of the

The

CM

SETATTRIB call, the CM decrypts ENCRYPTEKEYID) and sets the attributes for KEYID. It is the

receiving the

to check the key attributes before a key

service call returns the

STATUS

of the call to the host.
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is

used for any operation.

READATTRIB
(

KEYID,
ATTRIB,

input

string

output

unsigned character

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key whose attributes are to be retrieved.

ATTRIB:

Specifies the address that points to the one- byte data storage that will receive

the attributes of

STATUS:

KEYID.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
tributes in
call for

call

reads the attributes associated with

ATTRIB and

returns the

STATUS

KEYID,

stores the retrieved at-

to the host. Refer to the

the format of key attributes.
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SETATTRIB

service

XORKEYS
(

NEWKEYID,

input

string

KEYIDl,
KEYID2,

input

string

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

NEWKEYID:
of the

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

new key formed by XORing the keys

of

name

KEYIDl and KEYID2.

KEYIDl: Specifies the address of the character
be XORed with the key of KEYID2.

string containing the

name

of the key to

KEYID2: Specifies the address of the character
be XORed with the key of KEYIDl.

string containing the

name

of the key to

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service

call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

two keys in the SKEYDB identified by KEYIDl and
KEYID2 to form a new key identified by NEWKEYID. The service call facilitates the use of
duaJ control in forming a working key. The attributes for the new key are set equal to the
intersection of the attributes possessed by KEYIDl and KEYID2.
This service

call exclusive-ors
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SETCOUNT
(

KEKID,
CTT,
CTR,

input

string

input

string

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

KEKID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key encrypting key whose counters are to be reset.

CTT:

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the transmit count

to be set for

CTR:

KEKID.

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the receive count

to be set for

STATUS:

KEKID.

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

(CTT) and

(CTR)
associated with KEKID in the SKEYDB. The resulting STATUS is returned to the host. The
SETCOUNT and READCOUNT service calls are added for compatibility with the ANSI
X9.17 Key Management (Wholesale) Standard. The initial values of key counters should be
This service

call lets

the host set the transmit count

selected according to specifications in the X9.17 Standard.
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the receive count

READCOUNT
(

KEKID,
CTT,
CTR,

input

string

output

string

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

KEKID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key encrypting key whose counters are to be retrieved.

CTT:

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the transmit count

KEKID.

of

CTR:

Specifies the address that points to a string of 7 bytes containing the receive count

KEKID.

of

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the status

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
associated with

call lets

KEKID

turned to the host.
with the

the host read the transmit count
in the

SKEYDB. The

(CTT) and

the receive count

(CTR)

STATUS

are re-

counters and the resulting

SETCOUNT and READCOUNT service calls are added for compatibility

ANSI X9.17 Key Management

(Wholesale) Standard.
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Key Cryptography

Public

B.1.3

Service Calls

Encryption and Digital Signature Service Calls

PUBENCIPHER
(

ALGID,
MODULUS-SIZE,

input

integer

input

integer

RCVR_PUBKEY,

input

string

PLEN,

input

integer

PT,

input

string

GLEN,

output

integer

GT,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the encryption algorithm to

1

-

RSA

>1

-

Reserved for future use

be used:

MODULUS-SIZE:

Specifies the size of the key

RCVR-PUBKEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the

modulus

in bytes.

public key of the intended recipient of the enciphered message.

PLEN:

Specifies the length of the plaintext data in bytes.

PLEN

rithm,

PT:

should be no greater than

For the

RSA

encryption algo-

MODULUS-SIZE.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the plaintext data.

For the

RSA encryption algorithm,

the binary value of

PT

must be

less

than the binary

value of the key modulus.

CLEN: Specifies the length of the ciphertext in bytes. For
GLEN would be no greater than MODULUS.SIZE.
CT:

the

RSA

encryption algorithm,

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the ciphertext. For

the

RSA

encryption algorithm, the binary value of

GT

would be

less

than the binary

value of the key modulus.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination
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This service

call uses

Currently only the

RSA

the encryption algorithm specified in

ALGID

eilgorithm supports public-key encryption.

to encipher a message.

The

size of the

key mod-

MODULUS-SIZE. The intended recipient's public key (RCVR_PUBKEY)
is used to encipher the pleiintext message (PT) of length PLEN. The resulting ciphertext
(CT), its length (CLEN), and the STATUS of the call are returned to the host.
ulus

is

specified in
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PUBDECIPHER
(

ALGID,
MODULUS-SIZE,

input

integer

input

integer

RCVR_PRIKEYID,
GLEN,

input

string

input

integer

GT,

input

string

PLEN,

output

integer

PT,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the decryption algorithm to be used:

1

-

RSA

>1

-

Reserved for future use

MODULUS-SIZE:

Specifies the size of the

RCVR_PRIKEYID:

key modulus in bytes.

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing

the identity of the message recipient's private key.

CLEN:

Specifies the length of the ciphertext in bytes.

should be no greater than

CT:

RSA

For the

algorithm,

GLEN

MODULUS-SIZE.

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the ciphertext. For

the

RSA

algorithm, the binary value of

CT

should be

less

than the binary value of the

key modulus.

PLEN:

Specifies the length of the plaintext data in bytes. For the

RSA

algorithm,

PLEN

would be no greater than MODULUS-SIZE.

PT:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the plaintext data.

For the

RSA

algorithm, the binary value of

PT

would be

less

than the binary value of

the key modulus.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
rently only the

ulus

is

call uses

RSA

specified in

the algorithm specified in

ALGID

to decipher a message.

algorithm supports public-key decryption.

MODULUS-SIZE. The message

RGVR-PRIKEYID

is

ing plaintext (PT),

its

The

size of the

Cur-

key mod-

recipient's private key identified

by

used to decipher the ciphertext (GT) of length GLEN. The resultlength (PLEN), and the STATUS of the call are returned to the host.
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SIGN
(

ALGID,
LEN,
DATA,
MDID,
PRIKEYID,
SIGNLEN,

SIGNATURE,
STATUS

input

integer

input

integer

input

string

input

string

input

string

output

integer

output

string

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

LEN:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering:

1

-

2

-

RSA
DSA

3

-

El

>3

-

Reserved for future use

Gamal Signature Scheme

Specifies the length of the data in bytes

DATA:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the data to

be

processed

MDID:

Specifies the

message digest algorithm used

producing the message digest:

MD2
MD4

1

-

2

-

3

-

SHA

>3

-

Reserved for future use

PRIKEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the iden-

tity of the private

SIGNLEN:

for

key associated with the signer.

Specifies the length of the signature in bytes

SIGNATURE:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the result

of applying the private key to the data.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination
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This service

call applies

a message digest algorithm, specified by

MDID,

to the

DATA

of

Note that the DATA must be left justified (from
the lejwt significant byte to the most significant byte) and right padded with zeroes. The
resulting message digest is used to compute a SIGNATURE, based on the ALGID specified,
by applying the private key associated with PRIKEYID to the message digest. Note when a
modulus is used, the message digest must be less than or equal to the modulus associated
with the signature algorithm specified by ALGID. The service call returns the resulting
SIGNATURE, SIGNLEN, and STATUS to the host.
NOTEl: Information such as USERID, CAID, and CASERIALNO could be in the data
indicated

LEN resulting in a message digest.

or sent separately in order to indicate the correct public key,

PUBKEY,

used to verify the

signature.

N0TE2: When

it is

desired to

compute the signature on the

without applying a hashing function, use

PUBDECIPHER.
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DATA

of indicated

LEN

VERIFYSIGNATURE
(

ALGID,
MDID,
SIGNLEN,

input

integer

input

integer

input

integer

SIGNATURE,

input

string

CERTID,
LEN,
DATA,
RESULT,

input

string

input

integer

input

string

output

integer

STATUS

output

integer

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering:

1

-

2

-

RSA
DSA

3

-

El

>3

-

Reserved for future use

MDID:

Gamal Signature Scheme

Specifies the

message digest algorithm used

producing the message digest:

MD2
MD4

1

-

2

-

3

-

SHA

>3

-

Reserved for future use

SIGNLEN:

for

Specifies the length of the signature in bytes

SIGNATURE:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the result

of applying the private key to the data.

CERTID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity

of the certificate

LEN:

Specifies the length of the data in bytes

DATA:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the data to

be

processed

RESULT:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of the call, which
0

-

Pass

1

-

Fail

is

either 0 or

1
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STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

Based on the ALGID specified, this service call verifies the SIGNATURE of indicated
SIGNLEN by applying the public key obtained from the certificate associated with CERTID,
to the SIGNATURE to reveal a Test Message Digest (TMD). It sets the correct RESULT to
indicate if TMD is identical with the Message Digest (MD) computed by applying a message
digest algorithm, specified by MDID, to the DATA of indicated LEN. Note when a modulus
is used, the message digest must be less than or equal to the modulus of the signature
algorithm, ALGID. The RESULT and STATUS are returned to the host.
NOTE: When it is desired to verify the signature on the DATA of indicated LEN without
applying a hashing function, use

PUBENCIPHER.
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Key Management

Service Calls

GENPUBKEYPAIR
ALGID,

input

integer

ENCRYPTEXP,

input

integer

LEN,

input

integer

PRIKEYID,

input

string

PUBKEY,
STATUS

output

string

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering:

1

-

RSA

2

-

El

3

-

Diffie/Hellman

>3

-

Reserved for future use

Gamal

ENCRYPTEXP:

LEN:

Signature Scheme

Specifies the encryption

1

-

Provided by the system

>0

-

Provided by the user

exponent used:

Specifies the length of the keys in bits

PRIKEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the iden-

tity of the private key.

PUBKEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the public

key data.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

Based on the

ALGID

and

lic/private key pair of length

private key

is

LEN

stored in secure

and the resulting

STATUS

ENCRYPTEXP

specified, this service call generates a

pub-

indexed by the user identification known by the host. The

memory as PRIKEYID. The

to the host.
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service call returns the

PUBKEY

STORECERTIFICATE
CERTLEN,
CERTIFICATE,

input

integer

input

string

CERTID,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

CERTLEN:

Specifies the length of the certificate in bytes

CERTIFICATE:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the

signed data item produced

when a

Certification Authority representing an organiza-

minimum, the
information: USERID, CAID, CASERIALNO, PUBKEY, EXPDATE, AL-

tion applies a digital signature to a collection of data consisting of, at

following

GID.

CERTID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity

of the certificate

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call stores

tographic Module

CERTIFICATE of length CERTLEN in the Crypidentity of CERTID and returns the resulting STATUS

the contents of

(CM) under

the

to the host.
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RETRIEVECERTIFICATE
(

CERTID,

input

string

CERTLEN,
CERTIFICATE,
STATUS

output

integer

output

string

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

CERTID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity

of the certificate

CERTLEN:

Specifies the length of the certificate in bytes

CERTIFICATE:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing the

signed data item produced

when a

Certification Authority representing an organiza-

minimum, the
information: USERID, CAID, CASERIALNO, PUBKEY, EXPDATE, AL-

tion applies a digital signature to a collection of data consisting of, at

following

GID.

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call retrieves

tographic Module (CM).

CERTLEN, and

It

the resulting

the

CERTIFICATE

returns the

STATUS

identified

CERTIFICATE,

to the host.
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by

CERTID

from the Cryp-

the length of the certificate

DELETEPRJKEY
(

PRIKEYID,

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

PRIKEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the iden-

tity of the private

STATUS:

key

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.
0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

owner of that

call allows

key.

The

PRIKEYID to be deleted by
STATUS to the host.

the private key associated with

service call returns the resulting

the

*DELETECERTIFICATE
\

CERTID,

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

CERTID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity

of the certificate

STATUS:

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service
the resulting

call deletes

STATUS

the certificate associated with

to the host.
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CERTID. The

service call returns

PUBEXPORTKEY
(

ALGID,
KEYID,
CERTID,

input

integer

input

string

input

string

ENCRYPTEDKEY,

output

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering:

1

-

RSA

2

-

El

3

-

Diffie/Hellman

>3

-

Reserved for future use

KEYID:

Gamal Signature Scheme

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be exported

CERTID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the identity

of the certificate

ENCRYPTEDKEY:

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing

the encrypted key value of

STATUS:

KEYID

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.

0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

call uses

certificate associated

to

RSA

ALGID specified
CERTID from the

the

with

along with the public key obtained from the

Cryptomodule's Database and uses

encrypt the key associated with KEYID.It returns the

resulting

STATUS

to the host.
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ENCRYPTEDKEY

this

key

and the

PUBIMPORTKEY
ALGID,
KEYID,
PRIKEYID,

input

integer

input

string

input

string

ENCRYPTEDKEY,

input

string

STATUS

output

integer

)

Parameter Descriptions:

ALGID:

Specifies the algorithm used for enciphering:

1

-

RSA

2

-

El

3

-

Diffie/Hellman

>3

-

Reserved for future use

KEYID:

Gamal Signature Scheme

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the

name

of

the key to be imported

PRIKEYID:

Specifies the address that points to the character string containing the iden-

tity of the private

ENCRYPTEDKEY:

key used to decipher

Specifies the address that points to the string of bytes containing

the encrypted key value of

STATUS:

KEYID

KEYID

Specifies the address that points to the data storage that will receive the result

of processing the service call.
0

-

Service call executed correctly

>0

-

Abnormal termination

This service

PRIKEYID and

call uses

the

ALGID

specified to retrieve the private key associated with

the user identification supplied by the host from the Cryptomodule's

RSA decrypt the key associated
called KEYID in the Key Database

DatabcLse and uses this key to
It

stores the decrypted key

STATUS

to the host.
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with

ENCRYPTEDKEY.

and returns the resulting

Appendix C
Sample Implementation of
Client
John Barkley
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rpc.rexd

*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/

•include <stdio.h>
include <signal.h>
•include <rpc/rpc.h>
•include <sys/types .h>
•include <sys/socket .h>
•include <netinet/in.h>
•include <sys/time.h>
•include <netdb.h>
•include "rex.h"

main (argc, argv)
int argc;

char **argv;

extern
extern
static
static
static

char **environ;
int errno;
rex_start rs
/* rpc argument pointer */
rex_result rr
/* rpc result pointer */
char nulstr[] = "";
;

;

struct timeval total_timeout
int rpcsock = RPC.ANYSOCK;
register CLIENT *client;
enum clnt_stat clnt_stat;
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;

;

socket stuff

/*

;

*/

int sockin, sockout, length;
struct sockaddr.in client in, server;
int msgsockin, msgsockout

static char buf[1024], *bp;
int inc, outc, wc;
int i, pid;
if (argc < 3)

{

fprintf (stderr, "usage: myon host commandXn")
exit (-1);
}

rs .rst_cmd.rst_cmd_len = argc-2;
rs .rst_cmd.rst_cmd_val = &argv[2];

rs.rst_host = &nulstr[0];
rs .rst_f sname = &nulstr[0];
rs .rst_dirwithin = &nulstr[0];
for (i=0; environ [i] != 0; i++)
rs.rst_env.rst_env_len = i;
rs.rst_env.rst_env_val = environ;
rs.rst .flags = 0;
/* Get a TCP CLIENT pointer */
if ((client = clnt_create(argv[l]

,

REXPROG, REXVERS,

"tcp")) == NULL) {
clnt_pcreateerror ("clnttcp.create")

exit (-1);
}
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create input and output sockets for rpc.rexd to connect to

/*

sockin = socket (AF_INET, SOCK.STREAM, 0);
if (sockin < 0 ) {perror( "opening input stream socket"); exit(-l); };
sockout = socket (AF.INET, SOCK.STREAM, 0);
if (sockout < 0 ) {perrorC opening output stream socket"); exit(-l); };

name sockets
*/
clientin. sin_f amily = AF_INET;
clientin.sin_addr.s_addr = INADDR_ANY;
clientin. sin_port = 0;
if (bind (sockout , (struct sockaddr *)&clientin, sizeof (clientin)) <0)
(perror( "getting client socket name"); exit(-l); };
/*

server sin_f amily = AF_INET;
server sin.addr. s_addr = INADDR_ANY;
server sin_port = 0;
if (bind(sockin, (struct sockaddr *)&server, sizeof (server)) <0)
{perror( "getting server socket name"); exit(-l); };
.

.

.

/*

get assigned port numbers

*/

length = sizeof (clientin)
if( get sockname( sockout

(struct sockaddr *)&clientin, ftlength) < 0)
{perror( "getting client socket name"); exit(-l); };
length = sizeof (server)
if( get sockname( sockin, (struct sockaddr *)&server, ftlength) < 0)
,

{perror( "getting server socket name"); exit(-l); };
rs.rst_portO = ntohs(clientin. sin_port)
rs.rst_portl = ntohs(server sin.port)
rs.rst_port2 = rs .rst_portl
.

start accepting connections

/*

*/

listen(sockin, 5);
listen(sockout 5);
,

/*

Set UNIX style authentication

/*
/*

to use DES authentication, replace with a call to authdes_create()

client->cl_auth = authunix_create_def ault ()
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

call rpc.rexd

/*

*/

total_timeout .tv_sec « 20;
total_timeout .tv_Tisec * 0;
clnt.stat « clnt_call (client, REXPROC_START, xdr_rex_start &rs,
xdr_rex_result &rr, total.timeout)
,

,

if (clnt.stat != RPC.SUCCESS) {
clnt_perror (client, "rpc");

exit (-1);
}

if (rr.rlt.stat != 0){

fprintf(stderr,rr.rlt .message)
exit(-l)
}

create parent and child processes for sockout and sockin communications */
pid = forkO; if(pid < 0){perror("f ork") exit(l); };
if (pid == 0)
/*

;

for sockout

the child

/*
{

close (sockin)
msgsockout = accept (sockout (struct sockaddr *)0, (int *)0);
if( msgsockout == -1) {perror ("accept sockout"); exit(l); };
inc = 1;
while (inc > 0)
,

{

errno = 0;
inc = read(0, buf, sizeof (buf ))
if (inc < 0) perror("stdin read");
if (inc <= 0) continue;
bp = buf; outc = inc;
while (outc > 0)
{

errno = 0;
wc = write (msgsockout

,

bp, outc);

if (wc <= 0) breeik;
outc = outc - wc; bp = bp + wc;
>
}

close (msgsockout)
close(sockout)
}
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*/

else
the parent for sockin

/*

*/

{

close (sockout)
msgsockin » accept (sockin, (struct sockaddr *)0, (int *)0);
if( msgsockin == -1) {perror( "accept sockin"); exit(l); };
inc = 1;
while (inc !=0 )
C

bzero(buf, sizeof (buf ))
if( (inc = read (msgsockin, buf, sizeof (buf))) < 0)
{perror(" reading stream message") exit(O); };
if (inc != 0) write(l, buf, inc);
,

}

(void)
}

kilKpid, SIGKILL)

;

;

close (msgsockin)
close (sockin)
}
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